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Press Release No. 84-154

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE UNITED STATES SENATE
July 5, 1984 Subcommittee on International

Trade
SD-219 Dirksen Senate

Office Building

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE SEEKS
COMMENTS ON MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS

Senator John C. Danforth (R., Mo.), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade, today announced that the
Subcommittee is seeking written comments on the following
miscellaneous tariff bills.

1. S. 1954.--A bill to apply duty-free treatment with
respect to articles exported for purposes of rendering
certain geophysical or contracting services abroad, and
later returned.

2. S. 2010.--A bill to amend subpart E of part 3 of
SChedule 6 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
to establish a new item with lower rates of duty for
certain knives having movable blades.

3. S. 2022.--A bill to suspend temporarily the duty on
dlphenfyl guanidine and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine.

4. S. 2054.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on hydarazone, 3- (4-methylpiperazinyliminomethyl)
rifamycin 8V (an antibiotic known as rifampin).

5. S. 2055.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on5W-ibenz (b,f,)azepine-5-propanamine, 10. 11-
dihydro-N-methyl-, monohydrochloride (a tricyclic
antidepressant known as desipramine hydrochloride).

6. S. 2056.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on3-8 Tydroxydiphenylacetyl )oxy)-1, l-dimethyl
piperidinium bromide (a drug known as mepenzolate
bromide).

7. S. 2092.--A bill to continue until the close of June 30,
999Ehe existing suspension of duties on certain forms

of zinc.

8. S. 2156.--A bill to repeal the existing suspension of
duty on carob flour.

9. S. 2172.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on C-oriphene citrate.

10. S. 2197.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on Terfenadine.

11. S. 2198.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the
dUEty n Dicyclomine hydrochloride.

12. S. 2288.--A bill to extend duty-free treatment to
1mPorti of chipper knife steel.

(1)
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13. S. 2293.--A bill to provide for the free entry of a ring
of eight belle for the use of Kalamazoo College,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

14. S. 2317.--A bill to suspend for 3 years the duty on
crude +5 hydroxyquinol ino.

15. S. 2332.--A.bill to suspend for a 3-year perod the duty
on Iaulose (4-0-beta-D-Galactophyranosyl-D-fructose).

16. S. 2333.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on an iron-dextran complex.

17. S. 2334.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on nicotine resin complex.

18. S. 2340.--A bill to increase the duty on imported copper
by an amount- which offsets the cost incurred by copper
producers in the United States in meeting domestic
environmental requirements.

19. S. 2426.'-A bill to provide for the temporary suspension
r the duty on mixtures of 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-

isothiazolin-3-one, 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one,
magnesium chloride and magnesium nitrate.

20. S. 2427.--A bill to provide for the temporary suspension
f the duty on mixtures of potassium 1-(p-chlorophenyl)-

1, 4-dihydro-6-methyl-4-oxophridazine-3-carboxylate
("Fenridatine-potassium") and formulation adjuvants.

21. S. 2428.--A bill relating to classification of imported
steel tubes used in lampposts, resulting in a column 1
duty rate of 19 percent ad valorem and a column 2 rate
of 45 percent ad valorem.

22. S. 2429.--A bill to amend the Tariff Schedules of the
united States to increase the duty on certain shelled
filberts.

23. S. 2439.--A bill to suspend the duty on certain surface
active agents until the close of June 30, 1986. The
agents aret sodium isobutyl xanthate, sodium xanthate,
sodium isopropyl xanthate, and potassium amyl xanthate.

24. S. 2440.--A bill ko suspend thw duty on certain benzoid
chemicals until the close of June 30, 1986. The
chemicals aret para-ethylphenolt trichlorosalicylic
acid; i-amino-phenoll 6-amino-l-naphthol-3-sulfonic
acidl and, 4-acetaminobenzenesulfonyl chloride.

25. S. 2441.--A bill to suspend the duty on certain
nitrogenous chemical compounds until the close of June
30, 1986. The compounds are methyl carbamate and 2-
aminodiazine.

26. S. 2474.--A bill to amend the Tariff Schedules of the
United States with respect to the tariff treatment
accorded to film, strips and sheets of acrylic plastic
materials. The effect of the proposed definition would
be to reclassify many imported articles of varying
thicknesses in TSUS item 771.45, covering products of
acrylic resin.

27. S. S. 2479.--A bill to amend the Tariff Schedules of the
United States to clarify the classification of£any
naphtha described as both a petroleum product and a
benzenoid chemical. The effect would be to provide the
same tariff treatment to naphthas described as benzenoid
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chemicals as that provided naphthas described as
petroleum products.

28. S. 2493.--A bill to extend for 4 years the temporary
suspension of duty on tartaric acid and certain tartaric
chemicals. The chemicals are potassium salts, cream of
tartar and sodium tartrate (Rochelle salts).

29. S. 2542.--A bill to suspend until July 1, 1987, the duty
on Me-braiding machines and parts thereof.

30. S. 2596.--A bill to extend duty-free treatment to
scrolls or tablets imported for use in religious
observances.

31. S. 2613.--A bill to suspend the duties on circular
knitting machines designed for sweater or garment length
knitting until the close of December 31. 1989.

32. S. 2642.--A bill to suspend until July 1, 1989, the duty
on yttrium bearing ores, materials, and compounds
containing by weight more than 19 per centum but less
than 85 per centum yttrium oxide equivale

33. S. 2680.--A bill to provide the President w th authority
toNI lerate certain staged rate modifications to the
Tariff Schedules of the United States.

34. S. 2712.--A bill to return the ad valorem and specific
duties on necktie imports to the levels in effect as of
January 1, 1981, for a period of 5 years.

35. S. 2739.--A bill to extend for two additional years the
suspension of duty on uncompounded allyl resins.

36. S. 2787.--A bill to suspend for a 3-year period the duty
on o-Denzyl-p-Chlorophenol.

37. S. 2809.--A bill to decrease the tariff on certain
Canadian egg yolks.

38. S. 2827.--A bill relating to the tariff classification
or-certain silicone resins and materials.

39. S. 2838.--A bill to suspend until July 1, 1987, the duty
on narrow fabric looms.

40. S. 2839.--A bill to amend the tariff classification of
certain articles of wearing apparel.
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Press Release No. 94-166

PRESS RE LE 9 SE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 14, 1984

UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Subcommittee on International

Trade
SD-219 Dirksen Senate

Office Building

SUBC044ITTEE ON INWTERNATIONkL TR&DE REQUESTS
COMMENTS ON TRADE BILLS

Senator John C. Danforth (R., MO), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade, announced today that the
Subcommittee was seeking public comment on three trade bills, S.
2845, S. 2952, and S. 2963.

S. 2845, introduced by Senator Danforth, would amend title II
o? the Trade Act of 1974 to clarify the scope of
determinations made by the International Trade Commission
with regard to petitions for temporary import relief
initiated under the authority of that title.

S. 2952, introduced by Senator Heinz, and S. 2963, introduced
by Senator Cohen, both would amend title VII of the Tariff
Act of 1930 to make numerous, although different, changes in
the operation of the antidumping and countervailing duty
laws. S. 2963 would also amend that act to establish a Trade
Remedy Assistance Office in the Department of Commerce.

I
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July 20# 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
United States Senate
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S. 1954

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The International Association of Geophysical Contractors
(OIAGCO)o through undersigned counsel, is pleased to respond to
your recent request for written comments on a series of
"miscellaneous tariff bills". IAGC supports passage of one of
the bills listed in your press releases S. 1954, introduced by
the Honorable J. Bennett Johnston on October 18. 1983. lie
respectfully request that the Subcommittee report the bill with
its recommendation of passage by the Senate.

IAGC is a trade association which represents the interests
of over 250 entities (and virtually 100% of U.S. companies)
engaged in the scientific activity of exploring the earth's
subsurface through geophysical operations. Included in IAGC'S
membership is every major U.S. company which engages in marine
seismic operations. These companies conduct geophysical studies
from aboard surface vessels, usually outside the territorial
limits of the United States.



The Honorable John C. Danforth
July 20, 1984
Page 2

As the tariff laws are presently constituted, seismic ships
which utilize certain foreign-produced equipment are required to
pay duty on such equipment each time U.S. waters are re-entered
from high seas exploration si-tes. multiple applications of duty
place U.S. based geophysical contractors at a competitive
disadvantage relative to foreign operators who are not subject to
repeated tariff outlays. One of two results occurs: either U.S.
companies are non-competitive in bidding for contract work due to
tariff-induced cost disadvantages: or, their profits aresqueezedd* at a time of a general industry-wide downturn. Either
result places U.S. geophysical contractors, who are world leaders
from a technical standpoint, in an untenable financial position.

S. 1954 proposes to rectify this tariff-induced competitive
disadvantage by exempting certain equipment from the reimposition
of duty each time it enters the U.S. It merits emphasis that the
bill does not propose to exempt such equipment from the tariff
schedules at the time of initial importation to the U.S. The
relief proposed in Senator Johnston's bill would app.-ar to be the
only means available to achieve competitive parity.

In many cases, foreign-produced equipment which is subject
to the tariffs at issue is available from only a single source
worldwide. Such equipment is often so highly specialized that
the worldwide purchasing market is exceedingly narrow and
small. Thus, entry by U.S. firms into the production of
competing equipment may not be cost justified, potential
manufacturer's technical capability notwithstanding.
Consequently, U.S. based geophysical contractors often find
themselves in a position of having no opportunity to redirect
their purchasing funds to U.S. manufacturers in order to offset
the competitive disadvantage experienced as a result of the
repeated imposition of duty. In short, U.S. companies are often
forced to purchase certain equipment from overseas sources to
maintain technical competitiveness: but the repeated imposition
of duty causes them to lose the competitive "edge".

In view of the foregoing considerations, the proposed
legislation would appear to merit the Subcommittee's favorable
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The Honorable John C. Danforth
July 20, 1984
Page 3

consideration. IAGC respectfully requests your support# and
expresses its appreciation for the opportunity to comment.

Respe ttully submittL

William F. Tuerk
Counsel to
International Association of

Geophysical Contractors

WFT:dll

cct Mr. Charles F. Darden
President
International Association of

Geophysical Contractors
5335 West 48th Avenue
Suite 400
Denver, Colorado 80212
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August 17, 1984

Roderick A. DeArmeno., Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Res 8.1954

Dear Mr. DeArments

Enclosed, please find a statement in support of
8.1954 concerning duty-free reimportation of articles
exported for purposes of rendering geophysical or
contracting services abroad.

We appreciate the consideration being given by
the Committee to this measure. Should there be any
questions or desire for further information concerning the
enclosed statement, please feel tree to communicate with
the undersigned.

Very truly yours, I

Martin W. Rercovici

Enclosure

cot Sen. J. Bennett Johnston,
Attn: Daryl Oven (v/eno1.)
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BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

DUTY-FREE REENTRY OF ARTICLES USED IN THE RENDITION

OF GEOPHYSICAL OR CONTRACTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION

WITH THE EXPLORATION FOR, OR EXTRACTION

OR DEVELOPMENT OF, NATURAL RESOURCES

8.1954

Statement Of:

George A. Roussel
Vice President, General Manager

Offshore Navigation, Inc.
5728 Jefferson Highway

New Orleans, Louisiana 70123
(504) 733-6790

Of Counsel:

Martin W. Bercovici, Esq.
KELLER AND HECKNAN
1150 Seventeenth St., N.W.
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 457-1144

August 15, 1984
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I very much appreciate the opportunity to present

this statement on behalf of Offshore Navigation, Inc. in

support of S.1954 which looks toward allowing duty-free

reentry of equipment utilized in the rendition of

geophysical or contracting services in connection with

the exploration for, or extraction or development of,

natural resources.

Offshore Navigation, Inc. onionO ) renders highly

specialized engineering services to the offshore petroleum

industry. Specifically, ONI provides precise positioning

for the movement of vessels and platforms utilized in

surveying and developing offshore tracts and in the

production of gas and oil. Our services also are used

for many other purposes, including calibration of the

navigational systems aboard the atomic and nuclear submarine

fleet, photomapping, dredging, underwater pipelaying, and

similar operations where precise positioning or position

information is required. In terms of precision, and

repeatability, we have the capability of achieving

accuracies within 20 feet at ranges of more than 100 miles

from shore on an around-the-clock basis.
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ONI operates worldwide. We have provided radio-

positioning service in more than 100 countries throughout

the world. Our headquarters is located in Harahan,

Louisiana, outside of New Orleans, at which we maintain

both our corporate offices and our prime operational

base from which we service and supply our worldwide

operations. In providing precise positioning services

to the offshore petroleum industry and other customers,

we utilize a variety of electronic aides. Most equipment

is of American manufacture; and we, ourselves, have

developed a new system capable of maintaining precise

position control at ranges in the vicinity of 300 miles

from shore on an around-the-clock basis.

Included in our inventory is equipment manufac-

tured abroad, The choice of the particular system or

systems to be utilized on an individual job is based on

the requirements of the job and the performance of the

equipment. Also, many customers specify the system to

be used in particular operations; and the level of

acceptance of any particular system varies among the

clients. Each radiopositioning system has particular

strengths and weaknesses, and the foreign manufactured

equipment is utilized because it has certain performance

capabilities not found in equipment of domestic manufacture.
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As a service contractor operating both domestic-

ally and abroad, and using the same inventory of equipment

for domestic and foreign operations, we are faced with

the requirement of paying duty on our foreign manufactured

equipment each and every time we return that equipment

to Harahan after completion of -a job abroad. Although

duty was paid upon the initial importation of the

equipment, either by ourselves directly or by the importer

when we purchase through a U.S. distributor, duty again

is payable on each and every subsequent importation.!:/

At the 7.5t rate of duty applicable to much of our

electronics, and with system costs reaching $250,000,

the duty payable in conjunction with foreign use of

certain systems may amount to almost $19,000 each time

we return a system after use abroad.

The rendition of positioning service to the

offshore petroleum industry is highly competitive. Major

k The headnote to Schedule 8, Special Classification
provisions, Part 1 -- Articles Exported and Returned,

Headnotes, Tariff Schedules of the United States, 19
U.S.C. 5 1202, provides, as follows:

1. In the absence of a specific pro-
vision to the contrary, the tariff status
of an article is not affected by the fact
it was previously imported into the customs
territory of the United States and cleared
through Customs whether or not duty was
paid upon such previous importation.
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foreign operators include Prakla, the Companie Generale

de Geophysique (CGG), and Racal-Decca Survey Systems.

Competition with these firms, each of which is a

subsidiary of a major European-based corporation having

substantial financial resources, and with a variety of

smaller foreign companies, is quite intense. These

companies enjoy some cost advantage by virtue of their

location closer to the operating areas of the North Sea,

the Middle East and Africal and where the use of a foreign

manufactured positioning system is most appropriate to

the job, our foreign competitors enjoy a significant cost

advantage by virtue that we are liable for the payment of

duty on the return of the equipment to the United States

after job completion.

Precise positioning is only one of many contract

services utilized in oil and gas exploration and development.

We are aware that many service companies engaged in

operations downstream from our operations experience this

same situation.

We recognize the appropriateness of payment of duty

on the initial import of foreign goods into the United States;

however, we believe it is grossly unfair to require that

we pay duty on each and every reimport after a foreign

41-171 0 - 85 - 2
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job for which we use foreign manufactured equipment. In

no other country of the world do we experience this problem,

and our competition is not faced with this cost burden

should they choose to use American manufactured equipment

in their service operations. It is our understanding

that the Tariff Schedules apply in this fashion not to

further trade policy but rather as a matter of administrative

convenience to the Customs Service.

There are two types of procedures under the

Customs law by which we can effect duty-free reimportation.

One series of procedures allows restricted entry of our

equipment, such as for repair and calibration however,

we cannot use the equipment in our domestic service

operations. ONI is not large enough to afford the luxury

of separate domestic and foreign inventories of this

costly and highly specialized equipment. The other import

procedure, recognized by the Customs Service, permits us

to have the equipment entered as the "tools of trade' of

an employee upon his or her arrival in the United States. 2 /

This procedure also requires that the employee travel

with the equipment, and that the exportation be made in

i Item 810.20, Tariff Schedules of the United States,/9U.S.C. 5 1202.
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the employee's name. While the *tools of trade" procedure

allows duty-free reimportation withcut restriction upon

domestic use, it is costly and quite cumbersome because

it requires an employee to travel with the equipment,

and such travel otherwise is unnecessary since we often

operate with foreign-based crews. We believe we should

be able to achieve this same result directly and that

tariff application should not force us to employ such

burdensome and costly procedures.

The amendment introduced by Senator Johnston in

S.1954 would allow duty-free reentry of equipment utilized

in conjunction with the rendition of geophysical or

contracting services in connection with the exploration

for or extraction or development of natural resources.

Under the tariff, the articles must be imported by or

for the account of the person who exported them; and

accordingly, duty would have been paid in conjunction

with the prior ownership of the equipment in the

United States. Additionally, only the exporting party

could take advantage of this provision. Duty-free

reentry similarly is provided for other articles, under

Items 802.10 through 802.40 of the Tariff Schedules

of the United States; and certain of those provisions

U -m __
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apply, in cases similar to ours, to entities which

utilize the exported and returned articles on a temporary

basis abroad for commercial purposes.

We believe that appropriate procedures can be

devised by the Customs Service to implement this provision.

Equipment can be identified by serial number, or otherwise,

upon exportation and the burden of proof for qualification

for duty-free reentry would be upon the importing party.

We believe these procedures would be no more difficult or

cumbersome than "drawback," whereby a party who has paid

duty upon an imported article may secure a refund of that

duty upon subsequent exportation provided that the article

has not been utilized while in the United States. It

would appear that these two procedures are almost

functionally reciprocal of one another P-d whereas the

Customs Service administers the drawback provisions

currently, it certainly can administer the proposed

duty-free reentry provision.

We are not seeking special favors or dispensation

from the application of duty. Rather, we believe that

payment of duty upon an article once is sufficient to

meet the purpose and intent of the Customs law. What

we are seeking in supporting this legislation is the

removal of an unfair barrier to our ability to compete
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in the international marketplace which we suffer by

virtue of the multiple application of duty.

We appreciate your consideration of this bill

and of our views.

Respectfully submitted#

MRGB A'OSE
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL E. TSONGAS

ON S.2310 -- A BILL TO AMEND THE TARIFF SCHEDULES OF THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your efforts to bring S.2010

before your subcommittee. This bill, filed on behalf of the American

Brush Company of Brockton, Massachusetts, is a simple measure to reduce

a needless high tariff on snap blade tools.

Snap blade tools -- cutting blades of about three-fourth inches in

length which are hand held and are used by artisans, craftsman, and

construction workers -- are currently classified as 'knives'. The

effect of this bill would be to reclassify them as 'other knives' for

purposes of tariff assessment and thereby reduce the tariff from 11.5%

ad valorum to 7.5% ad valorum. In addition, this bill provides an auto-

matic annual decrease in the tariff rates through January 1, 1987.

The tariff would be reduced to 4.8Z in 1987, with a greater decrease,

to 3.51 for products from less developed nations.

Initially, this high tariff was imposed to protect American manu-

facturers, yet only one U.S. company currently assembles snap blade

tools (the parts being manufactured in Canada). These domestically-

produced tools are and would remain in a lower price and quality range

than those imported by American distributors and, thus would not be

affected by this measure. It is clear that the current duty levied is

not protecting American manufacturers, but hindering American distributors.

Mr. Chairman, S.2010, which has been introduced in the House

by Congressman Barney Frank (H.R.5490), would put a measure of equity

in this aspect of our tariff assessments. I thank you for your attention

to this issue and I would be happy to provide any additional infonruation

as necessary.
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Comments of 114. Terry '!esthafer
President

American Retreaders' Association
in support of

S. 2022
Submitted to the

Subcommittee on International Trade
of the

Committee on Finance
July 20, 1984

!4y name is 7-1. Terry 'lesthafer, President of the

American Retreaders' Association, a national nonprofit

trade association representing approximately 1500 independent

retreaders located nationwide who are enzaved in the

retreading of tires, the repairing of tires, and the sale

of related products and services.

Mr. Chairman, we submit to you today the follovinJ

comments in support of S. 2022. .e join 0-.ith our friends

the domestic tire manufacturers in support of this bill

which would temporarily suspend the column I rate of duty

for dinhenyl _uanidine (DPG) and di-crtho-tolyl ý!uanidine

(DC"^) claqsified in item 405.52 of the Tariff ;chedu~es

of the United states. These chemicals are used princirqlly

as curinr accelerators in the production of tires.

because DPI and DC70 have not been domestically

produced since 1991, 3. 2022 would enhance the competitive

position of the domestic tire industry.

DP" and DOTG had a duty rate of 13 percent ad valorem

for 1993 and have a current rate of 17.3 percent ad valorem.
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According to a memorandum from the United States International

Trade Commission to the Committee on 'Jays and Means (attached),

in 1982 American imports of DPG amounted to 1.6 million

pounds while DCTG imports totalled 471,000 pounds.

estimated revenue losses for 1984 are ý53COo0, for
1995--s520,O00, and for 1996-- 480,000.

The American Retreaders' Association thus urges

prompt consideration and a favorable reporting out of

• ?.2, a non-controversial measure of great importance

to the domestic tire industry.
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OT 118 September .18, 1983

WAYS ANO MCA9 TED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMIOSS[0N

Washington, D.C.

MZ4DORANtDUN TO THE COMIMITTEE ON HAYS AND MEARS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ON H.R. 3445, 98TH CONGRESS, A BILL TO SUSPEND
TEMPORARILY THE DUTY ON DIPHENYL GUAMIDINE AND DI-ORTHO-TOLYL
GUANIDINE

Purpose of the legislation

H.R. 3445, it enacted, would temporarily suspend the column I rate of

ducy 1/ for diphenyl guanidine and di-orcho-tolyl Suanidine, classified in

item 405.52 of the Tariff Schedules of ohe United States (TSUS). The legis-

lation would amend subpart A of part I of the Appendix to the TSUS to add a

now ices, 907.09, with free entry for articles from countries entitled to

MIYN treatment, €oemencing on the date of enactment and ending on or before

June 30, 1987. The column 2 race of duty 2/ would remain unchanged.

A Cthe present time, chese chemicals are not produced in the United

States, although they wore produced domestically as recently as 1981. Do-

mestic consumers must nov rely on imports u their only source. This Legis-

lation would temporarily eliminate the duty on chese chemicals which in-

creases the manufacturing costs of the end-use products.

1/ The races of duty in race of duty column numbered I are Mosc-Favored-
Nation (XFN) races and are applicable to imported products from all coun-
tries except chose Comunisc countries and area" enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUS. The People's Republic of China, Hungary, Romania,
and Yugoslavia are the only Counist countries currently eligible for HFN
treatment. However, IFN races would not apply to products of developing
countries if preferential tariff treatment is granted under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) or under the "LDDC"' race of ducy column.

2/ The rates of ducy in race of duty column numbered 2 apply to imported
produces from chose Comunist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnoce 3(f) of the TSUS.
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Description and uses

Diphenyl guanidine and di-ortho-colyl guanidine are synthetic organic

chemicals produced, in part, from bensene and coluene derivatives. otch

chemicals are principally used as curing accelerators for synthetic and

natural rubbers which are ultimately used in Che production of automobile

tires and shoe soles. According to industry sources, other competitively-

priced accelerators either do not york as well as these two products or have

healch-reLated problems (e.g., thioureas) which make their use Less desir-

able.

Tariff treatment

As a result of the Trade Agreemencs Act of 1979, 1/ these two chmicaLs

are presently classified in TSUS item 405.52 (carboxyiside-function compounds

and lmine-function compounds). Ztem 405.52 has a column 1 race of 18 percent

ad valorem and an LUOC rate of duty 2/ of 15 percent ad valorem. The colunu

2 rate of duty is 7 cents per pound plus 61 percent ad valorem. The. column I

If Section 22HI(d), 93 Stat. 205. As a result of the Customs Valuaciol
Aereemenc of the htlctilaceral Trade Negotiations (MTN), the "American selling
price" (ASP) method of appraising certain benasnoid chemicals was eliminated.
The Commission's recommendacions, contained in "The Probable Rconomic Effect
of U.S. Adoption of New Rules of Customs Valuation" (Report to the Special
Trade Representative on Investigation No. 332-98) formed the basis for the
provisions contained in section 223(d). Under the ASP method of appraisement,
imported benasnoid products considered to be "competitive" with similar do-
emetic products (accomplishing results substantially equal to those of the
domestic products used in substantially the same manner) were appraised on
the basis of the U.S. wholesale price of the similar domestic product. Other
imported products were appraised based on the "United States value", relying
on the wholesale price of the imported products, vith such products generally
assessed a lover duty than those appraised under ASP.

2/ The preferentiaL races of duty in the "LOWC" column reflect the full
U.T. KTN concession rates implemented without staging for particular items
and apply to covered products of the least developed developing countries,
enumerated in general headnoce 3(d) of the TSUS. Were no race of duty is
provided in the "LIOC" column for a particular item, the race of duty in col-
umn numbered I applies.
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race of duty is scheduled for annual staged reductions within the framevork

of the Tokyo round, as follows:

Race (Cents per pound;
Year percent ad vaLorem)

1980 1./ ......... .c * 19.12
1981 0.4- # 19.11
1982-- -.... 18.8Z
1983 - -------- 18z
1984- 17.3Z

1985-- . . ... . .... 16.52
1986--------- 13.8Z
1987- .. . . .... 5Z

"1/ It-l•effective on and after July 1, 1980. Prior to
Jury 1. 1980, the rate in effect (the Pre-KTN race) vas
1.7 cents per pound
plus 12.5 percent ad valore*.

Item 405.52 is not an eligible article under the Generalized System of Pref-

arences. 1/

Structure of the domestic industry

Currently, these chemicals are not produced in the United Scates. Dur-

ing 1978-81, American Cyanamid Co. produced these chemicals in New Jersey at

its Bound Brook plant. In December 1981, American Cyanamid stopped production

of these chemicals because of declining demand and pollution problems at this

old plant which vould require a considerable investment to correct. American

Cyanamid advised Commission staff that they nov supply their requirements for

this chemical from imports.

1"/ The CSP is a program of nonreciprocal tariff preferences granted by the
Unt'ted States to developing countries to aid their economic development by
encouraging greater diversification and expansion of their production and ex-
ports. The CS?, as enacted in title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and impLe-
aented by Executive Order No. 11888 of November 24. 1975, applies to merchan-

dise imported on or after January 1, 1976, and is scheduled to remain in ef-
fect until January 4, 1985. It provides for ducy-free enery of eligible
articles imported directly from designaced beneficiary developing countries.
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Domestic Production

During the past five years, domestic production data for these chemicals

were reported to the Commission by Americas Cyanamid; however, chase data

cannot be published because to do so would reveal confidential business in-

format ion.

U.S. imports

to 1982, U.S. imports of diphenyl guanidine and di-ortho-tolyl tuanidine

amounted to 1.6 million pounds and 471,000 pounds, respectively. The major-

ity of these imports were from France and West Germany. Smaller amounts of

diphenyl guanidine were also imported from the United Kingdom. Some of the

major importers were Prochiuie, Mobay Chemical Corp., and Monsanco Co. The

Commission staff did not find any imports from coluna 2 sources.

U.S. imports of these chemicals for the ppst five years are as follow:

Chemical 1978 1979 1960 1981 1962

Quantity (1,000 pounds)
3 :

Diphenyl guanid-ned - 42 : 38 : 408 : 1,957 : 1,547
Di-ortho-tolyl guanidi-e -: ./ : 115 : 100 : 950 : 471

11 Not awailsble.

U.S. exports

During 1978-82, industry sources estimate exports of these chemicals

were minimal, especially in the last few years. Exact export data are not

available a these chemicals are cLassified in a residual (basket) Schedule

S number.
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Aoparenc U.S. consumption

Data for domestic consumption of these chemicals are not available; how-

ever, industry sources indicate chat domestic consumption &n 1982 was essen-

cially the same as imports.

Pocentiaa annual loss of revenue

Based on Comission data and information provided by the major domestic

importers of these chemicals, the following are estimated revenue losses for

a three-year period from 1984 through 1986.

Estimated revenue
Year loss (S1,000)

$530
520
480

Technical comments

The semicolon following "DiphenyL .guamdine" in the art icle description

is unnecessary and should be deleted.
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IFGoodri~ch
The BFGoodich Cnlpw',

1800K 5 4NW

LaDw on.%C 20006

Ibet4 s D. lushle
Goyevwr, wii ReIQaci•'s

July 20, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room 219
Dlrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

This statement is in support of Senate Bill S. 2022. The
bill temporarily suspends duties for diphenyl guanidine and di-
ortho-tolyl-guanidine.

These two items are of vital importance to BFGoodrlch be-
cause they are used to accelerate the curing of rubber made for
the production of tires and other rubber products. There are no
known direct substitutes for their current use. The last U.S.
producer of these two chemicals was American Cyanamid who sus-
pended production in early 1981; therefore, BFGoodrlch must rely
on imports for these materials. Passage of S. 2022 would eliminate
the duty that BFGoodrlch must pay, and thereby, enhance our a-
bility to compete with imported products.

We respectfully urge the passage of this bill.

4 Sorely,

rt 0. Buehler

Vice President, Government Relations

RDB/Jmh
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Tire G Tdyorm l&Rn/ibwx" pun
SUITE 800 • 00 K STREET. NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON. DC 20006

PHONE IS808)784500

July 19, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-129
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Enclosed is a statement by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
on 4 . Comments were requested by the Subcommittee on
International Trade.
If there should be any questions regarding our submission,
they can be addressed to me. I can be reached at 872-8500.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

Isabel E. Hyde
Washington Representative

Enclosure
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The GPnodyvmwflroBbbM'wftG pMW
SUITE 800 - 1300 K STREET, NORTHMST

WASHINGTON. DC 20006

P11009 (201167141500

July 18, 1984

This statement, in support of S.2022, is submitted to the
Senate Committee on Finance by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company wishes to
go on record in support of S.2022. We believe there are
viable reasons to ask for this suspension of duties on
diphenyl guanidine (DPG) and di-ortho-tolyl-guanidine
(DOTG) classified in item 405.52 of the Tariff Schedule
of the United States.

These chemicals are used primarily as curing accelerators
in rubber compounding for the manufacture of tires, foot-
wear and other industrial rubber goods. Goodyear is a
primary user of DPG and DOTG. Cost savings realized by
our vendors would be reflected in the purchase price of
these raw materials. Both tire producers and consumers
would benefit from the duty suspension. These savings
contributions would aid Goodyear to be cost effective in
world competition.

DPG and DOTG have not been domestically manufactured
since American Cyanamid's decision to exit the market
in 1981. American Cyanamid continues to market imported
product. Therefore, Goodyear and all other guanadine
purchasers must rely on imports for 100% of their DPG
and DOTG requirements.

We urge your support and prompt consideration of S.2022.

41-171 0 - 85 - 3
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z o

Ifochimle
INTERNATIONAL. IN

480 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK. N.Y 10022 * 2121688-9240 * TELEX 661928 AMPRO

July 17, 1984

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
Room DS 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Miscellaneous tariff bills / S.2022

Dear Senator Danforth:

We are writing in comment and support of S.2022, a bill introduced

by Senator Moynihan which would suspend temporarily the duty

on diphenyl guanidine (DPG) and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine (DOTG).

We also enclose a copy of the Memorandum by the U.S. International

Trade Commission to the House Ways & Means Committee on the

counterpart H.R. 3445. H.R. 3445 was marked up without opposition

by the House sub-committee on June 26th and Congressman Conable,

who introduced the House bill, believes it will go to the full

Committee by July 31st.

Prochimie is the U.S. sales representative for MLPC (Manufacture

Landaise de Produits Chimiques) of France, a major producer

of DPG and DOTG in Europe. Since American Cyanamid, the only
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domestic producer, discontinued their production in 1981,

Prochimie has been a major supplier of DPG and DOTG to the

industry here.

We wish to bring to your attention the especial urgency of

passage during this term of this legislation, since it would

be of immediate aid to the U.S. rubber and tire industry.

Paramount, of course, is the need to help the tire manufacturers

in their efforts to be cost effective in world competition.

Indeed both the U.S. tire producers and the consumers will

benefit from an early resolution allowing important savings

to both. In addition, since there is no longer any U.S. pro-

duction of these two essential rubber chemicals, DPG and DOTG

are both now in short supply in the U.S. We believe duty relief

will help to alleviate these shortages.

Therefore since the recovery of this sector of the U.S. economy

is important to our total national economic healthand since relief

from this unwarranted duty on DPG and DOTG has the support of

all segments - the chemical producers, the tire and rubber

manufacturers, and the consumers, we do urgently request and

support passage of this legislation during this term.

Very truly yours,
PROCHIMIE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Mary-Ann S. Roston
Vice-President

MAR/eJ
Encl.
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OT 1 _. September 28, 1983

WAYS AND MEA•hTZD STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

MEMORANDUM TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ON H.R. 3445, 98TH CONGRESS, A BILL TO SUSPEND
TEMPORARILY THE DUTY ON DIPHENYL GUANIDINE AND DI-ORTHO-TOLYL
GUANIDINE

Purpose of the legislation

H.R. 3445, if enacted, would temporarily suspend the column I rate of

duty 1/ for diphenyl guanidine and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine, classified in

item 405.52 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). The legis-

lation would amend subpart 5 of part I of the Appendix to the TSUS to add a

new item, 907.09, with free entry for articles from countries entitled to

MFN treatment, commencing on the date of enactment and ending on or before

June 30, 1987. The column 2 rate of duty 2/ would remain unchanged.

At the present time, these chemicals are not produced in the United

States, although they were produced domestically as recently as 1981. Do-

mestic consumers must nov rely on imports as their only source. This legis-

lation would temporarily eliminate the duty on these chemicals which in-

creases the manufacturing costs of the end-use products.

1/ The rates of duty in rate of duty column numbered I are Most-Favored-
Nation (MHFN) rates and are applicable to imported products from all coun-
tries except those Communist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUS. The People's Republic of China, Hungary, Romania,
and Yugoslavia are the only Communist countries currently eligible for MFN
treatment. However, HFN rates would not apply to products of developing
countries if preferential tariff treatment is granted under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) or under the "LDDC" rate of duty'column.

2/ The rates of duty in rate of duty column numbered 2 apply to imported
products from those Communist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUS.
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Description and uses

Diphenyl guanidine and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine are synthetic organic

chemicals produced, in part, from benzene and toltiene derivatives. Both

chemicals are principally used as curing accelerators for synthetic and

natural rubbers which are ultimately used in the production of automobile

tires and shoe soles. According to industry sources, other competitively-

priced accelerators either do not work as well as these two products or have

health-related problems (e.g., chioureas) which make their use less desir-

able.

Tariff treatment

As a result of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, 1/ these two chemicals

are presently classified in TSUS item 405.52 (carboxyimide-function compounds

and inine-function compounds). Item 405.52 has a column I rate of 18 percent

ad valorem and an LDDC rate of duty 2/ of 15 percent ad valorem. The column

2 rate of duty is 7 cents per pound plus 61 percent ad valorem. The colsan I

I/ Section 223(d). 93 Stat. 205. As a result of the Customs Valuation
Agreement of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN), the "American selling
price" (ASP) method of appraising certain benzenoid chemicals was eliminated.
The Commission's recommendations, contained in "The Probable Economic Effect
of U.S. Adoption of New Rules of Customs Valuation" (Report to the Special
Trade Representative on Investigation No. 332-98) formed the basis for the
provisions contained in section 223(d). Under the ASP method of appraisement,
imported bentenoid products considered to be "competitive" with similar do-
mestic products (accomplishing results substantially equal to those of the
domestic products used in substantially the same manner) were appraised on
the basis of the U.S. wholesale price of the similar domestic product. Other
imported products were appraised based on the "United States value", relying

on the wholesale price of the imported products, with such products generally
assessed a lower duty than those appraised under ASP.

2/ The preferential rates of duty in the "LDDC" column reflect the full
U.S. MTN concession rates implemented without staging for particular items
and apply to covered products of the least developed developing countries,
enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. Where no rate of duty is
provided in the "LDDC" column for a particular item, the rate of duty in col-
umn numbered I applies.
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rate of duty is scheduled tor annual staged reductions within the trdamvork

of the Tokyo round, as follows:

Rate (Cents per-pound

Year percent ad valorem

1980 1/----------------------- -Ic * 19.12
1981- ------------------------- 0.4c # 19.12
1982 ------------------------- 18.82
1983 ------------------------- 182
1984 --------------------------- 17.32
1985 --------------------------- 16.52
1986 --------------------------- 15.8%
1987-------------------------- 152

1/ Rate effective on and after July 1, 1980. Prior to
Julv 1, 1980, the rate in effect (the Pre-'tTN rate) was
1. 7 cents per pound
plus 12.5 percent ad valorem.

Item 405.52 is not an eligible article under the Generalized System of Pref-

erences. 1/

Structure of the domestic industry

Currently, these chemicals are not produced in the United States. Dur-

ing 1978-81, American Cyanamid Co. produced these chemicals in Ney Jersey at

its Bound Brook plant. In December 1981, American Cyanamid stopped production

of these chemicals because of declining demand and pollution problems at this

old plant which would require a considerable investment to correct. American

Cyanamid advised Commission staff that they now supply their requirements for

this chemical from imports.

1/ The GSP is a program of nonreciprocal tariff preferences granted by the
Unfsted States to developing countries to aid their economic development by
encouraging greater diversification and expansion of their production and ex-
ports. The GSP, as enacted in title V of the Trade Act of 19.4 and imple-
mented by Executive Order No. 11888 of November 24, 1975, applies to merchan-
dise imported on or after January 1, 1976, and is scheduled to remain in ef-
fect until January 4, 1985. It provides for duty-free entry of eligible
articles imported directly from designated beneficiary developing countries.



Domestic production

During the past five years, domestic production data for these chemicals

were reported to the Commission by American Cyanamid; however, these data

cannot be published because to do so would reveal confidential business in-

format ion.

U.S. imports

In 1982, U.S. imports of diphenyl Suanidine and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine

amounted to 1.6 million pounds and 471,000 pounds, respectively. The major-

ity of these imports were from France and West Germany. Smaller mounts of

diphenyl guanidine were also imported from the United Kingdom. Some of the

major importers vere Prochimie, Mobay Chemical Corp., and Monsanto Co. The

Commission staff did not find any imports from column 2 sources.

U.S. imports of these chemicals for the ppst five years are as follows:

Chemic al 1978 1979 1980 1981 : 1982

Quantity (1,000 pounds)

Diphenyl guanidine - : 42 388 : 408 : 1,957 : 1,547
Di-ortho-tolyl guanidine ------ 1/ 115 : 100 : 950 : 471

1/ Not available.

U.S. exports

During 1978-82, industry sources estimate exports of these chemicals

were minimal, especially in the last few years. Exact export data are not

available as these chemicals are classified in a residual (basket) Schedule

B number.
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Apparent U.S. consumption

Data for domestic consumption of these chemicals are not available; how-

ever, industry sources indicate that domestic consumption in 1982 was essen-

tially the same as imports.

Potential annual loss of revenue

Based on Comission data and information provided by the major domestic

importers of these chemicals, the following are estimated revenue losses for

a three-year period from 1984 through 1986.

Estimated revenue
Year loss ($1,000)

1984 ------------------ $530
1985 ------------------- 520
1986 ------------------- 480

Technical comments

The semicolon following "Diphenyl guanidine" in the article description

is unnecessary and should be deleted.
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RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1400 K STREET N W - WAFFOINGTON 0 C 20005 * 12021 6824826

orFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

July 20, 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

The Rubber Manufacturers Aqsociation ("RMA") respectfully
submits the enclosed comments on S.2022, a bill to temporarily
suspend the column I rate of duty for diphenyl guanidine (DPG)
and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine (DOTG) classified in item 405.52
of the Tariff Schedule of the United States. These chemicals
are of vital importance to rubber manufacturing, and on
behalf of the domestic tire and rubber industry I urge your
support and prompt consideration of 5422.

Thank you for your attention and should any further
information be required, please do not hesitate to contact me
at (202) 682-4826.

Sincerely,

Donald . rotzran"\

Enclosures
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*RMA
LB6ER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Statement

of the

Rubber Manufacturers Association

in support of

S. 2022

Submitted to

the

Subcommittee on International Trade

Committee on Finance

by

Donald G. Brotzman

President

Rubber Manufacturers Association

July 20, i984
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This statement, in support of S.2022, is submitted to the Subcommittee

on International Trade of the Committee on Finance by the Rubber Manufacturers

Association ("R•A"). The RMA is the national trade association representing

more than two hundred companies engaged in the production of tires and other

rubber goods. The RMA wishes to go on record in support of S.2022. This

bill would temporarily suspend the column 1 rate of duty for diphenyl guanidine

(DPG) and di-ortho-tolyl guanidine (DOTG) classified in item 405.52 of the

Tariff Schedules of the United States. These chemicals are of vital importance

to rubber manufacturing because they are used principally as curing accelerators

In the production of tires, footwear and other rubber products.

Presently, DPG and DOTG are not produced in the United States although

they were produced domestically as recently as 1981. Thus, U.S. manufacturing

companies must rely on imports as their only source. S.2022 would temporarily

enhance the competitive position of the U.S. rubber industry.

Historically, DPG and DOTG were classified under the American Selling

Price category. Under the revised schedule of the Tokyo Round they had a

duty rate of 182 ad valorem for 1983 and a current rate of 17.32. According

to the enclosed memorandum from the International Trade Commission (ITC), in 1982

U.S. imports of DPG amounted to 1.6 million pounds and DOTG imports were 471,000

pounds. Further details on these chemicals, including the impact on estimated

revenue loss, are included in the aforementioned ITC memorandum submitted to

the House Ways and Means Committee September 28, 1983.

On behalf of the domestic tire and rubber industry, RIA urges prompt

consideration and reporting out of S.2022.
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I C 1198 September 28. 1983

WAYS ANO M6A iTED STATES LNTERRATIONAL TRADE COssbtdSSLO

Iashingcon, D.C.

MEMtORASDUM TO T1i COMMITTEE 0(4 WAYS AND MEAMS OF THE U.S. HOUSE Of
REPRESENTATIVES ON H.R. 34"5, 98TH CONGRESS. A BILL TO SUSPEND
TEMPORARILY THE 0UTY ON DIPHENYL GUAtIDINE AND D0-ORTHO-TOLYL
GUAIDWINE

Purpose of the Legislation

H.R. 3445, if enacted, vould temporarily suspend the column i rate of

duty 1/ for diphenyl guanidine and di-orcho-colyl guanidine. classified in

item 405.52 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). The legis-

lia ion would amend subpart 5 of part I of the Appendix co the TSUS to add a

nov item, 907.09, vith free entry for articles from countries entitled co

MHN treacmenc, coencing on the dace of enactment and ending on or before

June 30, 1987. The column 2 race of duty 3/ would remain unchanged.

At the present time, Chese chemicals are not produced in the United

States, although they were produced domestically 4s recently as 1981. Do-

mestic consumers must nov rely on imports as their only source. This legis-

lation would temporarily eliminate the duty on these chemicals which in-

creases the manufacturing costs of the end-use products.

1/ The races of duty in rate of duty column numbered I are Mose-Favored-
Nation (IHN) races and are applicable to imported products from all coun-
tries except chose Communist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUS. The People's Republic of China, Hungary. Romania,
and Yugoslavia we the only Communist countries currently eligible for 1FH
treatment. However, IHN races would noc apply to products of developing
countries if preferential cariff treatment is granted under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) or under the "LDDC" rate of duty column.

2/ The rates of ducy in race of ducy column numbered 2 apply to imported
products from chose Communist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUS.
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Description and uses

Diphenyl guanidine and di-ortho-colyL Suanidine are synthetic organic

chemicals produced, in part, from benzene and toluene derivatives. Boch

chemicals 4tr principally used as curing accelerators for synthetic and

natural rubbers which are ultimately used in the production of automobile

tires and. shoe soles. According to industry sources, other competitively-

priced accelerators either do not york as veil as chase two products or have

health-related problems (e.g., thioureas) which make chair use less desir-

able.

Tariff treatment

As a result of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, 1/ these two chemicals

are presently classified in TSWS item 405.52 (carboxyiLide-functtoo compounds

and Leine-function compounds). tes 405.52 has a column I race of 18 percent

ad valorem and an LDDC cate of duty 2/ of 15 percent ad valorem. The column

2 rate of duty is 7 cents per pound plu" 61 percent ad valorem. The- column I

f Section 223(d), 93 $tat.o 205. As a result of the Customs Valuation
Agreement of the Haltilaceral Trade Negotiations (MTN), the "American selling
price" (ASP) method of appraising certain bensenoid chemicals vas eliminated.
The Comission's recommendacions, contained in "The Probable Economic Effect
of U.S. Adoption of New Rules of Customs Valuation" (Report to the Special
Trade Representative on Investigacion No. 332-98) formed the basis for the
provisions contained in section 223(d). Under the ASP method of appraisement,
imported beneenoid products considered co be "competitive" with similar do-
mestic products (accomplishing results substantially equal to those of the
domestic products used in substantially the same manner) were appraised on
the basis of the U.S. wholesale price of the similar domestic product. Other
imported products vere appraised based on the "United States value", relying
on the wholesale price of the imported products, with such products generally
assessed a lower duty than those appraised under ASP.

2/ The preferential rates of duty in the "LDOC column reflect the full
U.T. MNT concession rates implemented without staging for particular items
and apply to covered products of the least developed developing countries,
enuneraced in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. Where no race of duty is
provided in the "LDDC" column for a particular item, the rate of duty in col-
umn numbered I applies.
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race of duty is scheduled for annual staged reductions within the framework

of the Tokyo round, as follow:

Race (Ceeas per pound;
Yea...r percent ad valorem)

1980 1/-...... Ic • 19.LZ
1981 0.4c +. 19. LZ

1982 ----------------- 18.82
L983- -- -------- 18z

1984 17.32
1985- 16.5Z
1986- 15.8Z
1987-- - 152

I/ Woe effective on and after July 1, 1980. Prior to
Jury 1, 1980, the rate in effect (the Pre-MTN race) vas
1.7 cents per pound
plus 12.5 percent ad valorem.

Item 405.52 is not an eligible article under the Generalized System of Pref-

erences. 1/ I

Structure of the domestic industry

Currently, these chemicals are not produced in the United States. Dur-

ing 1978-81. American Cyanmrid Co. produced these chemicals in Neo Jersey ac

its Bound Brook plant. In December 1981, American Cyanamid stopped production

of these chemicals because of declining demand and pollution problems at this

old plant which vould require a considerable investment to correct. American

Cyanamid advised Coission staff that they nov supply their requirements for

this chemical from imports.

1/ The GSP is a program of nonreciprocal tariff preferences granted by the
Untted States' to developing countries to aid their economic development by
encouraging greater diversification and expansion of their production and ex-
ports. The GSP, as enacted in title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and imple-
mented by Executive 'rder No. 11888 of November 24, 1975, applies to merchan-
dise imported on or after January 1, 1976, and is scheduled to remain in ef-
fect until January 4, 1985. It provides for duty-free entry of eligible
articles imported directly from designated beneficiary developing countries.
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Domestic production

During the past five years, domestic production data for chese chemicals

wre reported to the Commission by American Cyanamid; however, chese data

cannot be published because to do so vould reveal confidential business in-

formation.

U.S. imports

In 1982, U.S. imports of diphenyl guanidine and di-orcho-tolyl Suanidine

amounted to 1.6 million pounds and 471,000 pounds, respectively. The major-

ity of these imports were from France and West Germany. Smaller mounts of

diphenyL guanidine were also imported from the United Kingdom. Some of the

major importers vere Procbimie, Mobay Chemical Corp., and Monsanto Co. The

Commission staff did not find any imports from column 2 sources.

U.S. imports of these chemicals for the ppst five years are as follows:

Chemical 1978 1979 : 1980 1981 : 1982

f.....ft IAAA -A..I1

O DiphenyL guanidine 42 : 388 : 408 : 1,957 : 1,547
Di-ortho-tolyl guanidine---: 1/ L15 : 100 : 950 : 471

I/ Hoc available.

U.S. exports

During 1978-82, industry sources estimate exports of these chemicals

were minimal, especially in the last fev years. Exact export data are not

available as these chemicals are classified in a residual (basket) Schedule

B nuber.

4P
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Apparent U.S. consumption

Data for domestic consumption of these chemicals are not available; hov-

ever. industry sources Indicate that domestic consumption in 1982 was essen-

tIally the same as imports.

Potential annual loae of revenue

Based on Coission data and information provided by the major domestic

importers of these chemicals, the following are estimated revenue losses for

a three-year period from 1984 through 1986.

estimated revenue
Year toss ($1,000)

1904, $530
198 .. 520
1986 480

Technical comments

the semicolon following "DiphenyL guanidine" Ln the article description

is unnecessary and should be deleted.
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- UNIROYAL, Inc.
World Headquarters
Middlebury, Connecticut 06749

July 17, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. De Arment, Esq
Chief Counsel, Committec of Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment:

The intent of this letter is to add the support of Uniroyal,
Inc. Tire Division for the adoption of S.2022 which would
temporarily suspend the column I rate of duty for diphenyl
guanidine (DPG).

Uniroyal Inc. Tire Division purchases and consumes DPG as a
curing accelerator in the manufacture of Tires. DPG is not
produced in the U.S.A., therefore, we must purchase imporFted DPG.
If the duty were temporarily suspended it would reduce the cost
of DPG and improve our competitive situation.

We urgently support the intent of S.2022.

Yours very truly,

Simoniello" Yrcha~sing Manager
Uniroyal Tire Operations
Worldwide
RAS/ls

41-171 0 - 85 - 4
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• . B\. INDEPENDENT ZINC ALLOYETrS ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT OF

R.M. Cooperman

Executive Director

Independent Zinc Alloyers Association, Inc.

To the

Senate Finance Committee

In opposition to

S. 2092

July 23, 1984
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The Independent Zinc Alloyers Association, Inc. (IZAA),

900 17th Street, N.W., Suite 504, Washington, D.C., repre-

sents approximately 65% of the production capacity of zinc

alloy sold in the United States to the casting and forging

industries. These companies are virtually all small busi-

nesses, located in 12 states.

In the interests of equitable treatment of the zinc

imports for the metal producing segments of the industry, we

cannot support S. 2092 in its present form. This legislation

fails to address the industrial needs and consumption demands

for the r.w material, unwrought slab zinc, of the zinc alloying

industry.

The independent zinc alloyers need a suspension of the

current 1.7% ad valorem duty on imports of unwrought slab

zinc and could support S. 2092 if the legislation reflected

this change.

U.S. reliance on foreign sources of zinc ores, dross

and skimmings, waste and scrap, as well as unwrought slab

zinc has been significant for many years. In recognition

of this reliance, the duty suspension on foreign ores and

concentrates, as stated in S. 2092, should be extended.

The duty on unwrought slab zinc has never been sus-

pended. Our continued and projected reliance on foreign

sources of slab zinc dictates that this duty should have a

three year trial suspension.
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Slab zinc is the first stage of refined zinc metal and

is produced in several grades, including special high grade,

high grade, continuous galvanizing grade, controlled lead

grade, and prime western grade.

There is a duty of 1.7% ad valorem on imports of slab

zinc, but it is scheduled under the last round of the Multi-

national Trade Negotiations (MTN) to decline to only 1.5t

ad valorem by 1987.

Zinc ores and concentrates are the raw material from which

slab zinc is made by producers. Slab zinc is the raw material

of zinc alloyers, galvanizers, and brass and bronze processors.

These plants produce intermediate products for the casting

industry, the steel industry, and the foundry industry. Their

products become components of automobiles, computers, builders

hardware, electronic equipment, electric utilities, and many

other consumer items.

Ores and concentrates should come into this country duty

free. They are essential raw materials for segments of the

zinc producing industry; just as slab zinc is an essential

raw material for a segment of the zinc producing industry.

Both should be allowed to enter the U.S. duty free.

Our demand for imports of zinc is not expected to de-

cline in the future. According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines,

Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1984, the United States was 66% re-

liant upon imports of all forms of zinc in 1983. This does
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not represent a significant change from 1978, when the U.S.

was 66% reliant upon imports of zinc. For almost a decade,

any changes in quantities of zinc imports was directly re-

lated to changes in domestic consumption. Further, the

Bureau of Hines reported that increases of zinc imports in

1983 occurred "to meet demands."

Domestic dependence on foreign sources of zinc has

become an industrial reality. Domestic capacity to mine and

smelt slab zinc has fallen 55% since 1979. Consumption of

zinc haa declined, although not as sharply as domestic capa-

city. Changes in consumption are largely due to the avail-

ability of less expensive presumably more versatile substi-

tutes, as well as the worldwide economic recession. Currently,

the zinc industry is emerging, experiencing increased demand

due to economic recovery and successful industry marketing

campaigns. The United States Department of Commerce U.S.

Industrial Outlook estimates increased zinc consumption at

the rate of 3% per year through 1987. The Department of

Commerce also estimates that domestic capacity will not in-

crease to respond to these changes of demand.

Without the 1.7% ad valorem duty, zinc alloyers would

no longer face less expensive substitutes, and therefore

could better compete by accumulating funds to demonstrate

zinc's versatility.
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Without the availability of their raw material domes-

tically, zinc alloyers cannot maintain production unless

they rely upon foreign sources of slab zinc.

For the past five years, United States mine production

has been at its lowest level in decades. According to the

Bureau of Hines, much of the recent decline is attributable

to low ore grades, low by-product value, high production

costs, and exhaustion of ore reserves. The United States

was the principle world mine producer of zinc until the mid-

1960s when Canada became the leading producer. The United

States currently ranks fifth in world production, surpassed

by Canada, USSR, Australia and Peru. The trend toward

smelting zinc ore in the country where it has been mined has

increased substantially in the last two decades. Consequent-

ly, the dramatic decrease in domestic mine production,

coupled with the increase in smelted zinc ore in the country

in which it has been mined, has shifted the supplie3 of un-

wrought zinc to non-U.S. sources.

There is no sound rationale to continue levying this

penalty of 1.7% ad valorem upon United States industries who

must rely on foreign sources for their raw material to main-

tain production capacity. This diminimus, ineffective trade

instrument, will strain the longevity of economic recovery

for the domestic alloying, galvanizing, and casting indus-

tries.
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The duty treatment of slab zinc is costly to the Ameri-

can public and does nothing to protect the U.S. zinc produc-

ing industry. Since the U.S. penny was converted to zinc

from copper, the U.S. Bureau of the Mint has purchased thou-

sands of tons of zinc to meet its requirements. On at least

two occasions as reported in the American Metal Market, No-

vember 2, 1983 and February 28, 1984, the Mint has made pur-

chases from easily identified foreign sources. In the first

purchase, the Mint paid $16,849.93 in duty. On the second

occasion, the Mint paid $28,275.00 to satisfy the 1.7% ad

valorem duty. In 1983 the Mint purchased approximately

15,000 tons of zinc required for penny production. The Zinc

Institute estimates that consumption of zinc for penny pro-

duction will increase to approximately 45,000 tons per year

when all U.S. Mint facilities have converted to the zinc

penny. This will represent a 70,000 ton yearly market for

zinc by 1990. Assuming zinc prices will remain constant,

the U.S. Mint will pay at least $100,000 to satisfy the 1.7%

ad valorem duty.

The average price of high grade zinc (the base grade

for slab zinc pricing) in 1983 was .42¢ per pound, according

to the American Metal Market.

If all the slab zinc imported into the United States

in 1983 had been a high grade, the duty wcold have cost the

public $9 million. Since at least 25% of the imported zinc
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was purchased by zinc alloyers who use only special high

grade zinc (Shg) which sells at a half cent premium over

high grade, the total passed on to the public was higher

than stated.

In 1984, it is estimated, based upon an anticipated

average high-grade price of 55 cents per pound for the

year and at least the same level of imports as 1983,

630,000 metric tons, and a 1.7% ad valorem duty, that the

cost of this ineffective, virtually punitive duty will be

over $11,700,000.

This duty does not keep imported slab zinc out of

the United States. Indeed, we cannot afford to restrain

imports of slab zinc because domestically we produce at

best only 30% of our requirements. Moreover, it would

seem reasonable that domestic producers would sell all

their zinc in a market more than twice the size of their

production capacity.

In a decision in 1978, the International Trade Com-

mission ruled that improts of slab zinc were not a sub-

stantial cause of injury to the U.S. producing industry.

Nevertheless, since then at least two more zinc producing

companies have withdrawn, leaving 70% of the market to im-

ported slab zinc.
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The unnecessary cost effect of the duty on imported

slab zinc is felt by the alloyers, the galvanizers, and the

brass and bronze manufacturers who must Import vast quanti-

ties of slab zinc; the casting and steel manufacturers who

process zinc; and by the ultimate product consumer who pays

the bill.

As independent alloyers, we have a vital stake In the

zinc industry here and around the world. We have a primary

interest in protecting our access to special high grade

zinc metal. Because of the international scope of our busi-

ness interests, we have had to develop programs and policies

that focus on the essential needs of this nation for a

reliable supply of zinc.

Until the mid-1950s, independent zinc alloyers could

purchase most of the special high grade metal we needed

from domestic producers. There was sufficient smelting ac-

tivity in the United States to meet our needs. Shortly

after the Korean War, demand increased and a domestic short-

age of the metal began to develop. We were forced to seek

foreign sources and from that time until the present, we

have had to rely increasingly on foreign metals to meet our

needs.

In 1958 there was an attempt to restore the vitality

of the domestic industry. By Presidential proclamation,

annual quotas were imposed on lead and zinc imports. These

quotas did not work.
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From 1959 to 1966, according to the Bureau of Mines

with the quotas in force, domestic slab zinc production in-

creased 29.7% but total slab zinc consumption increased 57%.

During this same period, the highest increase in domestic

production of special high grade slab zinc was 45.5% in

1965 while the highest increase in consumption of special

high grade was 64% also in 1965.

The United States Tariff Commission reported to Con-

gress, March 1960, after the quotas has been in effect 15

months, that they had not proved to be a satisfactory means

of curtailing imports. The Commission said the quotas were

discriminatory in their efforts and seriously interfered

with normal trade relations.

In May 1962, the Tariff Commission again reported to

Congress that two additional years of experience with the

import quotas substantiated the earlier conclusions. The

Commission said the quotas "have not appreciably improved

conditions in the domestic lead and zinc mining industry."

In 1964 and 1965 -- with the quotas still in force --

the domestic demands for special high grade slab zinc could

not be met, despite the fact that the zinc producing in-

dustry had six years to strengthen itself to meet annual

demands under the protection of the quotas.
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To solve the problem of those two years, legislation

was passed to release zinc from the national stockpile. Vir-

tually all that was sold was special high grade. Without

that emergency supply, automobile production would have been

seriously impeded and the general economy would have suffered.

As a result of the obvious conclusion that the quotas

had failed to accomplish their purpose and, in fact, posed

a substantial boomerang threat against the national economy,

they were removed after the experience of 1964-1965.

Suspension of the 1.7% duty at least will moderate

price increases of slab zinc; help make zinc more competi-

tive with other materials; and enable die casters to keep

people in their jobs for the production of zinc castings for

consumer product components.

Because of a rising price curve, increasing the costs

of the duty to U.S. consumers, 1984 is the time to redress

this unnecessary duty on slab zinc by at least suspending it

for a three-year period. It is likely, as in the long sus-

pended duty on zinc ores, that the suspension of the duty

on slab zinc will not effect adversely the U.S. zinc indus-

try, but instead will help stimulate increased use of zinc

at lower prices.

The zinc alloyers perform an extremely vital step in

the process by which zinc is converted into one of the most

versatile and useful elements in America today. Zinc alloy-
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ing companies are responsible for assuring a continuous sup-

ply of zinc alloy to the casting and forging industries. This

zinc must be processed from special high grade metal because

of its purity and this metal must be imported because it is

not available in sufficient quantities in this country to

meet the demand.

As a matter of good business and sound economic prac-

tices dictated by mining and smelting realities in the United

States, independent alloyers for the past three decades have

had to purchase their metal from Canada and Mexico, Peru,

Australia, European nations, Japan and African countries.

Mineral exploration and development are high cost,

high risk endeavors. We must question whether zinc self-

sufficiency is a viable, realistic industrial, econimically

sound or desirable objective.

We oppose the imposition or removal of barriers that

interfere with mutual international cooperation to assure

the metal needed to supply American industry and to provide

American jobs. The IZAA supported, before the Trade Policy

Staff Committee, the suspension of the remaining duties on

ores and concentrates and slab zinc while at the same time

supporting the tariff on other zinc items.

We feel that the U.S. Government should maintain those

parts of our international trade policies that aid and abet

a viable segment of any industry.
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Independent alloyers have material readily available

for instant delivery to die casters so they may provide

promptly the hundreds of industries they serve with the parts

required for consumer and manufacturing businesses.

IZAA members, and all zinc alloyers, are primarily

concerned with their customers, the die casters. It is the

role of the zinc alloyer to provide an assured supply of

metal to our consumers, and to do so we have developed strong

bonds with the international market.

As the United States matures in its international trade

policies, suspending and removing duties where we are in

short supply, maintaining or levying duties where U.S. in-

vestment and jobs can be lost, and our country resumes its

position as an aggressive world industry leader, it is

equitable to assure duty free raw materials for zinc produc-

ing and alloying industries. Each of these segments of the

industry are channels of distribution for major quantities

of zinc into the rest of the U.S. zinc using industrial world.

That world should not have to pay a premium of 1.7% ad

valorem on zinc alloy anymore than it should pay a duty on

zinc ores.

The IZAA respectfully requests that the Senate Finance

Committee amend S. 2092.
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STATEMENT OF THE LEAD-ZINC PRODUCERS COMMITTEE

IN SUPPORT OF S. 2092

A Bill to Extend for Five Years the Suspension of the
Duty on Imports of Zinc Ores and Concentrates, and

Other Zinc Bearing Materials

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

U.S. SENATE

July 20, 1984

Lead-Zinc Producers Committee
1320 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 466-7720
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LEAD-ZINC PRODUCERS COMMITTEE
Suite 600

1320 - 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 466-7720

July 20, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Re: Press Release No. 84-154: Miscellaneous Tariff Billsi
S. 2092

I am enclosing six copies of the statement of the
Lead-Zinc Producers Committee in support of S. 2092, Senator
Bentsen's bill to continue until the close of June 30, 1989,
the existing suspension of duties on certain forms of zinc.

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee appreciates the oppor-
tunity to comment on this bill.

Sincerely,

Stanley Nehmer
On Behalf of the Lead-Zinc

Producers Committee

Enclosures
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STATEMENT OF THE LEAD-ZINC PRODUCERS COMMITTEE
IN SUPPORT OF S. 2092

SUMMARY

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee supports enactment of

S. 2092 to continue for five years the current duty suspen-

sion on imports of zinc ores and concentrates and other

zinc-bearing materials used by domestic zinc producers as

raw materials in the production of zinc metal.

The bill is needed to assure domestic zinc smelters and

refiners continued access to raw materials on a basis com-

petitive with that available to foreign producers. U.S.

zinc mines cannot completely meet the raw material needs of

U.S. zinc smelters and refiners. Domestic zinc smelting and

refining operations, which have already been seriously

injured by high levels of imports of zinc metal, would be

further harmed by the reimposition of duties on raw

materials, especially since competitors in foreign countries

are not charged similar duties on their imports of such

materials. Domestic zinc mines can sell virtually all pro-

duction to domestic smelting and refining operations and,

therefore, will benefit from any action taken to enhance the

viability of the U.S. zinc smelting and refining industry.
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STATEMENT OF THE LEAD-ZINC PRODUCERS COMMITTEE
IN SUPPORT OF S. 2092

This statement is submitted on behalf of the member com-

panies of the Lead-Zinc Producers Committee in support of

S. 2092, legislation introduced by Senator Lloyd Bentsen

(D-TX) which would continue for five years the current duty

suspension on imports of zinc ores and concentrates, and

other materials used by domestic zinc producers as necessary

raw materials in the production of zinc metal..!/

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee is comprised of four

U.S. producers of primary zinc who account for most of the

primary zinc output in the United States. The members areas

AMAX Lead & Zinc Incorporated The National Zinc Company
7733 Forsyth Boulevard West llth Street
Clayton, Missouri 63105 Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74003

ASARCO Incorporated St. Joe Minerals Corporation
120 Broadway 7733 Forsyth Boulevard
New York, New York 10271 Clayton, Missouri 63105

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee urges continuation of

the present suspension of duties on zinc ores, concentrates,

and other materials covered in S. 2092. This measure would

continue through June 30, 1989 the duty suspension origi-

nally enacted in Public Law 94-89, of August 9, 1975 and

1/ Zinc-bearing ores and concentrates (TSUS 602.20), zinc
dross and skimmings (TSUS 603.30), other zinc-bearing
materials (TSUS 603.49, 603.50, 603.54, and 603.55), and
zinc waste and scrap (TSUS 626.10). These are now
classified in Schedule 9 of the Tariff Schedules as TSUS
911.00 for zinc ores and concentrates, TSUS 911.01 for
zinc dross and skimmings, TSUS 911.02 for other zinc-
bearing materials, and TSUS 911.03 for zinc waste and
scrap.

41-171 0 - 85 - 5
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subsequently extended in 1979. The present suspension of

duties expired on June 30, 1984.

Imports of these materials are important because U.S.

zinc mines, even when operating at full capacity, cannot

produce sufficient ores and concentrates to meet the raw

material needs of U.S. zinc smelters and refiners. U.S.

zinc mine production in 1983 fell to only 60 percent of its

level in 1975 when the duty suspension on ores and con-

centrates was first enacted. The depressed condition of

U.S. zinc mine operations, therefore, in effect requires

U.S. smelters and refiners to supplement domestically-mined

ores and concentrates with imported raw materials in order

to operate at efficient levels of capacity utilization.

U.S. zinc smelters and refiners need continued access to

zinc ores and concentrates at world market prices without

the additional burden of a U.S. import duty. Prior to the

enactment of the duty suspension, the United States was the

only major zinc metal producing country which imposed a

tariff on these raw material imports. This tariff placed

U.S. zinc smelters and refiners at a competitive disadvan-

tage in the acquisition of these materials. While other

problems facing domestic zinc smelters and refineries are of

great significance, continuation of this suspension of

duties is important to the industry. Had the tariff suspen-

sion not been in place during 1983, U.S. zinc smelters and

refiners would have had to pay nearly $680,000 in duties on
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zinc ores and concentrates, and related materials even con-

sidering that 28 percent of the 1983 imports entered duty-

free under the provisions of the Generalized System of

Preferences (see Table 1). Failure to continue the suspen-

sion would reimpose duties (equal to about 0.539 per pound

of contained metal) and further compound the difficult

financial problems of zinc producers. This additional bur-

den would come at a time when the industry is beginning to

emerge from its severely depressed state during the recent

recession.

U.S. imports of zinc ores and concentrates, and related

materials amounted to 81,806 short tons of zinc content in

1983. This import level is little changed from the 1982

recession level and is still only 32 percent of the 255,836

tons of imports in 1981 (see Table 2). U.S. imports of zinc

ores, and concentrates, and related raw materials should

increase considerably as the U.S. recovery continues and

particularly as ASARCO's Corpus Christi, Texas, zinc refi-

nery recently resumed operations after a 16-month shutdown.

U.S. imports of these raw materials are supplied mainly by

Canada, Mexico, and Peru, which together accounted for 77

percent of total imports in 1983.

Continuation of the suspension of duties provided for by

S. 2092 is important to domestic producers of zinc metal.

The health of the U.S. zinc smelting and refining industry

is, in turn, crucial to the health of the U.S. zinc mining
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industry. Continuation of the duty suspension on zinc ores

an~d cou-centrates, by helping the smelters and refiners, also

helps domestic mines. These mines have traditionally been

highly dependent on sales to the domestic industry. Three

of the member companies of the Lead-Zinc Producers Committee

are themselves vertically-integrated zinc producers and

operate zinc mines. Currently zinc mining takes place in a

number of states including Tennessee, Missouri, New Jersey,

Colorado, Pennsylvania and New York.

During the deliberations related. to Congressional con-

sideration of the 1979 extension of the duty suspension, no

objections to the measure were voiced from any source. At

that time, the Administration supported the bill on the

grounds that the tariffs aided no domestic industry and that

their continued suspension would have no adverse effect on

any industry. In fact, the Administration concluded that

the competitive position both at home and abroad of U.S.

smelters and refiners would be seriously threatened should

such duties be reimposed. These factors are equally appli-

cable today.

On June 27, 1984, the House Ways and Means Subcommittee

on Trade approved H.R. 4443, legislation which is identical

to S. 2092, for full Committee consideration. At the

hearing held earlier on H.R. 4443, the Administration stated

that it had no objection to the passage of this bill.
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For domestic producers of zinc metal, the suspension

means economical access to a raw material in short supply

and permits smelters to operate at efficient levels. For

smelter and refining workers, the duty suspension means

jobs. For the U.S. economy, it means a more viable

domestic industrial base.

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee strongly urges early

enactment of Senator Bentsen's bill, S. 2092.
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HARRIS, BERG & CRESKOFF
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

1100 15TH STREET, N.W.

WASHINOTON, D.C 20005

TELEPHONE.(202) 463 -6414

TELECOPIEA:(202) 463 6522

July 17, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Enclosed please find five copies of our statement
in opposition to S.2156, submitted on behalf of P.L.
Thomas & Co.; J. F. Braun & Sons, Inc.; Henkel
Corporation; and Springtree Corporati n. Please feel
free to contact me if you should have ny questions.

Enlsr/

Enclosures

cc: Ms. Mary Melrose
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SUMMARY
OF STATEMENT OF HERBERT E. HARRIS II

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

U.S. SENATE
WITH RESPECT TO 8.2156

RELATING TO THE TARIFF TREATMENT
OF CAROB FLOUR

July 17, 1984

I. P.L. Thomas & Co. J.F. Braun & Sons, Inc.; Henkel

Corporation; and Springtree Corporation, importers of carob

flour, oppose S.2156 because it will disrupt trade and

unnecessarily cause an increased price to consumers of an

important dietetic product.

II. Advocates of S.2156 import all of their carob in a processed

form free of duty and supply less than 15 percent of the U.S

market.

III. S.2156 would result in the imposition of a 15 percent duty

on 85 percent of the carob flour supply, and permit the

suppliers of the remaining 15 percent to increase their

price to the disadvantage of the consuming public.
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STATEMENT
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
U.S. SENATE

WITH RESPECT TO S.2156
RELATING TO THE TARIFF TREATMENT

OF CAROB FLOUR

July 17, 1984

By Herbert E. Harris II
Counsel to P.L. Thomas & Co.; J.F. Braun & Sons, Inc.1

Henkel Corporation; & Springtree Corporation

Introduction

This statement is presented on behalf of P.L. Thomas & Co.,

J.F. Braun & Sons, Inc.; Henkel Corporation; and Springtree

Corporation, importers of carob flour.

S.2156 was introduced for the stated purpose of repealing

the existing suspension of duty on carob flour provided for in

item 903.69 of the Appendix to the Tariff Schedules of the United

States.

We oppose S.2156 because it would result in higher prices to

consumers of carob products and provide an unfair advantage to

certain domestic processors.

H.R. 1988, a bill to suspend the duty on carob flour until

December 31, 1984, was introduced on February 23, 1981. The bill

was favorably reported from the Ways and Means Committee on

September 17, 1981, and included in an omnibus bill of non-

controversial tariff measures, H.R. 4566. That legislation

passed the full House on October 13, 1981, and was referred to

the Senate, Committee on Finance. Hearings on the matter were

conducted by the Finance Committee in July 1982. The Committee

reported H.R. 4566 to the Senate. The bill was passed by the
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Senate on December 19, 1982. On December 21, the Senate and

House went to conference on H.R. 4566, and reported out a bill

which included the carob provision in identical form to that

which was introduced as the original bill. The conference report

was approved by the House and by the Senate, and the bill was

signed by the President on January 12, 1983. Pub. L. No. 97-446,

S123, 96 Stat. 2329, 2338 (1983).

In the nearly two year period from introduction of H.R. 1988

until the tariff bill was signed into law, no adverse comments

were received as to the duty suspension on carob flour. Neither

written statements nor oral testimony in oppositon to the bill

were presented in the course of hearings. In fact, no adverse

comments were made during the full course of the legislative

proceedings.

All Carob Is Imported In Processed Form

All carob consumed in the United States is imported in

processed form. The law was intended to prevent the burden of a

15 percent duty on carob flour from being passed on to the

consumer. This seemed particularly appropriate in light of the

fact that domestically processed carob flour, which makes up no

more than 10 to 15 percent of the domestic market, is produced

entirely from imported kibbled carob, a processed product which

enters free of duty. Kibbled carob, incidentally, is valued at

more than half the finished product cost.
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S.2156, therefore, is not designed to protect producers of a

domestic product from import competition by repealing suspension

of the 15 percent duty. Rather, it is designed to provide

suppliers of no more than 15 percent of the U.S. market with an

unfair advantage over their competitors. If passed, the bill

would impose an unnecessary additional cost on the suppliers of

the remaining 85 percent of the market. The cost would in turn

be passed on to the consumer.

Conclusion

S.2156 would provide an unfair competitive advantage to

suppliers of a small percentage of the U.S. market to the

detriment of suppliers of the vast majority of that market. Both

groups of suppliers must rely on imported carob, be it in kibbled

or flour form. Public policy is not served by erecting a trade

barrier which requires consumers to pay an inflated price for

carob in order to benefit one group of importers over another.

This would be the inevitable result of S.2156.

Herbert E. Harris II
Harris, Berg & Creskoff
1100 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 463-6414
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U. S. Council for an Open World Economy
INCORPO RATE D

7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22307
(202) 785-3772 of

Statement submitted by David J. Steinberg, President, U.S. Council
for an Open World Economy, to the Subcommittee on International
Trade of the Senate Committee on finance concerning miscellaneous
tariff bills listed in the Subcommittee's Press Release No. 84-154,
dated July 5, 1984.

(The U.S. Council for an Open World Economy is a private, non-
profit organization engaged in research and public education on
the merits and problems of developing an open international econ-
omic system in the overall national interest. The Council does
not act on behalf of any "special interest".)

The Council supports the bills that would suspend or remove
tariffs, and the bill that would authorize the President to ac-
celerate the effective dates of agreed duty reductions. The
Council opposes those bills that would repeal suspension of the
duty on carob flour (S.2156), increase the duty on certain shelled
filberts (S.2429), and return the duties on necktie imports to the
levels as of January 1, 1981 when the latest negotiated staging
of necktie duty reductions began (S.2712). U.S. firms and unions
opposing bills that would suspend or reduce tariffs, and those
advocating bills that would increase tariffs, would be better
advised to find constructive remedies addressing the real problems
and needs of these industries in the face of foreign competition,
in contrast to tariffs and other barriers which are really sim-
plistic subsidies the American people have to pay and for which
no net benefit to the public interest is made clear and convincing.

Whatever assistance may be needed and deserved by industries
seeking government help should be provided in the framework of
coherent industry-adjustment strategies, possibly including re-
structuring of these industries and always including suitable
commitments by management and labor as a condition of government
help at public expense. Tariff increases via legislation -- and
even those pursuant to import-relief proceedings of the kind we
have had to date -- do not meet this standard. Such adjustment
strategies should also include reassessment of statutes and regu-
lations materially affecting the particular industry's ability to
adjust to foreign competition in today's rapidly changing world.
Any inexcusable inequities should be corrected.

In this connection, while the extra cost incurred by U.S.
copper producers as a result of domestic environmental require-
ments may possibly pose a serious competitive disadvantage for
the U.S. industry, the bill (S.2340) to increase the duty on
copper imports by an amount to offset this cost is not a well-
designed remedy. If the copper industry needs and deserves
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government help (the International Trade Commission recently
----- found that the industry had been seriously injured by import

competition), such assistance should be provided through a coherent
copper-industry redevelopment strategy. Environmental regulations
should be one of the many factors taken into account in devising
such a strategy. Simplistic recourse to a special import duty
to offset the cost of domestic environmental requirements is the
wrong way to address the problems (or any of the problems indi-
vidually) of the U.S. copper industry.

(Absence of specific comment on bills not mentioned in
this statement should not be interpreted as signifying either
support for or opposition to such measures.)
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American Iron and Steel Institute
IO00 16th Strcct, N.W, Wahingttm, D.C. 20036

Frank Fenton
Vice Preatdent
International Trade

July 26, 1981 and Ecmwnms
(202) 452-7130

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

In response to the request by the Subcommittee on International Trade
for comments on currently pending miscellaneous tariff bills, I am attaching
an original, plus 5 copies, of the statement by the American Iron and Steel
Institute vith respect to S.2288, a bill to extend duty-free imports of
chipper knife steel.

Sincerely,

Frank Fenton
Attachments

&
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American Iron and Steel Institute
1000 i6ih Sireel. N W. Wahangton. D.C. 20036

July 26, 19d4

The Honorable John C. Danfortn
Cnairman
Suocommittee on International Trade
219 Dlrksen Bitlding
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 2010

Dear i4r. Chairman:

I am writing in response to your request for comments on the miscellaneous
tariff bills which are presently pending in the Suocommittee on International
Trade. This letter comments on S.2288, which would eliminate all duty
currently imposed on imported cnipper Knife steel.

Tne American Iron and Steel Institute, which represents 56 domestic steel
producers - including at least one which still produces cnipper knife steel -
strongly opposes S.2288. We take this position for two reasons.

First, we are opposed in general to any steel product tariff reductions or
eliminations beyond those already agreed to in the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations. At a time when U.S. import penetration is at record levels and
every penny counts, the Congress should not agree to any further duty
reductions that would oe likely to cause still more serious import-related
injury to domestic steel producers.

Second, in the case of chipper knife steel in particular, domestic
producers of this product have already suffered devastating injury as a result
of dumped or subsidized imports. 0itn import penetration in cnipper knife
steel already at levels aoove 95 percent, tne proposed elimination of duties
for this product would De likely to contribute to the destruction of what
little remains of domestic production.

In view of tnhe unprecedented import sensitivity of tne domestic steel
industry at the present time, we must oppose any efforts to accelerate
scheduled 14TN duty reductions or to reduce or eliminate unilaterally duties on
steel products. S.2288 would eliminate chipper Knife duties despite the U.S.
government's naving negotiated in good faith a final 14TN duty reduction on
this product to 6 percent in 1987.

We see no reason to maKe an exception for chipper Knife steel just because
foreign unfair traders have been relatively more successful in destroying the
financial viability of domestic producers of this product. And we see no
reason why the Congress should do anytning wnicn could hasten the complete
elimination of domestic production of chipper knife steel. Tne Congress
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Letter to The iHonoraole Jonii C. ianforth
July 26, 19d4
Page 2

should not liberalize tariff rates for this product oeyond wnat was already
agreed to in the AN and oy tne Congress itself.

We urge that tne SuDcouinttee look at where domestic producers of chipper
knife steel were just b years ago, wnere they're at today, and why. Five
years ago domestic producers accounted for aoout 43 percent of tne d.S.
mdrKet. Today they account for less tnan 2 percent - and dumped or suosidized
imports are a major reason why.

The Oepartment of Commerce recently determined tnat imports of tool steel,
including chipper Knife steel, from West Germany (whicn accounts for almost
nalf of total imports) are oeing dumped at prices ranging up to roughly 1d.4
percent less than fair value. Toe U.S. International Trade Commission has
also found tnat U.S. producers of tnese products nave oeen materially injured
by reason of tnese dumped imports. Elimination of tne duty on chipper knife
steel would substantially nullify the impact of these determinations, and
would have tne effect of rewarding foreign unfair trade practices at the
expense of domestic steel producers nearly fatally injured already oy such
practices.

We appreciate this opportunity to express our views on S.22dd, and are
grateful for your interest in this issue.

Yours sincerely,

Frank Fenton

41-171 0 - 85 - 6
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Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

STATEMENT OF

MR. JOHN E. HALLORAN

President
Michigan Knife Co.

120 Pere Marquette Street
Big Rapids, Michigan 49307

(616) 796-7602

ON BEHALF OF THE

MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

IN SUPPORT OF S. 2288

TO EXTEND DUTY-FREE TREATMENT TO

IMPORTS OF CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

Counsel

Glenn R. Reichardt
Peabody, Lambert & Meyers
A Professional Corporation
1150 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 457-1000

July 18, 1984
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STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HALLORAN

PRESIDENT

MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. The Machine Knife Association strongly urges the Senate
to approve S. 2288, which would permanently suspend the collec-
tion of duties on chipper knife steel. Congress has previously
assed two temporary reductions of the rate of duty on chipper
nife steel. The time has come for a permanent solution.

2. American chipper knife manufacturers, including members
of the Machine Knife Association, must rely on foreign imports of
chipper knife steel as their source of raw material. The domestic
availability of this peculiar analysis of alloy tool steel, which
historically has been grossly insufficient to meet the demands of
American knife manufacturers, has now evaporated completely.

3. Just last year the U.S. International Trade Commission
found that the domestic supply of chipper knife steel was totally
inadequate, and therefore recommended the exemption of chipper
knife steel from import quotas on specialty steel pzoducts. The
Commission also found that domestic specialty steel manufacturers
had demonstrated little, if any, interest in serving this narrow
product market. The President accepted the ITC's recommendation,
and exempted chipper knife steel from the quotas he otherwise
imposed on alloy tool steel imports last July.

4. The temporary reduction of duties on chipper knife steel,
which Congress most recently enacted in 1982 (in Public Law No.
97-446), expires on March 31, 1985. This temporary reduction in
duties has enabled American chipper knife manufacturers to reduce
their raw material costs and become more competitive with foreign
chipper knife imports.

5. Until the first temporary reduction in duties on chipper
knife steel was enacted in 1980, the entire American chipper
knife industry was in danger of extinction. Prior to 1980, more
than a dozen American companies had ceased or substantially cur-
tailed their manufacture of chipper knives, in large part because
they were caught in a squeeze between the lack of a consistent
and reliable domestic supply of raw material and a duty structure
that favored the importation of foreign-made chipper knives over
the importation of chipper knife steel as a raw material. As a
result, many American companies that had formerly manufactured
chipper knives in the United States became distributors of
foreign-made knives.
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6. If the temporary reduction of duties on chipper knife
steel is not extended, and those duties rise to their former
level, the deterioration of the American chipper knife industry
will resume. Increased duties on chipper knife steel would not
result in increased purchases of domestic steel, but instead
would result in an increase in imports of foreign-made chipper
knives.

7. Another short-term temporary duty reduction is not suf-
ficient. American chipper knife manufacturers need permanent
relief so that they can make long-term production, investment and
supply decisions. The history of the two previously enacted tem-
porary duty reductions clearly demonstrates that permanent elimi-
nation of the duty on chipper knife steel is not only warranted,
but necessary for the future growth and health of the American
chipper knife industry.

8. The Executive Branch has already indicated, in comments
to the House Ways and Means Conmittee, that it has no objection
to permanent duty-free treatment for imports of chipper knife
steel. To the contrary, the Administration has recognized that
elimination of the duty on chipper knife steel would help improve
the international competitive position of the domestic chipper
knife industry and would facilitate that industry's long-range
planning for production, investment, and raw material supply.

9. The Trade Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee has already approved exactly the same legislation, in the
form of H.R. 4765, by way of its vote on June 26, 1984.

On behalf of the members of the Machine Knife Association
and their American workers, I strongly urge the Senate to approve
S. 2288 and thus grant permanent duty relief to the American chipper
knife industry.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HALLORAN

I. Introduction

My name is John E. Halloran. I am the president of Michigan

Knife Co. of Big Rapids, Michigan, and Springfield, Oregon. Mich-

igan Knife Co. employs approximately 170 workers, to whom it pays

wages and salaries which exceed $2.6 million annually. Chipper

knives and related products account for more than 80 percent of

Michigan Knife Co.'s business. If the existing reduction of

duties on chipper knife steel -- our principal raw material -- is

not extended, those sales, and the jobs they create, will be in

serious jeopardy.

The Machine Knife Association, of which I am president, was

created in 1882 and represents companies from around the country

that are engaged in the manufacture and sale of machine knives

and related products to the wood industry. Our members have manu-

facturing and distribution facilities in many states, including

Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississ-

ippi, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,

Texas, and Washington. A list of members of-our association and

the locations of their facilities is attached to this statement

as Exhibit A.

I have personally been engaged in the wood knife industry

for almost twenty years, the last ten of which have been as pres-

ident of Michigan Knife Company. Both as president of the Machine

Knife Association and as president of one of the largest American

manufacturers of chipper knives, I am convinced that a permanent

suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel, as provided for
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by S. 2288, is necessary to enable the American chipper knife

industry to grow and prosper in the face of the intense competi-

tion that our industry faces from imports of foreign-made knives.

II. The Chipper Knife Industry

Chipper knife steel is designed solely for the manufacture

of industrial knives that are used by paper manufacturers, lumber

mills, and other forest products companies to chip timber and

wood into pulp, chips, and other wood fiber products. 1/ Wood

chips are used to manufacture paper and corrugated boxes, to

treat sewage, in landscaping, and for an increasing variety of

other purposes. Wood chips are also being used increasingly as

an energ/source for industrial power plants.

There are now four major American chipper knife manufac-

turers in the United States, including Hannaco Knives & Saws, Inc.,

Michigan Knife Co., R. Hoe & Co., Inc., and Simonds Cutting rools.

These firms employ hundreds of workers in the production of

chipper knives. Many more people are employed in administrative

and sales positions with these firms.

Michigan Knife Co., like other American chipper knife manu-

facturers, supplies hundreds of customers in the paper, forest

1/ Chipper knife steel is classified under Item No. 606.93 of
the Tariff Schedules of the United States of America (TSUSA).
The chemical description of chipper knife steel, which appears in
Headnote 2(viii)-of Schedule 6, Part 2, Subpart B of the TSUSA,
was 47veloped by commodity specialists at the ITC after imports
of chipper knife steel were exempted from the then-existing
quotas on specialty steel in 1978.
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products, and lumber mill supply industries. Our customers in-

clude such major forest products companies as Boise Cascade,

Champion Building Products, Georgia-Pacific, International Paper,

Louisiana-Pacific, St. Regis, Union Camp and Weyerhauser. Chipper

knives are also used by public agencies, including small towns

and villages, that employ small wood chipping machines for

tree-limb removal and disposal.

American chipper knife manufacturers face fierce competition

from imports of foreign-made chipper knives. Because of this

fierce competition, American chipper knife manufacturers cannot

survive, even in their home markets, unless they keep their pro-

duction and raw material costs as low as possible.

Until 1980, when the first reduction in chipper knife steel

duties was enacted, American chipper knife manufacturers were

seriously disadvantaged by a major difference in the rate of duty

on imported chipper knife steel as compared to the rate of duty

on foreign-made chipper knives. Before the first temporary duty

legislation passed, the rate of duty on chipper knife steel was

more than 12 percent whereas the rate of duty on foreign-made

knives was less than 5 percent.

Given that chipper knife steel represents the major cost

(from 70 to 80 percent) in the manufacture of chipper knives,

this difference in duty -- of more than 250% -- gave foreign

knife manufacturers a competitive advantage that almost put them

beyond reach.

As a result of this disparity in duties, more than a dozen

American knife manufacturers left the chipper knife market, moved
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their production facilities overseas, were acquired by foreign

concerns, or became distributors of foreign-made knives.

In 1980, Congress and the President helped alleviate this

unfair discrimination against American chipper knife manufac-

turers by temporarily reducing the rate of duty on chipper knife

steel to 4.6 percent, which was then the rate of duty on imported

foreign-made knives. 2/ Similar legislation was enacted in 1982,

which reduced the rate of duty on chipper knife steel, in stages

that were approximately equal to the rate of duty on foreign-made

chipper knives, until March 31, 1985. 3/ The current temporary

rate of duty on chipper knife steel is 4.0 percent ad valorem.

III. The ITC's Investigation of Chipper
Knife Steel in 1983 Confirmed the Lack
of Domestic Supply of This Product.

Shortly after the most recent temporary reduction in chipper

knife steel duties was enacted, the U.S. International Trade Com-

mission commenced an investigation of all imports of specialty

steel, including tool steel, under Section 201 of the Trade Act

of 1974. 4/ In the course of its investigation last spring, the

ITC received a substantial amount of testimony and other evidence

2/ Pub. L. No. 96-609 (H.R. 5047), S 113, 94 STAT. 3557 (Dec.
78, 1980).

3/ Pub. L. No. 97-446 (H.R. 4566), S 142, 96 STAT. 2342 (Jan.
T2, 1983).
4/ In the Matter of Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel,
Inves. No. TA-201-48 (U.S.I.T.C., 1983).
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regarding the lack of a domestic supply of chipper knife steel

for American knife manufacturers.

After two sets of hearings and the accumulation of extensive

evidence, the ITC determined that, although import quotas or in-

creased duties ought be imposed on other grades of specialty

steel, chipper knife steel should be exempted from such restric-

tions, because, in the unanimous opinion of the ITC, there is an

insufficient domestic supply of chipper knife steel and a lack of

interest, on the part of domestic steel companies, in supplying

chipper knife steel to American knife producers. 5/

For example, in his recommendation to the President, then

ITC Chairman Alfred Eckes stated that, for chipper knife steel

and two other narrowly defined grades of tool steel:

. . . there is either no domestic production
or insufficient domestic production to meet
the demands of consumers. Most importantly,
the domestic industry has exhibited little,
if any, interest in serving these market
niches. 6/

Similarly, Commissioners Paula Stern and Veronica Haggart

reported to the President that chipper knife steel

0 . . can apparently not be supplied in suffi-
cient quantities at a price which is not well
in excess of the market price for imports in
the U.S. market. Testimony and submissions
in the present and former specialty steel
investigations indicate that chipper knife

5/ Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel, Report to the Presi-
Zent on Investigation No. TA-201-48, USITC Pub. 1377 (May 1983)
(hereinafter referred to as the "ITC Report"). Excerpts from
that report are attached hereto as Exhibit B.

6/ ITC Report at 55.
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steel's unusual chemistry and varied product
form make it undesirable for U.S. producers
to enter the market. Further testimony cited
repeated and unsuccessful efforts by the con-
sumers of this product to attempt to develop
domestic sources for the material. 7/

Based upon these unanimous recommendations by the ITC, Pres-

ident Reagan, in imposing quotas upon imports of other grades of

tool steel, specifically exempted chipper knife steel from such

quotas on the ground that chipper knife steel is either not produced

in the United States or is produced in such small quantities that

an exemption would not have an adverse impact on the domestic in-

dustry. S/

These unanimous conclusions of the ITC and the President,

after thorough investigation and numerous opportunities to re-

ceive contrary evidence from the domestic specialty steel indus-

try, dramatically confirm what American chipper knife manufac-

turers have known and have been saying for many years: they can-

not rely upon a domestic supply of chipper knife steel and will

not survive unless they can obtain their raw material from over-

seas at the lowest possible price.

7/ ITC Report at 48.

8/ Presidential Proclamation 5074, 48 Fed. Reg. 3323 (July 21,
T983). In 1978 President Carter had exempted chipper knife steel
from a previous set of quotas on imports of specialty steel.
Presidential Proclamation 4559, 43 Fed. Reg. 14433 (April 6,
1978).
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IV. There Is No Longer Any Domestic
Supply of Chipper Knife Steel.

It appears that there is no longer any domestic supply of

chipper knife steel. Although the domestic supply of chipper

knife steel has not, for maay years, been adequate, reliable or

consistent, such domestic production as formerly existed has

apparently evaporated entirely. A survey of the four significant

American chipper knife manufacturers indicates that not one of

them has purchased or ordered chipper knife steel from a domestic

source since 1982, other than a few sporadic purchases of small

quantities of chipper knife steel that domestic suppliers were

liquidating from their inventories.

Not one of these American chipper knife manufacturers has

even been approached, within the past two years, by a domestic

steel company seeking to sell any substantial quantity of chipper

knife steel.

A dramatic demonstration 'of hel&k f ittrest-±irchpper-

knife steel on the part of domestic steel suppliers is that dur-

ing the course of the ITC's investigation last spring, right in

front of the ITC commissioners, the American chipper knife manu-

facturers presented their specifications for chipper knife steel

to the domestic tool steel suppliers and their representatives.

Not one company has ever responded to those specifications. 9/

9/ See Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel, Post-Hearing Brief
Un Behalf of the Machine Knife Association and Michigan Knife
Company, ITC Inves. No. TA-201-48 (Remedy Phase)(April 11, 1983)
at 3-4 and Exhibit A.
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Previously, in May 1982, Michigan Knife Co. had sent

inquiries to eight domestic specialty steel producers, including

every domestic company known to have produced chipper knife steel

at any time within the previous ten years. Only two firms

responded at all, and neither one of them was able or willing to

offer prices or terms there were competitive with foreign sources

of chipper knife steel. 10/

In sum, we are not aware of any current or planned produc-

tion of chipper knife steel by any domestic tool steel producer,

and not one domestic tool steel supplier has sought to sell

chipper knife steel to the American chipper knife industry within

the past two years.

V. The American Chipper Knife Industry May Disappear

If Duty Relief Is Not Made Permanent.

The previous temporary legislation to reduce duties on chip-

per knife steel has helped arrest the decline of the American

chipper knife industry, but permanent relief is necessary for

American knife manufacturers to ensure their ultimate survival.

At the hearings before the ITC last spring, and in sworn

affidavits that were submitted to the Commission as part of its

investigation, each American chipper knife manufacturer indicated

that, if it could not obtain chipper knife steel from abroad, it

would almost certainly be forced to cease the manufacture of

10/ See Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel, Pre-Hearing Brief
n-n Behalf of the Machine Knife Association and Michigan Knife

Company, ITC Inves. No. TA-201-48 (Injury Phase) (Feb. 2, 1983)
at 18-19 and Exhibit H.
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chipper knives in this country. 11/ The choice is not between

domestic and foreign chipper knife steel. It is between having

an American chipper knife industry or relying solely upon imports

of foreign-made knives.

Although we are grateful to the Congress and to the Presi-

dent for the temporary relief we have already been granted, the

expense and uncertainty associated with a series of temporary

duty reduction bills is so substantial that they prevent American

knife manufacturers from making long term plans for investment,

production capacity, and marketing.

Temporary duty legislation as to chipper knife steel has

either been under consideration or in effect for more than five

years. 12/ During that time, the Congress and the Executive

Branch have repeatedly found (as did the ITC last spring) that

there is not an adequate domestic supply of chipper knife steel.

At present it appears that there is not any domestic supply of

11/ See Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel, Pre-Hearing Brief
n- Behalf of the Machine Knife Association and Michigan Knife

Company, ITC Inves. No. TA-201-48 (Injury Phase)(Feb. 2, 1983)
at 14-23 and the affidavits contained in Exhibit G, as well as
the transcript of the testimony given before the ITC on
February 9, 1983, by representatives of three of the largest
American chipper knife manufacturers at Tr. 262-63.

12/ The first bill to suspend duties on chipper knife steel was
Tn'troduced in the 95th Congress on June 12, 1978 (H.R. 13094).
Since that time there have been four sets of hearings on chipper
knife steel legislation. In the 96th Congress, hearings were
held before the House Trade Subcommittee on July 27, 1979, and
before the Senate International Trade Subcommittee on February 5,
1980. In the 97th Congress, hearings were held before the House
Trade Subcommittee on June 15, 1981, and before the Senate Inter-
national Trade Subcommittee on July 21, 1982.
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this raw material nor any prospect that one will materialize in

the foreseeable future.

Under these circumstances, the collection of duties on chi-

pper knife steel should be permanently suspended. & mere con-

tinuation of temporary relief would be unfair to American knife

manufacturers since they have, at considerable expense, proven

time and again, over a period of years, that they cannot survive

in the absence of duty relief. Similarly, the imposition of any

duty on chipper knife steel would be unfair and counter-productive,

since it would not benefit any domestic industry but would instead

impose an unnecessary cost upon American chipper knife manufac-

turers in their struggle to compete against imports of foreign-

made knives.

VI. The Executive Branch Supports This

Legislation.

In comments submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee

on June 28, 1984, the Reagan Administration, through the U.S.

Department of Commerce, indicated that it had no objection to

H.R. 4765, which is the House counterpart to S. 2288. A copy of

the Executive Branch comments on H.R. 4765 is attached hereto as

Exhibit C.

In pertinent part, the Executive Branch has indicated that,

while elimination of the duty on chipper knife steel is not

expected to have an adverse effect on domestic steel manufacturers

(because there is no significant domestic production of this

product and most U.S. steel producers are unwilling to manufacture

chipper knife steel), the American chipper knife industry would
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greatly benefit from the enactment of legislation such as S. 2288

because:

Elimination of the duty on chipper knife steel
would contribute toward the efforts of the
domestic chipper knife industry to reduce
costs and increase its competitive position
against foreign producers of these knives.
Chipper knife producers also will be able to
undertake long-range planning for production,
investment, and supply decisions, uninhibited
by the short-term, temporary duty reductions.

The Executive Branch comments on H.R. 4765 (the counterpart

to S. 2288) are entirely consistent with each previous examination

of this issue by the Executive Branch, the U.S. International

Trade Commission, and the Congress. Under the circumstances, it

would be neither wise nor just to continue to impose duties on a

raw material that American manufacturers cannot obtain in the

United Sthtes.

VII. The House Trade Subcommittee Has Approved This

Same Legislation In The Form of H.R. 4765.

At its markup on June 26, 1984, the Trade Subcommittee of

the House Ways and Means Committee approved, without dissent,

H.R. 4765, which is the House counterpart to S. 2288 and thus

also provides for the extension of duty-free treatment to imports

of chipper knife steel.

We hope and expect that the full Ways and Means Committee

and the U.S. House of Representatives will speedily endorse the

Trade Subcommittee's action on H.R. 4765. It is vitally important

to the American chipper knife industry and to the Machine Knife

Association that the Congress act upon this legislation before
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the existing temporary reduction of duties on chipper knife steel

expires early next year.

VIII. Conclusion

The history that has accumulated during the previous two

temporary duty reductions and the findings of the U.S. Interna-

tional Trade Commission during its investigation of chipper knife

steel imports last spring are a compelling basis upon which Con-

gress can and should extend permanent duty-free treatment to

imports of chipper knife steel.

For the reasons described above, the Machine Knife Associa-

tion and its members, including Michigan Knife Co., strongly urge

the Senate to approve S. 2288.

JOHN E. HALLORAN

President ,
Machine Knife Association

and

President
Michigan Knife Co.

Of Counsel:

Glenn R. Reichardt
Peabody, Lambert & Meyers
"A Professional Corporation

1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 457-1000
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EXHIBIT A

Members of the Machine Knife Association
And Chipper Knife Manufacturers That Support

S. 2288

41-171 0 - 85 - 7
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CHIPPER KNIFE MANUFACTURERS AND
MEMBERS OF THE MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

WHO SUPPORT S. 2288

Bolton-Emerson, Inc.
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Seattle, Washington

Detroit Edge Tool Company
Detroit, Michigan

Hannaco Knives & Saws, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Greenville, Mississippi
Eugene, Oregon
Florence, South Carolina

Lancaster Knives, Inc.
Lancaster, New York
Portland, Oregon

Michigan Knife Company
Big Rapids, Michigan
Springfield, Oregon

The Ohio Knife Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
Portland, Oregon

R. Hoe & Co., Inc.
Birmingham, Alabama
Scarsdale, New York
Portland, Oregon

Simonds Cutting Tools
Chicago, Illinois
Shrevesport, Louisiana
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

U.S. Knife Co.
Division/Bohler Bros. of

America
Houston, Texas

The Wapakoneta Machine Company
Wapakoneta, Ohio

MACHINE KNIFE ASSN.
Thomas D. Dolan

Executive Secretary
Machine Knife Association

800 Custer Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202

312-864-8444
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EXHIBIT B

Excerpts From the Report of the
U.S. International Trade Commission

On Investigation No. TA-201-48
(Stainless and Alloy Tool Steel)



THE RECENT EXEMPTION OF CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL
FROM LMPORT QUOTAS

Report of the
U.S. International Trade Commission

May 1983

Recommendation of Chairman Eckes

In my judgment there is a sound basis for exempting three
products--razor blade stainless steel, chipper knife tool steel,
and band saw steel. . . . For these products there is either no
domestic production or insufficient domestic production to meet
the demands of consumers. Most importantly, the domestic indus-
try has exhibited little, if any, interest in serving these mar-
ket niches.

Recommendation of Commissioners Stern and Haggart

We are advising the USTR that chipper knife steel be exempted
from the relief recommended, and have adjusted the quota for alloy
tool steel accordingly. This product has been made periodically
by U.S. producers, but can apparently not be supplied in sufficient
quantities at a price which is not well in excess of the market
price for imports in the U.S. market. Testimony and submissions
in the present and former specialty steel investigations indicate
that chipper knife steel's unusual chemistry and varied product
form make it undesirable for U.S. producers to enter the market.
Further testimony cited repeated and unsuccessful efforts by the
consumers of this product to attempt to develop domestic sources for
the material.

Proclamation 5074
by President Reagan

July 1983

I (have) determined to impose additional tariffs and quanti-
tative restrictions (on certain specialty steel products), with
exemptions for certain articles which are not produced in the United
States or are produced in such small quantities that their exemption
would not have an adverse impact on the domestic industry.
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EXHIBIT C

Comments of the U.S. Department of Commerce
On H.R. 4765 (June 28, 1984)
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0I
~ GENERAL GOUNSFL 0$ 1115

UNITED 9" TES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
wesonpton.... j. 20230

JUN28, .O .

Honorable Dan Rostenkowski JUN rrJII
chira, Committee an Ways and Means

House of Representative WAY4 AND, MEAS
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Carw

This letter to in response to yor request for the views of this Department on
ff. R. 4765, a bill.

"To extend duty-free treatment to imports of chipper knife steel."

The Department of Commrce has no objection to enactment .of H.R. 4765.

H.R.. 4765 would eliminate the column 1 (MFN) duty beginning on April 1, 1985,
on imports of certain alloy tool steels generally defined as chipper knife
steel. The colu 2 (statutory) duty would not be affected by H.R. 4765.
Iqports of chipper knife steel normally are classified under Tariff Schedules
of the United States (TSU) item 606.93 with a column 1 duty of 8.3 percent ad
valorem plus additional duties assessed on certain alloys contained in the
steel. The duty on TSUS item 606.93 is being reduced in stages under
agreements reached in the Tdco found of trade negotiations. On January 1,
1987, it will be 6 percent ad valcrem plus additional duties. chipper knife
ste*1 is not eligible for du'ty- reetieatment under the U.S. Generalized
System of Preferences.

The column 1 duty cn chipper knife steel temporarily was reduced further in
January 1983 by Pub. L. 97-446. Under that law, imports of chipper knife
steel now enter under TSU item 911.29 at a rate of 4 percent ad valorem. The
column 1 duty will be 3.9 percent ad valorem on January 1, 198.7 and continue
at that rate until March 31, 19857tIZ-hieitemporary tariff reduction
expires. At that point, the ed valorem component of the column 1 duty will
rise back to 7.5 percent unles'i thsIuegislation is passed.

The increase that would take place on April 1, 1985, in the absence of this
legislation, will lead once again to a tariff anoaly. The tariff on chipper
knife steel, the raw material, will be higher than the tariff of 4 percent ad
valore, on chipper knives, the finished product, that will be in effect on
April 1, 1985. The negotiated rate of duty on chipper knives (TSUS 649.67),
the finished product, is scheduled .to decline to 3.7 percent ad valorem on
January 1, 1987, still lower than the rate at that time for •p-per ni'fe
steel.

Elimination of the duty on chipper knife steel after April 1, 1985, Is not
expected to have an adverse effect on domestic manufacturers of chipper knife
steel. At the present time, there is no significant domestic production of
this grade of specialty steel therefore, it was exeqpt from specialty steel
inport quotas. While capacity to produce chipper knife steel may exist in a
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nunber of domestic alley tool steel firms. met U.S. producers favor
higher-profit steels and are unwilling to produce chipper knife steel.

chipper knife producers are largely dependent on imports to most their raw

material requirements. Elimination of the duty on chipper knife steel would
contribute toward the efforts of the domestic chipper knife industry to reduce

costs and increase its coapetitive position against foreign producers of these
knives. Chipper knife producers also will be able to undertake long-range
planning for production, investment, and simply decisions, uninhibited by the
short-term. temporary duty reductions.

We estimate revenue lcss from enactment of H.R. 4765 at about $122,000, based

on 1983 imports. Enactment of H.R. 4765 would have no impact on the revenues

or administrative costs of this Department.

We have been advised by the Office of Managemont and Budget that there would
be no objection to the submission of this report to the Congress from the
standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely,

Irving P. Cawis
General. Counsel
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A USUINUK
MEONSl'IN COMPANY

July 13, 1984

Roderick A. De Arment, Esq.
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: S.2288 Chipper Knife Steel

Dear Hr. De Arment:

In response to press release #84-154 of the Subcommittee on International
Trade, we wish to submit the following comments on S.2288.

We ask that you approve S.2288, a bill that would permanently suspend the
collection of customs duties on chipper knife steel, a raw material that we
cannot obtain from domestic sources.

Twice within the past four years, Congress has passed temporary legisla-
tion that has lowered the rate of duty on chipper knife steel. The current
duty reduction legislation expires in Harch 1985.

Senator Levin, for himself and for Senator Relgle, recently introduced
S.2288, which would effect a permanent solution to this issue. Investigations
by the Congress and by the Executive Branch have repeatedly found that, If we
cannot obtain chipper knife steel from abroad at the lowest possible price, we
will not be able to continue to manufacture wood chipping knives in this country.
Enactment of S.2288 will not only protect American Jobs and investment in our
state, but will allow us to plan for future expansion of our facilities.

The House Trade Subcommittee recently approved HR 4765, the counterpart to
S.2288, and the Executive Branch has Indicated that it does not oppose this
legislation. For the benefit of Simonds, its workers, and its customers In the
forest products industry, we respectfully ask you approve S.2288 before the
current temporary duty reduction on chipper knife steel expires.

pt~cerely yours,

nb Fra J'.M1$.in
President
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16 KaLamazoo COLLece K hhuhigan 4907

July 16, 1984

fir. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room S0-219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Kalamazoo College requests that import tariffs be waived on the

eight Kalamazoo College Bells for the following reasons.

These bells provide a unique educational opportunity for our

students; they are learning tools in the same sense as any other musical

instrument. The type of ringing performed with these bells is known as

"change ringing," and has strong relationships to mathematics as well as

music. In fact, change ringing gained popularity on our campus in the

late 1970s as an exercise in the study of mathematics. Although used

primarily by Kalamazoo College students, it should be noted that

instruction on these bells is open to the general public, and specifically

to the students of the other colleges in our community, including those

at adjacent Western Michigan University.

If the tariff is waived, Kalamazoo College will apply the funds that

would have been spent on the tariff to help provide for the education of

America's young people.

In recognition of the educational nature of the bells and so that the

College may apply these funds toward meeting the educational needs of our

students, we respectfully request that the tariff be waived. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas M. Ponto
Business Manager and Comptroller

TMP:ps
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be expected to outlive their buiklei
And SMs Chapel itself. many tim
over.

Stetson tower has ample structure
integrity to withstand the fora
generated by the two tons of swini
ing bronze. A new floor is being ii
stalled at about the level of the chap
roof line to support the bells and the
frames. The sound will exit throul
the lgp louvers, about 40 feet abo%
at the top of the tower. Openings i
the two intervening concrete flow
will be equipped with sound-tigt
doors, which can make the bells in
audible to those outside the chapel
As a result of this essential feature
practice sessions will not distud
students on campus or neighbors ii
the community.

Ropes. one for each bell, will fal
30 feet into the rotunda at ground
level. There, with their brightly col,
ored "sa=lies, " they will make an in,
teresting display when at rest. aln
will provide a dramatic presentation
of change ringing when in use.

The Kalamazoo College Bells will
summon people to services at Stet-
son Chapel, announce important
events on campus and in the city, and
mark occasions of collective rejoic-
ing or sorrow. They will be heard
regularly, but briefly, announcing the
College's chapel service each Friday
morning, and can be expected to ring
out for weddings throughout the year.
Also, on New Year's Day, they will
carry on the rich tradition of ringing
in the new.

The bells will be rung by members
of the Kalamazoo College Guild of
Change Ringers. an organization that
has been studying and practicing
change ringing on handbells for the
pest six years. This group is made up
lagely of College students and facul-
ty, but there is hope that the appeal
of the new tower will reach out into
the Kalamazoo area community and
attract a broader membership for the
Guild. The Kalamazoo College

s, Bells, which speak so strongly to i
es continuity and shared values in c

lives together, are truly a commui
alty acquisition. Every effort is bei
is made to guarantee that, like o
g- parks, our libraries, and our educ
M- tional Institutions. they can be us
el for the satisfaction and enjoyment
ir us all.

e About the Bells
n On October 4, 1983, in the Whil
Is chapel Be Foundr in Londo Enland, a special bmrz alloy was me

ed and poured to form the Kala,a
zoo College Ring of Eight Bells.
the &ame building where most of d
world's famous bells of the last C
years came to life, the new eight as
their fittings were fabricated to prn
cise specifications. Each of the bell
bears the Kalamazoo College momc
""Lux Esto" (Let there be light). I
the rich tradition of such bells, eac
is also named for a person associate
with the College during its first cen
tury, and carries a Biblical inscrip

I ton selected as representative of the
"person.

The smallest of the bells, the tre
ble, measures 23 inches in diameter
and weighs 334 pounds. The largest
bell, the tenor, is 3 feet in diameter
and weighs slightly over half a ton.
The total weight of the eight bells,
not including theit fittings, is 4,360
pounds, or more than two tons.

After they were cast, the bells were
carefully tuned to bring their over-
tones into harmonic agreement. De.
spite their bulk, these are precision
musical instruments which will en-
dure with tonal integrity, and with
virtually no adjustments necessary,
well into the next millenium. The
eight bells form an octave in A
Major.

Priva donations from many frieds

of the College, made specifically for
this project, covered the full $45.000
cost of manufacturing the bells and
their fittings. Private donations are

2

the also expected to cover the costs of in-
our stellation. Once installed, the cost to
ni- the College for maintaining the bells
ng will be nominal, since the bells
our themselves are virtually maintuance-
ýa- free. The bell ropes will require re-
ed placement about once every four
of years, but those costs are traditional-

ly covered through small gifts made
by those who have the bells rung at
their wedding. In short, this marvel-
ous addition to the community did

" not use general operating revenues of
9' the College, and will not requireIt- them in the future.ad-

In
W Treble Bel
0 Agistc,J o:jt b. guiqa&
Id Named for Lucinda HinIdale Stone,
" first principal of the "Female De-
Is panmetm" at Kalamazoo College and
"1, national pioneer in women's educa-
n tion. Together with her husband.
h J.A.B. Stone, she strove to provide
d progressive education for both nen
- and women.
it Biblical inscription: She openeth her
* mouth %ith wisdom (Proverbs 31:26)

"- 2nd Bell

I Named for James A. 8. Stone, first
r president of Kalamazoo College. He

"led the foundering young College
from near extinction to stability, and
created the tradition of excellence in
teaching at Kalamazoo.
Biblical inscription: And the light
shineth in darkness (John 1:5)

3rd Bell
d~MMtr, 234-i•i" Wei&: 391 as. mt: Wi
Named for Madelon Srockwell, the
first woman graduate of the Univer-
sity of Michigan. She began her col-
lege education at Kalamazoo and was
supported for entry at the Universi-
ty by her mentor. Lucinda Hinsdale
Stone.
Biblical inscription: 0 sing unto the
Lord a new song (Psalm 98:1)
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the' Kaamaa Co e'•pr De/h & ee cua 0 WeUr~ vODll Fvmru y. O-Ambrr 4. 1953

4th Bell
dilaedw 26 weVM: 414 O. moew. E
Naned for 7homas W. Merrill. Bap-
tist minister and co-founder of Kala-
mazoo College. He created the mis-
sion of the College. and provided its
Baptist heritage.
Biblical inscription: He hath done
marvelous things (Psalm 98: 1)

Sth Bel
dieer: 3W3 n" *W: Si2 ft aw: D
Named for Jeremiah Hall. who gave
invaluable support to the fledgling
College as a pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church of Kalamazoo.
Biblical inscription: Praise ye the
Lord (Psalm 106:1)

6th Bell
dimuer: &1P2 Vweti" : SS .anie. CC
Named for Ttus Bronson. first per-
maneni settler in the Kalamazoo area.
The City of Kalamazoo was original-
ly known as the Vilage of Bronson.
Biblical inscription: Every valley
shall be exalted (Isaiah 40:3)

national recognition to this small Col-
lege in Michigan.
Biblical inscription: How lowly is thy
dwelling place (Psalm 84:1)

Tenor Bell
w rne-" WV WS1&: 2*4511 miPA. S A

Named for Ceb Fdred co-founder
of Kalamazoo College. He secured

7th Bell the first charter for the institution and
S.ui.i r '-1/2 vWr: %66 ow . a served for more than 30 years as the
Named for Anihur Gaylord Slocum. fir chairman of the Board of Trust-
the 6th president of Kalamazoo Col- ees.
lege ( 892:1912). He came to office Biblical inscription: God Is our re-
in one of the darkest periods in the fuse and our strength (Psalm 46: 1)
College's history, and through his
leadership increased the the enroll-
ment and endowment, and brought

3
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4 Stetso Tower
Stetson Chapel was completed in

1932 as pen of the cenennialcele-
bration of the WW"thn of Kalamazoo

Sj College. April 22, 1933.T11wChapel
is named in honor of Herbert Lee
Stetson. the 7th president of the Col-
lege (1912-22). and has served for
more than half century as the spar.
itual center of the College communi-
ty in both the religious and non.
religious* sense.

The chapel accommodates an au-
dience of 600 and is used throughout
the year for religious services, wed-
dings, musical performances,. and ad
dresses by prominent speakers. It is
the site of the College's weekly chop,-

el service, held beginning at 10 a.m.
# I each Friday. Stetson Chapel is also

the traditional site of such major
events in the life of the College as
presidential inaugurations and Bac-
calaureate services.

Stetson Chapel's classic Georgian
architecture is beautifully appointed,
undoubtedly one of the area's most
attractive buildings. However, its
most remarkable feature is the ad-joining tower which rises mome than

100 feet, the equivalent of a ten story
building, above the campus quadran-
gle. Situated on a hill overlooking
downtown Klamzoo, Stetson tower
is believed to be the highest structurein the city. The lantern atop the tow-

er, with its distinctive gold dome.
may be seen from distances of many
miles away throughout Kalamazoo
County.

The rotunda at the base of the tow-
er contains symmetrically opposing
spiral stairways to the balcony level
of the chapel. Above the rotunda aem
three chambers, each separated by a
steel-reinforced concrete floor. The
rotunda and chambers are of approx-

(-I" imately equal dimension, each mes-
suring about 14 feet square (inside),
and roughly 19 feet high. The lantern
at the top of the tower, including the

4
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dome, is 29 feet high, and approx-
imately 12 feet in diameter.

Close inspection of the tower's
construction reveals remarkable pre-
cision on all dimensions. The cham-
bers are near-perfect squmes, with
less than 0.70 variation over the en-
tire height of the tower.

The tower is also remarkable in
terms of its formidable construction.
The walls of the tower are made of
multiple layers of brick, 16 inches
thick, with double courses at each Of
the corners. The reinforced concrete
floor of each chamber is tied into the
walls. A thorough engineering sur-
vey of the tower in 1982. fifty years
after it was completed, revealed that
the tower proper was still complete-

ly sound. Only the lantern was found
to be in need of relatively minor
structural repair.

The exceptional construction of
Stetsn tower poses an unsolved mys-
Wry. The tower is built with far great-
er strength and precision than re-
quired for its previous role as a land-
locked lighthouse. It is perfectly pro-
portioned and more than adequately
constructed for a ring of six or eight
English tower bells. Further, the
large louvers at the top of the tower
serve no purpose aside from decora-
tive, in the absence of bells. Every
detail of the construction suggests
only one conclusion - Stetson tower
was built to be a bell tower. How-
ever, in all the histories of the Col-

lege, published and unpublished, in
all the records of that period, and in
the complete architectural plans of
the building, there is absolutely no
mention anywhere of any plans to pt
bells in the tower.

At the time Stetson Chapel was de-
signed, there were only seven Eng-
lish bell towers in the United States.
It was hardly the fad of the 1930s.
Did the designers of Stetson Chapel
intend it to be used as an English bell
tower? We will probably never know
the answer to that question, but we
may be grateful for Stetson tower. It
is the perfect home for the Kalama-
zoo College Bells.

retkSM Chw. bus is 19m2 he~, wOw a.tSMSa CW W

5
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Change Ringing
Change ringing is one of the least

common and most dramatic ways of
making music in North America. It
produces a powerful yet controlled
cascade of sound from large. careful-
ly tuned swinging bells. Although it
is practiced in over 5.000 English
churches. it is little known outside
Britain and remains a mystery even
to many who have heard its music
pealing from one of the growing
number of North American bell tow-
ers.

Chiming bells (swinging them
through a short arc using a rope or
lever) goes well back into the Mid-
dle Ages. but it was not until the

1600s that ringers developed the full
wheel which allowed enough control
for orderly ringing. In 1668. Fabian
Stedman. a Cambridge (England)
printer, published Tinfinnalogia-or
the Art of Change RdAging, contain-
ing all the available information on
systematic ringing. The theory of
change ringing set forth by Stedman
has been refined in later years. but
remains essentially unchanged today.

The British brought change ring-
ing to their American colonies. in-
stalling bells in Boston. Charleston.
and Philadelphia in the 1700s. At Old
North Church in Boston. Paul Re-
vere joined the first band of ringers.
After the revolution, change ringing
died out in the new United States. A

6

revival occured around 1900 with the
installation of several rings in the
U.S. and Canada. but by mid-century
only a few towers had active change
ringing bands. The installation of two
new rings in Canada in the 1950s and
of the great ring in the Washington
National Cathedral in 1964 sparked
a revival which has continuously
gathered momentum.

Today there is more change ring-
ing in North America than ever be-
fore. The North American Guild of
Change Ringers. with whlh the Kal-
amazoo College Guild is affiliated.
has grown to more than 300 mem-
bers. Nearly every tower now has a
regular band. and record numbers of
beginners are learning the art.
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Change ringing differs from othet
forms of bell ringing-most notable)
carillon playing-by the way the beli
are rung. The bells in a carillon hang
stationary, their clappers connected
by wires to a console from which a
single person can command the en-
tire instrument. A change ringing
bell. on the other hand. swings full
circle each time it rings. The har-
monic richness of a swinging bell
cannot be matched by the same bell
hanging stationary, but a swinging
bell requires one ringer's full atten-
tion. Ringing such bells in a precise
relationship to one another--th es-
sence of change ringing-is perforce
a group activity.

A "'ring 'of change ringing bells
may contain four to twelve bells. All
of the North American rings contain
6 or 8 or 10. with 8 bells the most
common. The bells are armnged in
a frame so that their ropes fall in a
circle in the ringing chamber below.
Into each rope is woven a three-foot-
long tuft of brighdy colored wool, a
"-sally", which marks the spot at
which the ringer must catch the rope
while ringing.

Although tower bells are quite
heavy, little energy is required to
ring one because the bells are preci-
sion balanced and employ low-fric-
tion bearings. Change ringing is a
test not of strength, but of coordina-

r tion and concentration. There are
ringers under twelve years-old and
over ninety who have taken part in
a full three-hour peal of continuous

I ringing.
Swinging bells have great momen-

tum and will not wait to be rung
when particular notes are needed in
a musical score. However. they can
be brought to follow one another in
consistent order, each ringing once
before the first rings again. Rung in
order from the lightest (the treble) to
the heaviest (the tenor). the bells
strike in the row known as "rounds."

12345678

Ringing changes requires slowing
down some bells and speeding up
others to vay/ the striking order. The
rules of change ringing call for no
bell to move more than one position
at a time. though more than one pair
can change places.

12345678

21436587

24163857

To ring a new change with each
pull of the ropes, ringers memorize
paths known as methodr" prescrib-
ing which pairs will trade places at
each column. The greater the number

of bells, the greater the numberof
possible combinations. With eight
bells, such as at niaoo College.
there are 40,320 different changes
which can be nng!

Change Ringing on Haind Bells
Change ringing extends quite nat-

urally from tower bells to hand bells.
Although change ringing on hand
bells started as a means of practic-
ing ringing outside the tower, it is
now carried on for its own sake, and
peals rung by hand command the
same respect as those rung on tower
bells.

Kalamazoo College has a 40-year
history of change ringing with hand
bells. Dr. Edward Hinckiey. a pro-
fessor of English and dean at the Col-
lege, led students in the intricate art
of change ringing during the 1940s.
However, until the late 1970s,
change ringing at Kalamazoo was
sporadic at best, and nonexistent for
long periods. In 1977, Dr. T. Jeffer-
son Smith, professor of mathematics,
revived interest in change ringing. In
the years since, the College has pur-
chased two sets of hand bells, more
than 100 students have participated
as members of the Kalamazoo Col-
lege Guild, and change ringing has
become a regular pan of life on cam-
pus.

7
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Bell Towers in the United States

Bosom. Mtomhuset"
Clivrch of the Advent
bells founded 19W
I bells, to 2163 lP

Boson. MasWacms
Old NoMt Climbc
bells founded 1744
8 bell. tamsI 596 lbs.

Brcwster, New Yodo
Meiror Scdol
bells founded 1973
8 bells. mnor 910 lbs

Chicago. IlMnom
Cisverstw of Chicago
belh founded 1906
10 bels. or 244) lbs

Graon. Masachuses

bells founded 1901
10 bells. enor 2036 lbs

Henderson. Nom h Carolaa
St Jauns'n chu
bells founded 1978
a bells. tnens 914

nglsam. Massaciuus
Memoral ToWe"
bells fourstad 1912
10 bells. teo 2203 lbs

"Houson. Terns
St Thorias' Church
bells founded 1971
7 bells. teame 791 lbs

Bell Towers in Canada
Calpga*. Alberta
Msmi Ca). Bnmeh Cokluba
Quebec Prosnme Quebec it*o*
Vascruser. BrAsi Colnto a
VcmonaE. BEmna ColW.ba

Kalamma. Michga
KalnM oD College
bells founded 1"3
8 beds. woe 1024 lb

Keln. CoWaCUt
Kew School
bells kuned 1930
10 bells. 2790 lbs

New Casde. Delau,,e
Immmm Churcl
bells kfode 1973
6 bells. tewo 427 lb

Nonhaffoac. Massachusetts
Sin." College
bells landed 1968
I betls. en9 910 ls

Change Ringing
Atlntma. Georgia
D ,en . Colorado
Ithaca. Ne, Yore
Kalanaoo. Michigan
MOue*WeW l Lfaf u. In0ia6 a

phalade1tiss. Peamylvma
S1 Maok-sw.de-Fwiads lChumeb
bells founded 1980
8 bells. woSn 12 Ps

wasig"o. DC
The Nootonal Cadal"
belh fo•ded 1964
10 bells. te 3513 8b

WMahg . D C
Old Po Ofr•e Towta
bellksFnde 1976
10 bels. no 2951 Ibs

Wgtenowi. Massnwamaeas
Perkm sSchast for dthe Blad
bils tknAn 1912
8 belh. sens 2461 lbs

Hand Bell Guilds
SaltLAke Caa). Cub
Tallsassoee. FRondo
Tor•ono. Ouano. Canada
WNhppiN. Ne" JersN

Ka~amazooColl Kalamazoo, Mkhigan 49007 USA

41-171 0 - 85 - 8

/1 1 1 f i
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CALGON

SUBSIDIARY Of MtRCK & CO.. INC.

CAMGON CORPORATION CALGON CENTER BOX 1i34 PITTMSUEGH, PA 153 (412) 7774IW

We.e(riter • i.11 LN,,mbur'e.

412/777-8183

July 18, 1984

Roderick Armen
Chief Counsel
Comittee on Finance
Dirksen Office Building
Boom SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re0 H.R. 4790 Introduced by Rep. Clinger
To Suspend for 3 Years the Duty on
8+5 Hydroxyguinolines

Dear Mr. Armen:

I, Joseph A. Fischette, Senior Attorney for Merck & Co., Inc. of Rahway,
New Jersey, hereby submit the following comments on behalf of Calgon
Corporation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Merck &
Co., Inc. concerning H.R. 4790.

It is the position of both Merck & Co., Inc. and Calgon Corporation, its
subsidiary, that e.R. 4790 introduced by Representative Clinger will have an
adverse impact upon both Merck & Co., Inc. and Calgon Corporation. Merck &
Co., Inc., through its subsidiary Calgon Corporation, is a domestic
manufacturer of crude 8+5 hydroxyquinolineg and thus, would be severely
impacted by the elimination of import duties on foreign crude 6+5
hydroxyquinolines.

I may be reached at 412/777-8183.' My address is Calgon Corporation, P.O.
Box 1346, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230. Mr. Theodore Zierden, Calgon's
Business Director of the Specialty Chemicals Group may be reached at
412/777-8783. Mr. Slerden's address is Calgon Corporation, P.O. Box 1346,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230. Both Mr. Zierden and myself will be available
to answer any questions you may have concerning any issues raised in this
letter.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Very truly yours,

CMN CORPORATN

Joseph A. Fischette
Senior Attorney

JAF:klt

I
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Ruetgers-Nease [tgrs
Chemloal Company, Inc. * A subsIdlary oa Rutgerewerke A*

P.O. BoNx 3 1
Stte Coflege
penneylvanla 64101

Phone: 814,•30-2404
Cable: RUNTONEAA 80CO
Telex: 61O0-36T$-3

July 16, 1984

Hr. Roderick A. DeAnrent
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 50-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Mr. Kent Logston of Senator Heinz' office asked me to submit to you written
comment in support of Bill &,4Ma7. I believe the attached copies of comments
already submitted in support of HR-4790 summarize adequately our positiun.

Please note that in my letter of June 20, 1984 to the Honorable Mr. Gibbons,
I suggested that a minor addition to the title of the Bill might clarify the
desires and needs of Ruetgers-Nease. We do not seek nor intend any competitive
threat to any U.S. chearcal producer with this sought-for tariff relief. W%
seek only tariff relief on a very specific material, which we have been unable to
obtain domestically. Further, this material is, and will be utilized by Ruetgers-
Nease only in the production of Quinolinic Acid, of which we are the sole domesti
producer, using a secret, patented process. We can anticipate no other use by
other chemical companies of this -.uxture of 8- and 5-hydroxyquinolines.

Thank you for your interest in the business of Ruetgers-Nease. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if I can provide any further clarification in support of
this Bill.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Shepherd

Manager, Marketing Research & Development

RDS/bct

Enclosures
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Ruetgers-Nease
C ."%*m-cal C.OMPlvn. 'nC. * A SuODG t1tdVY Of RUtgQ VVtkel i AG

. Fult Gers

P 0 Bo- 2:
Stat. C.w.*QO
Penn .v-van.a 16601

Phone 814..386.Z4d2
CaOeo PUETGNEASE SCO
Te.qo 10-S.70.3533

;%.t-aas..a;-,.. -,. •.s-..strir~

U.S. Fces • "t e - -p.es

.d5&r 'Uz:.

%tvxaer. *'x.e-enz -r

F:s. D

---.c.:suers: 6
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Fuetgers.Nease [Rtgers
Chowr'cal Company. Inc. , A sutasclary of Rulqerewerke AG

P 0 Boa 221

State Coseqe
Peniiey.vanal IeG0I

Phone* 614.23181424
Cabo* PUETGNEASK SCO
Toeon: 60O.670-3533

March 19. 19S4

Mr. John J. Salmrnc
COuef Counsel
Ca-n•ttee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Penresentat•:ves
1102 Lowrt~h house .•.ffce guilJina

Washurtrrn, D.C. 205.5

Dear M-r. SaL.on:

Thi•.. .-tter :s in re.-s.nse :o :.nt rcý%es.t -e -r x- .

.Th3•I.•n, S•c.rTu::_e -. , ,--r....- ..... r..: "exs "'.. se
vecresentat-ives f~r ".ritten -. -rrx--.ts .:n t-.r-aac:•".•• .-- : vc --ir-.ff•i

as cresentcd i'n t.e :ress roi-ase f",ar:. -2, "?3;.

1) a n Urxtzný :.r. ~ :? 4~ -t te i 'Ir. :r:
ris-oe.'n for thr•,e_ --ears -.--e .;-at%, cn cr="e 3- I .'--_O:L.• -rn'es. ":.3'3 'z

arxi affiliation are:

7.czert D. Sheo.erd
Lu.aer. ýLirJet- z3 esearcn and L-veicament

?,e::ers-Nease C.wa=cal1 nr?. L-c.
201 Str;ble Raid
State Col~eae, PA 16801
Phone: 614-239-2424 .. xt. E3).

2) This statement "s ribmitted in benilf of -y eamlover, Ruetaers-Nease
C.'u-cal Camany, Inc.

3) Ruetaers-*ease C!.ammcal Camanv is re7jestina a thrree-vear suspension of
duty on a c-.-ue -uxtxrro cf 8,5 h~droxliuinoline, t.'hn crinCii r3w rateriaL w1ucn
we use to arocuce a new c.-mcal called -- irohlinic ac-a. ..he State Collee. r-A
plant of Ruetaers-.;ease is LI.e cnL, U.S. nrccuce-r t:;his c.lwucal. iwbicn is used
by'oti-.er chrmical carmanies to ramu:ac-re t,.o i.-ortant new chemucals. However,
we face serious can,•e•.t:_.n fraoi iow-mrcd L-3orts. am ta.e requested dutyt ss-
pension on a raw -ater:ai represents the difference bev.n cont.nu~e, .-rcw
.orouction arc c=riete Icss of t1is r.no busr.ess.

Backorourxi: .Pet=ers-%ease is a srall c--=any *-tth camany N.badiarters,
Research and Develoment am crincioal crouuct:cn :aci!ities in State Colleae, PA.
We also have small plants in the CincL.nati, CHt area and ;.n Auausta. GA.
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O tcers

Mr. John J. SaL-cn
U.S. House of Re-resent•tives
March 19, 1984
Page 2

Research on a new c!-aucal nrduct, known as quinolinic acid. was bemn in !980.
late In 1981 we were able to elic:t serious interest front potential custcaers, and
a year later bean -brall scale croduct;.on. Early last year -4e kxan full scale ro.-
duction here at our State Collage plant.

This chAiucal is wa4 bo-n: used by our customers to mzae a uniqu-e ni-nont, and
a pesticide -- both new croc-..cs.

The principal raw rater:al wtuch we use in our process is a relativeIy inex-
pensive crude grade cf 8-n :w.iinlino, wtuch contains suastantlal -tmtuns cf
the 5-isromer, as well as t--a 6- =c ctters. Puet3ers-Nease ccntactod the L.S. =ro-
duccrs of 8-hy.dr qJs .oiine ana at:-tod to obta=i. th-s croduc- frm tn•m. W.t

t.-A were unaole to crc..*ie .t :fcr us. In all crobacr11t., it ,as sil; unecwc-noric
for tl-.n to procuce a -cera:e q;ant'it of a crwou :ture artn se.! ;. to us f:r _'ass
,!-an haif te E-h . .. : le ' r -:zo.

At oxixth. e ve a sour-: :,-e th-.s -a:er.:ai r•.=.: ."'
to ,is at a ccst **Ta-- a;irn -aao te -ic-ic ::roiect ca a.
(a~xu;tt S3 ror pou.-nd, -!.;z fre::--t ano :.t... *-e %.ere a: a c .6.a
olus 1.7 cants cer oc:-x .N.--_ .o. 4C7.-6. !,-r-- the iat:ar -ar ". ,
were Inrr:-d In t-ne Ce.;strs er.'ze th.aýt t•-s -ater:ai 3.' Ce•--n rec.assi.:oc. to.
.S'SA*% No. 506.40%0, and t•-•: ",e " be retroactivel-" cr.•o a cu.:'. -6.Z6
valoran, plus 1.7 cents oer potnd.

"There are no other U.S. =rocucers of cuinol•ic ac:d, ar•d i.• are u-aware cf X--
plans by other cnanical fix-a to enter -,at .. arketoiace. however. even as we ,er-
fected our process and rrod-uct durms 1983, low-cost fcreian cmca.titon develcoe.
one located in the .:et.erlsars, the other in ;aoan. LUSLO differentt processes.
and operating under different eccriiac conditions. &.ey are A.3m.o to offer cur z:s-
toners qrinolinic ac-d at vex-. cowzetjt*ve pricirq. .rurt-!.ernre. r-hey pay a duty or
only 13.5t ad valorn. ui•er -.SSA No. 106.42.

It culd be of very ,.reat "-=rtance to Fauetcers-Nease to have the duty cn c.-.ze.
8+5 hyaro.yquinoline sust.-.aea for threee years, as -,n ail ronabizltv sucn relief
represents the difference Dere.•n continuation of a successful new venture and the
total loss of this business. .n unoar one year, to Liorts. *..e believe it uiould aiso
benefit our customers to h.asve a strong , ca6wetitively rriced U.S. xucolier of cuin-
linic acid: but if we fa3l to cotain this tariff relief, the crice ciifferentiai ;auid
be too hign for our castoners to .aosorb.

If we are ,ranted t:,us tariff relief, our L.-xrts cf the crude 8+5 o.xc.ino-
line are ,ixmected to be rcu.:rdv 11.3 million nouncs over the three-,'ear ?xerioa: :. not,
our u=rts or this -.3terial "•dill orcowaly be zero.
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[R( tigers
Ar. John J. Salmbon
U.S. House of Reoresentatives
March 19, 1984
Page 3

If I may be of any further assistance in exolaininc
do not hesitate to contact me.

cur sitUatirfn, lease

Sincorel!,

Pbe-rt D. Shertd
'La n-!er. Marltl Pesearch
anu :oavelctrnent
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Ruetgers-Nease lRtgers
Chemical Company. Inc. 9 A subsidiary ot Rutgoerwerko AG '

P0 BDo 221
State College
Penneylvenie 16801

Phone 814-230.2424
Cable- RUETGNEABE SCCJune 20, 1984 Telex 610.670.3533

The Honorable Sam H. Gibbons
Chairman
Subcommittee on Trade
U.S. House of Representatives
Ill Longworth Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gibbons:

On February 8, 1984 the Honqrable William F. Clinger introduced H.R. 4790.
a Bill to suspend for three years the duty on crude 8+5 Hydrtxyquinoline This
bill was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.

Since that time, Mr. Marc Stanley of Mr. Clinger's Office has kept me in-
formed of the progress of this Bill. Some time ago lie informed me that Calg-)n
Corporation had raised an objection to this legislation on the grounds that they
manufacture ,aid material and would be injured by a suspension of duty on it.
During several telephone conversations with Hr. Stanlev. with Hr. Ed Capplichilli
of the International Trade Commission, and with Mr. Larry Gendrusch of wour office,
I have attempted to explain that Calgon would in fact not he injured bv this &ill,
as they do neo produce the material we need, and we. would not import and resell
8+5 crude Hydroxvquinoline in competition with the similar materials which thev
do produce, and market.

Upon further analysis of the situation today, it occured to me that the
Bill might be clarified by changing the title, and the new item amendment of
the Tariff Schedules as follows: To suspend for three years the duty of crude
8+5 Hlvdroxyquinolines (containing a minimum of 20% of 5-Hvdroxvgumnollne).
The underlined phase is the change to the title, and the new item in the Tariff
Schedule.

It is our understanding based on direct conversation with officials of
Calgon, that they do not produce a crude 8+5 Hvdroxyquinoline containing at
least 20% of the 5-isomer, and that they sell only the 8-isomer. Ruetgers-Nease
needs a raw material with at least 202 of the 5-isomer because the chemical we
produce from it is thei.,old to and utilized by another U.S. Corporation in the
production of a federally regulated material. It is quite possible that a
change in our raw material would result in the necessity for retesting under the
lengthy and costly procedures of the involved regulatory agency. Any possible
damage to the interests of Calgon should be eliminated by the changed title,
as it clearly specifies a product which Calgon does not produce nor sell and for
which there is no customer other than Ruetgers-Nease Chemical Company, Inc.

Page I of 2
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The Honorable Sam H. Gibbons
Chairrman
Subcommittee on Trade
U.S. House of Representatives
June 22, 1984
Page 2 of 2

The chemical which we produce from the crude 8+5 HydroxyquinolLite is known
as Quinolinic Acid. Ruetgers-Nease Chemical Company remains the sole domestic
producer, and we still have no reason to doubt that if we obtain this requested
duty relief on our principal raw material, we can continue to be fully price
competitive with imported Quinolinic Acid. Without this relief, however, we
will almost certainly lose the business within one year, which will mean a sig-
nificant loss of business for our Company, the loss of several jobs in Centre
County, Pennsylvania, and another small increase in the negative balance of
payments.

If I can be of any further assistance in clarifying our position, please
do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Shepherd
Manager, Marketing Research
and Development

RDS:sym/saw

cc: Mr. Ed Cappuchilli
Mr. Marc Stanley
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C4*A1)( COMMODITY EXCHANGE. INC. FOUR WORLD TRADE CENTER NEW YORK, N Y 10048 0 (212)936-2900

Office ot the Presiaent

July 17, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: S. 2340 - Copper Environmental Equalization Act of 1984

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Commodity Exchange, Inc. ("COMEX") welcomes this opportunity

to comment on S. 2340, the "Copper Environmental Equalization

Act of 1984."

COMEX, the world's largest copper market, opposes increasing

duty on Imported copper called for In S. 2340. Restrictions,

whether quotas, tariffs, or orderly market agreements, would

threaten the employment of thousands of copper users, possibly

bring about retaliatory restrictions by foreign countries

on U.S. exports, and do little toward reducing the real problems

facing U.S. copper producers. They would also threaten the

viability of COMEX's copper futures market.

COMEX is the world's most active metals market and the only

copper futures market In the world. The COMEX copper contract,

which has been trading for more than 50 years, is an essential
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Page Two
July 17, 1984

pricing and risk management tool utilized by nearly every

segment of the U.S. copper Industry. Today, virtually every

domestic transaction Is reflective of COMEX's trading activity.

Any impairment of this facility would be detrimental to all

segments of the copper industry.

A futures market functions on the principle of arbitrage,

in which freely competing buyers and sellers of a commodity

can make or take delivery on the futures exchange should they

believe that futures prices are diverging from the true economic

value of the underlying commodity. The resulting market pools

the liquidity of an entire industry to create a means of risk

management, or hedging, and also provides information about

the price of the underlying commodity to observers within

and outside the Industry.

While COMEX appreciates the serious problems of the U.S. copper

producers, the Exchange does not believe that increasing duty

on imports will bring about material relief to the industry.

Tariffs will create a two-tier price structure, with copper

for U.S. delivery costing more than "world copper." Users
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comeX
Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Page Three
3uly 17, 1984

of copper would import the less expensive fabricated and

semi-fabricated forms from overseas sources. Thus, U.S.

fabricators would be forced out of the competitive market.

American workers would face unemployment in the copper, brass,

and fabricated products Industries.

The problems facing the U.S. copper producers are Internal

and not Import-induced. The Imposition of quotas, tariffs,

or orderly market agreements would only teroorarily Isolate

domestic producers from world market conditions and would

be a disincentive for them to develop and adapt new technologies

that ,night reduce operating and production costs where possible.

Establishing restrictions on copper may affect other U.S.

Industries by Inducing foreign countries to retaliate with

restrictions on U.S. exports.

COMEX urges the Members of the subcommittee on International

Trade to give long and serious attention to any measure which

calls for restrictions on unwrought copper.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments.

Veryitruly yours,

Alan 3. Brody

President

AJB:1k
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4NOEPENOENCE MALL WEST PHILADELPHIA. PA 19105. U S A TELEPHONE (215) 592-3000
CABLE ADOPESS ROHMHAAS TELEX 845-247 TWX M)670-5335

ROHMIHAIAI
COMPANY

July 16, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: S. 2426

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Attached are five copies of Rohm and Haas Company's comments
on S. 2426.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our
comments on this bill. Please let me know if you or your staff
have any questions on our submission or would like to discuss our
comments in more detail.

Yours sincerely,

Manager, Trade Issues
Government Relations
215/592-3644

cc: Mr. William Reinsch
Legislative Assistant
Senator H. John Heinz, III
277 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

AJS:bjf
Attachment
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ROHM AND IAAS COMANY'S COMNTSIF ON

S. 2426

SUMMARY

Rohm and Haas Company (the Company) is a multinational

manufacturer of chemicals and plastics with principal offices in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The Company imports mixtures of 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-

isothiazolin-3-one, 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one, magnesium

chloride and magnesium nitrate as a proprietary line of

chloromethylisothiazolinone based bioeides which it sells under

the trademark KATHIOI.

KATHON bioeides are used in a wide variety of applications

ranging from that of a preservative for cosmetics and household

chemicals to a slimicide in paper mills and in industrial

recirculating-water cooling towers. They are in demand because

they are slow acting and long lasting, and are effective at

extremely low use levels compared to competitive biocides.

There are no coninercial manufacturers of cloromethyl-

isothiazolinone based bioeides in the United States.

Prior to importation beginning in September 1983, KATHON

products were manufactured in the Company's Philadelphia Plant

Semi-works. At maximum output, a total of twenty-one hourly

employees were involved in the production of KATHON. Of these,

eight remain assigned to the Semi-works. The other thirteen have

been reassigned to other jobs or promoted to non-exempt jobs.

Thus, no jobs were lost when production was transferred overseas.



The revenue that would be foregone by enactment of 8. 2426

is estimated to total approximately $3&N from the first

importation in 1983 through 1986.

RE•OMMENDATION

We support S. 2426 to suspend the duty on choloromethylls-

othiazolinone based biocides since these products are not

manufactured in the United States and they are in demand by U.S.

Industry for a wide variety of applications in which they have

demonstrated superior cost effectiveness.

AJS:bJf
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ROHN AND HAAS COMPANY'S COMMENTS ON

S. 2426

- a bill to provide for the temporary suspension of the

duty on mixtures of 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-

one, 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one, magnesium chloride

and magnesium nitrate.

Product Description and Composition

Kathon Biocides

5-ehloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one!

2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one
2

magnesium chloride 2

magnesium nitrate 3

water

Kathon 886F

10-11%

3-4%

8-9%

15-17%

60-62%

1 active ingredient

2 reaction by-product

3 stabilizer

Kathon is a registered trademark of Rohm and Haas Company.

Kathon c0

1.05-1.25%

0.25-0.45%

0. 5-1.0%

21-23%

74-77%
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Tveical Fnd Uses

Kathon 88SF

Kathon c0

- preservative for metal-working fluids, water-

based paints and other latex polymers;

slimicide for oaper and pulp mills;

prevention of growth in oil and gas-field

Injection water and In industrial recirculating-

water cooling towers and air washers

- preservative for cosmetics, toiletries, floor

polishes, fabric softeners, dishwashing liquids

Product History

First sale outside the United Itates

First sale in the United States - 1976

Location for Production Facilities

Jarrow, U.K. - at Rohm and Haas U.K., a wholly-owned subsidiary

of Rohm and Haas Company (USA)

Dedicated new world scale plant at Jarrow started up in the 3rd

Quarter of 1983.
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Production in semi-works at Rohm and Raas Company's Philadelphia,

PA plant to be discontinued in the 1st Quarter of 1984. Demand

outran capacity, necessitating construction of new facilities.

Semi-works continues in service for scale-up projects and

production of limited volume chemicals.

Other Manufacturers

None - domestic or foreign.

Patent coverage In the United States and in major western

countries extends into the 1990's (Exhibit A).

Raw Material Sources
S........ . ... . ........ .................. . 1•[ t 'U .S 7-Capa eltyT -

Used When Production of

Kathon Products was Based

Source in the United States

methyl 3 mereaptopropionate U.K. & U.S. < 2%

monomethyl amine < 0.2%

chlorine Non-U.S. < 0.1%

magnesium oxide. ( 0.1%

magnesium nitrate . ( 1%

* Based on world market for Kathon products in 1983.

U.S. market for Kathon products is less than 50% of world

market.
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Customer Need

Kathon biocides are in demand because they are slow reacting, long

lasting and effective at extremely low use levels. compared"'o

competitive biocides. These benefits result in:

- significant cost/performance advantages over competitive

blocides

- less potential for hazard to people due to contact with

fnished product formulations incorporating Kathon

- less potential for environmental hazard

- less potential for disturbing the esthetics (color and/or

odor) of finished product formulations, as in cosmet es

Competitive Products

There is a wide variety of biocides in use today. None offer the

customer the advantages of Kathon, as outlined above. Effectiveness

at low use levels Is a particularly importaht factor in the customer's

choice of bioeide. A comparison of recommended use levels for Kathon

and competitive biocides in several major applications Is shown In

Exhibit B.
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Present Tariff Classification

Item 432.25 TSUS - Mixtures not specially provided fort

Other: Other:

Duty Rate

7.9% ad valorem - the highest rate applicable to any

component in Kathon - from item

425.52 TSUS; Nitrogenous compounds:

Other: Other:

Revenue Impact of Proposed Suspension of Duty

Duties first payable when Imports of Kathon began (September 1983)
-wou ld -be.-oeegone -..... ......... ............ .. .... . ... . . .. . .... .......... . . . .. .

There would be no revenue Impact of the proposed suspension of duty

compared to the situation prevailing when Kathon products were

manufactured exclusively in the United States (1974 through August

1983).

Rathon products and the active Ingredients In Kathon products were

manufactured and sold in the United States from 1974 through August

1983 without payment of duty. Kathon was first Imported into the

United States In September 1983.
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EXHIBIT A

ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY

PRINCIPAL UNITED STATES PATENTS

COVERING 5-CHLORO-2-METHYL-4-ISOTHIAZOLIN-3-ONE
AND ITS SELECTED END USES

Patent Expiration
Number Date Subject

3,761,488 9/25/90 3-isothiazolone compounds
4,105,431 8/08/95 Biocidal compositions and uses
4,234,403 1/06/98 Coatings containing 3-1 sothi azolones
4,279,762 7/21/98 Cutting oils containing 3-isothiazolones
4,252,694 2/24/98 Cleaning compositions containing 3-isothiazoloies
4,265,899 5/05/98 Cosmetic formulation containing

3-isothiazolones as biocides
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Washington Letter

THAT ONAMPOO REhALL,
StoM brands for Such wiely known ca as
Drug. Drug Guild. Filene's. Kerr DIscount Drug
Stores. J.C. Penney. Shopper's Drug Mart. Seaway
Foods. Universl Cooperatlves. and the Good Circle
Division of Federated Stors (plus more than a dozen
mor) are include in what some FDAers are calling
the largest such recall In green history. Manufacturer
of all these store brenda Is Pennex Products Co...-
Verona. Pa. and It altogether Involve som 00.000
bottle of shampoo.

In en unusual press release Iuued Ilte in AWr.
FDA described the shampoos se 'contaminated by
bacteria that could infect scratchted or out skin or
scratched eyes. Underlying cmus, suggests The

os Sheet (May f) was concern about the potential
dangers Of fOrmaldeftyce.wfilc has come under at'-
tOck by Consumerists I. e Opag yea. Pennex had
been using formaldehyde in all the brands but

expected FDA ban (which did not materialize) or to
avoid publicity. Instead. Pennex generated adverse
public In newspapers all over the country, had to
institute a costly recall. an decided to replace its
water do-ionizer and reformulate Its products to
counter bacteria contamination of future production
lt18.

HAYESI HTN GElT MY
FDA Commissioner Arthur Hull Hayes cam within a
whisker in April of being asliked to resign because of
eight a Irregularities involving travel expenses
and speaking honorariums. Washington insiders
suggest. In fact. one Journalist expressed -surpriee'
that Hayes survived that month in office, Doliveranc
came for Dr. Hayes when U.S. Attorney Frederick
Mots told the HHS Secretary that he oeckled to 'de-
cline prosecution" of Dr. Hayes despite indications
that the Commissioner's acceptance of honoraria
"may arguably be judged to be unlawful ... there is
no evidence to Suggest that the two honoraria were
pad to influence any official action by Dr. Hayes.
During the Carter Administration. FDA had a
painstakingly worded poliy to prevent I1 sdmInis-
trators accepting speaking honoraria or travel ex-
penies. Mr. Mott described Dr. Hayes explanation
for hei conduct as 'troublesome and not free from

I

F
TIi

fi

SYJ"Plmphuy

doubt, but I am not convinced that he knowingly end
willlly violated the law.-

Mr. Mots said the Iwo honoraria. $250 for two
speechels at a Philadelphia medical meeting. 5S00 for
a commenrement address at Penn Slate University.
were -modelt and that Hayes already returned one
of then.

SNCELLANY
A two-month reprieve has been given DAC Nel Ne.

"1 and 37 by the Fopd & Drug Admin•stration. provide.
ing more time (until June 30) for the agency to isaue
its final safely decision on the colors. One factor that
will be taken into account is the Cosmetic. Toiletry &
Fragrance Association' skin penetration studies.
AnothMr Is the agerncys bAt AIpreat166ol• tlir
may provide carcinogenic evidence in test animals.
a" how that -carries over" to its potential in humans
who may be exposed to considerably smaller
amounts.

intergovernmental relations Subcommittee hear.
"ing on Zoewa (zomepirac sodium) Suggest that the
analgesic may not return to the market for several
months. if at all. McNeil Division of JAJ iikely will have
to re-label end probably warn against use of the
product in any long-term way in anything but a limited
pIIainI Population. Suggests testimony before the
Weiss Subcommittee. The chairman. a New York
Democrat. criticized the FDA for not taking earlier ac-
Ion afer late 19811early 1982 reports of anaphylac-
lie reactions to the drug

The Cosmetic. Toiletry & Fragrance Association
ind individual companies have responded io that
:DA regulation calling for a bubble beth warning.
rhe trade assoation, in particular. points out thai
narkolers have been making significant cnangos" in
ormulation to reduce the use of alkylaryisulfonates.
ngled out by the agency as causing urinary tlist in-.
election in female children Other marketer p•tt,,itiS

mention -economic hardship' on market*.i and
what the mandatory warning might o0 to the market

15f&CliJune 1903Is
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Washington Letter
a

A CORRECTION: In June: this column garbled
the details of the corrective action taken by
Pennex as to the reformulation done after re.
movai of formaldehyde from Its shampoo prod-
ucts. The cokum could have been Interpreted
that Kathon CO was the preservative used In the
recalled products. This was not the case, since
that preservative wasn't used In any of the re-
called products. Pennox did drop formaldehyde
for an alternative preservative which proved In.
effective and this resulted In the subsequent re.
cogi because of bacterial contamination. What
finally helped resolve the problem and per.
mitted reintroduction of these prodqft was a
second reformulation using Kathon CO. the
Rohm & Hass preservative that has achieved
wide•srd success since Its Introduction a few
yrs ago.

Is

evam"TOf
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SHAMPOOS / 355

SHAMPOOS (See also Shampoos, Baby; Shampoos, Dandruff)
HAZAUDS

Shampoos contain ingredients that can produce eye and skin Ir.
rotation; can be poisonous to children who are attracted by the fra.
grant, colorful contents of the shampoo bottles; or can increase the
risk of cancer.

Eye and skin irritation are the most common side effects of
shampoo products. But while nearly all shampoo products can irri.
tate If they get Into the eyes, certain ingredients am more likely to
cause Irritation or serious damage than others. Abnormally irritating
shampoos can cause painful eye inflammation, conjunctivitis, and
sometimes chemical burns, clouding of the cornea, and temporary
impairment of vision. Lauryl or laureth sulfates are the most Irritat.
ing ingredients to the eye, whereas nonlonio and amphoteric deter.
gents are much less irritating.

Formaldehyde, a preservative found can be
irritating to bo a the eyes and the s -u ternium'1, which m
leases formaldehyde, is another presaervave a may cause an al.
lerglc skin reaction. Natural conditioning agents such as balsam,
vitamin E, coconut oil, and cocoa butter can also produce skin Irrita-
tion.

Boric acid is occasionally added to shampoo products as a pH
balance, but it is absorbed rapidly through damaged skin and can be
hazardous. Swallowing or absorbing boric acid through damaged
skin can cause nausea, vomiting, circulatory system collapse, liver
damage, convulsions, and coma. Although there are no reported
incidents of boric acid poisoning from shampoo products, caution
should be used.

Another source of concern with shampoo products Is the pres-
ence of nitrosamines that have been proven to be very carcinogenic in
animals. Nitrosamines are formed when an amine, such as triethan-
olamine (TEA) or diethanolamine (DEA) reacts chemically with a
nitrosatln a ent, such as sodium nitrite o 2-bromo-- -tro

,l,-.dljol (BEY0) Although nitrosamines are not put into shampoos,
"Ifey can 1orm when the TEA or DEA, which are found In hundreds of
shampoo formulations, come In contact with a nitrosating agent. This
often occurs on a random basis-pne bottle of a shampoo may be con-
taminated with nitrosamines, whereas another bottle of the same
brand may not. Nitrosamines are absorbed through the skin, and may
expose a user to far higher levels of the cancer-causing agent than eat-
Ing nitrite-cured bacon. BNPD is a nitrosating agent that is still found
in some cosmetic products. Avoid all cosmetic products containing
this chemical. In shampoos containing TEA or DEA as well as BNPID,
cancer-causing nitrosamines can be formed. In addition, BNPD can
combine with the amines in the skin or in the body to form nitroI-
amines.
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353 I SHAMPOOS, DANDRUFF

"vU.AMTION5
There are many different shampoo formulations on the market.

If formaldehyde irrftates.your skin, select a shampoo that does not
contain this ingredient. If Irritation is a problem for you, it may be
best to avoid the natural conditioning agents as well and also products
containing quaternium-15. Because of their potential for hazard, it
may also be wise to avoid shampoos containing boric acid and DEA
and TEA. Never use products containing BNPD.

All cosmetic products and medications should be kept out of the
reach of small children. Some shampoo detergents-such as the lauryl
and laureth sulfates, potassium cocohydrolyzed animal protein, sar.
cosines and sarcosinates, the sulfosuccinates, and sodium methyl
oleoyl sulfate and sodium lauryl isoethionate-can be toxic If
swallowed. Quaternary ammonium compounds in shampoos are in-
ternal poisons as well.

SAMPOOS, BABY (See abo Shampoo*)

HAZARDS
Certain chemical ingredients in no-sting shampoos can anes-

thetize the eyeball. While this is not a dangerous occurrence, It can
cause people to overlook other serious Irritations or injuries to the
eye, since these products can numb the eyes for up to seven hours.

Some baby shampoos also contain formaldehyde, which is a
strong skin sensitizer.

SHAMPOOS, DANDRUFF (See also Shampoos)

HAZARDS
Antidandruff shampoos usually contain toxic ingredients and

should be handled with care ana kept out of the reach of children.
The antidandruff chemical ingredient selenium sulfide is highly
toxic, acting very much like arsenic. It can cause liver, kidney, heart,
spleen, stomach, bowel, or lung damage and may be fatal even in
small swallowed amounts. Zinc pyritione and salicylic acid are less
toxic. Colloidal sulfur is probably the safest ingredient, though it is
still moderately toxic if swallowed.

Perhaps the most dangerous ingredient in antidandruff sham-
poos is resorcinol. Although it is not as toxic as selenium sulfide, if
swallowed, It is absorbed through the skin very quickly while selen-
ium sulfide is not absorbed in any significant amount.
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INOIPENOENCE MALL WEST PHILAODLPHIA. PA 1910ti. U S A TELEPHONE WIN1) %92 .JOC
CABLE ADDRESS ROHMHAAS TELEX 045-247 TWX 710 670-5335

ROHM
IHRRS
COMPANY

July 16, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: S. 2427

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Attached are five copies of Rohm and Haas Company's comments
on S. 2427.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our
comments on this bill. Please let me know if you or your staff
have any questions on our submission or would like to discuss our
comments in more detail.

Yours sincerely,

Manager, Trade Issues
Government Relations
215/592-3644

cc: Mr. William Reinsch
Legislative Assistant
Senator H. John Heinz, III
277 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

AJS:bjf
Attachment

&
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ROHN AND HAAS COMPANY' S COMMENTS ON

S. 2427

SUMMARY

Rohn and Haas Seeds Inc., (the Company) is an affiliate of

Rohn and Haas Company, a multinational manufacturer of chemicals

and plastics with principal offices in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

The Company imports fenridazon-potassium for exclusive use

in the production of hybrid wheat seed, which is then sold in the

United States and in other countries.

There are no commercial manufacturers of fenridazon-

potassium in the United States and, to our knowledge, no other

commercial applications for fenridazon-potassium in the United

States or elsewhere.

Prior to importation beginning in April 1984, fenridazon-

potassium was manufactured in the Life Sciences Pilot Plant at

Rohm and Haas Company's Bristol, Pennsylvania plant. At maximum

output, a total of three hourly employees were involved. All

three employees are now working on other projects in the Pilot

Plant. Thus, no jobs were lost when production was transferred

overseas.

The revenue that would be foregone by enactment of S. 2427

is estimated to total approximately $500M for the three year

period 1984-86.
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RECOMMENDATION

We support S. 2427 to suspend the import duty on fenridazon-

potassium since this product is not manufactured in the United

States and its use in the production of hybrid wheat seed will be

of substantial benefit to the United States. More rapid develop-

ment of new hybrids will lead to increased crop yields and lower

costs which will help hold the line against rising food costs in

the U.S. and help U.S. farmers remain competitive in world

markets.

AJS:bjf
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ROHN AND HAAS COMPANY' S COMMENTS ON

S. 2427

-A bill to provide for the temporary suspension of the

duty on mixtures of potassium l-(p-chlorophenyl)-l,4-

di hydro-6-methyl-4-oxopyr i dazi ne-3 carboxylate

(fenridazon-potassium) and formulation adjuvants.

Product Description and Intended End Use

Hybrex TM is a trademark of Rohm and Haas Company.

Hvbrex 2LC Is a plant growth regulator in the form of a water solution of

fenridazon-1otassium (active Ingredient) and formulation adjuvants which Inhibit the

development of pollen on wheat, permitting production of hybrid wheat seed by selective

eross-pollination.

Hvbrex 2LC is manufactured for Rohm and Hass Seeds Inc., an affiliate of

Rohm and Haas Company, for exclusive use by Rohm and Haas Seeds Inc. In the

production of hybrid wheat seed. There are no plans to make Hybrex 2LC available for

sale to other companies in the United States or elsewhere.

Other End Uses

To our knowledge, there are no other commercial end uses for Hybrex 2LC

or for the active Ingredient, fenridazon-potassium.

Product History

First use for production of hybrid wheat seed in the United States - 1982

First use for production of hybrid wheat seed outside of the United
States - 1984
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Location of Productlon Faciities

Production of Rvbrex 2LC In semi-works facilities at Rohm and Haas

Company's Philadelphia, PA and Bristol, PA plants is to be discontinued In 1984 because

demand has outgrown capacity.

Beginning In 1984, Hybrex 2LC will be manufactured in multi-cUripoe

production facilities available In the United Kingdom. These facilities will require only

limited modlflcatlons to make them suitable for use In the production of Rybrex 2LC,

thus avoiding the multi-million dollar Investment required to construct a new, dedicated,

single product plant.

Other Manufacturers

None - domestic or foreign.

Patent coverage In the United States and In major western countries extends

Into the 1990's. See U.q. Patent 4,345,934, August 24, 1982.

Raw Material .ources

The principal raw materials used In the production of Rybrex 2LC are

specialty chemicals. When production of Hybrex 2LC Is shifted from the United States

to the United Kingdom, the same sources will be used for these raw materials.

The rest of the raw materials used in the production of Hybrex 2LC are

commodity chemicals which are freely available In world markets. Less than 0.1% of

U.S. capacity for each of these raw materials was required for the production of

Rybrex 2LC In the United States in 1983.

41-171 0 - 85 - 10
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NOW for the Product

Hybrex 2LC is a chemical hytbridiing agent which inhibits the development

of pollen on wheat, thereby enabling fast and efficient production of hybrid wheat seed.

T'he only alternative method, in common use today, Is to breed-in male pollen sterility

using the cytoplasmic male sterile system, a much more time consuming, more expensive

prooe. The benefits of the use of Rybrex 2LC compared to the cytoplaamie male

sterile system Include:

- an incream In the probability of Identifying new hybrids for

development into seed stock

- more rapid scaleup to commercial production once a new hybrid is

Identified

- a reduction In the number of years (growing seasons) required to

develop new hybrid seed stocks to the point of general commercial

availabilltv

- a reduction in the total cost of developing new hybrid seed varieties

compared to the only other method currently available.

Competitive Products (Chemical Tybridizing Agents)

None
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Present Tariff Classifigation

Item 408638 46-!U - Pestialdes Ot Other: Other:

* R.brex 2LC Is a herbicide (plant growth regulator).

Rerblides are Included In the T'RUS as pesticides.

Duty Rate

0.8 /lb. + 9.7% ad valorem

Revenue Impact of Proposed Suspension of Duty

Duties first payable when Imports of H vbrex 2LC begin (early 1984) would be

foregone.

There would be no revenue impact of the proposed suspension of duty

compared to the situation prevailing when Hvbrex 2LC was manufactured exclusively In

the United States (1981 through early 1984). Hvbrex 2LC has been manufactured In the

United A tates since 1981 and used In the United 8States for the commercial production of

hybrid wheat seed since 1982 without payment of duty.
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PAGE I - U.S. SENATE FINANCE STATEMENT

UNITED STATES SENATE
CONKITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOIfTTlEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
STATEMENT SUPPORTING S. 2429 BY THE

UNITED STATES HAZELNUT INDUSTRY

Associated Oregon Hazelnut Industries, Inc. (AOHI)
Mr. Glenn Hansberry, Chairman
2828 Cherry Avenue N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303

Counsels
Terrence Kay, P.C.
Attorney at Law
15110 S.W. Boones Ferry Road, Suite 850
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97034
(503) 63 -1519

This statement is submitted in support of S. 2429 by the

United States filbert industry, which is represented by the

Associated Oregon Hazelnut Industries, Inc. (AOHI). The Board

members of AOHI are the representatives for the U.S. processors

and growers of hazelnuts, which are produced in Oregon and

Washington. Represented on AOHI are the Associated Nutpackers of

Oregon, the Filbert Growers Bargaining Association, the Oregon

Filbert Commission, and the Nut Growers Society of Oregon,

Washington & British Columbia. Since these associations comprise

the interests of the entire hazelnut industry, AOHI's comments

should be given great weight.
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PAGE 2 - U.S. SENATE FINANCE STATEMENT

Senator Packwood and Senator Hatfield introduced S. 2429 on

March 14# 1984, and Senator Gorton has joined in co-sponsorship.

Companion legislation was introduced in the House on June 18,

1984, by Congressmen AuCoin, Denny Smith, Weaver# and Wyden,

H.R. 5851. The two substantive provisions of these bills provide

fors

1. A prohibitive tariff of 58 cents per pound on

imported hazelnuts which do not meet the reasonable and

customary It quality standard for the combined quality

defeats, defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) in the Federal Register ass "decay, mold, ran-

cidity, and insect diseases" and

2. An increase in the decades-old U.S. tariff on

Imported hazelnuts from 8 cents per pound to 16 cents

per pound.

The industry's need for this legislation and the policy

objective it satisfies were well stated by the Senate leaders

supporting this measures

SENATOR PACKWOODs "I am pleased to offer a bill today

designed to encourage imported hazelnuts (also known as

filberts) to meet the same standards of high quality

that are being met by the domestic hazelnut industry

I am convinced that this bill will be beneficial

to all producers of filberts, foreign and domestic,
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PAGE 3 - U.S. SENATE FINANCE STATEMENT

because it will encourage the consistency in prices and

quality needed to expand the market for filberts in

this country."

SENATOR HATFIELD# "This legislation is designed to

provide an economic incentive for importers to supply

the highest quality product available."

The plight of the U.S. hazelnut growers or orchardists is

easy to see. The U.S. growers number 800-1,160 throughout the

Pacific Northwest. Their total annual production is 40 of world

production# or about

150000 tons of the 400,000 tons produced

worldwide. As a small supplier to the world market, what does

the U.S. grower face?

1. The average grower is a small businessman or

woman, with 25-106 acres in hazelnut trees.

2. Turkey produces 700 of the world crop. Italy

22%, and Spain 40 (see Exhibit #1). In effect, the

Turkish price is the world price. Regardless of the

supply of domestically produced hazelnuts, the Turks

dictate price and don't meet the same quality standards

for their exports to the U.S. as the U.S. growers.

Turkey exports substantial quantities to other indust-

rial countries (see Exhibit #2).
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PAGE 4 - U.S. SENATE FINANCE STATEMENT

3. Prices have been driven down for U.S. growers.

the last three years* and are far below parity.

1979 47.5 cents p/lb. 760 of parity

1980 57.6 cents p/lb. 840 of parity

1981 39.3 cents p/lb. 52% of parity

1982 34.0 cents p/lb. 44% of parity

1983 30.0 cents p/lb. 39% of parity

4. U.S. growers receive no subsidies, no grants*

no price supports, no quotas, no government aid. The

evidence suggests that the Turks buy and sell through a

government cooperative with significant subsidies. The

Italians received a 6 cents per pound shelled e.'port

subsidy from the European Community in 1983. That is a

subsidy of almost 10% per pound for the prices received

by U.S. growers.

5. Several hundred thousand new tree plantings

have been made by U.S. growers in the last few years

(see Exhibit W3). This investment won't pan out in the

face of subsidized, monopolistic price setting compe-

tition by the Turks and Italians.

In light of this bleak situation for the striving hazelnut

growers and processors, the arguments for each of the two sub-*

stantive features of S. 2429 are clears
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1. The 50 cent per pound prohibitive tariff to

enforce a It quality standard (Tariff Schedule item

145.46).

U.S. growers and handlers produce high quality,

top grade hazelnuts. The two principal exporting coun-

tries to the U.S. (Turkey and Italy) do too, but they

ship their defect ridden nuts to the U.S. Department

of Agriculture regulations allow imports of up to 21 by

volume for the defects of "decay, mold, rancidity and

insect disease." 8. 2429 properly tightens the quality

standard to It, which we believe all producers can

meet. The bill doesn't seek and shouldn't restrict

free trade. The "quality" of imported commodities

should, and is, currently regulated. Hence, all this

provision does is require imports to be of good, sound,

commercially comparable quality.

2. Tariff increase from 8 cents to 16 cents per

pound (Tariff Schedule item 145.47).

(a) U.S. growers are fighting low priced, subsi-

dized imports from Turkey and Italy. The U.S. crop is

very small, only 4% of world production. Turkey and

Italy produce 92% of world production. As a result,

the price these two countries set, especially Turkey,

becomes the world price. go& when Turkey produces a

boom crop, kicks in a subsidy, and then sells to the
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world, U.S. growers. must face the Turkish price. U.S.

growers' prices in 1979 and 1980 were 47.5 cents and

5746 'cents per pound, but tumbled to 39 cents# 34 cents

an* 30 cents in 1981-3. This small agricultural

industry is in the midst of a desperate run for its

money and needs the competitive balance provided by a

tariff increase.

(b) Almond and walnut tariffs are double that of

filberts, 16.5 cents and 15 cents per pound, respect-

ively. Comparability among these nut varieties argues

foria 16 cent filbert tariff, too.

Preo trade is not infringed upon by this bill. Indeed, both

Senator Packwood and Senator Hatfield are strong advocates of

free trade. The hazelnut trade bill, S.2429, does not inhibit

free trade for these reasons

1. There are no quotas or limits on the quantity

of Imports. Indeed the U.S. needs hazelnut imports to

meet1 domestic demand.

12. The 1I quality standard set by S.2429 is

clearly obtainable by the exporting producers. The

U.S. crop averages 15,000 tons or 4% of world produc-

tion The balance of the world crop is nearly 400,060
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tons or 961. Within that world production volume are

many times the 3,0e0 tons of the annual imports of

hazelnut kernels.

3. The tariff increase from 8 cents per pound to

16 cents should not affect trade with the exporting

countries and the U.S. As mentioned before, both

Turkish and Italian growers receive subsidies which

would tend to be nullified by this tariff increase.

4. Inflation has eroded the hazelnut tariff. The

original 8 cents per pound hazelnut tariff was set in

1948. To index this for inflation would require a 32

cent per pound tariff. Hence, an increase from 8 cents

to 16 cents in the face of this already weakened tariff

should not inhibit hazelnut trade.

5. To survive and expand, the hundreds of

beleaguered U.S. growers need this legislation. They

represent only 4% of the world production, and must

take a back seat to the monopolistic power Turkey exer-

cises in setting prices and exporting decayed product

in bur marketplace. The U.S. industry continues to

grow, both in production and plantings of new trees,

which should be fostered and encouraged.

Thank you for your consideration of this critical measure to

a small but diligent part of America's agriculture community.
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EXHIBIT I

World Hazelnut Crop-Unshcllcd Basis
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1973182 1983

JO-year Estimatc_____ _____atvrqe

Italy 70,000 82,000 85,000 100,000 70,000 105,000 90,000 100,000 89,700 100,000
Spain 13,000 20,000 24,000 14,000 30,000 22,000 18,000 .14,000 19,700 28,000
Turkey 350,000 220,000 290,000 300,000 280,000 260,000 420,000 190,000 279,000 440,000
USA 12,100 7,200 11,600 12,200 11,800 14,000 13,400 16,700 11,700 5,900

"Total 44S,100 329,200 410,600 426,200 391,800 401,000 541,400 320,700 400,100 573,900
Units: Metric tons
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Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcmmittee o International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

R0a 85. 44

Dear Senator Danfortht

You have asked for comments regarding S. 2429,
a bill to increase the tariffs on certain imported
filberts. The Association of Food Industries represents
iiporters of Turkish and Italian filberts vho vould be
substantially and unfairly damaged if this legislation
Vere enacted.

The proposed legislation vould revise Section
145.46 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States to
increase the $.00 par pound tariff vhich presently
applies to all imported filberts (also knovn as hazel-
nuts). The now rates of duty vould be $.66 per pound
for filberts not meeting standards established by the
State of Oregon, and $.16 for filberts meeting the
Oregon standards. This legislation vould erect a
substantial barrier to imports of Turkish and Italian
filberts, vhich have been the original and traditional
source of filberts In this country.

The standards established by the State of
Oregon are aesthetic and apparently protectionist.
Because filberts harvested In the State of Oregon are
vet and messy at the time of harvest, they must be
dried in energy-intensive gas dryers. The result of
the gas drying io a nut vhich has very little propen-
sity to decay. In Turkey and Italy, filberts are
picked by hand and dried in the sun, much as raisins

1,

July 17, 1904
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are dried in the sun in the Vnited States. the result is an excel-
lent product wbich cOmplies with existing U.S. standards. : The
Oregon standard would exclude the Imported filberts merely because
of the differences resulting from the two methods of drying the
nutsa gas dried versus sun dried. this distinction is entirely
based on an aesthetic criterion. there 4re. no health or safety
Implications here. It is a question of choice. Food processors who
use filberts should have their choice between the domestic and
Imported product. Indeed, imported filberts are preferred by many
food processors for use in products such as hazelnut paste for
bakers due to the higher oil content of the Imported product.
Thus, any tariff legislation which would further discriminate
against imported filberts on the basis -of standards established
by the State of Oregon would represent poor national policy.

Legislation to base filbert tariffs upon compliance with
the regulations of the State of Oregon would represent an abdica-
tion of the Federal government's 'exclusive authority to control
interstate and foreign commerce. Despite the existence of federal
standards for filberts, this legislation would allow Oregon to
establish the standards by which the admission of filberts into
other states would be judged. thus, the proposed legislation would
be clearly unconstitutional.

Furthermore, the proposed legislation is obviously con-
trary to the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade promulgated
after the Tokyo Round of GATt negotiations. That Agreement pro-
vides that technical criteria shall not interfere with internation-
al trade except to the extent necessary to protect the health or
safety of the importing nation. Here, the Oregon standards are
aesthetic and do nothing to protect the health or safety of the
United States and its citizens. Any attempt to Impose these stan-
dards on imported filberts would be a violation of the GATT and its
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade.

Finally, it is Important to recognize that U.S. imports of
filberts come from two nations which are strong friends and NATO
allies of the United States. Turkey and Italy are each important
markets for the commodities and manufactures of the United States.
The Congress should do nothing to discriminate against imports of
filberts from either of these nations.

For all of the above reasons, the Association of Food
Industries opposes S. 2429. We appreciate the opportunity to
submit these comments.

Sincerely,

Richard J. 8llivan
Executive Vice President
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D O GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION / 250 Norlh &Sree, Wht Plaina, N. Y. 10625

July 17, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeAnment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 219
Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeAnment:

This letter is being written to express Entenmann's, Inc. opposition

to Senate Bill 2429, a bill to amend the tariff schedule of the United

States to increase the duty on certain imported shelled filberts.

Entenmann's, a wholly owned subsidiary of General Foods Corporation,

is a manufacturer of baked goods in the United States having plants in

New York, Illinois, and Florida, and distribution of its products in

approximately one third of the country.

Entenmann's purchases 800 metric tons of filberts each year for use

in its bakery products. These filberts are ground into a paste for use

in a large proportion of the product line and are used for their unique

flavor characteristics. All filberts currently used by Entenmann's are

imported from Turkey, Italy or Spain. In the past we have experimented

with domestic filberts and found them totally unsuited to our use. The

reason is that the imported filberts have a significantly higher oil
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content which enables them to be made into a workable paste. The lower

oil domestic filberts are unworkable for such purposes. We have also

noted that the flavor profile of the imported filbert when ground into

a paste is markedly superior to the flavor obtained by producing a paste

from the domestic nut.

Imported filberts readily meet all defect tolerances imposed by the

Oregon Standard except for decay. The reason for the higher decay level

in the imported product is due to solar drying (as opposed to energy

intensive dryers in the United States) and the higher oil content. The

features of the imported filbert that would make it difficult to meet the

Oregon Standard are precisely those characteristics which are responsible

for the unique flavor profile that distinguishes Entenmann's products from

those of its competitors.

The imposition of a duty surcharge on those filberts failing to meet

the Oregon Standard as well as the imposition of a doubled duty of its

filberts meeting the standard, would place an onerous burden on Entenmann's

Inc. Entennann's is well known for its high quality standard and unique

product line and flavor. The imported filbert goes to the very heart of

Entemann's business. The imposition of such an enormous duty would be a

significant burden on the business and ultimately the consumer.

Entenmann's, like Senators Packwood and Hatfield, believes that con-

sumers should have the best quality products available to them. S. 2429

41-171 0 - 85 - 11
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does not accomplish this. The Bill should be reconsidered. Entenmann's

would be more than pleased to work with representatives of your committee

to accomplish the goals set forth by Senators Packwood and Hatfield.

cerely,

4avdJoh~nson
Vice President,/General Foods

Corporation V
President and Chief Executive Officer,

Entenmann's, Inc.
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The Honorable John C. Danforth
Subcommittee on International Trade
SD - 219 DLrksen Senate Office Building
Washington DC. 21510

Re: Opposition to 52429

Dear Senator Danforth#

Public Voice is writing to express our objection to S2429.
As a consumer group that works for a wholesome nutritious and
reasonably-priced food supply for all Americans# we oppose 52429#
a bill to amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to
increase the duty on certain shelled filberts (hazel nuts) since
the result would be increased prices for the importer and food
processor. Ultimately the consumer of processed foods, the
user of produce nuts, and the home baker would bear the added
cost.

Hopefully the members of the Subcommittee on International
Trade will not support S2429 since the bill is not in the public
interest.

Sincerely yours,

Susan Banes Harris
Director of Government
Relations
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Arme'an Cyanamid Company
1575 E.e Siree: ,%V
Wash.-;'c DC 2M0CE
(202, 789-1222

St Clair J Tweedre
Director
Government Rela:,ons

July 23, 1984

Mr. Roderick DeArment
Chief Counsel
Senate Commiteee on Finance
219 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Re: Miscellaneous Tariff Bills
S. 2439, 2440, 2441

American Cyanamid Company is a broad-based multi-
national chemical, agricultural, health and consumer
products company headquartered in Wayne, N.J. We employ
nearly 20,000 people at manufacturing and other facili-
ties in 35 states.

We fully support and encourage swift passage of the
referenced bills introduced by Sen. Randolph. These bills
would temporarily suspend duties, for a period of three
years, on a group of imported chemical intermediates used
in the production of a number of industrial and mining
chemical products at our Willow Island plant in Parkersburg,
W. Va.:

Tariff
Sched. No. Product

404.9200 Meta Amino Phenol
(MAP)

Para Ethyl Phenol
(PEP)

404.4600 Trichloro Salicylic
Acid (TCSA)

Sodium Isobutyl
Xanthate (AX-317)

Sodium Ethyl
Xanthate (AX-325)

Sodium Isopropyl
Xanthate (AX-343)

Potassium Amyl
Xanthate (AX-350)

Uses

Rhodamine Dyes,
Brighteners

Antioxidant

CYALUMER Products

Mineral Flotation

H

Current
Duty Rate

10.2%

21.3%

17.9% + 1.70

4.5%

403.2000

465.9530

465.9530

465.9530

465.9530
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Our chemicals business, like that of most domestic
manufacturers, was heavily impacted by the recession
from which we are just beginning to recover. A lowering
of demand plus heightened foreign competition has taken
a heavy toll on this industry over the past three years.

We are, however, committed to doing everything in
our power to regain the competitive position we occupied
before the recession.

There are many factors entering into what makes a
particular product competitive, not the least of which
is the cost of raw materials. The duty suspensions con-
tained in the referenced bills are aimed at lowering the
cost of some of the raw materials used at our Willow Island
plant. Assessing duties on these chemical intermediates,
none of which is produced in the United States, serves
only to add to the cost of our products, making it tougher
to compete with stiff foreign competition at home and
abroad. By lowering the cost of these raw materials we
can meet this competition more aggressively, thus preserving
the jobs of the more than 400 men and women employed at
that plant.

Scerely,

SJT:dns
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STATEMENT OF

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 13, 1984
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This written statement is submitted by the

Sherwin-Williams Company in response to the announcement

of the International Trade Subcommittee dated July 5,

1984, seeking written comments on S. 2440 and certain

other miscellaneous tariff bills. S. 2440 is a bill

introduced by Senator Randolph which will suspend the

duty on para ethyl phenol (PEP) and four other benzoid

chemicals until the close of June 30, 1986. As the sole

producer of PEP in the United States, we oppose S. 2440

as it applied to PEP only.

PEP is used to make butylated hydroxy ethyl

benzene which is used in plastics, primarily polyolefins.

It is also used in 2,2-methylene BIS (4-ethyl-6-tert-butyl

phenyl) which is used in rubber. In both cases it is

used as an antioxidant.

Aside from Sherwin-Williams, there are only

two other manufacturers of PEP in the world, one in

England and one in Japan. Our domestic production

record for PEP at our Chicago plant is as follows:

767,535 pounds in 1976; 1,158,666 pounds in 1977;

994,486 pot-nds in 1978; and 1,014,640 pounds in 1979.

In 1994 we have produced 118,000 pounds to date and

anticipate producing an additional 500,000 pounds in

:.ugust. The size of our orders from customers in a

single year have ranged from 25 pounds to 29,920

pounds. We produce PEP in sufficient quantities to
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meet our current orders plus sufficient quantities to be

inventoried to meet anticipated future demand. Due to

the recessionary economy and low demand for PEP, we had

sufficient inventory from our 1979 production to fill

orders through 1983. Due to the high value of the dollar,

our two foreign competitors were able to aggressively

lower their prices to a level where we were not able to

sell off our inventory as quickly as we had hoped. With

the recovery of the economy, increase in demand for

PEP, and the depletion of our inventory, we renewed

substantial production of PEP in 1984 in response to

new orders.

Passage of S. 2440 will guarantee that our

Chicago plant will sit idle for two months every year

resulting in the layoff of 25 employees. The cost of

the other chemicals produced in that plant will have to

increase in order to offset the cost of the fixed over-

head of that plant. This will render Sherwin-Williams

less competitive in the markets for the other chemicals

produced in that plant.

Our two foreign competitors compete aggressively

in the U.S. market and already have the lowest priced

products in our market notwithstanding the current

tariff imposed on PEP. The value of the dollar has

placed our foreign competitors in an extremely advan-

tageous position in the U.S. market. The need for

-2-
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tariff relief simply does not exist. If this duty

suspension is granted, it will make it economically

impossible for Sherwin-Williams to continue to produce

PEP in the United States. As a result of the last

round of multilateral trade negotiations, the tariff on

PEP has been and will continue to be substantially

reduced. In 1980 the tariff was .3 cents per pound

plus 25% ad valorem. It is now 17.2% ad valorem and

will be reduced to 11% by 1987. The tariff on PEP will

have declined by more than one-half as a result of the

phased reductions by 1987. We are currently researching

methods to improve our process and to make ourselves

more competitive with the two foreign producers. The

phased reductions currently in effect will give us the

much needed time to improve our ability to compete.

If the duty on PEP is suspended, the two

foreign producers will be the beneficiaries and the

domestic users of that product will be the ultimate

losers. The elimination of Sherwin-Williams from compe-

tition in the domestic market will leave our U.S.

customers at the mercy of increased prices from the two

foreign producers of PEP. The closing of our facility

will increase the demand for PEP produced abroad which

will inevitably lead to higher prices being charged to

U.S. based users of that product.

For these reasons, Sherwin-Williams opposes

the suspension of the duty on para ethyl phenol as
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proposed in S. 2440. Our investment in plant and

technology will be lost, we will not be able to continue

manufacture of PEP, and the domestic users of PEP will

be faced with price increases from abroad. Since our

two foreign competitors are already selling below our

prices, there is no need for further tariff relief. The

current tariff is necessary in order to preserve the

only domestic producer of PEP and to give us the needed

time and opportunity to improve our processes so that

we can compete effectively both in the domestic market

and abroad.
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tlJtonal Str,. a. Cn,.l Co-poa,,

Finderne Avenue
P.O. Box 85•0
Brdgermtr. Now Jerwsy 06807201-6•85S-M0
Cable Addrem NASPqOO. SMIOGEWATERNEWJEARSEY
TWX 710-40-9240

wntWs 0et ModW N~ 201-685-5249

July 19, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeAment:

I am writing to you in reference to Miscellaneous Tariff Bill S. 2441.

This tariff bill would suspend the duty on methyl carbamate.

National Starch & Chemical Corporation manufactures methyl carbamate

at our Salisbury, NC site. We have recently made investments at that site

to improve our manufacturing process and product quality.

Suspension of the tariff on this product would adversely affect our

sales of this product as well as our manufacturing activity in North Carolina.

We are opposed to this tariff reduction bill. We urge the Senate to reject

this bill.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,
NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORP.
Performance Chemicals

ER/sJa Edward Richman, Ph.D.
Marketing Manager

"O.r .sen ce ergnfeer are aailable to help prrchaers obtain bestl result irorn our products. and r corriv eridaltiois aie bated on lests and information believed to be reliable

However. we have noconlol over the conditions under whfh our ptudui h i are IraMpSold to moved. handledor used bri purrchasers All te.morn daltio a id tales are

made on toi•din that we will roo be held liable for any dan ages resulting from their use No representative of otis has any Authority I waive or change this PoO0vri'ii
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July 20, 1984

United States Senate
Subcommittee on International

Trade
219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel

Re: S. 2474

Dear Mr. DeArment:,

Reference is made to the Subcommittee on International

Trade's (PSubcommitteeo) Press Release No. 84-154 which invited

interested parties to submit written comments on miscellaneous

Tariff Bills. On behalf of. our client, Calsak Corporation, of

Gardena, California, w are pleased to submit herewith our comments

on S. 2474, a Bill to "...amend the Tariff Schedules of the

United States with respect to the tariff treatment accorded to

film, strips, and sheets of acrylic plastic materials."

S. 2474 would amend the Tariff Schedules of the United

States to provide a statutory definition of the term *flexible"

solely for the purpose of establishing the tariff classification

for imported acrylic sheet, plastic film, and strips. As explained

in detail below, we respectfully submit that S. 2474 is unnecessary
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and would result in the adoption of a statutory definition of the

term "flexible" for acrylic sheet which finds no support in

commercial usage.

It has long been a canon of statutory construction in Customs

jurisprudence that Tariff terms are to be construed in accordance

with their common and commercial meanings, which are presumed to

be the same. United States v. C. 3. Tower & Sons, 48 CCPA 87,

C.A.D. 770 (1961). In Sekisui Products, Inc. v. United States,

63 Cust. Ct. 123, C.D. 3885 (1969), the Customs Court held that

the term "flexible* used in headnote 3 of Subpart 8 of Part 12

of Schedule 7 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States was

used by Congress in Its common meaning. The court found that the

common meaning of the term *flexible" was definitively stated in

Webster's Third New International Dictionary Of The English

Language, Unabridged (1961) as:

1. capable of being flexed: capable of
being turned, bowed, or twisted without
breaking.*** Syn. elastic, resilient,
springy, supple: Flexible is applicable
to anything capable of being bent, turned,
or twisted without being broken and with

. or without returning of itself to its
former shape.

The common meaning definition of the term "flexible" has

not been altered since Sekisui, and, in fact, was just reaffirmed

in a recent decision by the Court of International Trade, Rohm

and Haas Company v. U.S., 5 CIT __, Slip Op. 83-40 (May 12,

1983), which involved the specific question of the proper meaning
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of the term "flexible," for the classification of acrylic sheet.

The Court of International Trade, after hearing extensive testimony

by representatives of the acrylic sheet industry, concluded that

there Is no single industry definition of the term "flexible"

and the common meaning, as set forth in Sekisui, controlled the

classification of acrylic sheet. Indeed, the Court noted that

even after extensive effort the American Society of Testing

Materials (AS2N) was unable to establish an industry standard

because of the diverse views within the industry as to the

definition of the term Oflexible." Judge Landis summarized the

conflicting testimony of the acrylic sheet industry representatives

in the following terms:

Since there appears to be a lack of uniformity
among plastics experts nationwide (indeed, ASTM
a leader on developing definitions, could not
agree upon a definition for Oflexible") and
conflict as to actual testing methods, scientific
versus a "hand" approach, plaintiff has failed
to demonstrate a general, uniform and definite
definition of a commercial designation for
acrylic sheet. (emphasis added)

S.2474' would establish a statutory definition of the term *flexible*

notwithstanding the fact that the industry itself has been unable

to arrive at an industry standard. Clearly, in the absence of a

uniform industry standard, the common meaning of a term should

be permitted to continue to form the basis for the definition of

the term as used in the Tariff Schedules of the United States.
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It is interesting to note that several parties have provided

comments to the House Ways and Means Committee, Subcommittee on

Trade, on H.R. 5337, a Bill substantially similar to S. 2474.

The commentors have stressed the necessity of amending the Tariff

Schedules to provide a statutory definition of the term "flexible"

for the sole purpose of eliminating preferential customs treatment

for acrylic sheet under the Generalized System of Preferences

(GSP). We respectfully submit that the enactment of a statutory

definition of a Tariff term which finds no support among commercial

practice, solely to accomplish the objective of removing a

product from GSP eligibility, simply circumvents the Congressionally

mandated GSP system.

Congress has carefully provided procedures by which interested

parties may request the United States Trade Representative ("USTRO)

to remove articles from GSP eligibility (19 U.S.C. 2461-2465).

One of the important provisions for the removal of GSP eligibility

relates to situations where the importation of specific articles

has proved to have an adverse impact on the domestic industry

producing a like or directly competitive article (19 U.S.C. 2464).

It is interesting to note that the domestic acrylic sheet industry

has, on two prior occasions in the 1970s, requested the USTR to

remove GSP eligibility for acrylic sheet classifiable under Item

771.41, TSUS. In 1977 and 1978, the USTR determined that imports

of acrylic sheet were not producing any significant impact on the

domestic acrylic sheet industry, and that the U.S. policy objectives
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underlying the GSP program would be furthered by the continued

GSP eligibility of acrylic sheet. On June I# 1984, Rohm and

Haas Company filed a new petition with USTR and again requested

that GSP eligibility for acrylic sheet from Taiwan be eliminated.

On July 16# 1984, the USTR announced that it had accepted the

Rohm and Haas petition to include acrylic sheet from Taiwan in

the 1984 GSP annual product review (49 FR 28783). Thus, the

very purpose which this Bill appears to be designed to serve,

namely, the elimination of GSP eligibility for acrylic sheet

from Taiwan, is already under consideration by the USTR.

Finally, several comments submitted by interested parties

to the House Ways and Means Committee, Subcommittee on Trade,

stressed that the domestic acrylic sheet industry had filed an

antidumping petition against acrylic sheet from Taiwan and that

the International Trade Administration of the Department of

Commerce had determined that there were some sales at less than

fair value and that the International Trade Commission (ITC) had

issued a preliminary determination of material injury to the

U.S. industry. The Senate Subcommittee on International Trade

should be advised that subsequent to the submission of these

comments to the House Subcommittee the ITC issued a unanimous

(5-0) determination that the domestic acrylic sheet industry was

not suffering material injury by reason of imports of acrylic

sheet from Taiwan. Indeed, the ITC found that the domestic

acrylic sheet industry had enjoyed, in 1983 and for the early
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part of 1984, tremendous increases in saleas-ad profits and that

the domestic industry was outpacing the profit levels for all

U.S. industries.

In conclusion, we respectfully submit that S. 2474 should not

be adopted. Qulte simply, there is a fundamental lack of unanimity

within the acrylic sheet industry as to the proper definition of

the term "flexible." In the absence of such unanimity, customs

jurisprudence provides that the tariff term should be given their

common meaning. Furthermore, the apparent intent of the proposed

legislation, i.e., removal of GSP eligibility for acrylic sheet

from Taiwan, is more properly the subject of the USTR annual

product review, under laws already enacted for that specific

purpose. The fact that USTR is currently investigating continued

GSP eligibility for acrylic sheet from Taiwan is evidence that

the Congressionally established review procedures are working.

For all of these reasons, we respectfully submit that S. 2474

should not be adopted.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and

hope they will be useful to the Subcommittee in its further

consideration of this proposed legislation.

Very truly yours,

David R. Amerine

DRA : pm

41-171 0 - 85 - 12
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COMMENTS
OF

BEAUMONT OIL INC.
ON

S. 2479
SUBMITTED TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Beaumont Oil Inc. is a small and independent gasoline

producer that manufactures gasoline by upgrading lower value

hydrocarbon mixtures with higher octane blendstocks such as

catalytic naphtha, platformate or reformate and pyrolysis

gasoline. Beaumont Oil supports the enactment of S. 2479,

introduced by Senate Lloyd Bentsen, which will amend the

Tariff Schedules of the United States to eliminate a tech-

nical anomaly. This bill, and its House counterpart H.R.

4232, will provide domestic gasoline producers with access

to vital blendstocks which they can only obtain from foreign

sources and which, at the present time, are prohibitive to

import.

Classification of Gasoline Blendstocks as Benzenoids

Currently, the United States Custom Service (Customs)

classifies certain imported hydrocarbon mixtures, commonly

utilized as gasoline blendstocks by the domestic petroleum
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industry, as benzenoid compounds, rather than as petroleum

products. The foreign petroleum products used most fre-

quently in the production of gasoline that are now often

classified by Customs as benzenoid compounds are (1) cataly-

tic naphtha, (2) platformate or reformats, and (3) pyrolysis

gasoline. These blendstocks are produced generally by

cracking or reforming refining processes, which also results

in the formation of benzenoid chemicals. Because of this

sometimes minimal benzenoid chemical content, Customs

classifies these blendstocks as benzenoid compounds, rather

than naphthas.

Duty Levels Vary Widely Depending on Classification

Motor gasoline is subject to a Customs duty of $.0125

per gallon or $.525 per barrel, while naphtha is subject to

a duty of $.0025 per gallon or $.105 per barrel. Benzenoid

compounds are subject to a much higher duty of 17.3 percent

ad valorem plus $.011 per pound. Thus, the duty as benze-

noid compounds will be approximately $.22 per gallon, or in

the range of $8.00 to $9.00 per barrel.

Congressionally Mandated De Minimis Benzenoid Threshold

Headnote 1 to Schedule 4, Part 10 of the Tariff Sched-

ules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA), 19 U.S.C.
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5 1202 (Headnote 1), which covers "Petroleum, Natural Gas,

and Products Derived Therefrom," states that Part 10 does

not apply to any "fuel oils, motor fuel, and lubricating

oils and greases, containing by weight more than 25 percent

of any product" described in Schedule 4, Part 1 of the TSUSA

relating to "Benzenoid Products and Chemicals." Thus,

Oherehas Congress appears to have adopted in the TSUSA a de

minimis threshold of 25 percent of any single synthetic or

naturally occurring benzenoid product that must be exceeded

in order for a mixture of hydrocarbons that otherwise meets

the specifications for a fuel oil, motor fuel or lubricating

oil or grease to be properly classifiable by Customs as a

benzenoid product, Customs applies a 5 percent de minimis

threshold in the case of benzenoid content in naphthas.

Catalytic naphtha, reformate and pyrolysis gasoline almost

invariably would not exceed the de minimis level of 25 per-

cent of any single benzenoid product.

Unsuitability of Gasoline Blendstocks for Use as Benzenoids

Additionally, this 2-1/2 to 5 percent de minimis

threshold is inappropriate because the benzenoid chemicals

contained in these blendstocks can be commercially utilized

onl, in the production of gasoline. The synthetic benzenoid

-1 -ý .ý -1 --1
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products contained in gasoline components are neither inte-

gral to the character of these components nor sought by a

domestic gasoline producer in the acquisition of these com-

ponents, but are only by-products of petroleum reforming or

cracking that cannot be economically extracted for any of

the possible higher value chemical uses.

Classification of imported naphtha blendstocks as

benzenoid chemicals effectively prohibits their importation,

since it creates the anomaly that components and intermedi-

ate products are assessed a higher rate of duty than finish-

ed product, namely finished gasoline. This bill takes the

logical approach that naphthas which may contain a negligi-

ble amount of benzenoids should be assessed at the same rate

of duty as pure naphtha, $.0025 per gallon. Otherwise, it

is to the economic advantage of foreign governments to

export finished gasoline to the United States, since the

duty is lower than the component parts and therefore, the

netback prior to the exporting country would be more for

finished gasoline than the components.

Beaumont Oil appreciates the Subcommittee's attention

to. this pressing problem afflicting domestic gasoline pro-

ducers that would be remedied by the enactment of S. 2479.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments in support

of this legislation.

ý I
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ON

S. 2479
SUBMITTED TO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Louisiana Land and Exploration Company (LL&E) supports

the enactment of S. 2479 introduced by Senator Lloyd Bentsen

to remedy a technical classification problem that now

pragmatically precludes the importation of vital gasoline

blending components containing certain benzenoid chemicals.

The high duty levels resulting from the United States

Customs Service (Customs) classification of important gaso-

line components as benzenoid products now effectively

precludes the importation of products necessary for upgrad-

ing the nation's refinery output. Identical high octane

gasoline components that are produced domestically generally

are not available to independent refiners. Thus, these

vital gasoline components must be obtained by domestic small

and independent gasoline producers from foreign sources.

When the duties make these components prohibitive to import,

the foreign sources simply export finished product to the

U.S., which is detrimental to our balance of payments.
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If Customs did not classify the imported gasoline

blendstocks as benzenoid products, they would be classified

by Customs as either naphtha or motor gasoline depending on

whether they satisfy the specifications for gasoline con-

tained in ASTM-D439.

Motor gasoline is subject to a Customs duty of $.0125

per gallon or $.525 per barrel, while naphtha is subject to

a duty of $.0025 per gallon or $.105 per barrel. Benzenoid

compounds are subject to a much higher duty of 17.3 percent

ad valorem plus $.0ll per pound. Thus, the duty increases

to approximately $.22 per gallon, or in the range of $8.00

to $9.00 per barrel, as a result of Customs' application of

the high benzenoid chemical duty. Based on the similar use

of these imported blendstocks, however, the naphthas con-

taining benzenoid chemicals should be subject only to the

duty payable on imported naphtha that does not contain

benzenoid chemicals.

In the absence of corrective legislation such as

S. 2479, the increase in the duties payable to Customs due

to the classification of certain gasoline blendstocks as

benzenoid products %4ill continue to prohibit the importation

of these imported petroleum products. As a result, U.S. re-

fineries, especially those configured to process more
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plentiful, low quality crude oil that is less costly to our

nation, are unable to obtain those gasoline components

needed to optimize their product slates. Replacement

volumes are not available domestically because larger U.S.

refiners generally utilize their own output of these prod-

ucts internally. Thus, smaller domestic refiners are

precluded from optimizing the value of their product output,

which in turn reduces their potential contribution to the

gross national product.

Ironically, finished gasoline can thus be imported at a

lower cost than the component ingredients. Thus, the

classification of these foreign source gasoline components

as benzenoids inevitably results in the importation of

greater volumes of finished gasoline at a higher price. The

importation of gasoline priced higher than gasoline compo-

nents not only exacerbates the nation's balance of payments

deficit, but also deprives the United States of the value

added, tax and employment benefits attributable to the

domestic, rather than foreign, production of gasoline

without any offsetting benefits.

In conclusion, therefore, we respectfully request that

the importation of certain gasoline' blendstocks containing

benzenoid chemicals be permitted by the -nactment of

S. 2479.
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This bill is the counterpart of H.R. 4232 which has

been favorably reported by the Trade Subcommittee of the

House Ways & Means Committee with a slightly different

approach. Since both of these bills cure the anomaly in the

present Customs practice, LL&E supports both bills. It

shoulO also be noted that the Administration supported the

reported House bill in its letter of June 20, 1984 to

Chairman Rostenkowski.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on S. 2479

introduced by Senator Bentsen:

0
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Before the
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

STATEMENT OF
PFIZER, INC.

and
TARTARIC CHEMICALS CORPORATION

IN SUPPORT OF S. 2493,
A BILL TO EXTEND THE TEMPORARY
SUSPENSION OF IMPORT DUTIES ON

TARTARIC ACID AND CERTAIN TARTARIC CHEMICALS

BARNES, RICHARDSON & COLBURN
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

and
1819 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006

E. Thomas Honey
Gunter von Conrad
Matthew T. McGrath

Of Counsel

July 20, 1984
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This statement Is submitted on behalf of Pfizer, Inc., 235

X. 42nd Street, New York, NY, and the Tartaric Chemicals Corporations,

515 Madison Avenue, Now York, NY (OTCCO). Both companies import

certain tartaric chemicals. In addition, Pfizer is a producer of

chemicals and pharmaceuticals in the United States. Pfizer and TCC

strongly support the passage of 5. 2493, introduced by Senator

Moynihan on March 29, 1984, to extend for four years the duty

suspension which recently expired for certain imported tartrates.

The suspension of tariffs for this product will continue to make

available to U.S. purchasers, at a lower cost, products which are

not manufactured in the United States, and for which the regular

tariff rates are unjustifiably restrictive and inflationary.

Furthermore, 'he production processes involved are of such a nature

that it is extremely unlikely that any domestic tartrate production

will be undertaken in the foreseeable future. Therefore, we support

the passage of S. 2493. Because the duty suspension which the bill

is intended totxtend expired on June 30, 1984, it is requested that

S. 2493 b amended to provide that entries of the articles in question

since June 30 be liquidated or reliquidated without regard to duties.

Product Description

Tartaric acid is a dibasic dihydroxy acid which occurs in

grapes as potassium salt. During the fermentation of wine, the

potassium is deposited in the vats, and is extracted for use in

producing tartaric acid. Crude tartars, the raw materials used for

the chemical reactions which yield tartaric acid, may be recovered

from the crystallized residues from grape juice press cakes, or from
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crystalline crusts which form in wine vats during the secondary

fermentation period. Tartars may also be recovered from lees# the

dried wine fermentation sediments composed of yeast cells, pectinous

substances and tartars. Because of annual variations in the co't of

raw materials and inconsistencies in chemical processes, tartario

acid has not generally been produced synthetically in commercial

form. Thus, the producers of tartrates rely heavily on the natural

fermentation methods developed in Italy and Spain as an adjunct to

the wine production industries in those countries. The following are

the specific tartaric products addressed in S. 2493, and which are

presently subject to a temporary duty suspensions

(1) Tartaric Acid, which Is imported in powder or granular

form, is upqed as an acidulant in carbonated and still beverages, and

in the manufacture 9f gelatin and pectin Jellies for candies, where

it is used to provide -th& proper flow characteristics for casting.

The acid, in combination with its salts,-imay be used in paste and

powder cleansers, and for electrolytic polishing of copper and ferrous

metals. Tartaric acid is used as a mordant in textile dyeinjp for

photographic developing and for blueprinting.

(2) Rochelle Salt, or sodium tartrate, is derived from

crude tartars in a filtration process, and is also imported in a

granular form. It is particularly useful as a bath component in

electroplating various metals and alloys, and is used in the silvering

of mirrors. Rochelle salts may be used medicinally in effervescing

powders, and as an emulsifying agent in processed cheeses.
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(3) Crean of Tartar, or potassium bitartrate, may be

produced by combining tartaric acid and Rochelle salt solutions with

potassium sulfate, which is then heated, filtered and purified. It

is imported in granular or powder form, and may be used in baking

powder or prepared baking mixes, or for the aeration of cakes. Cream

of tartar is used in the electrolytic tinning of iron and steel and

in gold and silver coating of metals. The application of a cream of

tartar solution to metals deters oxide formation prior to plating.

(4) Tartar Eneticp potassium antimony tartrate, results

from the combination of potassium bitartrate and antimony oxide in

a reaction vessel, and is produced and imported in crystalline form.

It may be used medicinally as an expectorant or emetic, or industrially

as a dyeing mordant in cotton, leather or fur. It may also be used

in textile printing to inhibit or retard the discoloration of textile

materials.

Tartaric acid, cream of tartar, and tartar emetic are not

produced in the United States. Rochelle salts, which is derived from

imported tartrates, is produced only in small quantities in the

United States, and only by Pfizer. Domestic production capacity is

insufficient to meet total U.S. demand.

Prior T~riff Treatment

The chemicals which are the subject of this bill, until

June 30, 1984, were provided for in Part 1 of Schedule 9 of the

Tariff Schedules of the United States, items 907.65, 907.66, 907.68

and 907.69, subject to temporary legislative duty suspension. In the
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absence of such suspension, these products vould be classified and

dutiable as followed

TSUS Product 1984 Rate

425.94 Tartaric Acid 5.1t ad. val.
426.72 Tartar Emetic 01.9 a. va
426.76 Cream of Tartar 5.51 0. A_:
426.82 Rochelle Salts 4.7% 3a. jja.

Upon the expiration of the temporary suspension on July

1, 1984. the tariff reverted to these column 1 rates of duty,

increasing the cost of these products to the purchasers, processors,

and consumers.

Congressman Green of New York has introduced parallel

legislation In the House during this Session, H.R. 4513, which was

reported favorably by the Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee on

Ways and I(eans on June 27, 1984.

In reporting favorably on the original duty suspension

legislation,-/ the Committee on Ways and Means noted that the

conversion of these tariffs from specific to ad valorem equivalent

rates of duty during the Multilateral Trade Negotiations had failed

to take account of inflationary price Increases which occurred

subsequent to the time of the underlying calculations on which the

ad valorem conversions were based. The Committee concluded that

* ... the threefold tariff increase due to conversion was so large a

cost as to have an extremely burdensome and immediate effect on

imports, and [the Committee believes) that the importers should not

1/B.R. 1910, introduced by Congressman Green of New York
during the-lst Session of the 97th Congress. The bill was enacted
as Section 139 of P.L. 97-446.
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be penalized as a result." H. Rep. No. 97-257, 97th Cong., let Saes.

15 (Sep. 25, 1981).

A Continued Duty Suspension for Tartrate Imports
Would Benefit Consumers and United States Business

The producers and consumers of the range of products listed

above which are manufactured with imported tartrates would receive

the benefit of the tariff suspension extension in S. 2493. The upward

trend of the cost for tartrates has continued since the suspension

was first enacted, more than tripling for tartaric acid alone. The

reversion of the tariffs to the pre-suspension rates would re-impose

the substantial burdens which faced importers and purchasers after

the conversion of specific to ad valorem rates'of duty in 1980. The

duties assessed on these products would likely result in increased

prices of 2 to 6 percent to U.S. purchasers. Furthermore, extreme

short-term fluctuations in price, caused by periodic shortages of

tartrate raw materials, can result in unexpected and rapid price

escalation, which would only be compounded by a reversion to the

duty rates provided in column 1 of the Tariff Schedules. Since there

is no domestic industry producing tartrates which requires tariff

protections, and since no interest has been exhibited by domestic

concerns to produce tartrates during the period of the duty suspension,

there is no reason to revert to such inflationary duty rates. Indeed,

numerous U.S. manufacturers of products listed above, such as food

processors and pharmaceutical producers, would continue to benefit

from a suspension of duties through lower raw material costs.

The tariff burden which would be borne by importers of

tartrates from Italy, Spain and France, in the event of reversion to

41-171 0 - 85 - 13
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the normal duty rates, is of particular concern, AS was noted in

comments supporting the original duty. suspension, the quality of

tartrates produced in Europe Is considered superior by many industrial

purchasers in the United States, and there exists a market preference

for tartaric chemicals of Italian, Spanish or French origin, depending

upon the requirements for end-use of the product. Since the production

of quality tartrates is more costly, the import value, and hence the

assessed duty, is higher than for tartrates produced under less

costly processes from cheaper raw materials. In addition, these

products are eligible to receive duty-free treatment when imported

from beneficiary developing countries under the Generalized System

of Preferences. Thus, although the quality of the European product

is generally preferred, lower-priced, duty-free imports continue to

exert strong competitive pressure as tartrate prices escalate. As

the Committee on Ways and Means concluded in 1981 "tthe suspension

would assist U.S. importers of the chemicals from Italy and Spain

to compete with tartaric products entered duty-free from Argentina

under the Generalized System of Preferences.* H. Rep. No. 97-257,

97th Cong., let Sess. 15 (1981). The recently expired suspension has

had the desired effect of restoring a competitive balance between

the dutiable and duty-free imports, and the balance would be upset

if duties were to revert to their previous ad valorem rates.

The duty suspension which would be extended by this bill

expired on July 1, 1984. Since the conditions under which the original

suspension was enacted remain unchanged, Pfizer and TCC request that

S. 2493 be amended to provide that entries of the four tartrates

VV.
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previously under suspension, imported on or after July le 1984, be

liquidated or reliquidated as if the tariff suspension extension

provided in S. 2493 were in effect on the date of entry. This amendment

will assure that the intended effect of the duty-free treatment will

not be disrupted by the lapse in the tariff suspension.

In conclusion, Pfizer and TCC strongly favor the extension

of the temporary duty suspension on tartrates, as set forth in S.

2493. The current suspension has benefited importer* and purchasers

of these products, without adversely affecting any domestic industry

or workers, and without resulting in any significant loss of tariff

revenue to the U.S. Treasury. A continued tariff suspension will

maintain the competitive balance between dutiable and duty-free

imports. Since the unique tartrate production processes are not

easily and economically adaptable to the U.S. production methods#

Pfizer and TCC believe that a continued tariff suspension will not

discourage efforts to commence production of these tartrates in the

United States. During the 97th Congress, both the House Committee

on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance reported

favorably on the legislative suspension, and the Administration did

not oppose the measure. Pfizer and TCC submit that a reversion to

the normal duty rates would simply increase the cost of these products

to U.S. manufacturers and consumers, while yielding no positive

results. Therefore, the tariff suspension for tartaric acid, tartar

emetic, cream of tartar, and Rochelle salts should be extended, and
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it is respectfully requested that the Committee report favorably on

S. 2493.

Respectfully submitted.

PFIZBR, INC.
and

TARTARIC CHEMICALS CORPORATION

BARNES, RICHARDSON & COLBW"
475 Park Avenue South
New York# NY 10016

and
1819 H Street, NW
Washington# D.C. 20006

B. Thomas Honey
Gunter von Conrad
Matthev T. McGrath

Of Counsel

July 20, 1984
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MOSSBERG INOU8TRIEý INC.

160 Beat Hill Road. Cumberland. Rhode Isand 0284N 401-333-3000 6 Telex: WU1I0-140II-MSORO

July 27, 1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman Committee on FiAnce
The United States Senate
SD 219
Washington, DC 20510

Attention: Ted Kassinger

Reference: $2542

Dear Senator Dole:

We object to this bill as it is presently written. However,
if the descriptive wording can be changed to "decorative
braiding machine using the Jacquard System", we have no
objections.

It is our understanding that the house bill H.R. 5283 has
been changed accordingly.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

MOSSBERG INDUSTRIES, 8INC.

Halcolm G. Ch ce, III
President

HGC/jd

cc: Senator John Chafee
SD 567
Washington, DC 20510
Attn: Sandra Taylor

CUMBERLAND. RHOO ISLAND e OARAITT. INOIANA e GAROENk CALIFORNIA
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Statement in Support of 5. 2542

Submitted to the

Subcommittee on International Trade

Committee on Finance

U. S. Senate

by the

Northern Textile Association

211 Congress Street

Boston, Massachusetts 62116

July 17, 1984
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The Northern Textile Association represents textile
manufacturers located principally in the Northeast but also in
various other parts of the country. The Elastic Fabric
Manufacturers Council of the Association consists of the principal
manufacturers of narrow elastic fabrics in the United States.

Members of the Elastic Fabric Manufacturers Council strongly
support S. 2542, a bill introduced by Senator John Heinz. This
bill would temporarily suspend the existing Column I rate of duty
on lace braiding machines and their parts.

The machines covered by this legislation are used in the
production of decorative rigid and stretch lace, which has a wide
variety of end uses in apparel and home furnishing products. This
equipment, and all proprietary parts, are not available from
domestic manufacturers and must be purchased from foreign
manufacturers. Narrow fabric manufacturers therefore believe that
there is no reason for the federal government to impose a duty on
these particular machines and their proprietary parts, currently
assessed at 5.6 % ad valorem.

As the economic recovery in the United States continues,
narrow fabric manufacturers have begun the purchase of these
machines from foreign sources. The companies regard these purchases
as a vital part of their modernization programs and believe that this
equipment will enable them to remain competitive in both domestic and
international (export) markets.

There are currently 4 plants throughout the country which
produce decorative rigid and stretch lace. These facilities employ
about 600 people with an estimated combined annual payroll over
$ 8 million.

We estimate that approximately 700 lace braiding machines
are currently in use. Approximately $ 160,000 of lace braiding
machinery was imported in 1983 alone. When narrow fabric
manufacturers purchase these new foreign built machines# which
sell for approximately $ 16,908 per unit, they are penalized by
the duty of about $ 896 per machine. The penalty, of course, must
be reflected in the ultimate price of the product in the marketplace.
Conversely, if manufacturers do not purchase the machinery, their
products will not benefit from the manufacturing flexibility offered
by this new, high-technology equipment.

During the 1979 Multilateral Trade Negotiations, it was
agreed that the U.S. duty on these machines would phase-down from
7 1 ad valorem in 1979 to 4.7 % ad valorem by 1987. This clearly
provides little relief at this time when manufacturers' purchases
of these machines are increasing and there is no domestic
alternative source of purchase.
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Enactment of S. 2542 will be beneficial to American
manufacturers as well as consumers. Suspension of the existing
duty on these machines and their proprietary parts until July 1,
1987 will encourage narrow fabric firms to continue to replace
outdated equipment. Purchasing the new equipment without the
penalty of a tariff will assure that decorative rigid and stretch
lace products will be more competitive at home and abroad.

Purchases of foreign-made machinery and proprietary parts
should also stimulate employment and exports. The U.S. narrow
fabric industry had established an export market which will be
stimulated when foreign exchange values are reduced.
Decorative rigid and stretch lace products are in great demand by
designers and manufacturers and domestic producers must be prepared
to meet this demand. For these reasons# we respectfully urge the
Finance Committee to approve a. 2542.

N% 4"
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"WYOMISSING CORPORATION
AN ALCO STANOA•O COMPANVL,

July 18, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman International Trade Subcommittee
Committee on Finance
FD-219 Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

The Wyomissing Corporation strongly urges the International
Trade Subcommittee to approve S2542, a bill which should
temporarily suspend the existing duty on decorative lace braid-
ing machines. This equipment is a vital part of our productive
capacity.

Since we continually purchase new machines and spare parts
suspension of the duty rate should make expansion more attrac-
tive and. to some degree, help us maintain our competitive
position.

We are hopeful that Congress will approve this important
legislation.

Sincerey

Robert B. Harris
Vice President &
General Manager

RBH/mc

cc: William Reinsch
Chief Legislative Assistant
Office of Senator John Heinz
SR-277 Russell Building
Washington, DC 20510
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JANTZEN INC 1431 BROADWAY NEW YORK, NEW YORK 100118 -2121 3644Y270

Jul' 5, 1984 JantzenJ
The Honorable Robert Dole
141 SHOB
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

Jantzen Inc., a major domestic manufacturer of men's and
women's apparel (swimwear, activewear, lelsurewear and sweaters),
needs your help and support. The relentless Increases In Import-
ed apparel employs us to continuously update all phases of man-
ufacturing. As a major sweater manufacture It is now impossible
to purchase U.S. made state-of-the-art circular sweater strip
machinery. As an Import Impacted Industry we continue to modern-
Ize. To further burden an already threatened Industry with
additional duty costs makes no sense. We would ask that you join
with the Honorable Senator from Pennsylvania, John Heinz, In
co-sponsoring S. 2613 to suspend the duties on circular sweater
strip machinery. The equipment in question Is not a major Import
nor is the legislation requested critical to our industry. Its
passage would tend to reduce the cost of the much needed equip-
ment to domestic manufacturers thus reducing manufacturing costs.
There would be no penalty to other producers as the equipment Is
not manufactured In the U.S.

We would hope that this bill be placed in the Congressional
process this session. We believe the request to be non-contro-
versial .

Sincerely,

Michael C. Frino
Senior Merchandising
Product Manager

MCF:ew
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STATEMENT OF

SETH M. BODNER
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL KNITWEAR & SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATION

In Support Of
S. 2613

A Bill to Suspend the Duties on Circular Knitting
Machines Designed for Sweater or Garment Length
Knitting Until the Close of December 31v 1989

Before The

Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

July 20, 1984

I
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STATEMENT OF

SETH M. BODNER
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL KNITWEAR & SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATION

In Support Of
S. 2613

July 20, 1984

The National Knitwear and Sportswear Association is the

domestic trade association for U.S. knitwear and sweater

producers. Our more than 400 member firms are located

throughout the United States including Ohio, California, and

the southern tier of states, but we are especially con-

centrated in the Northeast, particularly New York, New

Jersey, Pennsylvania and the New England states.

This statement is submitted in support of legislation S.

2613, introduced by Senator John Heinz (R-PA) which would

suspend the duties on circular knitting machines designed

for sweater strip or garment length knitting. Currently,

such machines are dutiable at 4.9 percent. And while they

are not at the present time being imported in vast numbers,

their very expense -- estimated to be $80,000 and up for the

new .electronic models -- makes the duty a substantial finan-

cial burden which acts as a drag on the purchase of these

machines. Temporarily suspending the duties on the circular

knitting machines which are the subject of this legislation

would pose no threat to domestic textile machinery producers

because these machines are no longer made in this country.

Conversely, suspending the duties on thee machines will
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provide some real benefits to domestic sweater producers by

allowing them to obtain the latest technology without the

added and unnecessary cost of the duty. Such equipment

helps domestic sweater producers stay competitive with the

onslaught of sweater imports from extremely low wage foreign

countries. Such sweater imports come from many countries,

and frequently are produced on antiquated equipment, but at

wage rates as low as 16 cents per hour which cannot be over-

come by even the most modern technology. Nevertheless, the

domestic sweater industry is endeavoring to make a maximum

effort to modernize its facilities through the acquisition

of new equipment.

The American sweater industry has experienced the

pressures of import competition to a greater extent than

most other industries in our country. Notwithstanding a

number of actions undertaken by the Administration last year

to achieve better controls on imports, sweater imports

surged to an all time record level of more than 174,780,000

pieces in 1983, accounting for more than 60 percent of the

domestic market. Most of these garments came from the low

wage Far East countries where the labor intensive nature of

the product results in a substantial competitive cost advan-

tage against U.S. manufactured goods.

Currently, the major suppliers of circular knitting

machines to the United States are Spain, Italy, and the

United Kingdom. This is not a major trade item, and
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according to the statistics developed by the National

Knitwear and Sportswear Association from U.S. Department of

Commerce data, only 87 of these machines were imported into

the United States in 1983. While these numbers do not

suggest a major technological revolution, there is interest

in this equipment within the industry and there have been

some new developments in the equipment as better machines

are coming on the market. To the extent a simple measure

of this type can be of assistance to the domestic sweater

industry, we certainly hope that the Congress will adopt it.

The domestic industry has been helped by import

controls, but that help has been more in the nature of

staving off complete chaos then it has been in providing

solid domestic growth. Domestic industry conditions have

improved somewhat as a result in large part of the existence

of import controls and the improved access to electronic

flat bed machinery made possible by an earlier duty suspen-

sion action of this Congress (the extension has expired but

is currently in the process of being extended by the

Congress). The action proposed here of expanding that duty

suspension to cover circular sweater strip machinery will .be

an additional help. I urge early and favorable action for

this measure by the Subcommittee and the Congress.
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American Association of

Exporters and

ýIE&Importers It 42nd • Steet. New York. N 10036(212)o944,2230
COWe AAOEXIM

August 9, 1984

Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade
United States Senate
Russell Senate Office Building
SR-497
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

The American Association of Exporters and Importers, on behalf of its members,
respectfully requests an extension of the August 17 deadline for comment on S.2618,
title 11 at least until September 30. We welcome.the opportunity to comment on
S.2618 and wish to give title I! and the International Trade Commission's proposed
classification modifications for the telecommunications industry the attention and
analysis it deserves. However, we believe that fourteen days from the date of the
notice is not enough time to get the necessary inout from our industry members and
to draft a response to this revamping of classification schedules for an industry
which has envolved so far beyond the current scheme.

The members of AAEI in the telecommunication industry have begun a study of
title It to determine its adeouary for statistical purposes and its descriotiveness
in terms of industry developments.

Title 11 would change the Tariff Schedules of the U.S. (TSUS), which is in the
midst of conversion into the Harmonized Commodity Coding System (HS). AAE! has been
working for sinme years with the Government on this formidable, task. We believe that
a crosscheck of title 11 with the TSUS conversion into the HS and with Schedule B
for exporters should best be undertaken while the HS is still being refined to avoid
any possible discordances.

AAE! agrees that revision is necessary to allow the nomenclature to keep oace
with the great advances in technology the industry has made In the last twenty
years. The members of AAE! stand ready to work with you nn this issup and other
important trade matters in the future. We thank you for the opportunity to express
our views.

Sincerely,

Pres• ient

cc: Roderick A. fleArment
Susan Schwab
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STATEMENT OF

THOMAS B. SLEEMAN, PRESIDENT OF MOLYCORP, INC.

ON S. 2642,

A BILL TO SUSPEND UNTIL JULY I, 1989,

THE DUTY ON YTTRIUM BEARING MATERIALS

Yttrium is umed in laser technology and as phosphor in

producing the red color in color televisions. It is also

useful as a filament alloy in the electronics industry. In the

national defense area, yttrium has a particularly important

role. Yttrium in YIGs (yttrium iron garnets) is necessary for

our national defense warning system receivers and for use in

electronic counter-measure techniques.

The YIGs are used in the broadband oscillators and filters

to cover the broad frequency spectrum used by Soviet military

communications. Most communications use a narrowband

frequency, but in trying to detect or jam enemy communications

broadband frequency equipment is necessary. YIGs, for over 15

years, continue to be the state of the art in communications

for the U.S. military in ships, airplanes, and ground

installations.
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Additionally, yttrium oxide is used in refractory

insulating materials, strategic superalloys, and energy-saving

fluorescent lights. Yttrium is needed in military and civilian

jet engines, both as an alloying agent and as a coating for the

turbine blades.

The two remaining U.S. refiners of high-purity yttrium

oxide are dependent on imported yttrium concentrates for

feedstocks because there are no significant domestic sources of

yttrium. U.S. refiners must compete in the U.S. and in export

markets with foreign refiners who have access to duty-free

feedstocks. The U.S. imposes a duty of 5.9 percent on yttrium

concentrates which directly affects our ability to compete in

this small, highly competitive market.

Molycorp, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Union Oil

Company of California, produces high-purity yttrium oxide in

its Louviers, Colorado, plant. The other American refiners is

the Research Chemicals Division of Nocor Corporation located in

Phoenix, Arizona. Major foreign companies offering high-purity

yttrium oxide in the U.S. include the large, French-government-

owned company Rhone Poulenc, China Rare Earths of the People's

Republic of China, the Norwegian company Megon, partly owned by

the Norwegian government and the Japanese company of Mitsubishi

Chemical and several Japanese processors.

"-2-

41-171 0 - 85 - 14
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The impact of the 5.9 percent import duty is such that it

could force Molycorp, the largest yttrium oxide refiner in the

U.S., to cease production. During the past decade, two other

plants were operated by Michigan Chemical in Saint Louis,

Michigan# and American Potash and Chemical in West Chicago,

Illinois. Because of the significance of its military and

commercial applications, it is important that the U.S. continue

to have a present capability to refine yttrium. The advantages

of having a national industry far outweigh the approximately

*100,000 duty paid per year by the remaining two processors.

We wholeheartedly endorse S. 2642 which seeks to ensure

the competitiveness of the American yttrium refining industry

and allows American corporations who purchase yttrium oxide

from us the guarantee of a continued domestic source of

supply. Raw material sources for ytrrium include Japan, China,

Canada, and Malaysia and are such as to ensure that we will be

able to meet our production goals.

We thank you for the opportunity of commenting on S. 2642.

Thomas B. Sleeman

President, Molycorp, Inc.
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AMALGAMATIO CLOTHIING AND TUTU WOMM UNION MURRAY N. FINLEY JACOB NMUUMAN

SCOTT HOYMAN

£eCuUfvt Vice

AFL-CIO. CLC
$15 SIXTEENTH ST.. N.W. * WASHINGTON. D.C. 2000
(202) 6• 14 

0#

ELIZABETH M. SMITH. Director
Laiislative and Political Education Department

July 27, 1984

STATEMENT OF THE
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION

AFL-CIO, CLC

MURRAY H. FINLEY JACOB SHEINKMAN
PRESIDENT SECRETARY-TREASURER

to the

COMIfTTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

S. 2680, A Bill to Provide the President with Authority to
Accelerate Certain Staged Rate Modifications to the Tariff
Schedules of the United States

ACTWU opposes enactment of S. 2680 during a time when the

textile/apparel sector faces a trade deficit of such staggering

proportions. In 1983, textile and apparel imports increased by

25 percent over 1982. In the first 4 months of 1984, textile/apparel

imports increased by 49 percent over the same 4 months in 1983. Since

1980, we have lost over 200,000 jobs in the textile/apparel sector.

Accelerating the tariff cuts will only stimulate imports -- and thus

more Job losses -- at a time when our industry and its workers are

already reeling from the surge in textile and apparel imports.
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During the MTN negotiations, the United States cut Its textile

and apparel tariffs an average of 4.5 percent. This is a greater cut

than those made by any of our major trading partners -- Japan's

averaged 2.5 percent and the European Community's averaged 3.5 percent.

S. 2680 seeks to accelerate U.S. tariff cuts on textiles and apparel

still further.

Moreover, textile products are subject to the Multifiber Arrangement

(WFA) which will expire July 1986. Section 504 of the Trade Agreements

Act of 1979 provides for a snapback of tariff rates on apparel and textile

products to January 1, 1975 rates If the NFA is not renewed or a suitable

successor arrangement is not in place. Section 504 is only operative,

however, before the final rate of duty for textiles and apparel has

become effective. If S. 2680 is enacted, the WFA would expire after

most of the phased tariff reductions have been completed. Thus, enactment

of this bill will mean greatly diminishing this country's leverage to

secure renewal of the WFA or a suitable successor arrangement.

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, along with

many other organizations, supported the MNT. We did so based on the

commitment that its tariff cuts would be phased in over a specified period

of years. By requesting authority to accelerate the scheduled cuts in

tariffs, the U.S. Government is breaking faith with those of us who were

part of the process which brought about the successful conclusion of

these negotiations.

We urge the Committee to reject S. 2680.
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S. 2712, A Bill to Return the Ad Valorem and Specific Duties 9n

Necktie Imports to the Levels in Effect as of January 1, 1981,

for a Period of 5 Years

Many of ACT1W's members work in the necktie industry and the recent

dramatic rise in necktie imports has made these workers very concerned

about their future livelihood in this industry. A number of these workers

have not developed skills which will be of much use to them outside the

neckwear industry. Imports which cause job losses in this industry will

lead to permanent displacement for many workers.

S. 2712 would temporarily increase duties on necktie imports to

1981 levels for a period of 5 years. The legislation is necessary

because of the unprecedented increase in necktie imports which we could

not have foreseen during the MTN negotiations when necktie duties were

so drastically cut. Imports increased by 250 percent from 1980 to 1983.

And the first five months of 1984 paints an even gloomier picture --

imports of neckties were 133 percent greater than the first five months

of 1983. Import penetration has grown from just over 4 percent in 1980

to a projected 23 percent for 1984. Imports will also capture most

of the projected growth in the U.S. market this year. We believe

S. 2712 will help stabilize the necktie industry during this period of

overwhelming import growth and help it adjust to new market conditions.

ACTIJ, therefore, urges the Subcommittee to pass S. 2712.
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S. 2839. A Sill To Amend the Tariff ScLedules of the United
States Regarding the Classification of Certain Articles of
Wearing Apparel

ACT1J strongly supports enactment of S. 2839, which closes a

tariff loophole which allows garments classified as apparel *sets"

to enter the United States at a lower rate than most individual

garments.

As a result of the KTM tariff concessions, a lower duty rate

was created on garments which were classified as "sets" than on the

same garment which was classified individually. As a result, imports

of so-called 'sets" have been on the upswing in order to take advantage

of the lower duty rates. S. 2839 closes this loophole by defining

what constitutes an apparel NsetO for tariff purposes. ACTWU urges

enactment of S. 2839 to close what has clearly become a tariff loophole

used by foreign apparel producers and domestic importers to avoid

paying proper duty rates.
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WILLIAMS & THORMAN
ATTORNEYS AT LAW TELEPHONE (2O0) 705.-1&0

TWAU 71"22-0501

WILLKIN@ WSH

1620 EvE STREET. N.W.
WABSUOTON. D.C. Q0006

July 20, 1984

A. RICHARD O FELICE
or COUNSEL

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance
U. S. Senate
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S. 2680

Dear Mr. DeArment:

In accordance with press release #84-154 dated July 5, 1984,
we are submitting an original and five copies of a written state-
ment on behalf of the American Cordage and Twine Manufacturers
group (ACTM) in opposition to S. 2680, a bill which, if passed,
could accelerate the negotiated staged tariff reductions on which
domestic industries have relied.

Sincerely,

JDW: jhc
enc:

JAMES 0. WILLIAMS. JR.

BURTON R. THORMAN

ANN OTTOSON KING

I
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BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

STATEMENT

ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN CORDAGE AND TWINE

MANUFACTURERS GROUP

(ACTM)

IN OPPOSITION TO S. 2680

JULY 20, 1984

Williams & Thorman
1620 Eye St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

James D. Williams, Jr.

Of Counsel
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The American Cordage and Twine Manufacturers group (ACTM)

is composed of six Regular Members who are manufacturers of

twine and cordage products in the United States and one Asso-

ciate Member who is a supplier to the domestic industry (list

attached at A). This statement is submitted on behalf of ACTM

in response to press release #84-154 which requested comments

from interested parties in the private sector on various trade

and tariff measures. ACTM is unequivocably opposed to the

passage of S. 2680 which would impose an additional financial

hardship on a traditional American industry already beleaguered

by low-priced and improperly classified imports.

S. 2680, if passed as written, would give the President

of the United States the authority to remove one year of the

staged tariff reductions arrived at on a quid pro quo basis in

the Tokyo Round of trade negotiations under the Trade Act of

1974. The practical result of this action would be to remove

entirely one year of tariff protection for domestic industry.

The year removed would not be the final year(1987, in most

cases) when the rates would be lowest and United States in-

dustry would have some opportunity to plan for the removal;

the year would be removed immediately so that an intermediate

step in the staged reductions would be removed and the reduc-

tions themselves would end a year early - a double blow. This

generalization of the effect only paints part of the picture.
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For the individual firm, this acceleration would mean that all

of its future plans, capital investment projections and marketing

strategies would be invalidated. For U.S. cordage manufac-

turers, it would mean a reduction in duty for cordage of man-made

fibers measuring under 3/16 inch in diameter, and of braided

construction with and without core. The law on which they were

entitled to rely, the negotiated staged tariff rate reductions,

would be changed. We urge you not to pull the rug out from

under a traditional American industry by passing S. 2680.

The domestic cordage industry has been using the time of the

staged reductions to prepare itself to compete with imported

products.

The domestic cordage industry has made great strides in re-

ducing its costs since 1980 when the staged reductions went into

effect. Most firms have improved efficency and productivity to

a point where labor costs in this now capital-intensive industry

amount to only 15-20% of costs. Overhead has been cut by re-

ducing sharply the amount of inventory held and utilizing stream-

lined production techniques to maintain an appropriate level of

customer service. Resources have been available to accomplish

these cost reductions because the tariffs were being reduced

gradually at a known rate; business plans could be made and

followed.
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Not only were costs reduced but capital was also injected

into the domestic cordage industry. For example, Fibers South,

Inc. of Trussville, Alabama built a new business by putting

$3 1/2 million in working capital and equipment into an existing

plant between 1982 and the present. The structure of the

tariff schedules was carefully considered by the investors in

the venture - their business projections relied upon the staged

rate reductions for cordage tariffs.

Another example is Bridon Cordage of Albert Lea, Minnesota

which 3pent $2. million on new plant, equipment and technology

between 1980 and 1984; Bridon also relied upon the set, negotiated

staged rate reductions in its planning and business projections.

These long-term capital spending programs cannot be undertaken

if realistic plans cannot be made. Investors will not provide

capital unless they are provided with realistic sales projections.

These projections cannot be drawn up when published tariff sched-

ules are subject to sudden changes.

A sudden removal of one stage of the negotiated reductions would

not only force domestic cutbacks but also invite an increased

volume of low-priced imports.

The continuing goal of the U.S. Cordage industry has been

to provide the farming and fishing industries with a reliable

supply of high-quality products at reasonable prices. The cost

cuts already made have left the high quality of the domestic pro-

ducts intact but there is no place else to cut without reducing
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product quality. If the duty rate were suddenly and unexpectedly

cut, to stay in business U.S. firms would have to cut prices to

meet the increased lower-priced imports which would move, in even

greater volume, into the United States.

Any cut in quality would be at the expense of the farming

and fishing industries. In time of national emergency, the United

States would have to rely heavily upon its farming and fishing

industries. Neither of these basic industries can operate with-

out quality tying products. If the cordage industry is further

damaged now, there will be no reliable source for high quality

tying products for either of these basic industries or for the

many direct defense applications such as camouflage netting,

tarpaulin tie-downs and parachute harnesses.

An additional tariff reduction would be an open invitation

to increase imports. In recent years, cordage imports under

TSUS 316.55 have surged dramatically (chart attached at B). The

dollar value has not risen to keep pace with the increase in

volume, however. For example between 1981 and 1982 the volume

increased by a whopping 264 percent while the dollar value rose

a paltry 29 percent. The increased imports were obviously low-

priced. These figures do not tell the whole story. Since 1981

increasing quantities of imported cordage have been misclassified,

as described below. Because these imports are recorded in a

"basket" category, mixed with many other items, there is no way

to determine how much cordage imports have increased.
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Due to the strength of the U.S. dollar and current high

interest rates, foreign competitors enjoy a 20 percent advantage

over U.S. manufacturers. This percentage represents a far greater

advantage than was contemplated when the staged reductions were

negotiated. Imports have already received an additional, unantici-

pated benefit over the negotiated reductions; to make an additional

reduction would load another disadvantage on U.S. companies. The

current status of the trade deficit (see attached at C) demon-

strates the depth of U.S. industry's plight. Imports do not need

a further easing of access to the U.S. market.

The U.S. cordage manufacturers face severe problems from

imports: a sudden tariff reduction would exacerbate these problems.

Low-priced imports are increasing dramatically (see p. 3

supra and attachment B). The U.S. cordage industry has been cut-

ting costs and modernizing to meet this competition (see pp. 2 & 3,

supra). One major import problem is the misclassification of some

imports of polypropylene cordage as "articles not specially

provided for of rubber or plastic", TSUS 774.55. Despite the over-

whelming tariff classification history that imported cordage should

be classified as cordage and an appropriate duty paid, many

imports are classified by U.S. Customs as other than cordage in

a category to which GSP applies and thus no duty is paid. For

example, Columbian Rope Company of Auburn, New York, has its pro-

duction of polypropylene rope down more than 50 percent as a

direct consequence of the importation of polypropylene cordage

which is misclassified into the "basket category".
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When a domestic industry faces severe import problems

like those enumerated here, an open invitation to increased

imports, in the form of a lowered duty, would inflame an already

dangerous situation in the U.S. market.

An alteration in staged rate reductions would be contrary to U.S.

trade policy as established by the Trade Act of 1974.

United States industry is entitled to rely on the stability

of negotiated tariff reductions, that any agreement reached as a

result of the authority of the Trade Act of 1974 would be binding.

There has to be, particularly in trade law, a policy of legislative

and administrative integrity. In this case, the Congress delegated

to the President and the President negotiated the agreements. At

that point, American industry was entitled to rely on those

negotiations. They have made their plans in accordance with these

agreements. S.2680 would represent a breach of faith with U.S.

industry. The effect would be that of a negotiated trade cut

minus the negotiation. If Congress adopts this legislation, U.S.

industry will no longer be able to assume that the law is the law.
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Attachment A

AMERICAN CORDAGE and TWINE MANUFACTURERS GROUP

Regular Members:

Blue Mountain Industries
Blue Mountain, AL

Bridon Cordage Inc.
Albert Lea, MN

Shuford Mills, Inc.
Hickory, NC

Fibres South, Inc.
Trussville, AL

Rossville, GA

Cavnar Johnson Cordage Co., Inc.
Prattville, AL

Associate Member:

E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Comapny Inc.
Wilmington, DE
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Attachment B

U.S. Imports for Consumption of Cordage of man-made

fibers: 1979-1983

Quantity
(Pounds)

Custom Values
($1,000)

(Under 3/16 inch in diameter) (current TSUS 1316.55)

1979 294,194 1,073

1980 200,338 989

1982 785,821 1,753

1983 649,273 1,807

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department
of Commerce.

Williams & Thorman
June 1984
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T C ue Ic Ic LA1A tL"IM
819.4 Billion t!'Tl Z. I'G 4
111 Qiiarlrcl-

By Jane Saheiry
V V L I k? V Ull hoIWI

Toe U.S current account trade
doricit i, chfd a record $19.4 billion
during the fist quarter this year. as
the balance on merchandise trade
continued to deteriorate at a record
rate

At an annual rate. the nation's
.-urrent acwunt deficit--trade in
roods and services -wa. $;7.6 bil-

' lion in the first quarter, almost dou-
ble last %ea's $11.6 billion deficit,
the Commerce Depautment reported.
In the first quartet of 1983. the def.kqterS .9bmo- by.$ I ihein,-u!•- rrth-

quarter it troe to $17.2 billion, the
pre% ious quaterly record.

The current account deficit for
19892 was $9 2 billion, compared with
a 36.3 billion surplus in 1981.

In a separate report, the Federal
Reserve Biard said the nation's fac.
stories, mines and utilities operated at
81.7 percent of capacity last month. a
slight increase from the 91.5 percent
operating rate the previous month:.
The iticrease in capacity utilization
slowed somewhat from previous
months and was still below the 83 to
84 percent rate many economists be-
hew would trigger shortage. that
could lead to price increases.

The trade report showed that net
receipts for services increased S.1.1
billion to $8.4 billion in the first
quarter. The increase was largely
due to a rise in income on U. di.
rect investment abroad because of

The Washington Post
June 19, 1984
p. D1 & D2

by MHaf JvL.5.&itnt iikiWfim ed

improved economic activity overseas
and a shift to small capital gains
from large capital Iosses, in the
fourth quarter, Commerce !taid.
", "While the service: surplus should
rise this vea, 'the deterioration in
the Imerchandise) trade deficit, ev.
ident in the second quarter, means
probable further increases in the
current account shortfall,' said Com-
merce Secretay Malcolm Baldrite.

Nonpetroleum imports rose $8.6
billion, which more than offset a
small decline in oil imports and a
modest increase in exports.

Service and merchandise trade
have been hurt by the strong value
of the dollar, which makes imports
relatively cheaper than U.S. rond.s
and makes exports less price com.
pititive with groo. abroad, econo.
mists have said. In addition, the U.S.
economic recovery has provided

See ECONOMY. M)?. Col. 4

Attachment C

Il t(de Deficit
S19.4 Billion
In Quarters

ECONOMY, From DI
more jobs and h*;her incomes for
American. to buy imports, a general
occurrence follcssing a recession.

In addition, the recovery in other
countries has not picked up enough
for foreigners to buy large amounts
of U.S.-made goods, economists said.

Income from senrices is being un.
dermined by higher interest and div.
idend liabilities held by foreigner
said Sara Johnson. senior economist
for Data Resources Inc. The curent"--"bTtI tr'd• ~ft~fi gt 'be "Blnieedf byT ... .....

a net inflow of capital, which gener.
ates interest and dividend income
for foreigner.

In addition, the Latin American
debt problem reduced foreign ramn.
ings of U.S. banks and "that's begin.
ning to show up* on the country's
balance sheet, Johnson said.

During the first quarter, the mer.
chandise trade deficit rose to S25.6
billion, the fourth consecutive record
quarter deficit. It was $19.4 billion
during the fourth quarter last year.

Imports rose $86 billion to $79.8
billion "across a broad range of non-
petroleuwt importl' Exports in-
creased $2.3 billion to W1.2 billion,"primarily due to strong automotive
exports to Canada and moderate in-
creases in capital poOnds and agxicul.
tural commodities." Commerce said.

During the quarter, the dollar ap.
preciated 3 percent on a trade.
weighted average basis apsaint cur.
rencies of 22 countries of the Otran.
ization for Economic Cxopetration
and Development and rose I percent
against currencies of 10 select indus.
trial countries, the Commerce De.
parrit said.

41-171 0 - 85 - 15
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3uly 20, 1984

Honorable John C. Danforth, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman,

This is in response to your press release of 3uly 5, 1984, seeking written comments on
certain miscellaneous tariff bills.

The AFL-CIO believes that both the current state of the economy and the negotiating
position of the United States call for extreme caution in granting authority to reduce
tariffs. Further at a time when Congress is looking for every dollar of possible revenue, it is
a move in the wrong direction to cut revenue derived from tariffs.

With over 8 million Americans out of work and imports flooding into the American
market displacing domestic production and jobs, tariff reductions simply do not make sense.
The U.S. experienced a merchandise trade deficit of almost $70 billion in 1983, and the
deficit will grow to at least $125 in 198*. As this crisis In trade intensifies, tariff cutting
adds fuel to the fire, costing jobs and production by encouraging imports. In addition,
businessmen are led to believe that movement of factories to other countries and/or
expansion abroad or importing will be cheaper than producing in the United States. The
result is a double incentive to erode the U.S. industrial base even further and to cut the jobs
and production opportunities that can develop here.

These general views do not mean that every single proposal for tariff cutting falls into
this category. The following comments on S. 2680 represents the views of the AFL-CIO.

The AFL-CIO opposes 5. 2680 which authorizes the acceleration of the staged tariff
rate reductions agreed to in the Tokyo Round of the Multinational Trade Negotiations.
Presumably, the timing of these reductions was carefully considered during those
negotiations, and the acceleration of tariff cuts will not be beneficial to domestic industry
and American workers. From 1980 to 1983, imports to the U.S. increased by 30 percent and
have been increasing even faster in 198*. The minimal tariff protection provided in current
law should not be reduced.

S Erel i t

ff isonp Director
DEi'TMENT OF LEGISLATION

ci all Members of Senate Finance Committee, e.,
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Statement of the American Fiber/Textile/Apparel Coalition

In Opposition to S. 2680,

"The Reciprocal Tariff Reduction Acceleration Act of 1984",

July 19, 1984

The statement is presented on behalf of the 21 members of the

American Fiber/Textile Apparel Coalition (AFTAC), a group of

trade associations and labor unions which make up the domestic

fiber, textile and apparel industries. The members include:

-Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union

-American Apparel Manufacturers Association

-American Textile Manufacturers Insitute

-American Yarn Spinners Association

-Carpet and Rug Institute

-Clothing Manufacturers Association of America

-Industrial Fabrics Association

-International Ladies Garment Workers Union

-Knitted Textile Association

-Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers of America

-Man-Made Fiber Producers Association

-National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers

-National Association of Uniform Manufacturers

-National Cotton Council of America

-National Knitwear & Sportswear Association

-National Knitwear Manufacturers Association

-National Wool Growers Association

-Neckwear Association of America

-Northern Textile Association

-Textile Distributors Association

-Work Glove Manufacturers Association
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The products manufactured by the coalition members include

synthetic and natural fibers, yarns, fabrics, manufactured

textile products, garments and other products whose chief

characteristics are textiles. Most of these products will be

negatively impacted by S. 2680 which proposes to accelerate the

tariff reductions negotiated during the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations (MTN). Therefore, the member organizations of

AFTAC oppose this legislation.

The American textile/apparel industry has long been recognized

as one that is adversely impacted by imports. For that reason

the U.S. government has participated in a number of

international agreements providing for orderly trade in

textiles and apparel. Also, the U.S. International Trade

Commission, prior to the tariff-cutting concessions made during

the Multilateral Trade Negotiations examined the probable

economic effects of such tariff reductions on textile and

apparel products. The result of the ITC investigation was to

confirm that in many cases, tariff reductions utilizing the

full authority provided in the Trade Act of 1974 would lead to

adverse economic effects on the domestic textile and apparel

industry and its workers. Nonetheless, many tariff cuts on

textiles and apparel were made during the MTN--although in

many cases the cuts were less than that called for by the

"tariff-cutting formula" used in the negotiations. Many people

have argued that the tariff cuts finally agreed to on textiles

and apparel were not extremely significant or important because

they were not as great in many cases as were the cuts on other

manufactured
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products. We believe that this argument is not correct and a

fuller examination is undertaken below since it bears directly

on the issues raised by S. 2680.

On a trade-weighted basis, the United States' average tariff on

textiles and clothing before any MTN cuts was 23.5 percent.

After all of the tariff concessions made by the U.S. on these

products during the MTN are fully implemented the weighted

tariff average will be 19 percent* which means that the United

States cut its textile and apparel tariffs on average some 4.5

percentage points. This reduction was greater than reductions

made by any of our major trading partners. Canada's average

trade-weighted reduction on textiles and clothing was 2.5

percentage points; Japan's was 2.5 percentage points and the

European Communities average reduction was 3.5 percentage

points. Thus, the United States' concessions on textiles and

apparel tariffs exceeded those of our trading major partners.

Now, S. 2680 seeks to accelerate those concessions and in

return we are told that our major trading partners will

probably accelerate their concessions as well. The U.S.

textile/apparel industry was the loser in the MTN

tariff-cutting exercise and we will be losers in any

acceleration of the tariff cuts, for a number of reasons beyond

the apparent imbalance of textile apparel concessions that were

agreed to during the MTN.

First of all, the domestic textile and apparel industry is in

much worse shape today than it was in 1980 when the tariff

* Based on data from the GATT Secretariat, Geneva, Switzerland.
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concessions began to be implemented. In 1980 the textile

sector had a favorable balance of trade. Exports amounted to

$3.6 billion while imports were $2.7 billion. Today, the

reverse is true. In 1983 the textile sector's trade deficit

amounted to -$1.1 billion with imports having grown from $784

million in 1980 to $3.5 billion. During this period imports of

textiles increased 77.2 percent from 2.0 billion square yard

equivalents (aye) to 3.5 billion aye in 1983. Exports declined

some 44.1 percent in quantity terms over this period. Domestic

production of textiles has grown only slightly during these

four years and employment has declined from 848,000 workers to

744,000.

The situation is even worse in the apparel sector. Imports of

apparel have grown from 2.9 billion aye in 1980 to 3.9 billion

in 1983. The trade deficit has worsened from -$5.6 billion to

-$9.5/billion and employment has declined from 1,264,000

workers to 1,169,000 workers. Now, with S. 2680, the industry

is being asked to expose itself further to additional import

penetration which can only lead to additional loss of jobs for

American workers.

Another compelling reason to oppose this bill is because of its

affect on the snapback provision provided in Section 504 of the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979. Enactment of S. 2680 would lead

to a significant loss of negotiating leverage for the United

States during the renewal of the Kultifiber Arrangement in

1986. The snapback clause states:
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The headnotes to Schedule 3 are amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new headnote:

8. In the case of each item in this schedule and schedule
7 on which the United States has agreed to reduce the rate
of duty, pursuant to a trade agreement entered into under
section 101 of the Trade Act of 1974 before January 3,
1980, on any cotton, wool or manmade fiber textile product
P8 defined in the Arrangement Regarding International
Trade in Textiles, as extended on December 14, 1977 (the
Arrangement), if the Arrangement, or a substitute
arrangement, including unilateral import restrictions or
bilateral agreements, determined by the President to be
suitable, ceases to be in effect with respect to the
United States before the total reduction in the rate of
duty for such item under sections 101 and 109 of the Trade
Act of 1974 has become effective, then the President shall
proclaim the rate of duty in rate column numbered 1 for
such item existin on January 1, 1975 to be the rate of
duty effective, wIth respect to articles entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, within 30 days
after such ces~ation and until the President proclaims the
continuation of-such reduction under the next sentence.
If subsequently the Arrangement, or a substitute
arrangement, including unilateral import restrictions or
bilateral agreements, determined by the President to be
suitable, is in effect with respect to the United States,
then the President shall proclaim the continuation of the
reduction of such rate of duty pursuant to such trade
agreement. For purposes of section 109(c)(2) of the Trade
Act of 1974 any time when a rate of duty existing on
January 1, 1975, is in effect under this headnote shall be
time when part of such reduction is not in effect by
reason of legislation of the United States or action
thereunder.

This means that any tariff cut negotiated in the MTN which has

not yet been fully implemented will snap back to its rate on

January 1, 1975 if there is no Multifiber Arrangement or other

substitute agreement governing trade in textiles and apparel in

effect. When the present Hultifiber Arrangement expires in

July 1986 nearly all of the tariff rate reductions on textiles

and apparel will have been completed if the tariff cuts are

accelerated as proposed in S. 2680. This means that the U.S.

will have forfeited a huge amount of negotiating leverage
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in renegotiating the Hultifiber Arrangement if the provisions

of S. 2680 are adopted.

Based on the import statistics of the past four years which we

have provided above, it is obvious that a new international

arrangement is needed which will considerably strengthen the

existing arrangement. However, if S. 2680 is adopted the U.S.

will have given up a tremendous weapon in its arsenal, namely

the snapback clause, in obtaining the needed changes in the

Hultifiber Arrangement.

Another reason that these tariff cuts should not be accelerated

is that exchange rate changes which have taken place during the

four years since the tariff cuts have begun have eroded much of

the protection afforded by tariffs. Because of the

strengthening of the dollar during this period, we estimate

that on a trade-weighted basis, the exchange rate impact has

been essentially to double the price of our exports and to

diminish the import prices of textile and apparel by some 40

percent.* This Administration has pursued fiscal and monetary

policies aimed at purposely producing an over-valued dollar in

order to increase imports from the developing countries with

large foreign debt. Now with S. 2680, the Administration is

* The exchange rate impact on imports is estimated by weighting
the exchange rate changes from June 1980 by the quantities of
imports from the major suppliers to the U.S. The export
impact is obtained the same way using as weights U.S. exports
to our major markets and their exchange rate changes.
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seeking to further reduce the level of protection which this

industry was provided by accelerating the HTN tariff

reductions.

Finally, we believe that S. 2680 violates commitments made by

the Administration which concluded the NTN tariff reductions,

commitments which that Administration made to the Congress and

to the domestic textile and apparel industry. We would like to

include in our statement an exchange which took place while the

tariff cuts were being explained during the debate on the

passage of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. The Executive

Branch through Ambassador Robert Strauss, then the Special

Representative for Trade Negotiations, made its commitment

unequivocably clear with respect to staging of tariff cuts. In

an exchange with Senator Ribicoff on July 10, 1979, Ambassador

Strauss stated that the tariff cuts are to be phased in

beginning in two years over an eight-year period. Senator

Ribicoff asked, and we quote,"Can the garment industry depend

on your statement just given that that is the rate of cut that

will be involved and put into place?". Ambassador Strauss

replied, and again we quote, "Senator, yes. Let me tell you

this. Damned near anybody can depend on a statement I make in

a record like this before the Senate." This was taken from

hearings before this subcommittee on July 10th and llth, 1979.

Part I of I parts, page 400.



AnotLer adverse impact which an acceleration of tariff cuts

will have on the government and on the economy will be the

reduction in tariff revenue which this acceleration will

produce. When all reductions are made, as stated earlier, the

average tariff on textiles and apparel on a trade-weighted

basis will amount to.19 percent. While it is very difficult to

calculate exactly what the tariff revenue loss would be one can

estimate its magnitude with, we believe, some reliability. If

one assumes that the tariff cuts were made in equal increments

over an eight-year period and that the total average

trade-weighted tariff cut was 4.5 percent then the average

trade-weighted tariff cut each year is 0.64 percent. If one

also assumes that textile and apparel imports in 1986 will be

$11.6 billion (the value of these imports over the 12 months

ending March 1984) then the loss in tariff revenue will amount

to about $74 million. This almost certainly underestimates

the revenue loss since imports thus far in 1984 are some 49

percent above imports for the same period last year and

continued import growth is almost certain given current U.S.

trade policies. Nonetheless, let us restate our estimate. We

believe that the one-year acceleration in tariff reductions

will cost the U.S. Treasury at least $74 million in revenue

loss in 1986.

It seems obvious that S. 2680 carries too high a price tag.

The cost of S. 2680 will be lost tariff revenue, lost jobs for

U.S. workers, lost leverage in MFA renewal negotiations and the

violation of a commitment made by the Executive Branch to
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the Congress. The benefits can be defined as nothing more than

some symbolic gesture against protectionism. This symbolic act

carries vith it some very real consequences, all of them

adverse for the domestic textile and apparel industry. We urge

the Subcommittee not to report favorably on S. 2680.
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July 20, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel

Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S.2680

Dear Mr. DeArment:

This letter serves to register the opposition of the American
Netting Manufacturers Organization (ANMO) to S. 2680. By press
release #84-154 dated July 5, 1984, comments were requested by the
International Trade Subcommittee on this and other tariff and trade
bills.

ANMO represents the domestic fish netting industry. Its mem-
bers (see attached list) from various locations throughout the
United States stand together in their unequivocal opposition to
S. 2680. ANMO fully supports the position set out in the sub-
mission of the American Cordage and Twine Manufacturers group
(ACTM) submitted to the International Trade Subcommittee on July
20, 1984. As a small, viable industry besieged by low-priced
imports, (in 1983 imports accounted for 30% of U.S. consumption)
ANMO feels that the open invitation to additional imports which
would result from the passage of S. 2680 is an additional burden
the United States Congress should not ask struggling domestic
industries to bear.

Passage of S. 2680 would amount to a breach of faith with
U.S. industry. Domestic industry has relied on the staged rate
reductions negotiated under the authority of the Trade Act of
1974 to plan its modernization and capital expenditures. ANMO
urges you to reject the proposed bill, S. 2680.

Sincerely,

Williams & Thorman

Counsel for ANMO /A
By ý4
AnKFOttoson King, Esq(

AOK:jhc
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I Blue Mountain industries

July 17, 1984

Roderick A. De Arment,
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment:

Blue Mountain Industries manufactures fish netting and cordage
products, employing approximately 650 people in Anniston, Alabama.
We are opposed to 5-2680 authorizing the acceleration of staged duty
rate reductions affecting these items.

The enactment of S-2680 would further reduce our sales of cordage
and netting products which has declined, and is continuing to decline
because of lower-quality and lower-priced imports. Because of the high
influx of imported cordage and fish netting, the U.S. market share is
rapidly declining. These markets over the past 20 years has become
considerably smaller because of the transition from natural fibers to
synthetic fibers which have a longer life and a higher strength-to-
weight ratio.

The cordage industry also has a 516 petition pending before customs
involving a misclassification of cordage products. This misclassification,
in addition to all of the above, has the cordage industry at the point
that it may not survive.

We need some relief against imports, not further reductions or
accelerations in current duty rates, which only makes it more difficult
for a viable industry to survive.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit our statement opposing S-2680.

Sincerely,

BLUE MOUNTAIN yDUSTRy

V.D. Whitlow
Vice President

HDW/bd
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'0CAVNARImJOHNGON COR DAE COMPANY, INC.
MANUFACTURERS OF BERAED AND TWISTED -
SYNTHETIC AND COTTON ROPE AND CORD - NYLON SEINE TWINE

P.O. SOX 36 - PHONEs 7-3"-516,. 365-5*1
PRATTVILLEo ALABAMA 36067

Jaly 19, 198A

Committee on Finance
Boca 8D - 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20O20

Attn: Roderick A. De Ahmentp Chief Comnsel

Dear Wr. Arment:

We in the cordage manufacturing industry in this country feel that
if 8. 2680 is passed it will be very detrimental to ouw domestic
cordage industry. We are having a difficult time ecapeting with
foreign Imports vhich are smtimes sold in this country at a
cheaper price than we can purchase raw materials. We do b"S
that B. 2•60 will not be passed in the Senate.

Sincerely,
CAVNta-JONSW COMD& CO., 1M.

D. Avarcw
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FSI
FIBRES SOUTH, INC.

POST OFFICE BOX 1N
TRUSSVILLE ALABAMA 35173

July 20, 1984 TELEPHONE (206) ON17 TELEX 72578

Roderick A. De Arment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator De Arment:

It has been brought to our attention that a bill currently before
Congress, S. 2680, is aimed at accelerating the rate of reduction
of import duty of cordage items imported into the U.S.A. under
Tariff Schedule TSUS-316.55.

Fibres South, Inc. manufactures a wide range of cordage items which
fall under TSUS-316.55 and reducing the tariff rate on imported
items classified for this tariff schedule will adversely affect
this company. The shareholders of this company have, in the last
2i years, injected $3,500,000 into the company by way of new
machinery and additional working capital. This large injection of
money has made the company viable and has protected the job security
of the 75 people currently employed by Fibres South, Inc.

Opening the door to imported goods weakens and ultimately destroys
domestic industry. Competition against imported cordage items is
extremely difficult because the countries of origin usually subsi-
dize their manufacturers to encourage exports to the U.S.A. There
has been a very large increase in the quantities of cordage pro-
ducts imported into the U.S.A. within the last two years and this
has almost destroyed the domestic rope manufacturers. It is our
opinion, rope, twine and related cordage products are important
strategic materials for the country's agriculture, fishing and
general industrial activities. It is our view that the government
of the United States of America should seek to enact laws to pro-
tect this important industry and prevent it falling into the hands
of foreign manufacturers, we, therefore, respectfully urge you to
oppose passage of S. 2680.

Yours sincerely for Fibres South, Inc.

Vice President

IJG:ge
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July 20, 1984

oa. 3.Williams
C. Rosneasha

Ralph A. blittelberger
Thbamassi. Hamilton

Thomas A. Hart. Jr.
Michael R. Kersaow

David P Hackeatt~ dhLOldhem
tan 4 orch

*. Layoff

RandalI. Sewer
Kevion A Hartley

Roderick A. De Arment, Esq.
Chief Counsel and Staff Director
Senate Finance Committee
219 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Do Arment:

On behalf of domestic industries which are import sensitive, I
submit this letter in opposition to S. 2680, a bill which gives the
President the authority to accelerate by one year the staged tariff
reductions resulting from the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

The tariff cuts resulting from these worldwide negotiations were
to be implemented in stages for one simple reason: domestic indus-
tries which would face increasing foreign competition as a result of
the tariff reductions needed sufficient time to adjust to increased
import competition. The rationale for the staging of these tariff
reductions has not changed in recent years; indeed, for certain
industries, the need for staged reductions has increased.

For these reasons, I urge that S. 2680 be disapproved.

Very truly yours,

LAURENR. TOWARD

LRH: kp

41-171 0 - 85 - 16
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lEV s ECONOMIC CONSULTING SERVICES INC.
July 20, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

LVear Mr. DeArment:

Re: Press Release No. 84-154: Miscellaneous Taviff Bills;
S. 2680

Enclosed are six copies of the statement of the Leather
Products Coalition in opposition to S. 2680, a bill to pro-
vide the President with authority to accelerate certain
staged rate modifications to the Tariff Schedules of the
United States.

The members of the Coalition are as follows:

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO
Footwear Industries of America, Inc.
International Leather Goods, Plastics and Novelty

Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
United Food and Commercial Workers International Union,

AFL-CIO
Work Glove Manufacturers Association

The articles produced by these organizations are foot-
wear, work gloves, handbags, luggage, personal leather goods
(flat goods), and leather apparel.

On behalf of the Leather Products Products Coalition, I
appreciate this opportunity to share our concerns about S.
2680 with the Subcommittee on Trade.

Sincerely,

Stane)/ehmer
President

Consultant to the Leather
Products Coalition

Enclosures

1320 NINETEENTH STREET, N. W.,WASHINGTON, D. C.20036 (202) 468-7720
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STATEMENT OF

LEATHER PRODUCTS COALITION*

1320 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.Co

(202) 466-7720

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO
Footwear Industries of America, Inc.
International Leather Goods, Plastics and

Novelty Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
United Food and Commercial Workers International

Union, AFL-CIO
Work Glove Manufacturers Association

in opposition to

S. 2680

"Reciprocal Tariff
Reduction Acceleration '

Act of 1984"

To the

Subcommittee on International Trade

Committee on Finance

United States Senate

July 20, 1984
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SUMMARY

As detailed in our attached statement* the Leather
Products Coalition is opposed to S. 2680, the "Reciprocal
Tariff Reduction Acceleration Act of 19840 because:

" We consider a reduction in the staging period for the
MTN cuts to be a breach of faith with U.S. industry
and labor based on Executive Branch commitments made
pursuant to the Trade Act of 1974 and the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979.

" It will have a harmful impact on several leather-
related product categories for which duties will be
reduced precipitously and will cost $2.6 million in
foregone revenues.

" The leather-related products sector and the nation as
a whole face a trade deficit of such mammoth propor-
tions that we cannot imagine why the Administration
would possibly want to stimulate additional imports
at this time. Imports of all leather-related pro-
ducts are increasing as never before and currently
have import penetration rates ranging from 35 to 85
percent of the U.S. market.

o There is a substantial number of products produced by
the leather-related industries which are classified
as textile products. Such textile products are sub-
ject to the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA). The MPA
will expire at the end of July 1986. Section 504 of
the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 provides for a snap-
back of tariff rates on apparel and textile products
to January 1, 1975 rates if the MFA is not renewed or
a suitable successor arrangement is not in place.
However, the snapback provision is only operative
before the total reduction in the rate of duty for
such textile and apparel items has become effective.
If S. 2680 is enacted# the MFA would expire after
most of the staged reductions have been completed.
Thus, consiuerable leverage to secure renewal of the
MFA or a substitute arrangement would be given up.

The Leather Products Coalition believes this legislation
is highly controversial. It is not an innocuous piece of
legislation. It also has major revenue implications.
Therefore, we hope that the Subcommittee on International
Trade will not favorably report it.
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STATEMENT OF

LEATHER PRODUCTS COALITION
In Opposition To

S. 2680, "The Reciprocal Tariff
Reduction Act of 19840

July 20, 1984
0

This statement is presented on behalf of the members of

the Leather Products Coalition, a group of trade asso-

ciations and labor unions in leather-related industries.*

The organizations include:

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO
Footwear Industries of America, Inc.
International Leather Goods, Plastics and

Novelty Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
United Food and Commercial Workers International

Union, AFL-CIO
Work Glove Manufacturers Association

The products manufactured by these organizations include

nonrubber footwear, luggage, handbags, personal leather

goods, work gloves and leather apparel. Many of these pro-

ducts, with the exception of nonrubber footwear and leather

apparel whose duties were not cut in the MTN, will be nega-

tively impacted by S. 2680, legislation which has been pro-

posed by the Administration to authorize the acceleration of

staged rate reductions proclaimed to carry out trade

agreements. We, therefore, oppose S. 2680.

According to a February 24, 1984 letter from Ambassador

Brock published in the May 17, 1984 Congressional Record,

the mechanics of the legislation would work in the following

manner:

SThe Footwear Division of the Rubber Manufacturers
Association associates itself with the position taken in
this statement.
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On the date of passage in 1984, the
President would be able to proclaim the
immediate application of the rates sche-
duled to be effective January 1, 1985.
On January 1, 1985, the President would
be empowered to proclaim the rates
effective January 1, 1986, depending upon
whether he determines that appropriate
concessions have been made. On January
I 1986, the President would again be
empowered to proclaim the rates scheduled
to be effective on January 1, 1987.
[Emphasis Added]

We oppose this legislation for several rear ?is.

First, we consider a reduction in the staging period for

the MTN tariff cuts to be a breach of faith with U.S.

industry and labor. Section 109 of the Trade Act of 1974

established clearly the ground rules for the staging of

tariff cuts. U.S. industry and labor gave their advice in

connection with the MTN negotiations against this

background. In the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Congress

modified the staging requirements somewhat in Section 503.

But the Executive Branch was clearly on record that the norm

was eight staged cuts with some exceptions specified in

Section 503. Indeed in the case of textile products, some

of which are the products of members of the Leather Products

Coalition, Ambassador Robert Strauss, then the Special

Representative for Trade Negotiations, made the commitment

crystal clear in this exchange with Senator Ribicoff on July

10, 1979:
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Mr. Strauss: *.. They are to be phased in# beginning in
2 years over an 8-year period.

Senator Ribicoff: Can the garment industry depend on
your statement, just given, that that is the rate of cut
that will be involved and put into place?

Mr. Strauss: Senator, yes. Let me tell you this.
Damned near anybody can depend on a statement I make in
a record like this before the Senate. (Emphasis added.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on International Trade,
Senate Committee on Finance, July 10 and l 1979.
Part 1 of 2 parts. Page 400).

Our second reason for opposing S. 2680 is that it will

have a harmful impact on several leather-related product

categories for which duties will be reduced precipitously

and will cost $2.6 million in foregone revenues to the U.S.

Government (See Table 1). Let us cite some specific

situations.

With respect to work gloves, several categories will be

negatively affected by the bill's passage, including some

categories for which the acceleration will have a signifi-

cant impact. Two work glove categories, leather, and

leather/fabric combination work gloves (provided for in

TSUSA items 705.3510 and 705.3550) are scheduled to have

their tariffs cut in one stage effective January 1, 1987.

The tariff cut should never have been made in the first

place, since it was done without consulting the Industry

Sector Advisory Committee on leather products, despite a

prior understanding that these products would not be cut.

Because the tariff cut was made without this prior con-

sultation, the U.S. Government agreed through Steven Lande,

the STR official who negotiated this cut, that the reduction
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would not be made before January I, 1987, the final year of

the staged rate reductions. Thus, the Administration's pro-

potal in S. 2680 would, in effect, exacerbate the error

already made with respect to these work gloves by hastening

a duty reduction that never should have occurred in the

first place. The impact of the acceleration of this tariff

reduction would be $328,000 in foregone revenues (Customs

duties), based on 1983 import levels of $33 million, and

assuming a mid-year 1984 enactment of this legislation.

Gloves of rubber or plastic (TSUSA item 705.8600) pre-

sent a major problem for the work glove industry. Trade in

this category is not insignificant. The value of 1983

imports was $5.3 million. This category received the full

60 percent cut during the MTN (Tokyo) round. In 1979, the

ad valorem duty rate on gloves in this category was 35 per-

cent. Today it is 21.9 percent and it is scheduled to be

phased down to 14 percent effective January 1, 1987. The

Administration's proposal would accelerate this process,

beginning this year if the legislation is passed, by 2.6-2.7

percentage points per year, over a three-year period the

cumulative impact will be 6.6 percentage points over this

time period assuming mid-year 1984 enactment of S. 2680, or

$349,000 in foregone revenues based on 1983 import levels.

This is not an insignificant amount in duties on this

import-sensitive work glove category, particularly in light

of the fact that work gloves in this category were denied

GSP eligibility in 1982 because of import sensitivity.
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Certain luggage, flat goods, and handbag categories will

also be impacted by an acceleration in the staged reduction.

Some 20 TSUSA categories of luggage, flat goods and handbags

will be affected. In the case of three TSUSA categories,

luggage, flat goods and handbags of textile materials,

wholly or in part braid (TSUS items 706.32, 706.33, 706.34),

the acceleration would reduce duties on imports by 1.5-1.6

percentage points per year over the next three years.

Again, assuming mid-year 1984 enactment of S. 2680, the

cumulative impact of the duty acceleration will be almost 4

percentage points. The value of imports in these three

categories alone in 1983 was $5.6 million.

While these three luggage, handbag and flat goods cate-

gories will be impacted substantially under S. 2680 (the

combined effect being approximately $234,000 in foregone

revenues based on 1983 trade), each of the 20 categories

affected by the acceleration will have a substantial cumula-

tive impact over the three years they are phased in. In

light of current import penetration in these industries

(handbags, 85 percent luggage, 50 percent; flat goods, 35

percent) an acceleration of the phased reductions is simply

unacceptable at this time. Furthermore, to the extent

imports will be priced lower because of the reduction in

duties, domestically-produced goods competitive with imports

will also have to be priced lower. Thus, one can conclude

that the estimated loss in customs revenues of $2.6 million
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will be reflected in a comparable loss in revenues to

domestic leather products producers.

Our third reason for opposing S. 2680 is that the

leather-related products sector# and the nation as a whole,

face a trade deficit of such mammoth proportions that we

cannot imagine why the Administration would possibly want to

stimulate additional imports at this time. An irony of

S. 2680 is that it is in response partly to Japan that the

Administration is requesting it -- Japan# with which we have

a $22 billion trade deficit and which maintains quotas on

imports from the U.S. of leather products of our industries.

Imports of all leather-related products are increasing as

never before and currently have import penetration rates

ranging from 35 to 85 percent of our market, even at present

duty rates.

Last, but not least, with respect to the substantial

number of products of our industries which are classified as

textile products, (these leather-related industries produce

articles of leather, textiles, and plastics), we have an

additional and compelling concern, and that is the effect of

S. 2680 in relation to the provision in Section 504 of the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Snapback of Textile Tariff

Reductions. The snapback, in effect, provides some

insurance for the import sensitive fiber/textile/apparel

product sector if it should lose its protection under the

Multifiber Arrangement, the international agreement on trade

in textiles and apparel. Section 504 of the Trade

Agreements Act of 1979 states:
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1I1f the Arrangement (Multifiber
Arrangement) or a substitute arrangement,
including unilateral import restrictions
or bilateral agreements, determined by
the President to be suitable, ceases to
be in effect with respect to the United
States before the total reduction in the
rate of duty for such (textile and
apparel] item.., has become effective,
then the President shall proclaim the
rate of duty in rate column numbered 1
for such item existing on January 1,
1975, to be the rate of duty effective...
(Emphasis added)

The M*A will expire at the end of July 1986 unless

renewed. As the current staged rate reduction scheme

exists, if the MFA is not extended, the fiber/textile/

apparel complex will at least be protected by this provision

which snaps back to the January 1, 1975 rate, the rates of

duties on textiles and apparel. In effect, if S. 2680 is

enacted the U.S. Government would be giving up considerable

leverage to secure renewal of the Multifiber Arrangement (or

a substitute arrangement) because the MFA is set to expire

July 31, 1986, after the accelerated staged reduction (for

most articles) called for in S. 2680 will be completed.

In conclusion, the MTN staged reductions were scheduled

to be phased in over an 8-year period for most articles.

This schedule was carefully worked out with U.S. industries,

with labor and with Congress. For many industries this has

been a painful adjustment process. We see absolutely no

reason why this process should be accelerated. Indeed, it

will prove harmful to several of our industries and many

others. We urge the Subcommittee not to report S. 2680

favorably.

ý a -
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Table 1

TARIFF AND REVENUE IMPACT OF S. 2680 ON
CERTAIN WORK GLOVES, LUGGAGE, HANDBAG AND
PERSONAL LEATHER GOODS (FLAT GOODS) ITEMS

TSUS Item

Work Glovest

705.3510
705.3550

705.8300

705.8600

Luggage,
Handbags and
Flat Goods:

706.04
706.06
706.09
706.13
706.16

706.19
706.21

706.2930
706.2960

706.32
706.33
706.34

706.3640
706.3650
706.3680

706.4200
706.4300

706.4400
706.4500
706.4700

Total

1983
Imports
('000 1)

Cumulative
Reduction In
Tariff Rate*

(percentage points)

32,800

37,619

5,294

1,695
5,756

46,426
51,162
1,513

2,071

6,338

5,923

26,099

1,481

2,137
3,137

152

1.0

.4

6.6

.75
1.0

.35

.65
1.35

2.2

1.0

3.95

2.45

1.59F lb+
1.25 t

3.7
3.0
4.05

Foregone
Revenues,

Mid-1984-1986
...(1000 $)

328

151

349

13
58

162
333

20

46

63

234

639

27

79
94

6

2,602

* Assuming mid-year 1984 enactment of S. 2680.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce IM 146 and Economic
Consulting Services Inc.
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MID [akesi
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

3304 RIFLE RANGE ROAD
KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37918

July 19, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Counsel DeArment,

I am writing to strongly oppose Bill S.2680 calling for a reduction In tariffs
on man made fiber fish netting. Imports have taken 1/3rd of the U.S. market
and with tariff rates decreasing yearly we are Just hanging on. To slash the
tariffs in half with one swift action would also bring a swift end to our
industry.

Speaking for Mid-Lakes and other fish netting manufacturers of The United States
I ask that you oppose S.2680. Thank you.

C al Ily, &1

Dav •J. Sta fr

President

DJS/ss
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TAFT. STETTINIUS & HOLLISTER

.onerv TAFT. JR
RANOOLPH J. STAIN

VIRGINIA C 64OPRINS
JOAN W.N ROVALIC
ARTNHUR PRARLSTCON

SUITE 0oo
21 DUPONT CIRCLE, N..

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036

002aa-eemu49

CAOLE TArTHOL

July 20, 1984

CINCINNATI OFlICE
FIRST NATIONAL lANK CENTER

FOUNTAIN SQUARE
CINCINNATI. OHIO 46s0a

alia- al 1-030
COLUNUII OFFICE

SUIlt 1000 - 33 NORTH HIGH STREET
COL UM@NUS. OHIO 438l9

014ai-as1-as1

Hr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office

Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: 8.2680

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Enclosed please find the original and five copies of the
statement of Wald Manufacturing Company, Inc. in opposition to
S. 2680. Please feel free to contact me if more information is
needed or desired.

Sincerely yours,

VirsinilE. Hopkins

VEH:pz
Enclosures

cc: Senator Walter D. Huddleston
Senator Wendell H. Ford
Congressman Carl D. Perkins

BY MESSENGER
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Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

STATEMENT OF
WALD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

IN OPPOSITION TO
S. 2680

July 20, 1984

Carlton P. Pawsat
President
Wald Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Maysville, Kentucky 41056

OF COUNSEL:

Virginia E. Hopkins
Taft, Stettinius &

Hollister
Suite 600
21 Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 223-6851
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INTRODUCTION

Wald Manufacturing Company, Inc., manufactures

bicycle parts in Mlaysville, Kentucky. We have been in

business since 1905 and in Maysville since 1924. We are a

small business in a rural community. Our operations,

equipment, and plant facilities are modern. Because our

only business is bicycle parts, our company's survival and

our employees' jobs are solely dependent on the survival of

the domestic bicycle parts industry. Our company's survival

is directly threatened by S. 2680

INCREASED IMPORTATION OF BICYCLE PARTS

In the past decade, the bicycle parts industry has

been seriously eroded. A combination of increased importation

of bicycle parts and the strong dollar overseas have depressed

our industry and our company. Imports have increased

particularly rapidly in the past two years. In 1983, imports

of bicycle parts competitive with those tihich Wald manufactures

increased 52 percent over 1982 levels. During the first

five months of 1984, imports of such parts increased an

additional 33 percent over the same period of 1983. Taiwan,

in particular, has been flooding the U.S. market with low

priced bicycle parts. Imports of Taiwanese parts of the

type we manufacture increased 95 percent in 1983 alone; for

the first five months of 1984 such Taiwanese imports are up

an additional 58 percent. Wald's employment has, as a

result, dropped from 411 employees working overtime in 1973-

74 to 216 today, most of whom are working a 4-day work week.
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S. 2680 BREAKS FAITH WITH A4ERICAN MANUFACTURERS

Like other businesses, our company has carefully

considered the impact of the published staged reductions in

tariff levels in our planning and decisions. Thus, despite

severe import penetration, we have continued to make signifi-

cant capital investments in order to improve our competitiveness

and quality. S. 2680, if passed, will authorize the President

of the United States to remove one year of those staged

reductions. The practical result would be that our company

may, without any warning, be confronted with a percentage

tariff reduction more than twice as large as the published

reductior:s on which all our plans were based.

THE UNITED STATES NEEDS ITS MANUFACTURERS

Our company has observed with alarm the increasing

tide of imports over the past ten years in a variety of

basic manufacturing industries. Many bicycle and bicycle

parts manufacturers have not been able to survive this

onslaught. They have gone out of business or become bicycle

importers and/or assemblers of imported parts. In fact,

today over 42 percent (by dollar value) of the parts which

comprise a bicycle must be purchased abroad for there no

longer is any U.S. manufacturer of those parts. Then

International Trade Commission Chairman Alfred Eckes last

August characterized the import problem as "chronic." As

stated by Mr. Eckes, "[our country is] exporting more and

more primary products and importing more and more manufactured

goods. This, incidentally, is the traditional definition of

a less-developed country."

41-173 0 - 85 - 17
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Why, at a time of historically high trade deficits,

should our elected representatives authorize drastic further

reductions in already declining tariffs? Such reductions

are guaranteed to stimulate yet more imports and further

increase the trade deficit, all at the cost of U.S. jobs.

Many basic manufacturing companies such as ours cannot

withstand the blows of further market penetration by imports.

Once we are out of business, we are gone forever.

Is Congress concerned about the loss of companies

such as ours? Does anyone in a position of power have the

foresight to see that our nation's economic and military

strength is directly tied to the survival of basic manufac-

turing industries? In World War II, our company was converted

to defense production only. We received many Army-Navy E

awards for our excellence. We were proud to serve our

country then and we will do so in the future if we are

needed. But we cannot serve unless we are allowed to survive.

CONCLUSION

On behalf of our company and our employees, we

urge this Subcommittee to pass over S. 2680 and urge that it

not be reported out for consideration by the Senate.
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AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION MURRAY N. FINLEY JACOB SHEINKMAN

President Se¢turuy.Treasuter

SCOTT HOYMAN
Executive Vice President

AFL-CIO, CLC
815 SIXTEENTH ST.. N.W. * WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
(202) 628-0214

ELIZABETH M. SMITH, Director

Legislative and Political Education Department

July 27, 1984

Honorable Robert Dole, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
141 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

Enclosed is the statement of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union explaining our position on three of the miscellaneous tariff bills referenced
on Press Release #84-154, issued by the Subcommittee on International Trade. I
understand that the Finance Committee will consider these bills on July 31.

The ACTWU strongly opposes S. 2680, which wculd accelerate the MTN tariff
cuts. Our organization supported the MTN. We did so based on the commitment
that the tariff cuts would be phased in over a specified period of years. By requesting
authority to accelerate the scheduled cuts, the U.S. Government is breaking faith
with those who were a part of the process which brought about a successful
conclusion to these negotiations. At a time when workers and the industry are
reeling from an incredible surge in textile and apparel imports, it is inconceivable
that the Government would take action to stimulate more imports.

We support enactment of S. 2839, which closes a tariff loophole which allows
garments classified as apparel "sets" to enter the U.S. at a lower rate than on
mom;t individual garments.

In addition, the ACTWU strongly supports passage of S. 2712, which would
temporarily increase the duties on necktie imports. Necktie imports increased
by 250 percent from 1980 to 1983. The first five months of 1984 saw imports
of ties increase 133 percent over the same period In 1983. Many workers in this
industry recently took cuts in wages and benefits to help the industry modernize
and adjust to the imports situation. This bill would give the industry some time
to make itself more competitive.

Our position is outlined more fully in the attached statement. We sincerely
appreciate your consideration of our views on these bills.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth M. Smith
Legislative and Political Director

EMS:pb
Enclosure

"i,
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Statement of

Gerald Andersen, Executive Director

NECKWEAR ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

In Support of

S. 2712

A Bill to Return the Ad Valorem and
Specific Duties on Necktie Imports to the Levels

In Effect as of January 1, 1981, for a Period
Of 5 Years

Before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Of the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

July 20, 1984
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STATEMENT OF THE
NECKWEAR ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

IN SUPPORT OF S. 2712

July 20, 1984

The Neckwear Association of America is the trade asso-

ciation for domestic manufacturers of neckwear. The

Neckwear Association is located in New York City where a

great deal of our industry is based. However, substantial

neckwear production also occurs in many areas across the

country including such states as California, New Jersey,

Missouri, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas, Michigan,

Massachusetts and Louisiana.

The member firms of the Neckwear Association strongly

support legislation introduced by Senator Bennett Johnston

(D-LA), S. 2712, which would return the ad valorem and spe-

cific duties on necktie imports to the levels in effect as

of January 1, 1981, for a temporary period of five years.

Our industry strongly supports enactment of this tem-

porary legislation because of the astounding increase in

imports that this industry has seen in recent years.

Between 1980 and 1983 alone, imports of neckties increased

from 268,331 dozen to 948,025 dozen, an increase of more

than 250 percent in just three years. In dollar terms,

imports more than doubled from $12.4 million in 1980 to

$27.2 million in 1983. Even thase massive increases in

imports, however, pale beside this year's import growth. In

the first five months of 1984, imports of neckties were 133

percent greater than in the first five months of 1983. The
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677,000 dozen neckties imported in January-May 1984

exceeded by a substantial margin imports in calendar 1980,

1981 and 1982# and were already 71 percent of the import

level in all of 1983. (See Table 1.)

This tremendous growth in imports has caused a substan-

tial loss in the market share held by U.S. producers. The

ratio of imports to domestic shipments rose steadily and

rapidly from an estimated 4.3 percent in 1980 to 14.6 per-

cent in 1983. (See Table 2.) As a percent of the U.S.

market, imports grew from an estimated 4.2 percent in 1980

to 13.0 percent in 1983. (See Table 3.) With the massive

growth in imports thus far in 1984, we project the market

penetration figures to jump to about 23 percent in 1984.

Imports will capture most of the projected growth in the

U.S. market this year.

A large portion of this import growth has come about at

a time when staged tariff reductions on neckties are being

implemented as a result of the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations (Tokyo Round) tariff cuts. When implemented,

these cuts will range from a 20 percent reduction in some

necktie categories to more than a 50 percent reduction in

the former duty rate in other necktie categories.

Every necktie category, from silk to man-made fiber, has

experienced a rise in imports and the industry expects this

situation to worsen as necktie duties continue to phase down

as the staged duty reductions are implemented through T-7.
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Our industry is not a capital intensive one. Our manu-

facturing process, like other apparel products, is labor

intensive. Production start-up costs are minimal. Foreign

producers can move swiftly into our market and rapidly

increase exports of neckties to the United States in a very

short period of time. The duty cuts on neckties scheduled

to occur through 1987 will provide an added inducement to

such imports and, in general, will result in increased

imports from all sources, leading to the further erosion of

our domestic market.

Because imports have surged so rapidly, it has been

suggested to our Association that we consider filing a sec-

tion 201 petition which would address the issue of whether

imports are being imported in such increased quantities as

to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or the threat

thereof to out industry. If such a case were brought and

the International Trade Commission (ITC) found that the

industry was injured or threatened with injury, and if the

President agreed to provide import relief, then presumably

the industry would be granted a limited period of import

relief to adjust to new conditions in the market. We have

considered filing a Section 201 petition, but we are very

reluctant to pursue this route for two important reasons.

First, during the eight months between the time we would

file such a case and a final decision were to be reached,
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imports even at current rates, would be swamping our market.

It simply takes too long to get needed action in the face of

rapidly increasing imports. Second, the ITC's 5-0 negative

injury finding in the nonrubber footwear case has us con-

cerned about what results would be reached in the case of

neckwear. If the nonrubber footwear industry, with its

import sensitivity and the tremendous growth in shoe imports

was not found to be seriously injured, we are not confident

that the neckwear industry would fare any differently.

The neckwear industry is not a large industry. It is an

industry composed mostly of many small establishments which

generally employ fewer than 20 workers. The industry is a

source of employment for people who have difficulty finding

alternative employment because they lack education, skills

or mobility. The industry provides work for women and

minorities, and it provides entry level jobs for those who

are new to the workforce. If imports continue to rise at

current rates, jobs in our industry for such people will no

longer exist.

Because of the unprecedented increase in necktie imports

which we could not have anticipated during the MTN nego-

tiations when necktie duties were severely cut, we are

asking Congress to return these duties to what they were in

1981 for a period of five years while the industry has time

to adjust. The import situation, if not temporarily cooled,
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will overwhelm domestic necktie producers. Stabilizing the

duties on necktie imports for a brief period as provided in

S. 2712 would help calm the waters in our industry.

The Neckwear Association urges the Subcommittee on

International Trade to approve Senator Johnston's bill, S.

2712 as quickly as possible. We believe it is a reasonable

approach to deal with a growing problem of alarming propor-

tions to our industry.
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Table 2

THE RATIO OF U.S. IMPORTS TO U.S. SHIPMENTS
OF NECKTIES (IN TERMS OF DOZENS), 1980-1984

(percent)

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984 (P)

4.3

6.3

9.9

14.6

29.6

P -- Projected.

Source: See Table 3.-
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Table 3

THE U.S. MARKET FOR NECKTIES, 1980-1984

(in thousand dozen)

Domestic I/
Shipments- Imports

6,200

5,900

5,700

6,500

268

373

562

Apparent
Domestic

Exports Consumption

90 6,378

121 6,152

171 6,091

948 155 7,293

7,475 2,211 203 9,483

Imports as
a Percent

of Apparent
Domestic

Consumption

4.2

6.1

9.2

13.0

23.3

P -- Projected. Import and export projections are based on January-May
data. Domestic shipments are projected to increase by 15 percent
in 1984 over 1983 levels.

1/ Estimated by the Neckwear Association of America, Inc., based on a
survey of its members.

Source: Neckwear Association of America, Inc. and U.S. Department of
Commerce data.

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984 (P)
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RETAIL NDUSTRYTRADE ACTON COALrlON
July 20, 1984

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman# Subcommittee on

International Trade
United States Senate
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Danforth:

I write to you on behalf of the Retail Industry Trade
Action Coalition (RITAC) in opposition to the passage of two
bills now before your committee. S. 2712 is a bill to return
the ad valorem and specific duties on necktie imports to the
levels in effect as of January 1, 1981, for a period of five
years. S. 2839 would amend the Tariff Schedules of the
United States regarding the classification of certain articles
of wearing apparel.

RITAC consists of the chief executive officers of 20 retail
firms and eight national retail associations which together
represent two million establishments, most of them small busi-
nesses, over 16 million employees or 15% of the American work-
force and sales of more than $1 trillion, equivalent to nearly
1/3 of the gross national product.

Our members are concerned about the impact that the proposed
legislation would have on consumer prices and the disruptive
effect which such protectionist measures have on U.S. trade
policy.

We would like to present our views to your committee either
by testimony and written submission or both once we have had
the opportunity to analyze fully the impact which the legis-
lation would have on the marketplace and ask that your committee
give us the opportunity to do so once our analysis is complete.

We would also like to be informed of the rationale for
the bills which would justify the adoption of protectionist
legislation in the areas they affect.

Please call upon us if you consider that there is any
particular information which we might be able to supply to you
and your members concerning S. 2712 and S. 2839.

Sincerely,

J. Robert Brouse
Managing Director

International Square, Suite 400 0 1825 Eye Street, N.W. 0 Washington, D.C. 20006
(202)429-2015

Telex 440557 BRCORP
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$ ROGERS

Rogers Corporation One Technology Drive Rogers, Connecticut 06263
203 774-9605

July 16, 1984

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman of the Sub-Committee

on International Trade
Senator Dirkson Building, Room 219
Washington, DC 20515 0031

Dear Senator Danforth:

This letter is written to explain the negative impact on both our
business and the national economy that would result if the duty
on uncompounded allyl resins were to be reinstated.

Rogers Corporation has been making diallyl phthalate (DAP)
engineering plastics for a variety of electronics and electrical
applications for over twenty years. A major ingredient in the
molding material formula is DAP prepolymer which we had been
purchasing from both FMC Corporation and Osaka Soda Company
(Japan). In early 1980 FMC Corporation elected to discontinue
production of the DAP prepolymer leaving Osaka Soda Company the
sole producer in the world. Our attempts to encourage likely
domestic sources to manufacture the prepolymer have been
unsuccessful to date.

Our annual purchases of the imported diallyl phthalate resins
continue to be in the one million pound range and should continue
at that level for many years to come.

If Rogers Corporation were obligated to pay the duty as specified
on Page 308, TSUS (Tariff Schedule of the U.S.), July 1, 1980
annotated, schedule 4, "Chemicals and related products," Part 1,
"Benzendid Chemcials and Products," Item 408.96, "Allyl Resin
(Diallyl Phthalate)," the amount would be over $110,000.00 each
year.

The duty, if reinstated, would have to be passed on to our
customers, many of whom supply electronics parts/assemblies to
DOD prime contractors, thus adding to the cost of military gear
and ultimately, to the tax payer. The existence of the duty
would tend to be inflationary.
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It is for the above reasons that I ask that the temporary
suspension of duty on uncompounded allyl resins be continued.
Please write or call if there are questions I can answer that
will aide in preparation for the forthcoming legislation
hearings.

Sincerely,

Carl R. Welshman, CPZ
Corporate Manager
Materials Purchasing
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POSITION STATEMENT

ON BEHALF OF

MOBAY CHEMICAL CORPORATION

CONCERNING SENATE BILL 2787

July 18, 1984

Mobay Chemical Corporation is a diversified manufacturer of chemical

intermediates and polymeric resins. The company was formed in 1954 to

introduce to American markets the then-new branch of chemical science

known as polyurethanes and since that time has branched into broad new

areas of agricultural chemicals, dyestuffs, pigments, plastics and

coatings, industrial chemicals and textile fibers.

With annual net sales approaching $1.5 billion, Mobay currently ranks

among the top 50 chemical producers in the United States.

The Mobay organization employs approximately 6000 people and has total

fixed capital assets of nearly $690 million with major investments in

seven states. Our basic structure is comprised of seven operating

divisions: Agricultural Chemicals Division, Polyurethane Division,

Plastics and Coatings Division, Inorganic Chemicals Division, Organic and

Rubber Chemicals Division, Dyes and Pigments Division and Fibers Division.
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Through a multitude of customer companies, the thousands of t4obay products

are converted into end-use applications serving many different industries.

Some of these include automotive, appliance, construction, health care,

textile, farming, home furnishings, electrical/electronics and recreational/

sporting goods industries.

Senate Bill 2787. introduced by Senator John Heinz on June 21. 1984, seeks

legislation that would suspend for three years the duty on o-benzyl-p-

chlorophenol. Mobay presently imports this chemical compound from its

parent company in Germany and markets the product in the United States

through its Organic and Rubber Chemicals Division under the tradename

Preventol BP.

o-Benzyl-p-chlorophenol is a biocide. It is commonly used as the active

ingredient in cleaning solutions and disinfectants and is the only known

biocide that effectively kills mycobacterium tuberculosis, the bacteria

causing TB. It is widely used in the health care industry, particularly

by hospitals, emergency treatment clinics and nursing homes, where control

of this particular bacteria is so important to the maintenance of a

hygienically clean environment.

At the present time, there are no known domestic producers of o-benzyl-p-

chlorophenol and Mobay is not aware of any U.S. companies considering to

manufacture. Up until 1975, there were four companies producing the

chemical throughout the world, viz., Monsanto Company and Reichold Chemical

41-171 0 - 85
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Company in the United States, Bayer AG in West Germany and British Tar

Ltd. in the United Kingdom. Reichold ceased manufacture in 1975 and

Monsanto discontinued production in 1983. To the best of Mobay's

knowledge, there were no quantities of this chemical exported to the

United States before 1983. When domestic availability ceased last year,

Nobay purchased the Reichold registration and began importing from Sayer.

Nobay has since learned that a second company, Nipa Laboratories,

registered the product and are Importing British Tar material.

o-Benzyl-p-chlorophenol is classified by the U.S. Customs Service under

Tariff Schedule of the United States number 408.1600 and as such, commands

an ad valorem tax of 12.20. With an estimated yearly import volume of 2

million pounds, this adds nearly $500,000 to the cost of the product.

This additional cost, in due course, is passed on to the customer and

ultimately to the one who benefits most by its use, the ill, physically

afflicted or elderly consumer in the form of higher health care costs.

Mobay urges passage of S-2787 because:

, with no producer of o-benzyl-p-chlorophenol in the United States,

justification for import duty no longer exists,

* with the government and the private sector striving to contain

and bold down health care costs, any potential source of saving

should not be overlooked or passed-over and

o-Benzyl-p-chlorophenol offers the only effective means of

controlling the bacteria causing tuberculosis making it

a vital need for the maintaining of a hygienically clean

health care environment.
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July 13, 1984

Honorable John Danforth
SR 497
Washington, D.C. 20501

Dear Senator Danforth:

We at Dakota Lay'd Eggs appreciate your interest in
the legislation introduced by Senator Dave Durenberger of
Minnesota (Bill #S-2809).

This is good legislation for a number of reasons:

1. It allows 500,000 cases of eggs (1.5M dozen) to
be exported to Canada yearly, under a 7 year contract
extendable to 10 years.

2. It alleviates the surplus egg situation
country-wide by almost a full week of our national
inventory of eggs.

3. It helps the balance of payments of our country
by $70,000,000.00 over a 10 year period.

4. By shorting the market place in the United
States, it alone will increase the egg prices to the egg
producer (4000 + of whom went out of business due to
oversupply since 1979).

5. It does provide for a reduced tariff on a portion
of the egg yolks returned to this country, primarily as
frozen yolks (less than 1% of the current sales).

6. These eggs are to be shipped to Canada under a
special category as breaking stock only, and will in no
way upset established trade into Canada as table grade
eggs. Supplemental permits have already been issued and
will have no affect on existing permits for table egg
imports from the U.S.

7. The opposition to this bill comes chiefly from
further processors, and not from Mr. Average Producer.

8. We have producer names and telephone numbers
totaling nearly 2 million layers, who, when informed
about the bill, are strongly in favor.

p DEVILS LAKE, ND 58301 PHONE (701) 662-2151P 0 BOX 860
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Honorable John Danforth
7/13/84 - page 2

9. All of the egg whites, the enzyme lysosyme, and
most of the egg yolks are already sold on a 10 year
contract between the Canadian firm and a firm in Japan.

10. The reduced tariff has been requested because
the eggs are produced in the U.S., and in order to make
the small amount of product returned more competitive in
the U.S. market. The Canadians will then not be
penalized for buying U.S. eggs and at the same time will
be paying a tariff on the value added portion of the
product.

11. Should the bill fail to pass, the contract will
be fulfilled with subsidized Israeli or EEC eggs. How
much better to have the eggs produced in our country.

12. Customs officials have assured us this product
can be readily traced because of all the accompanying
paper work.

Senator Danforth, we hope you will see the wisdom
and economic benefits of this bill for all the people of
this fine country.

Thank you, again, for your interest, and I stand
ready to answer any further questions you may have.

We humbly ask your support for this bill (S-2809) on
behalf of the thousands of egg producers throughout this
country.

Sincerely,

D.E. Palmer, Owner
DAKOTA LAY'D EGGS

DE/br
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I OF A6RICu/lrO

AMERICIt)N * FARM BUREAU*
FURMU / the nation's largest general farm organization

F •D E R ATI O N

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
REGARDING A BILL TO DECREASE THE TARIFF ON CERTAIN

CA!4ADIAN EGG YOLKS (S. 2809)

July 18, 1984

American Farm Bureau Federation
Washington Office - 600 Maryland Ave.. SW. Washington. DC 20024. Phone: (202) 484-2222
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE O1N INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
REGARDING A BILL TO DECREASE THE TARIFF ON CERTAIN

CANADIAN EGG YOLKS (S. 2809)

July 18, 1984

The American Farm Bureau Federation, the nation's
largest general farm organization with over three million
member families, is concerned about S.2809 and H.R. 4647,
which would lower the tariff on certain Canadian egg yolks
entering the United States.

Although both bills seem intent on promoting exports of
U.S. eggs, this is not entirely true. The yolks from these
eggs could be dried and sent back into the United States at
a reduced rate, thus giving certain
individuals/organizations an advantage.

Current indications are the Food and Drug
Administration has been approached to approve lysozyme (the
product extracted from the whites of the eggs) in the United
States. If this approval is granted, Canada could hold an
advantage over U.S. producers because of the reduction in
the tariff.

Finally, the tariff reduction would give a trade
benefit to Canada that should be conferred as a result of
trade negotiations resulting in equivalent advantages to the
United States.

°|,
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HAGEDORN-CANDO, INC.FE E XPEDITOR

HONAS M HAGE0OEN PO Box 40,0o8 A Jr DAVIS HwT. CANDOo. N. D. soja4

AuLINOtON. VA 20200

July 19, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
497 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

I'm writing to offer my strong support in behalf of S. 2809 as introduced
by Senator Durenberger. This legislation wold lower the duty on dried egg
yolk front 270 to 5.5¢ per pound, and on liquid yolk from 5.5¢ to 2.2t per pound
if the product has been processed in a foreign cotmtry from an equivalent waunt
of eggs produced in the United "States and exported in the shell to that country.

Currently, the U.S. applies duties to all egg yolks imported regardless of
%Cere they were produced. This bill wuld eliminate the duty on the value of
the egg yolks uhich were bought from U.S. farmers and place a duty only on the
value added portion 4hich would reflect the manufacturing costs and profit
margins.

We believe that it is unfair to deny a potential market for our egg pro-
ducers because our government imposes a duty on what was produced in the U.S.
when that product is exported back into the U.S. Certainly, it is proper to tax
the value added share and that is what the bill does.

Generally, tariffs are placed on imports to protect the producers fruo
unfair competition and we believe it makes no sense to tax our own production.
At the same tims, the legislation protects the egg processors frum unfair
competition by taxing the value added to the product.

Passing this legislation will enable U.S. egg producers to export 500,000 -
1,000,000 cases of eggs to Canada for the next seven years in order to met
processing requixmments. These exports are in addition to the current quota on
table eggs. At a mniniun, 60 percent of all eggs exported will be processed
and exported to Japan under a contract held by Export Packers Co., LID of
Bramalea, Ontario, Canada.
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The Honorable John Danforth
Page 7%,o
July 19, 1984

This duty reduction will make our production competitive with that which
can be acquired front countries which subsidize their agriculture production,
such as those of the UX, Israel, Holland, and others. It makes far more sense
to make this change than to have production from those subsidized countries
being dLtd onto our markets.

While there are processors who are orchestrating opposition to this legis-
lation because they are opposed to competition in our free enterprise system,
this legislation is beneficial to U.S. producers and the American farm economy
for many reasons, i.e.:

- It reduces the balance of trade deficit with Canada and
Japan.

- The production of the volume of eggs will oonsmpw $40-80
million of feedgrains and soybean meal.

-- It will provide employment and job assurance for 50-100
people for seven years.

- It assures on a long-term basis that our exports will be
stable and reliable.

This sensible change in duties will assure us of long-term markets and
spare us the possibility of foreign imports being dumped on an already surplus
market of egg production.

I hope this adequately explains the proposed legislation and that you will
be able to lend your support. If you have any questions, please let me know.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

1¶094S M. H!GDO6

IM/kh
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MONARK EGG CORPORATION

July 20, 1984

Senator Robert Dole
Senate Hart Bldg., Rm. 141
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

We strongly oppose lumping together with other bills, the
companion bill introduced by Senator Durenberger on June
29, S2809, as the Senate part of the Frenzel bill HR4647.
This bill provides, among other things, for lowering the
duty on dried egg yolk manufactured in Canada and exported
to the United States. The bill, aimed at helping one egg
producer who has struck an agreement with a Canadian firm,
is not in the best interest of our industry. Shell eggs
will be shipped to Canada to be broken by the Canadian
firm, they in turn will extract lysozyme from the liquid
white which is not yet allowed in this country, dry these
whites and sell at reduced price to Japan and other countries.
Liquid yolk will be dried and returned to this country at
the reduced duty. We are oversupplied now with yolk and
there is also excess drying capacity in the United States.
In addition, American firms will cease to be competitive
on the sale of dried egg white to Japan due to such an
arrangement.

For your information, we are enclosing a press release that
may explain our concern in more detail. We hope you will
be able to study this bill in depth and not allow it to be
tacked on to another bill. Thank you for your consideration.

Yours very truly,

MONARK EGG CORPORATION

President Corporate Development

MEK/jac

Enclosure

6I EAST THIRD STREET 0 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64106 * (816) 421-1970 & TELEX 434651
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national grange
ftlft N. Fce,dsls. Lsg~satuve Orector

July 1-, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman, International Trade
Subcommittee
Committee on Finance
219- Dirksen Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Grange's attention has been called to a tariff bill now pending
before your Trade Subcommittee that we feel is not in the best interest of
the U.S. poultry industry or our trade relations with Canada.

The bill, is S. 2809, and it would apply a reduced rate of duty to certain dried
egg yolk processed from eggs produced in the United States and exported to
Canada for use in the manufacture of lysozyme. In effect, the bill would reduce
the tariff on such dried egg yolks from 27# per lb. to 5 5* per lb. Specifically,
it would amend subpart E of part 4 of Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C
1202) by striking out items 119.65 and 119.70 and insert the new tariff rates as
Hsted above.

The Canadian government operates a price support program for Canadian poul-
try producers through an Egg Marketing Board which is the marketing agency
for all table eggs produced in Canada. Because of their domestic marketing pro-
gram, the Canadian government maintains strict controls over the quantity of
table eggs imported into Canada from the United States. U.S. eggs enter Canada
under a quota system which is set by the marketing agency. In addition to the
quota, an importing license granted by the Canadian government, is required be-
fore a U.S. firm can export table eggs into Canada. The Government of Canada
(GOC) recently changed the quota scheduling for imports of table eggs. Although
the U.S. quota allocation was not reduced, additonal U.S. exports under supple-
mental licenses are expected to decline.

The eggs would have to be shipped under the present U.S. quota allocation and
would require a rnew license being granted by the GOC. If a new license was
granted the U.S. quota allocation would have to be increased by the GOC, other-
wise the new license holder would be displacing the table eggs being exported to
Canada by another U.S. license holder. Therefore, reducing the duty on egg
yolks processed from eggs produced in the United States when they are exported
back into the United States will not necessarily ensure increased export of U.S.
table eggs to Canada.

Instead of increasing exports of table eggs to Canada, such an arrangement would
disrupt present commercial trade patterns and present increased competition to
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* Senator John Danforth
July 11, 1984
Page Two

the U.S. egg cracking Industry--- competition of questionable fairness because
of the lower tariff proposed in S. 2809.

The trade-off of the possible increase in egg exports to Canada for increased
dried egg yolk imports from anada at a greatly reduced tariff rate Is highly
questionable. Especially in light of the fact that the U.S. government does not
have the assurance of the GOC that such shipments will be above the present alloc-
ation quota.

We also question the exporting of table eggs to Canada for processing when U.S.
taxpayers are helping to finance a huge egg processing plant at Devils Lake,
North Dakota. Dakota Crackin, Inc. will have the capacity to break two million
eggs per day and process and package 20 million pounds of dehydrated egg prod-
ucts each year. The financing of the plant is complex--- involving both private
and public funds. Approximately $7 million dollars will be required. Of that
amount, $2 million will be supplied by a grant to the city of Devils Lake from the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. The package Is expected to in-
clude a $5.28 million loan guarantee from the Farmers Home Administration. The
lowering of the tariff will place the dried egg yolks from Canada in competition with
a plant subsidized by the American taxpayer as well as other privately owned and
operated egg processing plants.

It has been brought to our attention by other private egg processing plants in the
upper midwest that the owners of Dakota Crackin, Inc. also own Cando Egg, a
160,000 egg-laying facility west of Cando, North Dakota. Such an interlocking own-
ership could lead to the following scenario: Table eggs are produced in the U.S.
by Cando Egg under a contract with the Canadian egg processor. The eggs are
shipped to Canada for breaking and extraction of the egg whites to be used in the
production of lysozyme, the dried egg yolks are exported back to Dakota Crackin,
Inc. uder the reduced tariff rate of 5.54 per lb. for further processing and pack-
aging. This will permit Dakota Crackin, Inc. to undersell dried egg yolks pro-
cessed by other privately owned egg processing plants located in the upper mid-
west. Dakota Crackin will be able to do this because of the reduced tariff, rate
which in effect, is a subsidy to Dakota Crackin, Inc. This private tariff bill which
laundries eggs Into Canada should be defeated.

The major concern of the Grange is that such arrangements as Cando Egg and
Dakota Crackin will permit a subsidized expansion of the egg-laying operation of
Cando Egg at the expenses of independent table egg producers. Cando Egg has
stated that the meaningful Impact of the development of Dakota Crackin will be a
possible expansion of 250,000 more hens in three new barns at Cando before the
end of 1984. The lower tariff would assist in making this possible. Independent
producers would not benefit from such a possible agreement.

At the present time, U.S. agricultural Interests, Congress and the Administration,
are in the process of finding ways to export more value-added agricultural pro-
ducts. Exporting table eggs to Canada for processing does not assist this effort.
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Senator John Danforth
July 11, 1984
Page 3

Would it not be more economical to process the eggs in our own plants and supply
Canada with the value-added egg components they need for the manufacture of ly-
sozyme? It would be better for our own poultry industry and our national in-
terest in that shipping manufactured value-added products to Canada and else-
where abroad, Increases employment and contributes more towards our balance of
payments than exporting raw commodities.

v/e urge that the Subcommittee on International Trade vote against reporting
S. 2809 to the full Committee on Finance.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Frederick
Legislative Director

RMF :Ikn

cc: Members of the Senate
Finance Committee
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3701 KAULOOSA AVENUE P.O. BOX i7o0 234S-305$
TUSCALOOSA. ALANAMA 350

July 17, 1994

Mr. Roderick Dearnent
Room S-D-219
Dirkson Office Building
U S Senate
Washington D C

Dear Mr. Dearnent:

The purpose of this letter is to register the support from
Peco Foods for S-2809. Peco Foods is a major integrated
poultry producer located in Tuscaloosa Alabama employing
approximately 550 people. In our opinion the bill will greatly
benefit the egg producer in the United States by facilitating
the export of American shell eggs. As you are aware the export
of all American poultry products, including shell eggs, has
been in steep decline in recent years.

S-2609 provides for a reduction in the rate of import duty on
dried egg yolk powder processed from shell eggs that have been
produced in the United States and exported to Canada. The bill
is fair both to the American tax payer and the American egg
processor because the duty reduction applies only to egg yolk
powder, less than 50% of the egg, and only on eggs of U. S.
origin. The U. S. egg processor will continue to enjoy tariff
protection on that part of the egg powder to which he has added
value.

If S-2609 passes, one of the egg processors in Canada that will
be importing U. S. eggs and thereby utilizing its tariff reduction
provisions is a major customer of Peco Foods. For many years
now they have imported 12 million pounds per year of poultry
from our plantU for Canadian domestic use on a 52 week per year
basis. Theirýcontinuing business has assisted in the price
stabilization of the U. S. Poultry Industry. In our opinion,
the passage of S-2609 will result in similar long term benefits
for the egg production sector of our industry.

PECO BRAND U.S.D.A. INSPECTED POULTRY
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July 25, 1984

Mr. Rod DeArment
Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Rod:

I appreciate very much your taking time to talk with me
yesterday regarding B. 2809t legislation introduced by Senator
Durenberger to reduce the duty on certain dried egg yolks. I
know Senator Dole will be concerned about this legislation when
he learns that the domestic producer sector of the industry
strongly opposes it.

While this bill has been sold as increasing U.S. exports
of eggs to Canada, this is false and misleading. At the present
time there is a quota on the U.S. eggs shipped to Canada and
there is nothing in writing from the Canadian Government
indicating they will allow an increase in U.S. egg exports to
Canada. So, the net effect is merely to allow egg yolks to come
into the United States at a reduced duty. The entire egg indus-
try feels strongly that this would depress the price producers
receive for their eggs and would be detrimental to the entire
producer-processor industry.

SEnclosed are two articles from the publication "FEED-
STUFFS" which further describes this issue, as well as a copy of
the letter which Al Pope# President of UEP, recently sent to
Chairman Dole.
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SCOTU HARRISON 8 McLEOD

mr. Rod DeArment
July 25, 1984
Page -2-

We are concerned that an attempt will be made to add this
legislation to H.R. 3398 or to include it in additional tariff
and trade legislation as noncontroversial.

We are hopeful that these efforts will be opposed and
that if this legislation is considered it will be given a
hearing so that any questions can be resolved prior to action by
the full Senate. Your attention to this matter is greatly
appreciated and again thank you for talking with me regarding
this bill.

With kindest regards.

Sincerely#

ik MLeod

MRM:jb
Enclosures
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S- FEEDSTUFPS. aly 9, WU

Bill to lower tariff on yolks from U.S. shell
eggs returning from Canada attacked by UEP

ByJON . SCHEM

WASHINGTON - Desplse objec-
tiom by Unthed Egg Pmducers. a
bill that would lower the tariffs on
saen egg p uc coming back aros
the boa d from Canada aftr the U.S.
shell eggs bed been broken to produce
a special product contnue to abke
progress in Congress a a version has
now been introduced in the Senate.

UEP sad the bill would dampe eqg
markets across he country, and the
only reuon for the measure is "friend-
ship and favors" aimed at helping
just one egg producer. Proponents
said, though. the bill is merely a pi-
vae sector attempt to expand exports.
It would result int at least half a million
cues ofegga leaving the U.S. yearly.

A U.S. firm. Egg Producers.
Devil's Lake. N.D.. has struck an
agreement with a Canadian firm. Ex-
pots Packers. Lad., based in Winai-

sto supply Exports Packers with at
cae000 am of eggs each yeaw

for the next sev years. There Is an
option to rnew the comtct for an-
other thn years after that, and ther
Is a possibility oht shipments would
increase o a million cass a year.

Exporters would se th eggs to es-
tract lysoxyme. a antibiotic dmg that
bha possibilities for treating such
things as the common cold, as well a
many other hum disease. (The drut
he not been approved by th Pood &
Drug Administration, so ao U.S.
fims can manalctr it. even for es-
Pont.)

The procea forextractingyo"Mymu
is patm d bys Itala firm, smurcem
said. While the patent is due to expire
net yesr, for the th i ng Export

Pckr will have a North Americtan
nmopoly on the process.

7b Sg the beat financial package
MSOW. Exporter Packers went to the

r. Cando. the raw material
- eggs - because de U.S. prod-
an is consistently less expensive tha
th eggs sold by the Canadian Egg
Marketing Agency (CEMA).

According to Dennis Palmer. the
owner of Cando. Export Packers has

d obtained permisaio from Ue
Camndiangovar 0toe memally o
around dt CEMA and buy U.S. eggs.
That, in Itself, is que a coup, be
added.

eM. to make the rest of the package
li topeet , Expon Packers must r-
ang ht markets so dat it can dispose

of the whites and yolks at a fak Pike.
llat's hbere the leti come in.

in Januar. Rp. Bill Frdal (R..
Minn.) introduced a short bill that
would drop do tariff on the yolks
being returned to the U.S. from 27
cmaslb. to 5.5 cents. The bill speci-
fleas th the yolk mat be from U.S.
shell eggs which were used to exact
_1!9X_5...

UEP begin beat li hill wham it
was introduced. bu has net as yet had
any suP a in gettiap it defesad. In
fact, the companion bill was just into-
duced in the Seae on June 29 by Sen.
DavidDurenberger(R.. Minn.).

According to Tom Hagedorn. a
former U.S. congressmen from Min-
nesmo and the consultant working with
Cando. the 5.5 cents left for a tariff
would represent the value added to the
product by the Canadian processor.
The yolk ielf sould not face a ira-
port ta because it is a U.S. product.

Cathy Wmeren. UEPIS represent.
ative her, said her mociatio does
not object to the deal between Cando
and Ripoe Packers. he strongly op-
pose this tariff tweak.

On des race. she sald. the dal be-
tween Cando and Export Packers
would seem to help increase egg ex-
pots. ut, in truth. the arrangement
would me back and bun produce.
by ultimately reducing demand for
esp. McoCsme said.

One major UEP concern is that
C.ando h newvr shown proof dat the
Canadian govenrnew will allow the
imports. Palmer said his Canadian
coumerpaen he thnecessary Per-n
son. if dt tariff mducion is approved
iathe U.S.

(Canada closely controls imports
across its borer, according to Camp-
bell Smtn, widt Caneda's special tade
branch. &A, he added, thes are cas
whonCanada w issue suppementary
import permits If the importing firm
needs th help to be p competitive.
and if it would help avoid an egg shot-
agpinCaede.)

If the deal fall through, either now
or next year. than unneeded excess ca.
pecity would end up back on the U.S.
market or in export markets. Mc.
Charn usa.

Further, she said. the deal will dis-
place existing U.S. export sl. Cur.
ready. Jap buys 80% of the U.S.
egg whi expo. If Epor Proes-
sm gSM the triff mduction on egg
yolks to the U.S., then it will be able
easily Undercut U.S. exporters, prices
toiap)V. The loss of that market will
end up cout demand for eggs, thus
harming the U.S. producer. Export
Packers is already sccefully com-
peting for the U.S. market without this

-dded boost McCherm added.
Joining UBP in opposition Is the

U.S. Departmnt of Agriculture. Un.
dersecrary of Agricltvre Daniel
Amatuta sent a letter to the House
Ways & Means Committee, which
curretly ke the bill, saying tat the
talff reduction would sivesa compei-
tive adva•tage to•C

For one ding, he said, the Food &
Drug Admlaistration has been ap-
proached to approv lysoyme pro-
ductice in the U.S.. and If FDA does
approve it, Canada would automati-
cally bold a competitive advantage
ove U.S. producers because of the re-
ductia in the tariff.

Amts alo WsA "Tha wiff M.
ductina waad give a ftd benefit to
Canada tha would be "OF epprp-
ately confaed a a result of trade m-
gotloe rtult in equAkmt ad
va==ag for lbs U.." Also. it would
grass Canada preerental -u - a

direct violation of iolematloudn agfre-
ments.

Haedoen. Cando's c31ultuM. said
the opposition is "ridiculous.' The
Reagan Administration Is a monly is
favor of exports. but now is opnposn
a plan that would remove IO.000 ces
a week. he said.

Hagedom said the Administration
may be holding this up as a bargaining
chip on other trade disputes with Can-
ada. eo, he said, the U.S. should go
ahea and let this deal go through: "A
bird in dh hand is woth two In dte
busby$

Ifthe U.S. does not supply dt eggs.
other countries will, hb sid. ThW
whim will msll appear on the export
market, and the U.S will completely

lose out. he added.
Hagedom acknowledged that U.S.

processors may fear added -opeti-
tikn. bu thet' nm the case. if the deal
goes through, rather than flood the
market with whites and yolks. it will
move the whites of 5W0.000 case of

eggs from the market (the whites can-
not come beck in by law, he said), and
allow only some yolks back in. most
of which will be exported to other
countries, he said.

But if the bill is not passed sm, ei-
ther lser this month or early in Au-
gust. Export Packers will buy its eggs
from some other supplying country.
mos likely Israel. and U.S. producer
win complete lose out. *

41-171 0 - 85 -
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LIMP
United EMg Pioducrs Jul 25, 1904

The Honorable Bob Dole
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington# D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman

On behalf of the United Egg Producers I would like to
express our opposition to S. 2809, recently introduced by
Senator Durenberger at the request of Congressman Frentel. This
legislation would reduce the duty on certain dried egg yolks
processed from 0.8. produced eggs and exported into Canada for
use in manufacture of lysosyme.

The United Egg Producers is the only national organiza-
tion representing egg producers in Washington, D.C. and repre-
sents more than sixty percent of the volume of production in the
U.S.

Although this bill has been represented as being bene-
ficial to the U.S. egg industry and noncontroversial, it
actually is a special interest bill that benefits the Canadian
egg processors at the expense of the U.0. egg industry. We feel
that it would, in the long run, degrees the price producers
receive for their eggs. Attached is a copy of a more detailed
economic facts sheet on the impact this bill would have on the
U.S. egg producers.

Although the Administration and the nation's egg pro-
ducers and egg processors have strongl opposed this special
interest Iegislation we believe that toere will be an attempt t1add this leaislation to HoR, 3398& the Omnibus Tat I, Bill& when
it is considered on the Senate floor, We urge you to oppose

It is hard for us to understand how this bill can still
be receiving serious consideration, especially in light of all
the opposition. Briefly, the bill is

1. Opposed by the Administration;

Washigto Of "0
I=0 Themea Jefemo 9tL. NW., stlt 50 WashMngto, D.C. 2001•(20)33-
UEP Headquartirs
3951 Snapftngr Parway. Suits 550. Dacatur. Georga 30035 (404) 28-600
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July 25, 1984
Page -2-

2. Opposed by U.S. egg producers;

3. Opposed by the Chairman of the Dairy, Poultry and
Livestock Subcomittee of the House Agriculture
Committee, and

4. Opposed by the Minnesota Poultry Industry
Association (although the bill is sponsored by
Congressman Frensel of Minnesota).

In addition, S. 2809 and the companion House bill H.R.
4647 have not had the benefit of Congressional hearings in
either House.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further
with you and I hope you will oppose any attempts to add this as
an amendment to H.R. 3398.

With kindest regards#

Sincerely,

Albert E8 f

AEPsjb
Enclosure
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July 20, 1984

U1 ,tted Egg Producers

By Hand

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

On behalf of the United Egg Producers I would like to
express our opposition to S. 2809 introduced recently by Senator
Durenberger. This legislation would reduce the duty on certain
dried egg yolks and would be detrimental to the U.S. egg
industry.

The United Egg Producers is a federation of egg marketing
cooperatives with members in nearly every state in the US. We
are the only national organization representing strictly egg
producers in Washington, D.C. Our egg ýroducer members are both
large and small, and represent 60 percent of the volume of
production in the U.S. We know of no legitimate group of egg
producers who are in favor of this bill.

Although this bill has been represented as being
beneficial to the U.S. egg industry and non-controversial, we
feel that it would, in tha long run, depress the price producers
receive for their eggs. Ite oppose the bill for the following
reasons*

1. It has not been sought by U.S. egg producers or
processors. The bill has been sought by a Canadian
processor and the owner of an egg production
facility in the U.S. It amounts to a U.S. govern-
ment subsidy for a Canadian egg processor.

2. There is no assurance in writing that the Canadian
government will allow these additional eggs into
Canada over and above current quota. if they do
not, it will displace current exports, not increase
them or open up the Canadian market.

wasnon Office
1000 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W. Suits 600 Ws9ng0on. D.C. 2000Tl(25) 33343233

UEP HeadQuantie'
39S' Snapltngef Parkway. Suite 50. Decatur. Georgia 3003(404) 285-6700
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The Honorable Robert Dole
July 20, 1984
Page -2-

3. The USDA Is opposed to She bill. See their
attached letter for their concerns.

4. The bill has not had any hearing in either the
os ýoSenste. There has not been any oppor-

tunity to air all the problems with the bill, or to
have all parties opposed present their case. The
House Ways s Means Trade Subcommittee has character-
ized the bill as highly controversial and would not
include it in its package of non-controversial
trade measures.

S. The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Livestock,
Dairy and Poultry of the House Agriculture
Co•mittee has expressed his concern over the bill's
effects. Other Congressmen have also expressed
opposition. (Letters enclosed.)

6. The bill would directly injure U S. eqg breakers
and processors economically by displacing sales of
dried egg yolk domestically and dried white
internationally with product priced lower due to
this duty reduction and other economic advantages
already in place.

7. If U.S processors and breakers are harmed
economically the U.S. e Producer sut era as
well. A more detailed economic Impact paper is
enc osed and this point is discussed in depth.

We would be pleased to meet with you and other staff of
the Finance Committee to discuss our opposition and answer any
questions you might have. I have taken the liberty of enclosing
a sampling of letters written about the companion bill, H.R.
4647, in the House.

Silncelyo

Albert E. PV
President

AEP:jb
Enclosures
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UMP
USP July 20, 19$4

Uned Eg Producer

Py Hand

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
SD-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the United Egg Producers I would like to
express our opposition to S. 2809 introduced recently by Senator
Durenberger. This legislation would reduce.the duty on certain
driod egg yolks and would be detrimental to the U.S. egg
industry.

The United Egg Producert-is a-federation of egg marketing
cooperatives with members in nearly every state in the US. We
are the only national organization representing strictly egg
producers in Washington, D.C. Our egg producer members are both
large and small, and represent 60 percent of the volume of
production in the U.S. we know of no legitimate group of egg
producers who are in favor of this bill.

Although this bill has been represented as beingg
beneficial to the U.S. egg industry and non-controversial, we
feel that it would, in the long run, depress the price producers
receive for their eggs. lie oppose the bill for the following
reasons

1. It has not been sought by U.S. egg producers or
processors. The bill has been sought by a Canadian
processor and the owner of an egg production
facility in the U.S. It amounts to a U.S. govern-
ment subsidy for a Canadian egg processor. ,

2. There is no assurance in writing that the Canadian
government will allow these add tional eggs into
Canada over and above current quota. If they do
not, it will displace current exports, not Increase
them or open up the Canadian market.

WuMqkm O1-

low Thomas jeehrm 4. OWM bis am Wi40 m vsF D.C am610(m 333m
UEP Heaqusmrte
3661 Sn•fnr Pgrkway. Swtse 50. Oecatur. Georg 3003(404) 2684700
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The Honorable Rooert Dole
July 20, 1984
Page -2-

3. The USDA is opposed to the bill. See their
attached letter for tneir concerns.

4. The bill has not had any hearing in either the
House or Senate. There his not been any oppor-
tunity to air all the problems with the bill, or to
have all parties opposed present their case. The
House Ways 4 Means Trade Subcommittee has character-
ized tie bill as highly controversial and would not
include it in its package of non-controversial
trade measures.

S. The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Livestock,
5airy and Poultry of the House Agriculturo
Committee has expressed his concern over the bill's
effects. Other Congressmen have also expressed
opposition. (Letters enclosed.)

6. The bill would directly Injure US. egs breakers
and processors economically by displacing sales of
dried egg yolk domestically and dried white
internationally with product priced lower due to
this duty reduction and other economic advantages
already in place.

7. If U.S. processors and breakers are harmed
economically, the U.S. egg proJucer suffers as
well. A more detailed economic impact paper is
encTosed and this point is discussed in depth.

te would be pleased to meet with you and other staff of
the Finance Committee to discuss our opposition and answer any
questions you sight have. I have taken the liberty of enclosing
a samp'ng of letters written about the companion bill, hI.R.
4647, 1.. che House.

Sincerely,

Albert R. P
President

ALP:jb
1:nclosures
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Attn:

q DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE
OfICC Or twC SrCQCSARV

WASHINGTON. 0 C 20250

JUN 2 21984

Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We wish to offer our comments on H.R. 4647, a bill *To apply a reduced rate of
duty to certain dried egg yolk processed from eggs produced in the United
States and exported to Canada for use in the manufacture of lysozyme."

The Department of Agriculture opposes enactment of this legislation.

H.r. 4647 would reduce from 27 cents per pound to 5.5 cents per pound the duty
on certain dried egg yolk imported from Canada. Only dried egg yolk processed
from eggs produced in the United States and exported in the shell to Canada,
where they were used for the extraction of lysozyme, would be subject to the
reduced rate of duty.

The Department of Agriculture objects to this legislation for the following
reasons:

Current U.S exports of value-added egg whites would be exchanged for
lower-valued shell eggs and the resulting increased availability of egg
whites in Canada would increase competition for existing U.S. egg white
exports in other markets.

Canada maintains no prohibitive duty or quota on egg white imports but does
maintain a quota on shell egg imports which we have no evidence will
Increase indefinitely. (Canadian egg industry currently is in surplus
production. In addition, the Canadian Egg Marketing Board apparently was
totally unaware of the recent increase in import licenses granted to the
one U.S. producer-exporter.)

It would be difficult for U.S. Customs to administer an alternative tariff
classification for egg yolk Imports derived from U.S. produced eggs which
would be In addition to the normal Canadian shell egg import quota.
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Honorable Dan Rostenkowski

The tariff reduction would give a trade benefit to Canada that would be
more appropriately conferred as a result of trade negotiations resulting in
equivalent &dvantages for the United States. This is the type of situation
we face repeatedly and exemplifies the Administration's need for broad
tariff negotiating authority.

U.S. companies are now working toward Food and Drug Administration approval
of lysozyme production and export, which, when attained, would place them
In competition with Canadian lysozyme producers able to dispose of their
byproducts (i.e. egg yolk) at a reduced tariff, making them more
competitive with U.S. lysozyme producer byproducts.

Finally, the bill would grant Canada preferential treatment over other
countries for imported dried egg yolk. This contravenes United States
obligation under various International agreements and treaties not to
discriminate among trading partners.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that it has no objection to the
presentation of this report from the standpoint of the President's program.

Sincere
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June 21, 1984

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman, Trade Subcommittee
House Committee on Ways and Means
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Pr. Chairman:

I am concerned about a bill your Subcommittee will be
considering at markup next week. This bill, H.R. 4647, would
reduce the import duty on certain dried egg yolks processed from
U.S. produced eggs and exported to Canada for use in the manufac-
ture of lysozyme.

At first blush, it would appear that the original intent of
this legislation was to assist U.S. egg producers in exporting
shell eggs to Canada. However, after hearing from several egg
producers, I find that this is not the case. In fact, U.S. egg
producers are opposed to this legislation and inform me that it
only benefits one particular company.

I am sure that you are aware, Mr. Chairman, that the United
States has been deluged with imports of shell eggs from several
countries. This has caused severe economic problems for many of

.our egg producers. Canadian imports have been a particular
problem. Since the Canadian egg market is controlled, only a
small number of U.S. imports are permitted into Canada, compared
to the large number of Canadian shipments to the U.S. which
depress our market price.

By reducing the duty on dried egg yolks, as this bill would
do, the Congress would only be creating another economic advan-
tage for a Canadian company which would lead to displace sales of
U.S. product in our own market. If sales are reduced, fewer U.S.
eggs will be broken for the product, and this will affect the egg
"market price nationwide.
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Because of the controversial nature of this legislation, Iurge that it not be approved by the Subcommittee as anor.-controversial bill. Full and complete hearings should beheld before this bill is reported, if it is reported at all.
Your favorable consideration of this request is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Tom Harkin
Chairman
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June 25, 1984

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman
Subcommittee on Trade
House Committee on Banking, Finance

and Urban Affairs
2204 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gibbons:

It is my understanding that tomorrow the Subcommittee on Trade will consider
H.R. 4647, Introduced by Congressman Frenzel to reduce the import duty on
certain dried egg yolks processed from eggs produced in the United States
and exported to Canada for use in the manufacture of lysozyme.

Concerns have been raised by constituents in my State of Nebraska over the
Impact this measure would have on themselves and egg producers and processors.
While I am aware that written comments have been solicited on this,measure,
I believe that receipt of more testimony on the bill would be highly benefi-
cial.

Based on information I have received to date on H.R. 4647, the benefits of
the bill may, in reality, be minimal and the measure may In fact harm U.S. egg
producers and those working to establish themselves in the lysozyme extraction
industry.

I therefore would urge that the Subcommittee delay further action on the
measure until full public hearings have been held and all interested parties
have been allowed the opportunity to submit testimony. The present state
of U.S. agriculture dictates that we move cautiously, particularly where
trade matters are concerned. Existing agricultural trade difficulties
with Canada, such as that impacting our domestic pork producers, call for
greater attention to impact trade legislation may have on related areas
of trade.

Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

HAL DAUB
"ME.BER OF CONGRESS

p. Tho W M^nnahl& P11 rPnonvl
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June 22, 1984

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman
Subcomittee on Trade •
2204 Rayburi House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sam:

I have just learned that on Tuesday, June 26, the Subcomittee on
Trade will consider H.R. 4647, a bill by Representative Frenzel to reduce
the Import duty on certain dried egg yolks processed from eggs produced
in the United States and exported to Canada for use in the manufacture of
lysosyme.

Several of my constituents have raised serious questions about
the impact of this measure on themselves and their Industry. They are
particularly distressed by the prospect for passage of this legislation in
light of the continued restraints which the Canadians place on access to
their egg market. Although I an aware that written comments have been
solicited on this measure, I believe that the Subcommittee would benefit
greatly from receipt of more testimony on this Issue. I would urge, there-
fore that you delay Subcomittee action until full public hearings have been
held and all Interested parties have been allowed an opportunity to testify.

A few weeks ago, I met with an official of - 11 - 6- .. .
the prime beneficiary of this legislation. Although that meeting helped me
develop a clearer understanding of the proponents' arguments in favor of
this duty reduction, I still have serious doubts that passage of this bill
would not unnecessarily harm the egg producers of our country and those
Individuals desiring to establish themselves in the lyaoayme extraction
industry. Nor do I believe, on the basis of the information presented
thus far to me, that the benefits of H.R. 4647 would be more than minimal
to American egg producers. Before your Subcommittee acts on this measure, I
hope you will probe completely the Impact of this legislation upon an
already troubled Industry.
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The Honorable San Gibbous
June 22, 1984
Page two

If you have any questions about this issue, please do not hesitate to
contact me. I would be heppy to provide any information you believe would
be helpful to you.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request.

Best Wishe*,

DOUG 1 nREUTU
Member of Congrels

Dcllee

" cc: The Honorable Dill Frensel
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MINNESOTA
POULTRY
INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION

May 11, 1984

Representative Bill Frenzel
U.S. House of Representatives
1026 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 2051S

Dear Representative rrenzel:

The context and closing statements of your letter dated May 1, 1984
indicate continued support of HR 4647 even though it will be injurious
to the US egg industry.

We would like to submit the following rebuttal in response to the
supportive rationales in your letter:

Not difficult to monitor yolk import to shell egg export

Export declaration forms for shell eggs require quantity,
grade and price. How can egg yolk yield be determined?
If more information was requ hired on the export declaration
form, what existing department within customs would extra-
polate it?

Encourage sales of US shell eggs

Sales of US shell eggs to Canada are"based on monthly quotas
established by their egg marketing board. This new market
wold dilute existing marketing channels, therefore, rothing
it. gained. The loss" would be existing sales of liquid whites
which are not subject to that quota.

Benefits to US producers outweigh the danger of the bill

The only benefit is selling shell eggs to the Canadian breakers
from North Dakota. Your constituents live in Minnesota. The
mere fact that it is a dangerous bill without foundation, other
than special interest, mandates repeal.

2950 Metro Drive. Suite 308 e Bloomrington. MN 55420 e (612) 854-3336
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Nay 11. 1984
Rep. 811 Frenzel
Page Two

The bill subsidizes egg yolk sales

The purpose of breaking the shell eggs Is to extract the enzyme
lysozyme from the whites for added values. Egg yolks become a
bi-product, which can then be sold, coupled with a lower tariff,
at less the market value, to the US food processors.

Tension between US producers and processors

Our association is comprised of both producers and processors
and the Board of Directors unanimously opposes the bill.

We sincerely hope you will give serious consideration to these points
and that the logic presented will aid you in withdrawing HR 4647.

Very truly yours,

MINNESOTA POULTRY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

David Hodnefield
President, Board of Directors

OH:jh

41-171 0 - 85 -
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF S-2809
ON THE U.S. EGG INDUSTRY

The primary reason United Egg Producers opposes reducing
the duty on egg yolk is that we cannot support 'living a Canadian
egg processor yet another economic advantage over U.S. egg
processors.

THE CURRENT DUTY IS FAIR; CANADA IS STILL COMPETITIVE AT
THIS LEVEL. The current duty of .27 per pound is fair and was
set to reflect the estimated value of drying eggs and is
independent of where the eggs come from originally. Even with
this duty, Canada last year exported to the U.S. 396,906 pounds
of whole egg or yolk powder at a competitive price, displacing
39,996 cases of eggs that would have been broken here in the
U.S.

THE CANADIAN FIRM ALREADY HAS SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGES. The Canadian firm which extracts lysozyme from egg
white already has substantial economic advantages over U.S.
firms in the egg products market worldwide. First of all, they
are able to remove lysozyme from egg whites and sell it to
pharmaceutical companies without having to label the egg white
powder as having lysozyme removed. The value of the lysozyme
amounts to as much as .67 per pound of dried white. The
Canadian processor can theoretically reduce his price to that
extent, giving him a substantial economic advantage on world
markets to the detriment of U.S. processors.

According to USDA information (Publication EM 546
Schedule B) in calendar year 1983 the U.S. exported 6,961,466
pounds of dried egg whites. Of that amount, 5,719,987 pounds
went to Japan. The value of the Japanese business alone was
$7,947,414. The total value of egg white sales abroad was
$9,868,823. THE POTENTIAL AMOUNT OF ALBUMEN THAT THE CANADIAN
PROCESSOR WILL BE SELLING AT A REDUCED PRICE BECAUSE OF THE
VALUE OF THE LYSOZYME EXTRACTED IS 1,114,289 POUNDS, MOSTLY TO
JAPAN. Without a reduction in the duty on yolk returning to the

This processor has a strong cost advantage in his
operation. We object to any measure that would give him an
additional cost advantage.

Secondly, the Canadian government has, in effect,
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subsidized the expansion of the firm which is seeking this duty
reduction. The lowered duty will amount to a U.S. subsidy for
Canada's egg products industry and allow them to get far ahead
of the U.S. in the lysozyme extraction technology. Lysozyme
extraction is not yet an allowed process in the U.S. under the
same labeling requirements as Canada. However, U.S. processors
are working on federal regulations and hope to compete equally
in the future. This bill would set back this progress
substantially.

WE OPPOSE GIVING THE CANADIAN PROCESSOR YET ANOTHER
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGEI The duty reduction on the yolk powder
returning to the U.S. will give an additional unfair advantage
to Canadian processors to compete in our domestic egg products
market. In effect, U.S. processors will be hit with a double
economic disadvantage, both at home and in markets overseas.

The current contract between CanDo Egg Company (U.S.) and
Export Packers Co., Ltd. (Canada), calls for 10 loads of shell
eggs per week or 7,5090 cases/week. One case would yield 10 to
12 pounds of liquid yolk or more than 75,000 pounds. Dried, it
would yield up to 4,900 pounds per week. OVER A YEAR'S TIME,
1.7 - 2.0 MILLION POUNDS OF DRIED YOLK WOULD BE RETURNING TO THE
U.S. DOMESTIC MARKET . . . APPROXIMATELY 15 PERCENT OF U.S.
PRODUCTION! (Oct. 1, 1982 - Sept. 30, 1983 U.S. dried yolk
production was 12,379,000 pounds.) Because it would be priced
less than U.S. product due to the numerous advantages already in
place as well as the proposed duty reduction, it would displace
U.S. processor sales. In addition, processors would lose the
market for over 4 million pounds of liquid white sold to Canada
last year to meet their processors' needs.

WHY ARE EGG PRODUCERS OPPOSED?

IT WILL DEPRESS THE MARKET. You may ask why should an
egg producer co-op, United Egg Producers, be concerned about
whether or not an egg processor is hurt by this bill. If this
duty reduction allows the Canadian firm to displace the dried
yolk sales domestically in addition to the competitive advantage
they already have in world markets for dried egg white, fewer
eggs will be broken in the U.S. Fewer eggs will be purchase
from U.S. producers for breaking, therefore, depressing the
market for breaking stock. This price is the floor or the basis
of our table egg market, therefore, the table egg price will be
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depressed. If this measure passes, it will most certainly hurt
the U,S. egg processors and therefore will hurt all egg
producers. This downward price effect is much stron3er than any
weak enhancing effect the removal of shell eggs would have on
our market.

WE SHOULD UTILIZE DOMESTIC BREAKERS AND KEEP JOBS HERE.
There is a great deal of unused egg breaking and drying capacity
in the U.S. It is to the egg industry's and the United States'
advantage to break the eggs here and supply the whites to- Canada
for their needs because of the jobs retained and the economic
benefits to the areas where breakers/dryers are located.

IT WON'T BENEFIT U.S. EGG PRODUCERS AS A WHOLE. We
cannot accept the argument that this measure will help the U.S.
egg producer by increasing egg sales to Canada and strengthening
the egg prices here. The only contract for shell eggs in
between CanDo Egg Company and Export Packers Co. Ltd. No one
outside of this company benefits from eggs sold to Canada. It
does not remove surplus eggs from our domestic market;
therefore, does not strengthen the price nationwide.

IT WILL NOT "OPEN UP" THE CANADIAN MARKET. The proponent
of this bill argues that it will open up the Canadian market to
U.S. producer for the first time, thereby benefitting all
producers in the long run. We disagree. Although the Canadian
government reportedly has agreed to increase supplemental
permits to import U.S. shell eggs for this purpose, we have not
seen this promise substantiated. In any case that would hardly
be "opening up" the Canadian market. The Canadian egg industry
is a closed marketing and controlled production system.
Producers are guaranteed a price through the egg marketing
board, which purchases surplus and exports much of it to the
U.S. breaker market, depressing our prices. This usually occurs
at a time of year when we are also in surplus. we are allowed
to export some eggs to Canada only under controlled conditions
and at times when they are in short supply and we are also in
short supply. This will not chan e. A duty reduction for dried
egg yolk from U.S.-produced eggs isn't necessary for Canada to
grant supplemental permits for any purpose and will not "open"
the market. Conversely, we will not be "closing" any market by
keeping the duty at .27/i.

The proponent of this bill also asserts that other
processors in Canada will eventually utilize U.S. eggs in the

I
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same manner if the duty is reduced. We find this hard to
accept. If the need for eggs exceeds Canada's capacity to
produce, that need will be filled either through egg white
purchased from U.S. breakers or shell eggs. A duty reduction
isn't necessary.

CANADA IS IN SURPLUS FOR EGGS . . . WHY NOT UTILIZE THAT
SURPLUS? In 1983, Canada exported nearly 2 million cases of
eggs to the U.S. which was subsidized by producer assessments to
the tune of $18.48/case . . . or $13 million last year. They
are in a surplus situation, and whenever they're in surplus# the
U.S. breaker market receives their product . . . depressing
prices in the U.S. We would much rather see the Canadian
processor utilize their own surplus for their lysozyme needs so
Canada won't have to dump their egg surplus in the U.S. For
what reason would they want to buy product from the U.S. if the
Canadians have 2 millio,. -ases of eggs in surplus? The only
conceivable reason is that it is a less expensive product. Of
course, we have no objection to any Canadian firm purchasing
either shell eggs or egg white from the U.S. if their needs
aren't met by their domestic supply. we only oppose giving them
an additional economic advantage by reducing the duty on egg
yolk returning to the U.S.
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June 25, 1984

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman
Subkoemittee on Trade
House Committee on Banking, Finance

and Urban Affairs
2204 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Gibbons:

It is my understanding that tomorrow the Subcommittee on Trade will consider
H.R. 4647, Introduced by Congressman Frenzel to reduce the import duty on
certain dried egg yolks processed from eggs produced in the United States
and exported to Canada for use In the manufacture of lysozyue.

Concerns have been raised by constituents in my State of Nebraska over the
impact this measure would have on themselves and egg producers and processors.
While I an aware that written comments have been solicited on this measure,
I believe that receipt of more testimony on the bill would be highly benefi-
cial.

Based on information I have received to date on H.R. 4647, the benefits of
the bill may, In reality, be minimal and the measure may In fact ham U.S. egg
producers and those working to establish themselves in the lysozyue extraction
industry.

I therefore would urge that the Subcommittee delay further action on the
measure until full public hearings have been held and all Interested parties
have been allowed the opportunity to submit testimony. The present state
of U.S. agriculture dictates that we move cautiously, particularly where
trade matters are concerned. Existing agricultural trade diffizulties
with Canada, such as that Impacting our domestic pork producers, call for
greater attention to impact trade legislation may have on related areas
of trade.

Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

HAL DAUB
HMEMER OF CONGRESS

cc: The Honorable Bill Frenzel
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June 21, 1984

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman, Trade Subcommittee
House Committee on Ways and Means
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am concerned about a bill your Subcommittee will be
considering at markup next week. This bill, H.R. 4647, would
reduce the import duty on certain dried egg yolks processed from
U.S. produced eggs and exported to Canada for use in the manufac-
ture of lysozyme.

At first blush, it would appear that the original intent of
this legislation was to assist U.S. egg producers in exporting
shell eggs to Canada. However, after hearing from several egg
producers, I find that this is not the case. In fact, U.S. egg
producers are opposed to this legislation and inform me that it
only benefits one particular company.

I am sure that you are aware, Mr. Chairman, that the United
States has been deluged with imports of shell eggs from several
countries. This has caused severe economic problems for many of
our egg producers. Canadian imports have been a particular
problem. Since the Canadian egg market is controlled, only a
small number of U.S. imports are permitted into Canada, compared
to the large number of Canadian shipments to the U.S. which
depress our market price.

By reducing the duty on dried egg yolks, as this bill would
do, the Congress would only be creating another economic advan-
tage for a Canadian company which would lead to displace sales of
U.S. product in our own market. If sales are reduced, fewer U.S.
eggs will be broken for the product, and this will affect the egg
market price nationwide.
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Because of the controversial nature of this legislation, Iurge that it not be approved by the Subcommittee as anor-controversial bill. Full and complete hearings should beheld before this bill is reported, if it is reported at all.
Your favorable consideration of this request is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Tom Harkin
Chairman
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MINNESOTA
POULTRY
INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION

May 11, 1984

Representative Bill Frenzel
U.S. House of Representatives
1026 Lonworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 2051S

Dear Representative Frenzel:

The context and closing statements of your letter dated May 1, 1984
indicate continued support of HR 4647 even though it will be injurious
to the US egg industry.

We would like to submit the following rebuttal in response to the
supportive rationales in your letter:

Not difficult to monitor yolk import to shell egg export

Export declaration forms for shell eggs require quantity,
grade and price. How can egg yolk yield be determined?
If more information was required on the export declaration
form. what existing department within customs would extra-
polate it?

Encourage sales of US shell eggs

Sales of US shell eggs to Canada are based on monthly quotas
established by their egg marketing board. This new market
would dilute existing marketing channels, therefore, nothing
Is gained. The "loss" would be existing sales of liquid whites
which are not subject to that quota.

Benefits to US producers outweigh the danger of the bill

The only benefit is selling shell eggs to the Canadian breakers
from North Dakota. Your constituents live in Minnesota. The
mere fact that it is a dangerous bill without foundation, other
than special interest, mandates repeal.

2960 Metro Drive. Suite 300 * Bloomington. MN 5F420 0 (612) 854-3336
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may 11, 1984
Rep. Bill Frenzel
Page Two

The bill subsidizes egg yolk sales

The purpose of breaking the shell eggs is to extract the enzyme
lysozyme from the whites for added values. Egg yolks become a
bi-product, which can then be sold, coupled with a lower tariff,
at less the market value, to the US food processors.

Tension between US producers and processors

Our association is comprised of both producers and processors
and the Board of Directors unanimously opposes the bill.

We sincerely hope you will give serious consideration to these points
and that the logic presented will aid you In withdrawing HR 4647.

Very truly yours,

MINNESOTA POULTRY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

David Hodnefield
President, Board of Directors

DH:jh ,
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June 26, 1984

Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman
Trade Subcommittee
House Ways and Means Committee
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sam:

I am very concerned about a bill your Subcommittee will be
considering at mark-up this week. This bill, H.R. 4647, would reduce
the import duty on certain dried egg yolks processed from eggs
produced in the U.S. and exported to Canands for use in the
manufacture of lysozyme.

It would appear that the original intent of this legislation
was to assist U.S. egg porducers in exporting shell eggs to
Canada. However, after hearing from several egg producers and
processors in Nebraska and from the United Egg Producers which
represents egg producers nationwide, I find that this is not the
case. In fact, U.S. egg producers are opposed to this legislation
and inform me that it benefits one particular company.

I am sure that you are aware that the United states has been
deluged with imports of shell eggs form several countries.
Canadian imports have been a particular problem. Since the
Canadian egg market is controlled, only a small number of U.S.
imports are ailowd into Canada.

By reducing the duty on dried egg yolks, as this bill would
do, the Congress would only be creating another economic advantage
for Canadian imports which would lead to displaced sales of U.S.
product on our own market.

Because of the controversial nature of this legislation, I
urge that it not be approved by the Subcommittee without full and
complete hearings.

With best wishes, I am

since re Iy,

VIR SM H

Member of Congress

VS/jc
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USP
United Egg Pioducers July 23# LMW

The Honorable Bob Dole
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Df'ar Hr. Chairman:

On behalf of the United Egg Producers I would like to
express our opposition to S. NSOS, recently introduced by
Senator Durenberger at the request of Congressman rrensel. This
legislation would reduce the duty on certain dried egg yolks
processed from U.S. produced eggs and exported into Canada for
use in manufacture of lysoxyme.

The United Egg Producers is the only national organixa-
tion representing egg producers in Washington, D.C. and repre-
sents more than sixty percent of the volume of production in the
U.S.

Although this bill has been represented as being bene-
ficial to the U.S. egg industry and noncontroversial, it
actually is a special interest bill that benefits the Canadian
egg processors at the expense of the U.S. egg industry. We feel
that it would, in the long run, depress the price producers
receive for their eggs. Attached ro a copy of a more detailed
economic facts sheet on the impact this bill would have on the
U.S. egg producers.

Although the Administration and the nation's egg pro-
ducers and egg processors have strongly opposed this special
interest legislation we believe that there will be an attempt to
add this Ie Islation to N.A. 3396. the Omnibus Tariff Bill, when
it is considered on the Senate floor, We urge you to oppose
this effort.

It is hard for us to understand how this bill can still
be receiving serious consideration, especially in light of all
the opposition. Briefly, the bill is

1. Opposed by the Administration;

Wstiwnt O0c0
,ON Thomas Jea - mo NL. XW. Suits an• We0isto. O.C. 3Y42505) M•=13

UEP He#Oadws
3951 Snaptngar Parkway. Suits 50. Decatur. Geora 3003514041 2664700
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July 25, 1984
Page -2-

2. Opposed by U.S. egg producers;

3. Opposed by the Chairman of the Dairy, Poultry and
Livestock Subcommittee of the House Agriculture
Committee, and

4. Opposed by the Minnesota Poultry Industry
Association (although the bill is sponsored by
Congressman Frenzel of Minnesota).

In addition, S. 2809 and the companion House bill H.R.
4647 have not had the benefit of Congressional hearings in
either House.

we would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further
vith you and I hope you will oppose any attempts to add this as
an amendment to H.P. 3398.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

Albert E. 0p

AEP:jb
Enclosure
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF S-2809
ON THE U.S. EGG INDUSTRY

The primary reason United Egg Producers opposes reducing
the duty on egg yolk is that we cannot support giving a Canadian
egq processor yet another economic advantage over U.S. egg
processors.

THE CURRENT DUTY IS FAIR' CANADA IS STILL COMPETITIVE AT
THIS LEVEL. The current duty oi .27 per pound is fair and was
set to reTlect the estimated value of drying eggs and is
independent of where the eggs come from originally. Even with
this duty, Canada last year exported to the U.S. 399,900 pounds
of whole egg or yolk powder at a competitive price, displacing
30,000 cases of eggs that would have been broken here in the
U.S.

THE CANADIAN FIRM ALREADY HAS SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGES. The Canadian firm which extracts lysozyme from egg
white already has substantial economic advantages over U.S.
firms in the egg products market worldwide. First of all, they
are able to remove lysozyme from egg whites and sell it to
pharmaceutical companies without having to label the egg white
powder as having lysozyme removed. The value of the lysozyme
amounts to as much as .67 per pound of dried white. The
Canadian processor can theoretically reduce his price to that
extent, giving him a substantial economic advantage on world
markets to the detriment of U.S. processors.

According to USDA information (Publication EM 546
Schedule B) in calendar year 1983 the U.S. exported 6,961,466
pounds of dried egg whites. Of that amount, 5,719,987 pounds
went to Japan. The value of the Japanese business alone was
$7,947,414. The total value of egg white sales abroad was
$9,868,823. THE POTENTIAL AMOUNT OF ALBUMEN THAT THE CANADIAN
PROCESSOR WILL BE SELLING AT A REDUCED PRICE BECAUSE OF THE
VALUE OF THE LYSOZYME EXTRACTED IS i,114,285 POUNDS, MOSTLY TO
JAPAN. Without a reduction in the duty on yolk returning to the
U.9., this processor has a strong cost advantage in his
operation. We object to any measure that would give him an
additional cost advantage.

Secondly, the Canadian government has, in effect,
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subsidized the expansion of the firm which is seeking this duty
reduction. The lowered duty will amount to a U.S. subsidy for
Canada's egg products industry and allow them to get far ahead
of the U.S. in the lysozyme extraction technology. Lysozyme
extraction is not yet an allowed process in the U.S. under the
same labeling requirements as Canada. However, U.S. processors
are working on federal regulations and hope to compete equally
in the future. This bill would set back this progress
substantially.

WE OPPOSE GIVING THE CANADIAN PROCESSOR YET ANOTHER
FCONCX:IC ADVANTAGE! The duty reduction on the yolk powder
returning to the U.S. will give an additional unfi r advantage
to Canadian processors to compete in our domestic egg products
market. In effect, U.S. processors will be hit with a double
economic disadvantage, both at home and in markets overseas.

The current contract between CanDo Egg Company (U.S.) and
Export Packers Co., Ltd. (Canada), calls for 10 loads of shell
eggs per week or 7,500 cases/week. One case would yield 10 to
12 pounds of liquid yolk or more than 75,900 pounds. Dried, it
would yield up to 4,000 pounds per week. OVER A YEAR'S TIME,
1.7 - 2.0 MILLION POUNDS OF DRIED YOLK WOULD BE RETURNING TO THE
U.S. DCMESTIC MARKET . . . APPROXIMATELY 15 PERCENT OF U.S.
PRODUCTIONI (Oct. 1, 1982 - Sept. 30, 1983 US. dried yolk
production was 12,379,000 pounds.) Because it would be priced
less than U.S. product due to the numerous advantages already in
place as well as the proposed duty reduction, it would displace
U.S. processor sales. In addition, processors would lose the
market for over 4 million pounds of liquid white sold to Canada
last year to meet their processors' needs.

WHY ARE EGG PRODUCERS OPPOSED?

IT WILL DEPRESS THE MARKET. You may ask why should an
egg producer co-op, United Egg Producers, be concerned about
whether or not an egg processor is hurt by this bill. If this
duty reduction allows the Canadian firm to displace the dried
yolk sales domestically in addition to the competitive advantage
they already have in world markets for dried egg white, fewer
oqgs will be broken in the U.S. Fewer eggs will be purchased
from U.S. producers for breaking, therefore, depressing the
market for breaking stock. This price is the floor or the basis
of our table egg market, therefore, the table egg price will be

- 2 -
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"" If this measure passes, it will most certainly hurt
t §egg processors and therefore will hurt all egg
producers. This downward price effect is much stronger than any
weak enhancing effect the removal of shell eggs would have on
our market.

WE SHOULD UTILIZE DOMESTIC BREAKERS AND KEEP JOBS HERE.
There is a great deal of unused egg breaking and drying capacity
in the U.S. It is to the egg industry's and the United States'
advantage to break the eggs here and supply the whites to Canada
for their needs because of the jobs retained and the economic
benefits to the areas where breakers/dryers are located.

IT WON'T BENEFIT U.S. EGG PRODUCERS AS A WHOLE. We
cannot accept the argument that this measure will help the U.S.
egg producer by increasing egg sales to Canada and strengthening
the egg prices here. The only contract for shell eggs in
between CanDo Egg Company and Export Packers Co. Ltd. No one
outside of this company benefits from eggs sold to Canada. It
does not remove surplus eggs from our domestic market;
therefore# does not strengthen the price nationwide.

IT WILL NOT "OPEN UP" THE CAUADIAN MARKET. The proponent
of this bill argues that it will open up the Canadian market to
U.S. producers for the first time, thereby benefitting all
producers in the long run. We disagree. Although the Canadian
government reportedly has agreed to increase supplemental
permits to import U.S. shell eggs for this purpose, we have not
seen this promise substantiated. In any case that would hardly
be "opening up" the Canadian market. The Canadian egg industry
is a closed marketing and controlled production system.
Producers are guaranteed a price through the egg marketing
board, which purchases surplus and exports much of it to the
U.S. breaker market, depressing our prices. This usually occurs
at a time of year when we are also in surplus. We are allowed
to export some eggs to Canada only under controlled conditions
and at times when they are in short supply and we are also in
short supply. This will not change. A duty reduction for dried
egg yolk from U.S.-produced eggs isn't necessary for Canada to
grant supplemental permits for any purpose and will not "open"
the market. Conversely, we will not be "closing" any market by
keeping the duty at .27/#.

The proponent of this bill also asserts that other
processors in Canada will eventually utilize U.S. eggs in the

- 3 -
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same manner if the duty is reduced. We find this hard to
accept. If the need for eggs exceeds Canada's capacity to
produce, that need will be filled either through egg white
purchased from U.S. breakers or shell eggs. A duty reduction
isn't necessary.

CALVADA IS IN SURPLUS FOR EGGS . . . WHY NOT UTILIZE THAT
SURPLUS? In 1983# Canada exported nearly 2 million cases of
eggs to the U.S. which was subsidized by producer assessments to
the tune of $18.48/case . . . or $13 million last year. They
are in a surplus situation, and whenever they're in surplus, the
U.S. breaker market receives their product . . . depressing
prices in the U.S. We would much rather see the Canadian
processor utilize their own surplus for their lysozyme needs so
Canada won't have to dump their egg surplus in the U.S. For
what reason would they want to buy product from the U.S. if the
Canadians have 2 million cases of eggs in surplus? The only
conceivable reason is that it is a less expensive product. Of
course, we have no objection to any Canadian firm purchasing
either shell eggs or egg white from the U.S. if their needs
aren't met by their domestic supply. We only oppose giving them
an additional economic advantage by reducing the duty on egg
yolk returning to the U.S.

-4-

41-171 0 - 85 - 21
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COtMIENTS

ON

S. 2827

SUBMITTED BY

JOHIN IIAWKE

DOW CORNING CORPORATION

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

July 19, 1984
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COMMENTS ON S. 2827

Over the last few years, U.S. producers of silicones have

been subject to increasing competition from foreign producers

in the U.S. market. Very recently these foreign producers have

been making impressive gains in market share and the rate at

which those gains are being made is accelerating.

The foreign producers owe their good fortune, in part, to

the fact that the Tariff Schedules of the United State (TSUS)

make it possible for silicones from abroad to be treated in a

more generous fashion than U.S. produced silicones are treated

when they arrive at the shores of our principal trading partners.

Although silicones as a class of materials were intended to be

included in the 445.56 classification, due to an error in the

definition silicones cannot be classified as "silicones" because

the headnote to this classification eliminates all materials

unless they are "solid in the finished article". Since most

silicones are not solid in final form, U.S. Customs has estimated

that 90% of the silicones brought into the United States are

misclassified. Surely it was not the intent of the TSUS to pro-

vide our non-U.S. competitors with the 10-13% advantage in the

marketplace that this misclassification allows. We think there

is no economic justification for any differential. Further-

more, the TSUS treatment of silicone products is currently

confusing with various forms of silicone falling under different

classifications with different tariff rates. The majority of

our trading partners use tariff systems that have one classification
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for all forms of silicone and a single high tariff rate.

Initially, attempts were made with the U.S. Customs Service

to rationalize the classification of silicones. These attempts

were unsuccessful as the Customs Service has no authority to

revise classifications. But rationalization is definitely needed.

International Trade Commission (ITC) data shows that a large

portion of the silicones currently being imported is misclassified.

For example, 95% of the silicones classified as organosilicon

compounds and therefore brought in at a duty rate of 4.2% should

more properly have been classified as silicones and brought in

at a duty rate of 8.6% plus 1.1€ per pound. Both the Customs

Service and the ITC have suggested that the legislative route

should be used to eliminate the ambiguity in the current treatment

of silicones.

S. 2827 incorporates the following changes:

(I) The modification of Schedule 4, Part 4 of the TSUS to create

an item that specifically identifies silicone resins and materials.

(2) A headnote change for this Schedule to assure inclusion

(by elimination of a requirement that materials are "sold in the

finished article") of all forms of silicone products in this

new comprehensive category.

(3) A modification to the synthetic rubber classification to

eliminate the silicone reference under 446.15 with 1.1% ad

valorem and inserting a silicone reference under 446.16 with

1.1€ per pound plus 8.6% ad valorem.

These changes will allow clear identification and one tariff

schedule for all forms of silicone within the classifications.
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Much of the disadvantage to U.S. silicone producers will be

eliminated. The inequity of a foreign producer bringing a

silicone elastomer, for example, into the U.S. at a 1.1% rate

by calling it synthetic rubber while a U.S. producer would be

paying 10% to take the same product into a foreign country will

be removed. The changes will also facilitate U.S. Customs

Service classification of silicone products and allow the

generation of import statistics that will be more consistent

with U.S. export statistics and trade statistics of other

countries.

The continuing viability of the U.S. silicone industry is

of critical importance not only because of the jobs it generates,

but also because the silicone industry is the supplier of many

high technology products having important military and aerospace

applications. The U.S. -ilicone industry needs to be assured

of equal and fair treatment in the worldwide silicone markets.

These changes will bring the U.S. in line with other trading

countries and remove a major disadvantage to U.S. industry.

7/19/84
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ADDITIONAL CONMMNTS ON II.R. 5422 AND S. 2827

Upcn further analysis of H.R. 5422 and S. 2827 we note

that the bills as drafted may pose a possible international

compensation problem. We would not want this to interfere

with our ultimate objective of achieving the proper tariff

classification of silicones. We think that such a compensation

problem could be avoided by use of a trade-weighted average duty

ratebased on the three most recent years, of all silicone import.

The U.S. silicone industry is ready to work with the U.S.

International Trade Commission and any other appropriate

administrative agencies on the development of this data and to

review the appropriate classifications to be included in the

trade-weighted ,average.

July 20, 1984
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July 18, 19814

BY HAND

United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on International Trade
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Roderick A. DeArment, Esquire

Subject: S. 2827: Tariff Classification of

-- -~-- -- -------~ilione-Relnaand M~ate.rials -

Dear Mr. DeArment:

This letter is submitted on behalf of our client,

General Electric Company, Silicone Products Division, Waterford,

New York 12188, a major United States producer of silicone resins

and products. General Electric supports S. 2827, legislation

that would unify the rate of duty applicable to silicone

products.

Silicone polymers are provided for in the Tariff

Schedules under item ~445-569 TSUS, as "Synthetic plastics

materials 0*0 Other" and are assessed with duty at the rate of

1.1d per pound plus 8.6% ad valorem. Further, silicone polymers

are specifically defined in Headnote 2 of Subpart A of Part 14,
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Schedule 4 of the Tariff Schedules as a synthetic plastics

material.

General Electric believes that all silicones are

polymers which are properly provided for under Tariff Schedules

item 445.56. However, it is General Electric's understanding

that the Customs Service considers certain silicone polymers

which are elastomeric to be properly provided for under item

446.15, TSUS, as "synthetic rubber" if the "stretch and return"

test set forth in Headnote 2(a)(ii) of Subpart B of Part 4,

Schedule 4 of the Tariff Schedules is satisfied. Silicone

polymers classified under item 446.15, TSUS, are assessed with

-uty- at-°tnW UTM-TO%. I%-I..

General Electric understands that a significant amount,

if not most, of the imported silicone elastomers are used as a

caulking material in the United States. Caulking compounds other

than chalk whiting putty are classified under Tariff Schedules

item 474.62 and are assessed with duty at the rate of 4.2% ad

valorem. (There have been essentially no importations of

caulking material classified under this Tariff Schedules item.

In fact, from 1981 to 1983 imports classified under Tariff

Schedules item 474.62 were less than 1$ of those provided for

under statistical provisions 446.1533 and 446.1580, the

"silicone" rubber p-ovisions). The rate applicable to caulking

compounds is significantly greater than the rate of 1.1$ ad
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valorem that the Customs Service has been assessing imported

"silicone elastomers."

General Electric believes that the Customs Service's

classification of silicone elastomers is contrary to the legisla-

tion history of item 446.15, TSUS, and applicable Customs juris-

prudence. General Electric's views are set forth in detail in

memoranda submitted to the International Trade Commission (the

"Commission") and the Office of the United States Trade Represen-

tative in connection with the conversation of the Tariff

Schedules of the United States Annotated to the Nomenclature

Structure of the Harmonized System.* (Copies3of these submis-

sions are attached for your convenience.)

Due to concern about the Customs treatment and the

inability of the domestic industry to obtain an acoura-•e- •re-"- -

of silicone elastomeric polymer imports, a major United States

producer requested, in 1980, that the Commission insert into the

Tariff Schedules a specific provision for elastomeric silicone

polymers, at the rate of duty applicable to silicone plastics

materials. However, as limited by its legal authority, the Com-

mission could only promulgate statistical provisions subordinate

to the legal (duty rate) provisions. The statistical provisions

* Under the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature ("BTN"), all silicones
are provided for under a single item, Heading 39.01(c)VI.
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promulgated were items 446.1533 and 446.1580, TSUSA, and the rate

of duty applicable is that applied to synthetic rubber.*

The concern of the domestic silicone industry about

increased imports was not illusionary. The following table re-

flects the significant increase in importations of the silicones,

especially silicone "synthetic rubber".

Silicone Synthetic Silicone
Plastics Materials Synthetic Rubber

Quantity (lbs) Value Quantity (lbs.) Value

1981 349,000 $1,028,593 1,733,000 $3,414,561
1982 702,000 $1,149,527 2,959,000 $3,969,590
1983' 1,607,000 $3,083,240 6,035,000 $7,076,160

From '981 to 1983, silicones classified under Tariff

Schedule item 446.15 increased almost 250% in term of quantity

and over 100% in terms of value. Of most 4Rj clAa-£ao ao-

that over seventy-five percent of all silicones imported into the

United States were assessed with the low rate of duty of 1.1% ad

valorem. United States producers are placed at a significant

trade disadvantage relative to their international competitors,

especially companies located in the European community. All

silicone polymers imported into the European community are

assessed with a rate of duty of 11.9% ad valorem.

General Electric supports S. 2627. This legislation

will unify the rate of duty applicable to silicones. Further,

* For statistical purposes, silicone plastics materials are
provided for under item 445.5660.
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the United States tariff treatment of silicones would parallel

the uniform treatment of such material by its European trading

partners without disturbing a long standing Customs Service clas-

sification practice.

Respectfully submitted,

FREEMAN, WASSERMAN & SCHNEIDER
90 John Street
New York, New York 10038
Counsel for General Electric Company,
Silicone Products Division

Of Counsel:
Louis Schneider
Philip Yale Simons
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Mobay
Mobay
Chemical Corporation

August 7, 1984

Chief Council M ISM

Senate Finance Committee 7~04 ,, m.•o

Oirksen Senate Office Building
Room SD219
Washington, DC 20510
Attn: Roderick A. DeArment

Subject: Miscellaneous Tariff Bill S-2827

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Following is a position statement submitted on behalf of Mobay Chemical

Corporation pertaining to Senate Bill S-2827.

We take issue with this bill as it essentially proposes a single duty rate

(1.It/lb. + 8.6%) for Silicone Products in all forms. This change to the

Tariff Schedule of the United States (TSUS) would impact millions of pounds of

imported products and would benefit only the special interest group behind the

Initiating of the bill. Mobay Chemical Corporation is one of the largest

importers of Silicone Products in the United States. Passage of this bill

would create a significant negative impact on our business.

Under the TSUS as it is today, reflecting historical Customs Service

administrative practice, Silicone Products are classified under four (4)

different tariff numbers. Each number carries a certain duty rate. Silicone

ntw S I eWO DOl Num
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Rcsins are classified under TSUS 445.5660 at 1.Ic/lb. * 8.6% as Synthetic

Plastic Materials: Other; Thermosetting Resins, Silicone Resins. Silicone

Elastomers (Rubbers) are classified under TSUS 446.1533 and TSUS 446.1580 at

).1t as Synthetic Rubber, Silicone. Silicone Fluids are classified under

TSUS 429.9530 at 4.2% as Other Organic Compounds: Organo Silicone

Compounds. Silicone Sealants are classified under TSUS 474.6200 also at 4.21

as Putty and Similar Caulking or Glazing Products: Other. We feel that the

Customs Service has acted appropriately in the classification decisions.

They recognize the obvious differences between the various types of Silicone

Products. These separate classifications ano outy rates should be retained

without change.

S-2827 proposed an amendment to Part 4 of Schedule 4 of the TSUS (19 U.S.C.

1202), Subpart A, Headnote 2. The amendment is basically proposed in Lines 6

through 9 of the bill which are restated below:

"(i0) includes silicones in all forms (including fluids, resins,

elastomers, sealants, adhesives, and copolymers) whether or not such

materials are solid in the finished articles."

Th's daendment would create one duty rate for all forms of Silicones and

should be rejected. This rejection would eliminate the need for insertion of

TSUS 445.55 as proposed in the bill. The current number TSUS 445.5690 reads

as Silicone Rtsins and covers classification of the resins. It would also

assure Silicone Products currently classified under TSUS 429.9530 and

474.6200 would remain unchanged, classification and duty rate wise.
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The proposal that TSUS 446.15 be eliminated and replaced by TSUS 446.16

(SiliLone) at l.lt/lb. * 8.6% and TSUS 446.18 (Other) at 1.1% should also be

rejected. TSUS 446.15 is the classification for Synthetic Rubber and under

this classification are listed in excess of 10 different types of Synthetic

Rubber Products, one of which is Silicone. As long as the Silicone Products

meet the requirements to be classified a rubber as listed in the Headnotes

under Part 4 of Schedule 4, Subpart 8 they should be afforded the same duty

rate given to other Synthetic Rubber Products listed under TSUS 446.15 which

is 1.1] in 1984 and duty free by 1987.

We would like to introduce additional information to support our opposition

to this bill. This information we feel you will find most interesting and

informative is attached. It is a submission by Mobay Chemical Corporation to

the Office of the United States Trade Representative Trade Policy Staff

Committee on the Conversion of the Tariff Schedules of the United States

(USTR) annotated into the Nomenclature Structure of the Harmonized System.

The submission deals with the same subject of a single classification and

duty rate for Silicone Products only it does not involve todays Tariff

Schedule. It involves instead the Harmonized System of classification,

scheduled for implementation by the United States in 1987 if legislation is

passed to allow its replacement of the TSUS.
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In the event you are unfamiliar with the Harmonized System it is a conversion

performed by the International Trade Commission and submitted to the

President in report form in the summer of 1983. We realize Bill S-2827 deals

with todays tariff system but feel the arguments presented in our brief to

the USTR are appropriate and support our arguments for rejection of this

bill. Also provided in the submission are chemical examples supporting the

need for different classifications and duty rates on the various Silicone

Products.

In summary, we would like to state that without question this bill should be

rejected. Its presence in any Omnibus Bill would surely jeopardize passage

of that bill because of the opposition it would face in both the House and

Senate. Should you require specific or additional information please feel

free to contact the undersigned.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments.

%tevenLani ak

Import Supervisor

SLS:smk

cc: D. J. Oehl
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BEFORE THE
OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

TRADE POLICY STAFF COMMITTEE

In the Hatter of the

CONVERSION OF THE TARIFF SCHEDULES OF THE
UNITED STATES ANNOTATED INTO THE NOMENCLATURE STRUCTURE

OF THE HARMONIZED SYSTEM

CHAPTER 39

PLASTICS AND ARTICLES THEREOF

Headings 3910.00.10, 3910.00.20s and 3910.00.50

SHAW and STEDINA
350 Madison Avenue
Neu York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 682-2233

Attorneys for
MOBAY CHEMICAL CORPORATION

February 29. 1984

C(opr(
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BEFORE THE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES

TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

TRADE POLICY STAFF COMMITTEE

We submit these remarks on behalf of Mobay Chemical

Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (hereinafter Mobay),

in response to certain presentations of General Electric

Company. Silicone Division. and Dow Corning Corporation.

filed in November, 1983. Those presentations urged the

TPSC to consolidate in a single provision, and to provide

therein for classification of all silicones in primary

form" (whether rubber, fluids, or resins). under Harmonized
1

System'Heading 3910.00.00 with duty at 2.24/kg. plus 7.7.,

rather than to affirm the International Trade CounLssion's

proposed conversions for those products in its June 30. 1983

report to the President. The ITC conversions retained the V.

separate classifications and duty-rates provided in the TSUS
2.

for those articles, i.e., rubbers as elastomers in HS

3910.00.10. free; fluids as dimethylsiloxane fluids in

HS 3910.00.20, at 3.7%; and resins as other than dimethyl-

siloxane fluids and elastomeric sLlicones in primary for&h,

other, in HS 3910.00.50, at 2.24/kg. plus 7.7%.

1
References to duty-rates herein correspond to .1987
staged rates.

2
R'zbbers are presently classified under the TSUS in item
466.15 as "synthetic rubber"; fluids in TSUS item 429.95
as $'other organic compounds"; and resins in TSUS 445.56
as otherr synthetic plastics materials."

41-171 0 - 85 - 22
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We strongly oppose the special interest efforts of

General Electric Company and Dow Corning Corporation,

represented by their November, 1983 submissions, to subtly

legislate changes to the present TSUS classifications and

duty-rates for silicone rubbers and fluids. Those efforts

conflict with Presidential guidelines for this investigation

and, as well, are inconsistent with Congressional intention

and long standing administrative classification practice

to provide separately for those distinct and separate

articles of trade. The June 30, 1983 ITC report to the

President recognized the distindtions and preserved the

historical integrity of the TSUS as it has been administered

by the Customs Service. That integrity ought not be perverted

here.

Presidential Guidelines

The guidelines under which the ITC was directed to

conduct its investigation and to issue its report are clear:

In converting the tariff schedules the •
Commission should avoid, to the extent practicable
and consistent with sound nomenclature principles,
changes in rates of duty on individual products.
However, the U.S. tariff structure should be
simplified to the extent possible without rate
changes significant for U.S. industry, workers,
or trade.

Despite assurances from the domestic producer interests

that adoption of their proposed single classification and

duty-rate for all silicones would "avoid any significant

rate change on imported merchandise," their projected,
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2.24/kg. plus 7. 7% rate would represent an indeterminate

increase on rubbers, which would otherwise be free, and

more than a lOOZ increase on fluids, up from 3.77,. Of

course, the impact on Kobay would be substantial as rubbers

comprise the largest volume of silicones imported, fluids

are next, and resins are the least.

Futhermore, to suggest that a single classification

and duty-rate for all silicones "would simplify the United

States tariff structure," as an appropriate Justification

for its adoption, is a gross oversimplification. Under

"that same theory, why not convert all of Schedule 4 into

a single category--"Chemicals and Related Products" at a

single rate? That would really simplify the U.S. tariff

structure--not to mention the administrative burdens that

would be alleviated for the Customs ServLce. The charge,.

therefore, that unless the TPSC modify the HS subdivisions

into a single heading, the ITC's conversion would needlessly

complicate thJ tariff structure, create administrative burdens,

and threaten harm to the U.S. industry workers, and trade,

is a hollow one. The ITC. conversion. presents no new

complications to the tariff structure, no new administrative

burdens. All that the ITC conversion does is assign new

headings to current TSUS items. Classification of articles

included in each remains the same as under the TSUS. So

do their duty-;rateb, ?
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The caution in the Presidential gruidelLnes that

simplification of the tariff structure should be done without

rate changes significant for U.S. industry, workers. or

trade is also misused by the domestic producer interests as

support for their position. Actually, it should be read as

a caution to the ITC not to lower duty-rates on imports in

the interest of simplification when such a lowering of

rates would adversely impact U.S. industry, workers, or

trade. If definately does not justify increasing duty-rates

in conversion to the Harmonized System under the guise that

-such action would not cause harm to domestic producer

interests. Under that logic, to. prohibit such imports

altogether would cause even less harm to those same special

interest proponents.

Rubbers ,

The "Common Customs Tariff" is not the law of the

United States. Therefore,. reference to-it by the domestic -

producer interests to support their position of incorrect

classification under the TSUS is not valid. There is no

requirement in the TSUS thar silicones, in order to be classified

as "synthetic rubber' be "cross-linked by vulcanization with

aulfer." In fact. TSUS Schedule 4, Part 4B, Headnote 2(a)

specifically provides that the term "rubber" includes
"a substance, whether natural or synthetic... that

(I) can be vulcanized or otherwise cross-linkedi and
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(ii) after cross-linking can be stretched at 68"F.
to at least three times its original length and that,
after having been stretched to twice its original
length and the stress removed, returns within 5 minutes
to less than 150 percent of its original length.

Thus, silicone rubbers that may be cross-linked using

methods other than "vulcanization with sulfer" and meet

the extensibility test are required to be classified under

the TSUS in item 446.15 as synthetic rubber. That is the

legislative prescription for classification of this

merchandise. The Customs Service's long-standing adminis-

trative practice of classifying silicone rubbers under that

provision reinforces its presumption of correctness.

Silicone rubber is nothing more than synthetic rubber

that is vulcanized, cross-linked, or cured, by chemical

means. If it, as well, meets the Schedule 4, Part 4B,

Headnote test for extensibility, it must be classified as

such under the Tariff Schedules. The adoption of Statistical

Annotation 446.15(33) in 1981 did not expand, as is suggested,

the scope of the legal test for that classification. It

merely broke out a statistical subclassification. for

reporting purposes only, that recognized the Customs Service

administrative practice to classify these articles, as

synthetic rubbers within item 446.15. If that result was not

the result intended by Congress in providing for silicone

rubbers, why did it not rewrite the TSUS Headnotes to
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plastics provisions. The current harmonization exercise

must not, therefore, now be used to thwart that historical

Congressional purpose.

"What the domestic producer interests seek to do here

is to set Up the "Common Customs Tariff," classification

and duty-rate wise. as authority for what the U.S. tariff

structure, in their mind, ought to be. Unfortunately for

them, that argument is not a valid one. How other countries

classify their Lmjorts, and the rates they assign to them,

are all immaterial for our purposes here. The TSUS, as

-administered by the United States Customs Service, in the

law of the land and it will remain so until it is changed

by Congress.

Fluids

Similarly. silicone fluids have been routinely classified

by Customs In TSUS item 429.95 as "other organic compounds"

(legal language), statistical subclasification 30, "organo-

silicon compounds" (not legal language). The silicone

fluids are, without question, organic compounds. We

agree; however, that the practice of classifying them, for

statistical reporting purposes, as "organo-silicon compounds"

is questionable. They would, perhaps, be more correctly

classified under statistical subclassification 90 as organic

chemical compounds "other" than those named. We submit,
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though, that the poLnt Ls unimportant from a onversion standpoint.

The statistLcal subclassLfi cations, and theLr modLfying

language, are merely for reporting purposes. The proposed

conversion for these organLc siILcone fluid compounds as

dimethylsiloxane fluids simply reflects their present

Customs treatment as "other organic compounds" under the

TSUS, not whether or not they are, actually, "organo-silicon

compounds." The new provision for dimethylsiloxane fluids.

then, corrects what may be an oversight in the statistical

portion of the TSUS, but it in no circumstance changes the

-legal. classification or reduces the duty on the imported

product. The proposed 1987 staged rate of 3.7% is the same.

In fact. some of tbe silicone fluids, nov classified in

item 429.95, which are not dlmethylsLloxanes. will be

reclassified into the basket category of US 3910.00.50 and

the duty thereon increased by more than 1O0.

Resins

Silicone resins, now classified in TSUS 445.56 as
"synthetic plastics materials, other," statistical sub-

classification 90, "silicon*- resins." would fall into

HS 3910.00.50, the provision for silicone in primary forms,

other than elastomeric, and other than dimethylsLloxane

fluLds. The 1987 staged rate, 2.24/kg. plus 7.7., carries

forward the present rate under which these silicone resins

are now classified.
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•Physical Differences

Apart from the above specifics, the domestic producer

interests suggest, again simplistically, that all silicone

are similar chemically and, therefore, should be classified

in a single tariff number at a single duty-rate (naturally.

the highest for the group).

Here, the distinct differences in the molecular composi-

tion of the different primary forms determines which is a

rubber, a fluid, or a resin. There are differences in the

amount of the cross-linkLing. The Chemical Economics Handbook,

"'put out by the Stamford Research Institute, lists uses of the

various basic primary forms of silicones. Rubbers or

elastomers are used in aircraft and missile, electronic,

electrical, appliances, automotive, and government uses.

Silicone fluids are used in wares and polishes, urethane

foams, greases, emulsions, and household and consumer

applications. Silicone resins are for electrical purposes.

paint, water-repellant and grease coating applications. A

copy of the relevant pages from the CEH publication.

explaining the various applications, is enclosed. What we

suggest by this is that the commercial application for

the various types of silicones are fairly well-defined

and segmented as to end markets. Congress has recognized

the differences which exist between the various types of
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silicones. both chemically and commercially. by providing

for their separate classification. That difference was

refined and carried through by the ITC's proposed

Harmonized scheme.

Conclusion

We return to the President's direction to the ITC in

conducting its harmonization exercise. Avoid tariff rate

changes on individual products to the extent practicable,

and simplify the tariff where possible without rate

changes significant for U.S. industry, workers. or trade.

.The June 30. 1983 ITC report covering silicone products

follows that direction precisely, contrary to the domestic

producer interest's incredible claim that the duty on silicone

rubbers and fluids therein is actually reduced. The staged

rates for all silicones in primary form remain exactly the

same as under the TSUS. Rubber silicones' would be free;

most fluid-silicones would be 3..%; silicone: resins would

remain at 2.2,/kg. plus 7.7%.

On the other hand, acceptance of the General Electric

and Dow Chemical proposal would have the following results

contrary to legislative purpose as prescribed in the Tariff

Schedules of the United States, contrary to Custom Service

application and administration of that law, and contrary

to the Presidential direction for harmonization:

1. Silicone elastomers or synthetic rubbers, would be
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reclassified, in effect, as "other synthetic plastics" under

the Harmonized System, rather than as "For purposes of the

tariff schedules," "synthetic rubbers" under the TSUS;

2. The staged duty-rate on silicone rubbers would be

increased from "free" to "2.26/kg. plus 7.7'";

3. Silicone fluids would be reclassified, in effect, as

"other synthetic plastics" under the Harmonized System,

rather than as "other organic compounds" under the TSUS;

4. The staged duty-rate on silicone fluids would be

increased from "3.7%" to "2.26/kg. plus 7.7Z."

Those results, illogically; dramatically. and adverse

to Congressional purpose and administrative practice, would

increase duty-rates under the TSUS for silicone rubbers

and fluids. In contrast,, the ITC performed exactly the

task requested of it. It harmonized the Tariff Schedules of

the United States, classification and duty-rate wise, into

the nomenclature structure of the Harmonized System. That.

effort should not now be undone in the name of special

interest legislation no matter how subtly couched. If the

domestic producer interests are dissatisfied with the duly

promulgated classifications and rates for silicones in

whatever form. there are legal means available for them to

pursue to achieve that purpose. They should not, however,

be permitted to circumvent that procedure and use this

administrative forum to accomplish indirectly what they
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have been unable, or unwilling, to accomplish through

legLtimate legLslative means.

For those reasons, we urge the Trade PolLcy Staff

CommLttee, Office of the United States Trade RepresentatLves.

to recommend that the ITC's June 30, 1983 proposed conversions

for separate classiLfcations for siLicone rubbers, fluLds,

and resins in HS headings 3910.00.10, "free"; 3910.00.20

at "3.77"; and 3910.00.50 at"2.24/kg. plus 7.7,#,"

respectively, be affLrmed.

Respectfully submitted,

SHAW and STEDINA
350 Hadison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Just Ila

it is unclear how much ot the reported production of silicone resins is made top of silicones
and how much is made up of other materials. Possibly some producers report only silicone
conte;ut while others report on a gross weight basis. This makes It difficult to estimate
the consumption of silicones for resins since siLicono-alk$d resins, for example, may contain
at little as 15% silicones.

In regard to silicone elastomors, it is not known exactly how much room temperature vulcan-
ised (1M silicone rubber is included. The latter are supplied as fluids and pastes for
use as adhesives, sealants, and mold-making materials and are generally considered as a
separate category by the trade. It was estimated that RTV silicone rubber output amounted
to slightly under two million pounds in 1964 (OPD, April 19. 1965).

There may also be some duplicate reporting of basic resins and elastomers at different
stages.

COMSA IONK

it Is. ss(imAted that 45% of total silicone production goes Into silicone fluids, 30% into
olaskcers, and 10% into resins. A large part of the remainder is probably made up of
sLlane coupling agents. Those CEC estimates are very approximate, mainly for the reasons
stated under PRODUMT1O..

The following discussion includes:

..ilione"•.f"idi" •

2 . ... Silicone resim •
"' ", 3. 8ilicone" elastomers

4.. ,llprosilicones
I-. ... .ilane coupling agen:s " 64""'""' '; •'•"t•''•r--'-..• '.• " "" 6. XLtrLI* silicones*"

--' '!":• " •" " o. ySarbo~r-,esilox,•an •

previously noted., the dimethyl and the phonyl methyl fluids are the moat important.
Both fluids have such a va'iqty of uses that only major applications illustrative of
certain characteristics of silicones are mentioned here. Many applicatLons depend upon
the excellent water repellency of silicones. These include use it waxes and polishes,
the water and stain proofing of fabrics, paper and masonry, coating electrical equipment
where surface resistivity ts crLtical, corrosion inhbLitors, preventing the caking of
powders, and as release agents.

Silicones are poor solvents, and the only solids that dissolve in them are nonionic, and
they dissolve only slightly, near their melting points.
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a :,.'• .

a. Vaxes sonl Polishes

eost turnltiore. car. soud gtlsis waxus and polilshes tnw contain silicones. The reasons
are well statld In an article. Start of which is quoted below.

"Tie properties of silicones which make them useful In polish formu-
lotions are Incompatibility, lubricity, low surface tension, water
repellency. temperature and oxidation resistance, minim... change of
viscosity with temperature variations, blandness, lack of odor and
inertness.

"Silicone fluids are incompatible with many organic materials. For
this reason. they do not soften the wax on polish formulations.

"Because of its lubricity, the silicone functions as a lubricant for
the wax crystals. And, since silicone fluids have a low surface
tension, they readily flow-out to a smooth surface and impart a
glossy finish.

"Silicone fluids are stable at extremes of heat and cold and asre not
readily oxidized. Therefore, silicone films tend to be highly
resistant to weathering.

"Silicones do not create any special polish formulation problems.
For exsppl.e, since silicone "are odorless, they do not interfere
with perfuming of furniture polishes.. And the chemically inert
silicones maintain their properties when compounded into polishes."

Source: Meyer, 9. L., "Why 8Slicones Are Used in Waxes and Polishes,"
"Detergent Age, October 1966, p.' 56. 4-': ,:

.. .. Q I .;. •

"The silicone oil content in most polishes varies fromw2-$S" Pastes usually have a
higher oe and wax content.than polishes. r" ,

b. Cosmetics ".... .' -W

The physiological inertness, combined with unique surface-active and lubricative
properties, of silicone fluids has led to their use in a wide variety of cometics.

These properties, as quoted from a recent article, are:

'Very low surface tension, which improves the spreading of
cosmetic preparations.

"No problems of toxicity or skin irritation.

"Colorless, odorless and tasteless.

"Mon-volatile.

"Chemically inert and therefore do not react with the usual
ingredients in cosmetic preparations.

"Do not become rancid.

"Do not thin eat when warned or thicken when cooled.
"Do not dissolve in water saod therefore do not wash off easily.
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"Do not torm a continuotis, impervious tile that would keep the
skin from breathing.

"Do not leave a greasy or oily fool.

"Do not discolor.

"Do not support bacterial growth."

Source: Harris, M. J.. and J. 1. Evans. "Uses of Silicones in
Polishes, Cosmetics and Household Specialities,"
Specialties (M.K.), April 1966, pp. 3-9.

Silicone fluids are used in hahd cremas and lotions, hair sprays, preshave lotions,
aftar-shave lotions, shaving croms, suntan preparations, lipsticks, toothpastes,
and deodorants.

c. Urethane Foams

An ImportAnt market is in flexible and rigid polyurethane foams. Added to the
urethane ingredients before foaming, they improve appearance, cell uniformity, and
resilience of finished foams.

Total polyurethane toam output In 1905 is estimated to have been about 360 million
pounds. Silicones are used mainly in polyother-based polyurethane faoms, although
smaller quantities are used in some of the polyester-based foams. These estimates
are from the CEK Polyurethane Foams report (q.v.). Reportedly, about 0.73% silicone
(based on the weight of the reactants) is employed In flexible foams and about 1.0%
In rigid toams (industry estimates).

d. Silicone Greases

These greases are made by grinding fillers and other materials into silicone fluids
and are employed where high temperatures would destroy petroleum or vegetable oil
lubricants. They are frequently used in places where the lubricant comes into
contact with solvents and corrosive chemicals,

e. Silicone ftulsions

Silicone fluid-based em,,lsions have been used in a large number of industries as
antifoam agents and roleaso agents. The siloxane content of the emulsions is
usually about 50%. Remarkably small amounts are effective (0.0001 to 0.02% of the
material to be defoamed). Their nontoxicity makes them most useful to the food
industry.

Significant quantities of silicone emulsions are used as stain and water repellents
by the textile industry, especially with wash and wear Items. They impart a soft
silky haitl aud are resistant to dry cleanins: anid, to a moderate extent, washing.
Ilowever. they experience huavy vompvtitiu froflm ftlunouchIsmicals and their present
43 million market Is expectc.d to continue its present dclinloe.
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1. Other

in household and other consumer applications, silicone fluids are umed in aerosol
starch, domestic oven treatment, textile and leather treatments, treatment for
Ignition systems, rubber lubricants, artificial snow, and ironing aids.

Industrially, their nonstick qualities have encouraged widespread use as release
agents, for example, in molds for tires and other rubber goods, glass molding, and
wire and cable slip agents. Their former use in coating bread baking pans Is be-
lieved to have largely been displaced by the use of Teflon*-coated pans. Silicone
fluids are used in lubricants and have also been used in hydraulic fluids, e.g.,
aircraft applications, None is currently used for this latter purpose, however.

I

Estimates of silicone resin use' in 1962 and 1965 follow.

Consumption of Slicone Resins (Millions of Pounds)

. 1962 1965

Electrical insulation
"CoatLng and bonding 2.50 3.75
Impregnating 1.00 1.50
Laminatian 1.00 1.50

Paint 1.50 2.25
Water repellents 1.00 1.50
Release coatings .O 0.M5 1.125
Molding .0,•25 0.375

Total - .5.00 12.00

Sources: (A) M June 1?, 1963, p. 34 (1962 data).
(B) CEU estimates (196S data).. Calculated

from 1962 data on basis of same market
breakdown and using 1965 production
estimates.

a. electrical

Silicone resins are particularly valued for their high temperature resistance.
This, coupled with their excellent dielectric properties. has encouraged their
widespread use in electrical equipment whore heat would break down other resins.
The market for silicone resins in electrical applications repbrtodly has reached
maturity and future growth is expected to be moderate, particularly in the face of
competition from epoxy and polyphenylene oxide resins.

b. Paint, Water Repellents. and fleloase Coatings '.\
Silicone resins are used in paints to improve heat resistance, durability, and Closs. '.

To improve abrasion and solvent resistance. and to provide hotter Adheslon, silicone
'uLasts are freqisently copo)lyturized with other rc.s.ius. tially alkL)l resins.
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A typical silicone-alkyd formulation would have a silicone content of from 20 to
30% of the resin solids in the paint. Sillconu-containing paints,. shluo superior
to organic paints in gloss and durability, are expensive and apparently many home
owner* are not willing to pay the higher price. Ilosevcr, Montgomery Vard warkt.ts
a 30% silicone alkyd paint for consumer use. It is estimated that more than 907
of silicone-alkyd paints are used Industrially, primarily in equipment fitishes.
Largely because of their good exterior durability, silicone-alk)-d paints provide
competition to other alkyd, vinyl, acrylic, and, in some cases, fluorocarbon paints.

Epoxy-silicone plastics are used In protective coatings. Pipeline coatings could
prove to be a particularly substantial market. The epoxy provides a coating which
is tough and resists abrasion; silicones give one which is durable and which flows
on smoothly.

Masonry water repellents were estimated to use about one million pounds of silicone
resins in 1962.

Silicone resins have found many applications based upon their nonstick properties.
Silicone resin-treated paper is used for covering pressure adhesive surfaces such
as "contact paper," adhesive tapes, and photographic film, and for packaging sticky
foodstuffs:

3. . ilicone.5lpy I.%5~

Silicone elastomers fall into two broad categories; those that require heat for vuleani-
zation, and those that can be vulcanized at room temperatures, comonly called RTV
types. Currently the heat vulcanized types (current production is probably about 12
million pounds) make up a $34 million market. The RTV types (current production is
about 2 million pounds) represent a $13 million market (industry estimates).

Applications of both -ypes are based mainly on their outstanding resistance to both high
and low temperatures. When they do decompose at high temperatures, the silica residue
remaining is itself an insulator so that *wbso oxe ex*nt -aj.icone r-ubber insulation con-*
tinues Its function after a tire. For example, they are employed in aircraft and ships
whore they are used in electrical insulation and seals. Silicone rubber foam is avail-
able for applications calling for the above properties plus lightness and heat insula-
tion. The aerospace industry iscan important market for rTV silicone elastomers.

Silicone elastomers have excellent resistance to ozone oxidation, nonocLidizing acids,
and mild bases. They swell moderately in contact with oil and fuel, but return to their
normal state on removal of the swelling agent. Decause silicone elastomers seldom con-
tain materials such as plasticizers which may be lesched out, they are often used in
medical and food processing applications.

An estimate of the consumption of heat vulcasnized silicone elastamora in 1905 follows.
I
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Market 1,i'=cc -vi aNge

Atr'rart and missile 39o
Electronics to
Electrical 14
App) lances 12
Automotive 0
Governament (direct) 0
Mitsculaneous , 5

Total lO10.

Source: OPD, February 24, 1964, p. S (ha"ed
on Dow Corning as original source).

This estimate does not include consumption of 1Wy (room temperature vulcanizing) sili-
cone elastomers. These are used in potting and encopsulating electrical and electronic
parts and In the fabrication of other rubber parts %here superior endurance and extended
life expectancy are required.

Much of the early growth of silicone olnstomors rostltod from oeae in aircraft, submarine,
missile, space, and electronic applications. The aircraft market for silicone ulastomers
has decreased because the U-47 and 8-32 have given way to faster, more effective planes.
fewer ot which are needed. Similarly, miniaturization reduced consumption In electronics
applications in missiles and space use. Gains in consumer-type markets such as appli-
ances (range door gaskets. for example) and automotive use appear to be more than
compensating for reductions In these markets, however.

A mixture of silicone rubber and silica reinforcing material shows promise in the sur-
facing and repairing of airport runways and highway bridges. Although used only
experimentally so far, it is said to be superior to currently used coatings such as
epoxy, polyester, and urethane, because it does not become hard or brittle and it is
waterproof. Another developmental use for silicone elastomers is as a high-quality
roofLng material. Although about twice as expensive as conventional asphalt materials.
It is easier to apply and more durable.

The nonstick characteristics of silicone elastemors are employed in a large number of
applications such as printing rolls and conveyor belts carrying sticky foodstuffs.
They are also utilized in the manufacture of flexible molds in the plastics and metal-
working industries.

An Interesting application of silicone otastomers is In making synthetic membranes thin
enough to function as artificial gills. Possible ustae range all ihe way from space
capsules to submartnos, and include heart-lung machines and the industrial separation
Ot gases (CC., November 23, 1964. pis. 94-96).

While the share of silicone resins output uaxil captively (in the order of 10,) has
remained about the same. between 1959 anod 190.1, captive tuat of elastums'rs ha; tripled
fro.4 6% to 2-1.i. over time tamc pertil. This l1as, hvelt tite partly to some basic producers
increasing I•s.etrlltatin of tihe indolstiuat mmld hae uwlrktc th sills coistlmm.r-tv'e ilitioote
clasatimur pr'tmti cts.

41-171 0 - 85 - 23
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NORTHERN TEXTILE ASSOCIATION
211 Congress Street / Boston. Mass. 02110

(617) 542-8220

July 16, 1984

The Honorable Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman, International Trade Subcommittee
Senate Committee on Finance
SD - 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: S.2838

Dear Senator Danforth:

Enclosed is a written statement of the Northern Textile
Association, together with six copies, in support of S.2838.

We respectfully request that this statement be included
in the record of the International Trade Subcommittee's testimony
on this legislation. Questions regarding this statement may be
directed to Mr. Douglass C. Horstman, the Association's
representative in Washington, who may be reached at 790-1611.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement.

Sincerely, j

Karl Spilhaus
President

KS:pi
Encl.

FOUNDED 1854N
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Statement in Support of S. 2838

Submitted to the

Subcommittee on International Trade

Committee on Finance

U. S. Senate

by the

Northern Textile Association

211 Congress Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02119

July 16, 1984
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The Northern Textile Association representa textile
manufacturers located principally in the Northeast but also in
various other parts of the country. The Elastic Fabric
Manufacturers Council of the Association consists of the principal
manufacturers of narrow elastic fabrics in the United States.

Members of the Elastic Fabric Manufacturers Council strongly
support S. 2838, a bill introduced by Senator John H. Chafee. This
bill would temporarily suspend the existing Column I rate of duty
on narrow fabric looms.

The machines covered by this legislation are used in the
production of woven narrow fabrics which have a wide variety of end
uses in apparel, medical, industrial and home furnishing products.
This equipment is not available from domestic manufacturers and must
be purchased from foreign manufacturers. Narrow fabric manufacturers
therefore believe that there is no reason for the federal government
to impose a duty on these particular machines, currently assessed at
5.6 % ad valorem.

As the economic recovery in the United States continues,
narrow fabric manufacturers have begun to purchase large numbers of
these machines from foreign sources in Switzerland# England, West
Germany and Japan. Many companies regard these purchases as a vital
part of their modernization programs and believe that this
equipment will enable them to remain competitive in both domestic and
international (export) markets.

We estimate that there are currently about 175 plants
throughout the country which produce narrow fabrics. These
facilities employ about 22,600 people with an estimated combined
annual payroll in excess of $ 300 million. Many of these firms
manufacture products for export as well as domestic consumption,
although the current high value of the dollar has temporarily
dampened the export market.

We estimate that about 4,000 narrow fabric looms are
currently in use in the United States. Approximately 1,336 of
these looms were imported for purchase during the two-year period
of 1982 - 83 (Table attached). This represented a value of
$ 11 million. When narrow fabric manufacturers purchase these new
foreign built machines, which sell for an average price of
$ 12,000., but can go as high as $ 30,900. per-unit, they are
penalized by the duty which can amount to as much as $ 1,680 per
machine. The penalty, of course, must be reflected in the ultimate
price of the product in the marketplace. Conversely, if
manufacturers do not purchase the machinery, their products will not
benefit from the manufacturing flexibility offered by this new,
high-technology equipment.

During the 1979 Multilateral Trade Negotiations, it was
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agreed that the U.S. duty on these machines would phase-down from
7 % ad valorem in 1979 to 4.7 % ad valorem by 1987. This clearly
provides little relief at this time when manufacturers' purchases
of these machines are increasing and there is no domestic
alternative source of purchase.

Enactment of S. 2838 will be beneficial to American
manufacturers as well as consumers. Suspension of the existing
duty on these machines until July 1, 1987 will encourage narrow
fabric firms to continue to replace outdated equipment. Purchasing
the new equipment without the penalty of a tariff will assure that
woven narrow fabric products will be more competitive at home and
abroad.

Purchases of foreign-made machinery should also stimulate
employment and exports. The U.S. narrow fabric industry had
established an export market which will be stimulated when foreign
exchange values are reduced. Narrow fabric products are in great
demand by designers and manufacturers and domestic producers must be
prepared to meet this demand. For these reasons, we respectfully urge
the Committee on Finance to approve S. 2838.
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March 7, 1984

Imports of TSUSA Item 670.14 *

(dollar figures are in 000's)

Norway --- 1 32
UK 67 834 21 186
Netherlands 57 458 3 20
Belgium 8 216 24 169
France 15 476 5 108
West Germany 78 1,116 53 1,370
Switzerland 143 1,790 67 979
Italy 130 893 85 534
Japan 398 1,206 181 562

TOTAL 896 6,976 446 3,900

(*) Power-driven weaving machines of fabrics less than 12" wide.

NORTHERN.TEXTILE ASSOCIATION
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Statement

of the

American Fiber/Textile/Apparel Coalition

S. 2839

July 20, 1984
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The American Fiber/Textile/Apparel Coalition (AFTAC) appreciates the

opportunity to comment on S. 2839. AFTAC is a national coalition of labor and

management organizations in the fiber, textile and apparel industries in the

United States. Members of the coalition are located throughout the nation and

produce the vast majority of fiber, textile and apparel items made in this

country. The attached list identifies the 21 member organizations of AFTAC.

During the 1981-82 recession, U.S. textile and apparel employment declined

about 10% -- 200,000 jobs. As a result of the current sharp increase in imports

-- up 45% this year -- we do not expect to regain many of those jobs. !mports

in 1983 were a record 7.4 billion square yards -- up 1.6 billion square yards

from 1982. This 1.6 billion square yards represents the annual labor of 140,000

workers. S. 2839 is an important element closing a loophole which is permitting

larger and larger quantities of apparel to enter the U.S. at lower than intended

duty rates.

The language in S. 2839 is designed to correct a very serious problem we

see emerging in the trade of apparel "sets". During the Tokyo Round, the method

used to reduce tariff rates on apparel created lower duty rates on garments

classified in sets than on the same garments classified individually. Since the

beginning of the phase-in of apparel tariffs in 1982 the tariff rate org most

sets is now lower than on most individual garments. As a result, imports of

sets ire currently increasing very fast.

In the first six months of 1983, imports of apparel in sets increased.4l%

to 16.6 million equivalent square yards. Since there is a very real Incentive

to shift to sets, the rapid rate of growth in imports of sets is not likely to

change. Each year, as lower rates on sets are phased in, the Incentive to shift

Into sets will accelerate.
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The problem can only get worse as the volume of trade in apparel sets

expands. Our concern with this volume is related to two problems that exploding

trade in sets will generate. The first is the increased competitiveness of

apparel imported at lower duty rates. At current rates, it is difficult to meet

direct price competition of imported garments. Reduced tariffs increase the

price gap and offsets productivity improvements made domestically. The other

problem which, in our opinion is more serious, is related to the proposed

conversion of the TSUS.

While the current problem of increased price competition is of concern now,

the problems that are likely to occur when we shift to the Harmonized Code are

even more important to us today. Few, if any, of the current apparel set

classifications will remain as sets in the new Code. Almost all garment lines

now entering in sets will become subject to tariff rates applicable to the

individual garments when the Code is adopted. If the current classification of

sets is not corrected now, the duty rate on garment sets in 1987 could be half

of what the rates will be on individual garments. When the Code is adopted, our

trading partners will request compensation for tariff increases which will

result when apparel now imported in sets shifts to the higher duty individual

tariff lines. This problem is clearly shown in the following example:

1. Before the 1982 phase-in of lower apparel tariffs, the
tariff rate on a woman's non-ornamented woven cotton
blouse and a woven cotton slack was the same, 16.5%.

2. In 1987 the rate on each of these items individually will
be 16.5% (no reduction was made on these garments because
of the high level of imports).

3. In 1987 the rate on a set containing a woven cotton blouse
and pair of slacks will be 8.0%, slightly less than one-half
of the tariff rate on these same garments if imported
separately.
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To the best of our knowledge, there was no intention on the part of our

government to create lower rates of duties on apparel in sets than on individual

garments that may be included in a set. This situation was created during the

Multilateral Trade Negotiations because tariffs on some garments were reduced

more than on other garments. S. 2839 can prevent these problems and thus avoid

the problem of compensation which will almost certainly require long, protracted

negotiations in an area where there was never any intention to significantly

change the duty structure. Further, in discussing the sets problem with U.S.

Customs Service officials we were informed that a legislative approach such as

S. 2839 virtually would elminate the problems faced by Customs in classifying

apparel sets.
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MEMBERS OF AMERICAN FIBER/TEXTILE/APPAREL COALITION

Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union

American Apparel Manufacturers Association

American Textile Manufacturers Institute

American Yarn Spinners Association

Carpet and Rug Institute

Clothing Manufacturers Association of America

Industrial Fabrics Association International

International Ladies Garment Workers Union

Knitted Textile Association

Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America

Man-Made Fiber Producers Association

National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers

National Associaton of Uniform Manufacturers

National Cotton Council

National Knitwear Manufacturers Association

National Knitwear & Sportswear Association

National Wool Growers Association

Neckwear Association of America

Northern Textile Association

Textile Distributors Association

Work Glove Manufacturers Association
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Merrell Dow
MERRELL DOW PHARMACEUTICALS INC.

Subsoary ol The Dow Chemical Company
Cincinnati. Ohio 45215. U S A.

Telephone 1513)948.9111
Telex. 214320

July 16, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc., a wholly owned U.S. subsidiary of The Dow

Chemical Company, strongly supports the three year suspension of U.S. duty

on the nine items covered by the nine Senate bills listed below:

S-2172

S-2197

S-2198

S-2332

S-2333

S-2334

Our reasons for seeking the suspension of the U.S. duties are as follows:

(1) These items are not manufactured in the United

available domestically.

(2) All nine items are unique in their production,

presentation.

States and hence, are not

technology and/or

(3) Of the nine items, the three covered by S-2332, S-2333 and S-2334 are sold

under license from unrelated third parties located in Europe. These un-

related third parties own plans with sufficient capacity to supply our

requirements. Neither Merrell Dow nor its' U.S. parent or U.S. affiliates

currently have this capacity. A capital investment to manufacture these

products cannot be justified.

S-2054

S-2055

S-2056
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(4) The product covered by S-2056 is manufactured for us by our wholly owned

plant in Spain. This plant has the equipment and capacity to manufacture

all of our relatively small requirement. We do not have the appropriate

equipment to manufacture this material here in the U.S.A. and a capital

investment to allow us to do so cannot be justified.

(5) The product covered by S-2197 is currently manufactured by our wholly owned

affiliates in France. This product has not yet been approved for sale here

in the U.S.A. although we anticipate obtaining FDA approval within the next

6-12 months. Whether we will manufacture this active ingredient here or in

France will depend upon whether certain drug export legislation currently

being considered by the House and Senate is passed. If the legislation is

passed, this material will almost certainly be made here in the U.S.

(6) The remaining four products (covered by S-2054, S-2055, S-2172 and S-2198)

are currently manufactured by our wholly owned affiliates in two common

market countries, i.e. France and Italy. Neither Merrell Dow nor its' U.S.

parent or U.S. affiliates have sufficient plant capacity to manufacture

these items here in the U.S.A. and a capital investment which would allow us

to do so cannot be justified.

(7) The Committee is requested to note that there is also a question of equity

involved here. Merrell Dow currently manufactures here in the U.S. an

active ingredient called probucol which is totally unrelated to any of the

nine listed above. We export this product to Europe. This product has,

pursuant to common market procedures, been exempted from all duty that

would normally have been imposed upon entry of this product into any common

market country. This is so because our European active ingredient plants

do not have sufficient capacity or appropriate equipment to manufacture

this product and hence, this product is not available in the common rdarket

except by import.
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In view of all of the above we respectfully request the committee's support

of these bills.

Very truly yours,

Philip C. Ellsworth

Business Operations Manager

PGE:nss

cc: Senator
Senator
Senator

Lloyd H. Bentsen
Steven D. Symms
Malcolm Wallop
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Blue Circle ArionAA In%.

1366 East Thomas
Phoenix, Arizona 85014
Phone (602) 274-6977

July 30, 1984

The Honorable Robert J. Dole
141 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

On behalf of Blue Circle Arizona Inc., I am writing to
express my opposition to trade reform legislation pending in
Congress. Specifically, I have serious concerns about H.R. 4784,
the Irade Remedies Reform Act of 1984, which is expected to be
approved shortly by the House of Representatives. The legislation
represents a radical change in United States trade policy and
raises complex and controversial issues which have not been aired
adequately. For these reasons, I oppose passage of the bill.

Trade remedy reform legislation which would impose duties and
other trade sanctions on imports that are produced from low-cost,
government owned or controlled natural resources, violates long-
standing trade principles. The legislation will penalize foreign
producers for utilizing their country's natural resource advantage
in the production of goods destined for the United States. Trade
reform legislation will invite retaliation by some of the United
States' major trading partners and could harm seriously America's
agricultural industry, among others.

If enacted, this trade reform legislation would conflict with
many of the initiatives proposed by Democrats, Republicans, and
non-partisan advisory groups to promote United States exports and
to enhance United States industrial competitiveness. The trade
reform legislation will establish new and unprecedented barriers
to United States trade. It is inconsistent with the letter and
the spirit of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
and will be seen as a change in the United States policy of
leadership toward freer trade. Such legislation will encourage
mirror legislation abroad aimed at many of the United States' own
trading practices, for example: export trading associations
formed under the Export Trading Company Act. It will jeopardize
thousands of the trade-related American jobs and have an adverse
impact on the creation of new jobs.
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The Honorable Robert J. Dole
July 30, 1984
Page 2 of 2

Trade remedy reform legislation in the form of H.R. 4784
would harm significantly United States economic interest. I urge
you to vote against it. Thank you for your consideration of this
matter. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

BLUE CI MLE ARIZONA INC.

FAG: 11s

-
4_• , AL . Goudie

President

r-4- .
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American Brush Company# Inc. -

SO fWAIT STRUT* •CUJ•YOKIAS#•C•USSTTS *3* TILRW40U (el?) 0 14-|)114W. vrY1-S 314e 34

REQUEST FOR LEGISLATION TO RECLASSIFY SNAP BLADE KNIVES

American Brush is a manufacturer of paint brushes and paint appli-
cators in Brockton, Massachusetts. It has been in operation since 1912
and presently employs 225 people. In recent years, American has witnessed
a major erosion in sales due to imports of "low end" products from Taiwan,
Korea and China. While American has made a major effort in combating
imports via investment in new equipment and programs, sales units of
brushes have decreased significantly.

To compensate for lost business and to protect American's future, a
program of diversification has been started. A major program that American
has invested in is the exclusive distribution of snap blade knives from a
major cutlery company in Japan. Snap blades knives are unique in design
and function. While they have been imported to the United States since
the early 60's, sales have been limited because of distribution problems
and excessively high duty rates. The concept of snap blade knives is
uniquely Japanese. The knives have been manufactured by many companies
in Japan for many years. To my knowledge only one or two items have been
made-in the United States (Ardell in New Jersey). The full range of prod-
ucts, however, has not been produced in the U.S. Most products coming in
are "knock off" of Japanese products from either Taiwan and Korea who
enjoy a G.S.P. duty.

When American first looked into this product line, the Customs officers
in Boston studies the products and felt that the product could be entered
as "Edged Hand Tools". The function of snap blade knives is to cut floor
board, wallpaper, wall board and carpets. A classification as Edged Hand
Tools (651-4570) seemed to make sense based-on the function of the items.
A-Iti Io-o iii1cat~on h-ia a dtitfo-6 J7.7%. When the product came into
the U.S., however, it was discovered that proper classification should be
pocket knives_ 164!0L648.-85. This classification has a significantly
ýTfMerentiariff structure. The rate here is 11.5% plus 7C per knife plus
2.3o for every extra blade packed in the package. This new rate structure
makes the items prohibitively costly. By example, the K-200 Knife, a popu-
lar economy item, cost American 32o FOB Japan. Total duty for this item
would be .153 or 482. Because of this rate structure, American's K-200
Knife would have a suggested retail of $2.49 versus $1.19 for Taiwan product
and $1.29 for the closest domestically produced item from Ardell. (With
Hand Tool designation American planned to have a $1.98 retail).

Market potential for this complete product line appears significant,
but is presently untapped. Present demand is being satisfied largely from
abroad, particularly from Taiwan and Korea because of obvious advantage of
0.5.P. rating. Since the present classification is really protecting very

41-171 0 - 85 - 24
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American Brush Companyp Inc.

IN KMANUY flWTsIuMIrICK I SSA4CHMIfUrSOe TILUM 1O6111 WI3)W I w14r3.0.10

Page 2

little (due to fact that only one or two items of entire product line
have been matched here), it appears that the highly restrictive rating
is unnecessary end, In addition, unfair. We would like to see an ammend-
msent made to the present law to allow snap blade knives to be reclassi-
fied under "Edged Hand Tool" designation. _I

Vice President

GSF :mem
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American Brush Company, Inc.
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MIA TH9 MINq OF

W""A"W"Ur December 1, 1981

Hr. Douglas Cahn
Congressmen Barney Frank Is Off ice
1609 Longworth Office Building
Washington, D0C. 20515

Dear Doug:

Enclosed Is a draft of our brief for the Commissioner. In addition,
I have enclosed sample product and a couple of catalogue sheets. Please
be sure to keep Senator Tsongas's office advised of what you are doing.

Please call me if you have any questions. Thanks.

Regards,

AME RUSH COMPANY, inc.

a ~yS, •urst

ec tive Vice President
I;~a Ion

GSFimem

Enclosure
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American Brush Company1 Inc.

MS KANTdh $ThU1T.SjC1ON.NV4AI T$~46Tl3q e TILIpHOW(Ill SW11IMI. "W& gIS11s$4M

FROM THE OFF= OF July 29, 1982

Hr. Tom O'RIley
Office of The Honorable James Shannon
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Toms

Here Is the packet of
Congressman Barney Frank's
Bill #5490.

Information which I sent to Doug Kahn in
office on June 15th in reference to HR

Regards#

A AERICAN RUSH COMPANY. Inc.

Ex uti Vice President

OSFamem

Attachment
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Amer BenUNsetCompany, me.

SJune 15, 1982

Hr. Dou Kahn
Office of Barney Frank
1609 Lonpworth Building
Washington# D.C. 20515

Dear Dousg

Encloasd you Vill find copies of the following documents which I
feel should be helpful in creating a convincing argument for justifying
our case to reduce duty on snap blade knives.

1. Copy of Ardell's catalogue.
.2. Copy of Ardell's latest published price list.
3. Copy of American Brush's current snap blade price list.
4. Copy of Lion Products latest published price list.
$. Copy of Purchase Order to Okada Hardware (Japanese knives).
6. Copy of Sheun Der Price List to American Brush (Taiwan knives).

Please note the following

1. ls Ardell's Catelouge.

There are only two items that Ardell sells (both marked "Assembled
in USA from Canadian Parts") that are similar to Items that can be
classified "snap blade" knives. They are found on Page 5 (022-551,
922-5533 and 922-5599 - same items with a different package) and on
Page 15 (f22-3500).

(Incidentally, we vould be quite happy to be able to do the sane
assembly work in the US as Ardell does if we could buy all the
components from Japan. The problem is that components are subject
to the *se duty structure as a finished product).

.2. Us Ardell's Price List vs. Americen Brush's Price List vs. Lion
- Products Price List.

Ardell's item 922-5533 is packaged exactly like American's T-200
(Taiwan) and Lion Products K-200 (Japan) knives. All three knives
are blister carded and come packaged with two extra blades. Knives
are recognized as being similar in the trade.
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2. (continued)

In comparing prices, it is important to understand that various
manufacturers work with different discount structures from one
another. (Many companies, including Ardell, even have different
discounts from a suggested retail price, on the same price list.)

-Therefore, when one compares prices from'one manufacturer to another,
It Is essential that one look at the Not Price a dealer pays (the
price the store pays from a distributorY, the Net.price Distribu-
tor pays and the #A price an 021H pays for a product. Comparisons
of Suggested Retail prices are meaningless unless the companies
being compared work with the same discount structure. Ardell works
with a "longer" discount structure than does American or Lion, (more
discounts are offered from a Suggested Retail Price). Therefore,
look at Not prices when doing a comparison.

DISCOUNT STRUCTURES.. . . .. .Discount

Suggested Dealer (Discount (or Dist. for Retail
Company Retail (Discount for Dealor fIce. Distributor) Price OL4 Price

Ardell $1.00 (SO off lees 102 off) 454 (102 less 102) .36 (lo) .33
American $1.00 (502 off) 500 (lo0 less 102) .405 ( 52) .385
Lion Products $1.00 (502 off) 500 (1ox less 10) .405 ( 52) .385

PRODUCT COMPARISON
Distributor

Suggested Dealer Price OEM
Ietm elPrice (ublishid)c

Ardell 022-5533 1.89 .85 .65 .58
American T-200 1.98 .99 .80 .76
(Made in Taiwan)

Lion Products - X-200 1.98 1.13 .915 .87
(made in Japan) I .t Y

American Brush's Taiwan Ites (T-200) will be listed 232 higher (at pub-
lished Distributor Price) and 31% higher (at O4 level) than Ardell's product.
The Japanese X-200 (Lion Products) is presently being listed 412 higher than
Ardell'a distributor price and is 502 higher-at the OE level.

When American Brash initially decided to carry this product line, it
planned to import, as Lion Products does, items from Japan only. When American
brush later learned of the correct duty structure, however, it was realized
that the Japanese items were no where near competitive to American made or
Taiwan made products. For that reason American chose to Import this item,
along with others, from Taiwan instead of Japan. If the duty io reduced
as proposed in HR bill 15490. American Brush will price the Japanese knife
with the same pricing structure as it is presently listing the K-200 from
Taiwan.
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This will still give Ardell a 31X pricing advantage at the OEM4 level* but
at least the Japanese item will be more competitive to the Tilvun Item than
it has been in the past.

Despite the large variance in price between Ardoll and Taiwan or Japan,
American Brush feels that with a reduced duty it can sell significant quan-
tities of Japanese knives since Ardell's Item is a minor item in their com-
prehensive program.

If the duty is reduced to 74X on the Japanese item, the item will
still be 28X more costly to buy than similar products from Taiwan (higher
labor cost, 7l2 duty factor, etc. ... ), but it will, at least, be somewhat
competitive.

COST COMPARISON

Country of FOB Present 1) New
Origin Cost Duty Formula Duty Proposed Total Cost

Japan K-200 74.5 Yen* * 12c -- 44c
32c

Japan K-200 73 Yen*
32o .025 34.5c

Taiwan T-200 27o 27C

(a) Yen valued at 230 exchange rate

(1) 649-79-9.72 + 4.86 for Knife + 20 for each additional blade

I hope all this information is helpful in showing that Ardell should
have little to worry about by reduction of Duty. Ardell will still enjoy
a competitive edge of 31X21

Please call ms if this needs further explanation.

Regards,

AHRIC BRUSHI COMPANY, Inc.

ry:8 ur!t
'aom Vice President Operations

C OR

Attachments
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ANII, .1 .X .q• .oA '.9*1 IL Z611(I $2)SHUEN DER INDUSTRY CO.,LTO.
MANUrAcILUILI, A 111Ofltil Or *.IAII.8NIItv

ir r iO0

%.Woo.

vAre btay.1..l. ,L90

PRICE LIST

To: M/S. American Brush Co. Inc.
Brockton, MA 02401
U. S. A.

Item No. DescriPtion, Unit Prices
F.O.B. Taiwan Net.

"HAND" Cutter Knives
Type: Hand-120

4 -P 
4 chpc In palypouch with
header and 2 extra blades

401-lb Each pc without 2 extra blades
then blister packed
Hand-120 Knives without any
blades, reduce USSO.52/Dz. for
package.

401-PO Small plastic cutter knives
Each pe with nd extra blades
then blister packed
Type: Hand-550

402-1I1, Each pc with 2 extra blades
I "/ then blister packed

2.92/Dz.card

above three diff.

.146
1.75/Dz.card

7.61/Dz.card
402-JAB Each pc without any blades 687

then blister packed Ox.card
cutter Knives blades In plastic )
tube then blister packed, but &) . 6')
blades supply by buyer. O.Ol/Dz.card

- - * a O n g - --a -- --"" a - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - • , LmT••, D .
Payment: By an irrevocable L/C in our favor'.

hO.C6 TA JWAU LI. CHANG NAN ROAD. CHANO H%.jAWAN. REF)6titCR cIUNA

P0 a0 ova

U...." C g
IlL . 41,,I:}.•I /U

iiI Iq 11•41). * th

V.....

I. '.-

Ip

, Z403 I.;: .

is""

3.27/Dz. - •,••
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,. .11." i BRUSH COMPANY, INC.

.CY STREET *BROCKTON. MA 02401/

r.
0Okeda Nerdwere Co. Lt.

N P.O. sox No. 22--Hlkl
i yoooo0ProfJapon

L*
tt~~ ~ ~ *.0..A.lt-'

a.-.A &.. We. *14 1 of.1Oc11 c$ P&~MmG

No. P640100 I.*1 ,.1-,Z,,
Im As0. SOs J

V/fl 11KM. & CONDItIOdAS
"1 IEIEII&4C1 I0flPanP-lit•o LOCA?,LuhfArU

PURCHASE 0110114 N4O JuST ARFIJAR AS
PARI OF CARIOId MAnKI(IGS

2 OVRAGES 8yOND SPICWS10 LWI'IS W.L.
NOT Of ACIPIED

3 ACKNOWLIDGIEUNIS MUSIC Of 04tUAgdEL
a PACKING SLIP MUll ACCOMPAANO JAC..

SHIPMENT
-1 S ALL MIECHANDISI NO1 MINlING PIWCF

CAIIOS AS 0G11O0NID WILL SI RKJI[CIO
* MAKE NO SUSSII1UTIO8$ WIfHOUt PER.

NOVI VOUR INVOICE MUSIC "lAM INS FOLLOW-

* The tesw. te e90,8,RI I%*$1 too" hve heen
peav1ed e I "oe lee Is" ma s is*e

fDATE 0 1 I FI luaNN
"WIIINII? VAIl
t-3 0-I2Pobo Fort 1 " dvise

tad nester Pk

A-300 10 50 0

A-900 " " 10 o00 foD.)Z

0-400 10 I O0 0 ••A

0-500 t, o to0 /$y,.45.
it II 10 1000 2 "-0?O

08 @8 3 3000 4$.1

II ll

II II

to Soo tit ,n.0
tooS00 .

to t.o 0 .0
I0

I0

10
30 .,.

1 1oo ,, 0

. ' . . I

ll-lOOP N.T, Pkl.

O"1000 *

UT OMRor **

0*

6€81300 "6 '~ "

•f - ,...1 .• I "

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN ACKNOWLEDOGEMENT

so

0aso

14

of

oI

so

sI

SI

of

SI

II

V 106

* 611k;
V o66

VlO

, ... .

AD•dRICAN BRUSH COMPANY

BY

irnij

3,500

1,200

1,200
1,200

10,000

1.000

1,000
5,000

200

*o00

2.O0O

A-'OP

L-500

Lo-IS0P

O06606

J01607

204608

008603

001600

008608

006604

006609

008610.

008611

008662

00161)@0o6'1 6O

.01

T.. - - -; , ,-'ra .v'

S......... _ .. .. L-- -- •11 I _ -- -- • -- _1 I•

*" I
"? 7"'
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~ WHOLESALE PRICE SCHEDULE

GENERAL TERMS: o NEWPRoDucT
2% 10 days. nelo-30
Minimum Order - S I SOIX)Net , PRICE REDUCED
&*" A rft &v% U.6 L01 IaM~I

4.1513lll |0V•. 1111 I"vl lll Vl tll/

RETURNED MERCHANDISE:
No merchandise will be accepted for return without written authorlialion from Lion Office
Product%, Inc., Gardena, California. All returned goods musl be In saleable conddilon.

A I 5% re.stocking charge will be deducted from all returned goods
PRICES: FAST

All ilems combined for discount
A 0 1$a - 1299 not TOLL FREE IE.00 1. 300 nol 800

-- f ra~tion unit only. CALL COLLEC1
213

SERVICE
XCEPT CALIFORNIA)
- 421.1848

FROM CALIFORNIA:
- 7708386

NUMBERING MACHINES
- Prite Pe 16(ac -

Recall

"9.9s"$9.95
79.11S
13.9S

63.9541.9s

41.95
40.9S
40.95

hoot: 0-37

6.75
C.77

C.71
U-S1

A
42.73
34,1
34.11
27.14
27.34
17.93
17.93
'1.71
17.3

I

40641
36.43

12.1112S."
259"

6.199
16.56
16.31

seal
ShWiCTN

1130
11301130
1/40
1140
1140
1140

IlsoliO
'lS0

10 Wheels, $oweeaenaft"9 WbeeI.,?Meaemelvnss

I Whilte 7 Mowmnal
I Wheels, Mowments6 Wheels. I 11e•nllnl
* Wheels, I Moewmeaal6 Whbeli, 7 Mowmnls
5 Wheesla.5 MoeemsnlaS Wheel$. I Mesmeonla

SERVICE
C4mkales regoandllelmln - Always 10.0 poe oe".

NUMBERING MACHINE SUPPLIES
- Pdce Pee for -

ReaM A S Slp.CTN
LUN.I 2.35 1.00 0.95 I
Coalms: isee, Red A ONlas
Ink Pad 0.60 0.6 0.24 11011

&

TALLY COUNTER
- Pike Per lEach -

Really
10) 10.95
20) 11.95

A
4.6'
5.11

0
4.43
4.14

Deal
Ship.CTN
101200
101,00

Note: 103 - land Type. 4 digala, wit trger Rins
20) - Deak Tvpe, 4 dl[ula

TAPE DISPENSER
- Prie Per Each -

Recall
1.126 Mae') 6.40
L-It? 100) 6.40
Is LOS
20 1.95

0oo 14.95

A
3.59
3.39
2.14
3.83
5.54
L.39

S
3.40
3.40
2.41
3.62
U.24
6.05

sex/
ShIp-CTN
121144
111144
1120
1120
1120
1112

Colta: L.1 6 6 L112 - ODak Smoke
IS - 14a1 sk. S111e. Grey, Gree. and Walwl Tones
20 - Walnuet Cln
25 - Slack. Seip ad Srawn
600- WalN G•&aW

Ntis: L1316 #w W' wide tape. IV, see
L.121 fre W, wide sal. I" cee
100& 25-Lis I"A l co"n•eea

Up so 5" diaaeler ap$
Is & 20- thI" Wee laps

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC,
401 WEST ALONQ IA BLVD.

GARDINA, CALIFORNIA "0241
TEL (1311 7•0366FAST SERVICE

3/I111
Fienm Ca"r: Call Collect

from a)sllua seaes
Toll Free Nwmble
l.11011-4111.1lAdI

FB.17

0-71
1t.7'

€-pa

0.71
0-52
D.5I
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WHOLESALE PRICE SCHEDULE
LIST FINDERS & REFILL

- price pr Earsh -

Metell

lit$

15.95

6.959.95

13.95
'5.95
'5.95
15.95
6.95

A
2.54
2.91
4.23
5.545 .96
6.12
6.13
6.62
3.63

a-so0 2s0 1.037
3.500 2.50 1.07
£1630 2.0 1.07
R£45 2.50 1.01
R-1701 2s0 1.0?
1.360 2I0 1.07

Colors:
T100- liak, Walnut
630 - Lime, O 's'. flrown
410 - link. Walnut
101 - listk. WAlnut

I
2.41
3.61
4.01
5.24S.35.65
646
6.46
6.46
363

1.011.01
.1.01
1.01
1.Ol

so%/
SNpCTN

10/10
10/160
12141
6/16
10140
10/40
10140
10/40
10/40

i/no
Iino
Iino
line
I/no
Ilie

HI1 - Slack. grown
S0 - Off While
s0 - Off Whle/l.Smok Top

360 - Walne Grain

DESK ACCESSORIES

MIUs Sees
10001500.0

3500
7600-

1-1000
.IS00 -
.7360

Arsed

1IML
19.9s
29-95' 4.951

2.30

1310
M.3

0e4 OrpniO .
007130 3.96

FPale Cups
452355S3.P
PC.5514

4.115

2.35

Roln Memo"
601 1"6.95
1001 19.95
It-Sol 1.95
3-1001 2.50
203.0 5.95

Memo Wldors
IS0 19S

- Price Pr Each -

A B

6.53 6.05
12.&0 12.13
12.60 12.13

6.32 6.05

0.95
0.96
0.96
0.96

0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

1.70 1.61

3.13
212
0.96

7.3

0.31.01
2.54

3.62

0.01

6.66

0.•9
1.01
2.41

4.35 4.03

set/
Ship.CTN

$130

$140

line

I/neIt"e

1/24

10160
10/60
12/72

$140
$130
UOno

10160

I0/60

Colors. 452- Brown. Green aed Red
113P- Mack Only

7070 - Black. Yellow and Green
00.730- Smo"od
PCS514 - Smoked
565- Seak, fown. Brani, glue and Green

L-241
460
600650
R.345
t.4"
£1650

BUSINESS CARD FILE
- Price Poe Each -

Boa/
Reelil A 3 Shl"-CTN

2.91 1.21 1.11 101
11.9s 5.11 4.64 6146
2.95 5.54 5.24 6136

13.95 5.96 S.65 5140
0.95 0.41 0633 line
3.50 I.50 1.42 Iino
3.50 1.50 1.42 line

Colors: L.24S - Black. Fully
460. 600 - B .eck, B (l S [Blur asvale on 600 only)
IM0- WlIWl

"Nofe: L.145 - 350 Caod CApscsIl
460 - 400 Cad Capacliy
600 - 600 Card Capacity
IS0 - 500 Cud Capacity
3146 - Refill lot 410 and 600
1t50 - Refill (of 650

iness Card Holder
CH.120 0.96

Color: Smoked
Noe: Minimum order 10 p9L

STAPLERS
- hoc#Pe Flack -

606
404
330

*.I0
31.U

Colors:

Retlil

10.95
6.95
8.95
2.25

16.95

A
&.3
4.61
3.6)

0.96
1S.80

a
8.01
4.43
2.61
2.62
0.91

14.96

10/120

sea/
Shp-CTrN

61136
10/60
12/I 30?1311•0
121360
I/no

606 - Black. (key, Drown. Gold/Avocado
404 - Black. brownn
330 - black. Tan. Grey

Mall: 606. 404 take Full Strip standard Sapiles
330 take Hall Strip standard Stiplet
Pt 10, NIO tiel SwIntline TOISO

or BOSlilh cKpt 2531 Saples
3u sakes Limn MN Staples only.

$14mwmd
(IM)

H46 10
34 lls). 11111

Recta

1.95

0.50
IM3

STAPLES
- Price Per -.

0631 0.30
0.3$ 0al1

Bo/l
SlhipCTN

101M0

10/100
10/200

S

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
401 WEST ALO01ORA SLVh,.

GAROEN,% CALIFORMIA 90248
TEL (313) 1144036FAST SERVICE

'1

211111
From CAlNl: Call Collect

(2131 330.63
Frlom ll another StilS
Ioo Ftre NumbertgolO-d21.5116.

T.S00
630
460
560
701
'II
so
so
360

Ii

C
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NT CUTTER AND BLADES

Reslal
MC.20 29.40
MC.SS.1P I5.90

Nole: MC-30

MC.OSS p

seal
A S SMOCTN

12.57 11.91 20/140
6.80 6.44 10/000

- 30cc peo sube. 30 tvbs pet•bo
Point of Prchase diplay

- $5ee per Ibe, I0 tubes pet em
Bubble Pack

CLIP BOARD
- Pike Pee Each -

250
210

3.25

3.98
4.9S

A

5.39
1.70
1.12

)
5,37
1.65
2.00

best
Ship.CTN

101100
10/100
10/100

Coeloa; Blak. Nlue, Red. ceoen. Yellow and Whale

Nole: 250 - Memo sie
260 - Ltllct sare
210 - I.,ll tile

PRE INKED STAMPS & INK
- Prece Per Ecih -

Sax/
Retail A Ship.CTH

1- 45 4.C5 1.? 1.68 1/101)00

- ?d"go Pel Eact# -

R,1.11 A 3 SMp-CTN

NC.60SP 1.39 0.59 0.55 211300
Colon: love, LL lue, Green, Red, Yellow 4841 $town

New: Uses lades A. 100, A- 160

Xl A I Ship•CTN

~~. 0 1.01 5.01 101100
S.200u1P 2.50 1.01 1.01 24/120
ASOG .TS 1.60 :.S2 10/200
A JOUBP 1.?1 1.60 .532 24110
A900 8.o0 3.57 3.44 10/100
L.S0O S.91 25.4 2.41 102000
L.S00.1P 595 2.54 2.41 2411"0
L1550 5.91 2.4 241 10•20
L.SS.OSP 5.95 '.S4 2.41 10/200
r.650 7.75 3.31 2.14 101200
f .6%8P 7.7. 3.31 3.14 241150
0.400 4.50 5.92 15.2 10/120
040S0 9.95. 4.25 4.03 10/100
0SOGOP 9.95 4.2S 4.02 241120
01$500 525 2.24 1.13 12/120
0-700 8.50 2.62 3.44 50/100
C.2500 26.95 55.52 10.95 10160
V.00 2.2S 0.% 0.91 10/100
A.100 1.95 0.33 0.79 10/100
A-I001UP 1.95 0.86 0.17 24/no
A160 .95 1.26 1.19 10/100
AC.300 2.95 1.69 1.0 10/100
L.150 2.95 51.25 lt 10/100
L.I5C0,P 2.95 1.25 1.19 24/no
L.300 1.50 I.50 1.42 10/200
a too 1.91 0.53 .0.19 tolo00
0,1001UP 1 .95 .823 60.79 241/e

2111S 1.26 . .19 12160
S 2.95 5.25 5.19 12Ino

1.1200 5.55 2.50 %$65 1Mano
5.jou. 2.60 1.11 1.01 121no
0.3s0 2.95 1.9 h.60 132no
C.400 4.50 1.92 1.62 100/no
V,1 1.95 1.26 1.19 100/no
Culles K.200. 6.200. A*300 - A*I00, A.150 Nlides

L.500, L.550. F.650. G.100 - L.I$0, L.00 SINdes
0.400, J600 - 0100 Ulade
515oo -*I and 2
9.120o - 355o0 61#10 1 o40

Small& 1.3SO Lwp)
A.900 - AC-*00 Ca.1ldip
C20O0 -0400 W8411e
V.200 - Y-I 60ISP Mlean bo1l Packi

GLUE (Mr. Clins)
- Pilce Per set -

I- AIR MAIL
4 * THIRD CLASS MAIL
G•PARCEL POST
$. COPY

10. C.O.D.
12 • CREDIT MEMO
14 • CANCELLED
15. SIIIPPED
15 • IMPORTANT
20. PERSONAL
22. PLEASE REMIT
24 • EN SE l[D
26. ORIGINAL
23. LUISCON IINULU
30 • FILED
31. THANK YOU
34 . PRINTED SlAT I13
I • FINAL NOTICE
3s , SECOND NOTICE
40. SAMPLE
42. INSPECTED
44 • KILLED

seal
S ShipCTN

0.71 24Ino

Nee: Red Ink SIm - 1.11, 25, 28. 14.39.44
AL.. 1.'1, C 5. -1 4•.q 451 q J

-,,.. •,.y- `0.• L•ow 4F# W Ia qv'q*goq

PIT-$ 5.50 0.64 0.5 124no

Note: Trey folo S Penlked Stamps

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
401 WEST ALONDRA 8L06.

GARDENA, CALIFORNIA 90345
TEL (2531110713"FAST SERVICE

2111/1
FPom Calif: Call ColleeI

12111 110.|)8
From all other slate$
TeO Free Numbfe
1.600-431.1841

T0
_1%

I- URGENT
I. VIA AIR MAIL
5. riRST CLASS MAIL
I 1 RUSH
9. FRAGILE

11 . SPECIAL DELIVERY
13 RECEIVED
IS *APPINOVES
15 7 PAID
I9. VOII)
31 • PAST DUE
23- DL LIVLRtD
25 - CONI IUILNIIAL
27. COMPLF 10
29 .03 DEPOSIT ONLY
31 , DUPLICATE
3). CONrIROMATION
35, SECRET
)7. RLGISTLRED
29. CERTIFIED
41 . APPROVED FOR PAYMENT
43 * CASH
45 • 1111S ACCOUNT IS.

Resall A
INK 1.75 0.US
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WIIULISALI: PhlkI bGfI•uLIg
BINDER CLIPS
- Prke Pea Gres -

Rlelail A 0

16.00 6.14 6.46
23.00 .3s) 9.32
26.00 11.11 10.53
58.00 24.10 23.49
65.OO 27.79 26.3)

107 - 16" W1de, 11133" Capacity
IlI - I" wide, 1716" Capacily
5$5 - 114" Wide, $IS" Capacity
20 - II$41" W•d. 13l16" Capacity
260 - " Wide, I.|16" capacIty

PAPER CLIPS
- Price Pet 000 Clips -

of (standard Site)
4.40

as (jumbo - NOn Skid)
M1215

OS (Jumbo - Smooth)
t.15 •

Sou/
Stap.CTNh

01120 Glens
0O530 GWON
O#110 Gross
US0 Grow
0415004

100125000

100110000

1001100400

100 clips per box
Conltac either sales rep or LION OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC. for prikc

CLIP DISPENSER
- Pkrce Per 14:1 -

Rttail
2.00
z:3S
2.002.50
2.95

A
0.66
0.96
0.66
1.07
1.26

I
0.11

' 0.tl
0.SI
h.01
hit9

seal
Shi".TN
121144
12/144
12/144
121144
12112

CI.PC.sK.C PC.C2 - Sltuk TOp A
Smoked Bottom

CI.PC.WA. C.) - Walnut To & Smoked Bottom

Noe: CI with IS clips

BOOK RINGS
- frile Pfl Sea -

8.20
L60

10.00
10.50
11.30
•.9O

4.00

A
3.51
3.66
4.28
4.04
4.83
3.36
1.24
1.71

k-9- 11116"
L.19- w1"
L-29 - I"
L-39- I%"

a
3.32
3.41
4.05
4.25
4.55
3.20
1.17
1.62

L.4- I1%"
L.59 - 3"

L79- 3"

Sea/
ShIdpCTN
100112000
10019000
100/6000
10014000
100130100

1011101
011800

PENCIL SIIARPENER BATTERY OPERATED
-hPicPer Eack -

R1tail A 0
P.S 19.11 6.$5 6.06
LMI0 8495 6.10 1.61
Culga: LO.10: Off Wisle P.5: Off While
Nowe: alletles not Included

LETTER OPENERS
- Price Per Each -

2.LO
I-LO
4.LO
2.LO.OP

Note:

RetIil A
1.25 0.53
1.50 0.64
1.50 0.64
1.1s 0.1S

I.LO - 14$6" Length
3,LO- 91213" Lenoth
4-LO - 9.10" Len0th

a
0.51
0.61
0.61
0.71

Soul

6
sell

ShIW-CTN
081500*
0115001
ORISoot*
0*/S0 Os

HANGING FOLDER FRAME
- pele Per Each -

ISelal Net Pike) boal
Retail C S Oveon 10 Gross 16 Gross SMPCTN

L.4424 5.25 1.91 1.$? 1.54 1.h1 0118
L.443.1 C.I5 2.10 1.02 1.19 1.76 fill
L.44|. 5.75 2,10 1.72 5.69 1.66 6/11
L-443-1 6.25 2.31 1.97 1.94 1.91 Ill
Note: L.4424 - Uatter site. 6 ea. pick, 273118"

L.442.1 - ULtter Site, I Ie. pack, 2-.316"
L-4434 - Legal site, e#. pack. 37.3l1"
1443)1 - LU6411 sie, I e0. pick. 27-318"

VISIBLE RECORD BOOKS
- Price Per Bach -

253
264
11S
48S
216
315
S111756
1035

R.I0

253L-85

415
285
3111S•

735

.112
R.I0

4.10 6
L.8$ -

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
401 WEST ALONORA LLV6.

GARDENA, CALIFORNIA 90248
TEL (313 277•0636FAST SERVICE

Recall

21.95"
33.95
11.95
22.95

RUNS

69.95
0.49
0.49
0.49

A
16.6S
12.06
1.36

14.41
16.65
5.11
9.111

25.63
29.90

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

0
15.77
16.1I

ISM~
4.64
9.29

24.26
211133
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.0

Boal
Ship,•IN

1/10

1/10
1120
I110
1140

III0I110

25011000
200ln0
200/ne

10011000

64 Pockets. likes 3" N 5" Card
SI Pockets, lakes 4a x 61, Card
25 Pockets. likes 3" S", 4"s 6" 5"a 1" Cards
40 PoCvels, likes 3• I S"' 4" 6 6 S" 6 1" Catds
SO Ockuts lakes 3" x SO; 4" a 6" & S 5" Cards
20 Pockets, takes)" 50 $, 4.. a G.. 6 St a I.. cards
46 Pocketl, likes)3" as 5" 4" a 6" 6 S" ia " Cards
74 Pockets. lakes 3" x SO' 40 a 61' A 5" x V Cards
100 Pockets. takes)3" a 5" 4" a 6" 6 A" .S I" Cards
Refill Pocket (or 185. 2651,85 a loss
Refill Pockel for 264
Regfl Pocket for Z23
Refill bar Pocket for Victor Visible Books

21I11l
From Cjlf: Call CARii

1313177041]1
From llI other SuIIl"

Ton Fiat NvoW
I.BOO-411.1141

IIII
2o0

Noe

Halt:

IPC.t5K
CI.PC.WA
Ci.BP.BK

C-2
C-3

Color:

O

L.9

L.29

L.4M

L41
L.S!

Nuol5I:

9
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TING MATS
e For Beth -

A S
10.64 I5l1
11.93 11.32

7.2$ .0
3.53 3.52
3.53 3.62

SnlSMe.CTN

4010/
S10m.
gloin

CUTi

45.9$
?1.IS
US .MIPS

Ito$35.95

CM40o ChF•0T5C94, C*45T
C*30
COA.3011

CM90
CM-0
CU*JO
C*.301

Celee:

CM.40T

Celso:

Nel.:

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
401 WEST ALONDRA 6L0i.

GARDENA, CALIFORNIA 20241
TEL. (21317 104)55

p PLASTIC ERASER
- PI"lF Pl oSe -

Relsd moo
1195 S.20

P.100-24 team"n pit &N

PUNCHING MACHINE
-Price Pat Each -

17.9s 3s5
1.T5 3.75

It.S0 0.19

I - Evslu Punch
so - 2 Hole Pouch (3w, finter so conte330 -$Ile Pwncft

HAND SAFE
- Price Ptr gach -

IsalU Nei S
1111.95 55.50
6A.9S 40.53
S4.s 25.10

P-190

Noes.

Iso
330

3
S

Colow

2/1318
Flom Calif: Call Colilet

121311770-)386
Flom all olth1er u101

Toll Free Number
1.600-431.1148

Bst'
$hmP.CTN

10100

Pup.CTN
noliG
no1l0

loaf

hNp-CTN
I1/
I/6
11/

I - Ole c~,WS
3- Gald Gity
S -1 Olive Grain

I -9.I1 $116ia 145/16"W a 6.I/5"H) 6"IL x 11l 111ll6"W a +-314"113 - S"*L a I I.IS/l5*W a 4"1/44
S -9.VI/2'a 10-11161W a 411H

I- Combtlnaem Key and Sell
3- C.w.Ael.. Key
S - Key

14.941 010o
LOS 40/..

36" x 24" I(5clW Oler)
24"a 1"1610m II"
12" a IN"
I"2x I1N! HIrd Type

5.110

FAST SERVICE
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LETTERING SET & PARTS
- Pice Per Set -

Retidl Nele:
I1L 69.S95 - I1 Templales% I I Pen
IlL I9O.95 - II Temopollet II fPe$s
9L 229.9S - 9 Teeplean, 10 Pens
IL 2it.95 - I Templates 10?ean
GL 119,95 - umpTlteo, Fenw
SL 159.95 - S Templates. S Penl
3L 11,95 -I Templaltes, Plane

sea/

Ilne

line

linelino

TEMPLATE NeHt:
$011O0l5olS IM J - 0eL Io 140CL line
SOIieS9ili 14.50 - I1SCL to 290CL line
s020oae502 I$.95 - $SOCL, 415CL, SOOCL i1no

OTHER PARTS Now:
1051 23.95 - Scriber
5052 5.10 - Scket Na1der
s0o3 I.ts - tlod Holder
s05$ 0.11 - Stand e Scribal

PARALLEL RULER #3000
- Price Pee Pa1h -

Roomi NeMI

30" 19.95
36" 67.95
42" 92.95J49" ti.ts
'Is. 99.9s
54"* 105.95
60" t116.9
72" )111.95
Cab1e 10.95 - 100 FtL Spools
Autchomenl 7.50

I/ne
line
lineI100

Selt

lino
lino
line

line
I/no
line
line

TRIANGLE RULER - PLASTIC
CLEAR OR ORANGE

- Prie Per tac -

450-4450.6
450'8

36043604
3601
36010
360.12
360 14
36016
No-it1

CLEARRetil

1.25
1.65
2.2S
3.20
3.615
5.75
7.65
9.55
1.10
1.45
1.65
2.25
L.IS
3.60
5.10
7.15

ORANGEOeUR

1.45
1.9s
3.05
4.10
5.10&IS

10695
I.I5
1.70
2.25
2.65
3.55
4.50

LOS

1.60

7.65

sox/
Ship4TN

W0141Illne
Ili/ne
I line
128ne

I line
tlln

I line
Il/ne

Il/ne
"121,113101
13101

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

I.A
1.9
I-C
3

3
4
S
1ll
II?
III

114
'Is

- hkPeoer Each -
90es

Relsl Noes SMp.CTN
7.95 - 4" Bow hPenl I/ne
9.50 - 4" Dew PCn lIne
1.95 - 4" Sow Olkier line

11.50 - 4" Combinalon vow Pencil. line
Pan6 Divlwew

I1.0s - 6" ODder line
I W.9 - 49, Giantsaw I/ne
27.$1 - GM" CemsMeon Sow Iino
1S.0 -Pence Bow Set line
4675 - Giant Bow Set line
31.0 - Gcoun S"w A Small now 5e1 line
39.50 - Interchaneeable Compasets # Iine
31.10 - ineorchenerabe Campase"et line

eteull

T.SQUARE
- Price Per Each -

levi
Retell ShICTN

MM-1I 11.05 MAII II.10 fill?
MK.34 14.50 MA.34 13.9S 1113
MX.) 6.11S MASO 16,S0 111
14K.3C 11.9 MA,36 17.50 11113
MK42 31.50 MA41 20.95 12112
M.*49 23.95 MA.48 2.50 12112

NMeI MK - Removabde HeMd a Prcked in Waterproof 11a
MA - fiaed Heed

FRENCH CURVE - PLASTIC
- PrIce FPr Each -

6
10
I)
IS
I,
I,
I,
20
26

LION OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
401 WEST ALONDRA 0LVIi

GAROENA, CALIFORNIA 90241
TEL 2131 71M0436FAST SERVICE

G 0110 016310

sea/
Ret114 Nels: Shlp.CTN

I.55 - $l6" French CUrve 1210ne
l.6S - 6" French Curv I2ie
1.10 - 414" Frent Curve ImI/e
2.30 - I113" French Curt I line
2.45 - 81" French Curve I line
2.55 - s" French Curve I 2ine
243 - 9.718" French Curve I line
2S5 - 10.718" French Curve I line
3.03 - 105/1" French Curve I/ne
2.30 - 6s" Frmch Curve 12/no

2/till
From C"5:112Ca111 Colle

I131) 7703•66
Froom ee eUser tlews

Toll Free Nvmr
1Io-421.1145

,J

I



PACK PACK RETAIL 5I3sT

ABC SNAP PACKAGE

~ .J9•3" """..."'.80
008701 T-200 WP Wallpaper Knife 10 300 3.98 .80

008620 A-IOP

Wallpaper Knife/Vinyl Pouch 30
All Purpose Snap Blade Knife 10

Designer Knife - Stainless Blades 10
Professional Model Cartridge Load 10
Pen-type Cutter Plastic Case 10
Multl -Purpose Pen-Type Cutter/Alum. 10

Professional Model Heavy Duty 10
Pro. Blade Knife - Notched Handle 10
Rotary Cutter 10
10 Small Refill Blades - (K-200, 10
T-20OWP, T-20OWPV, A-300. Executive,
A-900)
5 Smell Designer Refill Blades 10
(0-400, 0-500, OS-8OOP)

6 Large Refill Blades (L-500. T550, 10
L-2000)
Sall Stainless Refill Blades (K-200,10
T-2OOWP, T-20OWPV, A-300, Executive,
A-900)

250
50o
250

300
400

400

200

100
100

1000

1 .98

3.49
4.49

9.98
4.98

9.98
5.49
4.98

6.98
2.98

. 8c

1.41
1.82

4.04
2.02

4.04

2.22
2.02
2.83.

1.21

008700
008601

008703
O08606

008607
008608
008602
008702
008704
008603

008604

NT PACKAGE
Pen -type Cutter
Unpacking Cutter
Snap Blade Cutter, Pro. model
Screw-type, qartrldge Load

Designer Circular Cutter
Circular Cutter
Cutting hat -300 x 220 x 3mm
Cutting Hat - 450 x 300 x .3mm
Cutting Scale - 3cm.x 5mm
Cutting Scale - 50cm x Smm
Envelope Opener
Sm. Blade/Cartridge Type Refl/5

50 Bulk Packed Small Blades
50 Bulk Packed Large Blades

880

T-200 WPV
A-300

[xecAt I V
A -900

0-400

0-500

L -500

T-550

Rotary
A-lOP

0-100

L -1 50P

1000 2.98 1.21

500 3.98 1.61

500 3.98 -1.61

10
10
10

u08609
008610
008018

008612
008613

008614
008615
008616
008617

008611
008117

008618

008619

Ds'Oo0OP
R-1000

L -2000

C -2500

C -1500

CM45

CS30

C 550
NT Opener
AC -300

A -50
L -50

100
100
100

60

60

so

30
100
10

1000

100
500
ISO

10
10
10
10
10

10

10

ds. 10

so

5o

9.98
11.49
19.98

29.95
19.98

11.50
18.95

9.50
14.95
1.49
4.49

12.00
23.00

4.04
4.65

8.09

12.13

8.09

4.66

7.67

3.85

6.05

.60

1.82

4.86

9.32

83
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Ardell

AREDILL INDUSTRIES, INC.
PG o 1513 &•*SLeth0Aw.. ,11Ua. fwJuy0l&l3
N.J. 2011687-5900 N.Y. 2121/4-1797

41-171 0 - 85 - 25
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a.... .S5 WdI I ia lol.•d fWO, 1 USlern&acnd Oomnm•a•Ici ly IjI

00".C.iDUOnoI SwIesdn aoeS and toc huaroeds O0 WS t es of period rws.cwpjI"e o"-w * S*"Oe"ppping.nom°oWW" . loodmdue•r sln,. dic.,g. ,dc". ,,d"CUWW rg".
Shpanas "inW1 m llOd SMmor aalso avadlio .

U tility K nif e B la d sP 
IAEO 

O (S J

I'k o I l IC I=odes a #"es. lOpad $, "lFOSadOee Ne c,•lOceraepe, oe
Fj nspanII $,c*SeeIWO =1a0s 1 J

UT .015 UilIy Knife • lades
No. 01.101
I50bladespe bom
Pecied 4baeegpPr mHasw

iiOO Peck

Pa*cd 40 100 cks M e maslee

"taroed
Me. 01.103

UT .026 UtIdy Knilf atdes
OoL
No. 05.151
l00 bIoeape. ooaPeckad 4 baes petmeuw

INPeck
140.0-101
P~e030 lOParSPe'mealsParded 0 i nm

No. WIN 4 (C~be. 03.1o46 150,

AP .01. Utity Kife Bladet

NO.01.-01
= :GOb"do pborPcd4 ObOaW e a.66

No.01-03Paced 40 100 Pao$s permail.

Carded"SO.5103

UIWy m sades ao
avadA I nime
600ow0" pack8w
miv as lid, cawed
So' each tlade

100 Pack
20 Packs of'ls

AtBi.
Coed

PUasui DipensM ,

Am

weisOrpeee

i~0m@w~j~ I

A a 0.018 Utility SKnttl Slde

No. 01-301
1300MIades per 0oa
POed 4 box"pearmasw

mOPack
NO.01.303
Packed 40 00pooCl pot Mals•e

Pleslic Ofspsor
No. 01.304 (Carded)S40.Ot.30415(Sosed)

A & 0.02 Utility KnifelModes

No.0.0100. 02.401

00ldo"S pe, obo,
Pacdd •bosspormesisW

no Past
No.02301

Corded
Me.03W303

Pllasic DoIsensr
No. 0.304 (Carded)"No. 04•3•w Stled)

SHow*s Vl y1e eM sl nma'0lengilble. 1. 1.. 0r 4 neth01er

bomBaOmwml, 0*0"1" 

oo &

cldspeo d•l€n.W/enOnl

mmpalsd o, a• Ie sorage

*C55dep e,•p4 O ONior 025

4U-171 4

0

Pe. 5o4 1wenads

AP .0365 Ulloly Knit* Blades

IM 61ad0 e e ,We
NPssdboeup.UII

Pecked 0O~Spacuperm

No. *03 o

PSO lotl spense

No. m *34(soaad

I
186
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Ui lt Knf lde.HiA7 RNIN NRM

bace'lw "tode ni So I a
"SSW~ Sbseop w as~s Sisesnsusv u wfi%"

0 010 WANNI Knim oiodes

Me. 01401
IN0 Welss ipo boaPscbsd 41ow lWaspome

00oodse

POO." 010

C~re
NM. 01.03

"No. 01.104 1C~rds)
No. 01.1048 5(0•5)

01.012 Utility Knits Dioen
IV*

I11000 Wade1p111bo
Paced 4 bos•os ess

In Pea
No1. o401

CatodaNo.N4040

Plastic D*00ensed

No.402.503 (Boasom

EV .010 Utillit KnIO asido

No. 01401

1P000d Pi bos
IP005koMW"

Pocwa 40@00pacap.moilw

Cat-

No.Plasi 3ClVe)
No.IOA4lO4 ilarsd

IV.#M U~lIIy Knife IWadee

N.04019"ewWas.ses- 0 o

N40 PesO

"1o.01440

N. "4.04 (C~tsei
o.4014040 (I0usd)

UN .01O UIIOtlY Knie DIM$de

No. 01.701
I300 bds Pw b3on
Packe 41box"1 ON muw SSW

I"O POCk
No. o1.70l
Picked 40 00@packs ON 517le

No. 01,70

Ploolloe 0iepsae

ft. 016(01 t 04d

UN .025 UIlity Khlo Miode"
OUR
No.409701
mo~bleftoa P bo0 01Pidee pp mosl

n40 PesO

Pascol 30 100 owspscw pMl

"N.02.7M
N010 .Dispenser"NO. 47041 (• od)
No. a-e Ifles"

AN 013 UIy Knife DioNd
Due
Now01401
Pa• 4 boessp.,muls

INnPak

".81-Md
NO. 11413

M& 01404 (Ceded)
Now 0146110 (80404

AN DISI Ultly Kifel Wa~de.

NO.03401

Pockedolbomspoomesls

1 4011

Pia I0 lIOIP~c napum

NWO.4049(03 0

HYOSS Utility KIlle D1od*1

No.00.4t01
400 Odla• poise.
Pack 4 omuse psimas

Poied 30100.Ch.P'maS1e

0elded
No.404.003

Pisu oIspensor

0

i i ii i i iii iii ii i i i i ]1 IIIII ±

I i i ii UII II ii I
I
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11114' 1110l f• i t $J I O L+ 1;,r, 11 1 a 1 t ~ feks 1,1, A&LWL+L.tJ -10 &%milk . .. _v,-.+.

Single Edge .nduslial Dlides
Po 04.1301
SE .I

too Pack
lJ•* L14.-ku 1, OW 1 40

0. zt b("A liokdr pot n34wIe
No 01'."1602 loavy •ulp

100 Peck

I 4A tAkl.. d4554 $pet w

4
SingleEdr Indusllall BladesINo colth)

me. 04-1602

100 Pat%
100 Wacs Lm Las
pacood uwOO u ploti 01nUNIs
No 0?1-16"61 a ISNN

100 Pack
00 W&,oespo. twI, mi

P40k0d bO L Wh.s fOl,nasWr

SAa.Iwits $lI..d *,In $lef 141 Wk
&00IL "e A - - 0ju vo* bazel WwwP~....

* Au '1'+.I Il• ll& 8i

,IMICI Wi lc•,s

Snlslh Single Edge Blades
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Busey. REHM AND LEONARD. P.C.
COUNSELLORS AT LAW

10e0 K STREET. N.W.. SUITE 1100
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20006

TELEPHONE (*01) 0174700
TELECOIME (*0*) 47011

DAVID BUSBY TELEX 4W0le0 PARIS OFFICE
JOHN IL. REHM CABINET HAYS

WiLL L LEONARO S. PLACE VEiNOOM
JAMlS TAYLOR. JR. 711001 PARIS. FRANCE

BRUCE AITKEN ** TELEPHONEC 8E0.*-42

ROGER 0. TAYLORI TELE[ P104 AR I
JONATHAN HEMENWAY GLAZIER911" "ALIbr OPO"THAY"T PARIS"

EOWARO IL EASTON TELEGOPIEII: 703.4.04
RUTH 14. SALE

" ,"Ow" 4T"" ONLY September 7, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirxsen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

In accordance witn Press Release No. 84-166, we hereoy

register, on behalf of our client, the Automobile Importers ot

America, Inc. (AIA), its objection to S. 2845. Tnis bill is

intended to clarify the scope of determinations made by the U.S.

International Trade Commission (ITC) under the so-called escape

clause, that is, section 201 of tne Trade Act of 1974.

AIA objects to S. 2845 principally because it would

significantly restrict the discretion that the ITC must have to

make the most objective assessment of all the economic factors

that bear upon an escape-clause determination. Since the

inception of tile escape clause in 1951, the Congress has

recognized the wisdom of giving the ITC broad discretion in maIKinqj

such determinations. This has hewn based upon a recognition that
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the Congress cannot ascertain# assess, and analyze the relevant

economic factors in each escape-clause case.

S. 2845 would take a contrary approach and begin to prejudge

in significant ways not only what economic factors the ITC may

take into account but how it should do so. Thus, for example,

S. 2845 would establish an absolute principle that captive imports

are always a sign of Ill health on the part of the domestic

industry concerned. The validity of such a principle is by no

means self-evident. Various U.S. industries, including those in

the automobile and steel sectors, are adjusting to competition by

importing certain products so that they can concentrate on the

domestic manufacture of more profitable products. The role and

impact of captive imports should therefore be considered on a

case-by-case basis.

Similarly, S. 2845 would arbitrarily treat an absolute

increase in production as a sign of serious injury if domestic

consumption were increasing more rapidly. Such an approach would

prevent the ITC from inquiring into the reasons for the two

phenomena and from concluding, if the facts warranted, that the

absolute increase in production did, in fact, reflect a degree of

economic health.

In the same vein, S. 2845 would innibit the ITC from making a

negative determination if it found the domestic industry to be

profitable. Once again, the bill would adopt a narrow and

arbitrary approach to a complex economic question. Depending upon
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tne behavior of the domestic industry and the nature of its

product, it may or may not be analytically appropriate to cite

profitauility as a justification for a negative determination.

Like other factors such as captive imports and increased

production, profitability must be assessed within the context of a

full review of all the economic fdctors that are relevant to a

given case.

In short, S. 2645 is unwise legislation, since it would

arbitrarily resolve certain issues in escape-clause determinations

that must be left to tne discretion of the ITC if such

determinations are to be comprehensive and objective.

Please notify us if your Committee intends to hold hearings on

S. 2845. AIA would appreciate the opportunity to appear in

opposition to such legislation.

Sincerely yours,
BUSBY, REH 4," ADo P.C.
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UNITED STATES SENATE
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ON S. 2845

Jawies L. Slattery
Assistant General Counsel
Lukens Steel Company
50 South First Avenue
Coatesville, Pennsylvania 19320
(215) 383-3335
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Lukens Steel Company, a division of Lukens, Inc., is pleased

that the Subcommittee is actively considering bills to amend the U.S.

trade remedy laws because such legislation is vitally needed. We

urge the Committee to adopt legislation before the end of this con-

gressional session.

Lukens Steel Company, like all steel firms, is concerned with

effective enforcement of antidumping and countervailing duty laws.

we believe that the root of the steel industry's problems is the

pervasive unfair trading practices of our trading partners. We

therefore support S. 2952, the bill introduced by Senators Heinz,

Moynihan and Mitchell, which is an excellent beginning to the much

needed comprehensive trade law reform. There are also many worth-

while provisions in S. 2963, sponsored by Senators Cohen, Chafee and

Danforth. Because of Lukens' recent experience in the carbon and

alloy steel case under section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974, this

statement is directed only to Senator Danforth's bill, S. 2845.

S. 2845 would make clear that an upward trend in imports, either

actual or relative to domestic consumption, is a specific indicator

of threat of serious injury under section 201. This is a useful

clarification of existing law. In like vein, Lukens suggests that

the statute be clarified to indicate that a relative increase in

imports satisfies the increased import standard in section 201

(b)(1). The Commission properly interpreted this standard in the

recent carbon and alloy steel section 201 case, but in order to

eliminate any future doubt, it would be useful if the Congress

ratified the Commission's interpretation of the statute on this

point.
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S. 2845 also would make clear that evidence of rising profits

would not preclude the Commission from reaching an affirmative

determination of serious injury. Although this was not an issue in

the recent carbon and alloy steel section 201 case, it makes sense

to specify that a firm can be seriously injured and can remain

seriously injured even though profits begin to rise.

The bill also would require the Commission to take a longer term

view of a petitioning industry. Rather than just looking at the

survivors of an industry that has been decimated by imports, the bill

would require. the Commission to consider declines in production

relative to consumption, plant closings, and the underutilization of

capacity.

S. 2645 also contains au important direction to the Commission

to disregard factors that are only to be considered by the President

in making his decision after receiving the ITC's recommendations,

such as considerations of the cost to the consumer of restrictions

on imports. In the carbon and alloy steel proceeding, many of the

respondents and even the Federal Trade Commission submitted infor-

mation on these factors in the injury phase of the investigation,

even though those issues had absolutely nothing to do with the

question of whether serious injury by imports had occurred. More-

over, during the injury phase of the proceeding, some of the

Commissioners spent a great deal of time on questions that were

irrelevant to the injury issue. By directing the Commission to

disregard information that is irrelevant to its decision on injury,

the Commission's investigation could be more properly focused.
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Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Lukens recommends that

section 203(d) be changed to make clear that import restrictions may

be imposed that preserve the relative level of imports during a

previous representative period, but that imports not be guaranteed

a level based upon the absolute quantitative level of imports. To

illustrate the problem Lukens and the rest of the steel industry

experienced in the recent steel 201 case, assume that imports of

steel during 1973-76 were 15 million tons, while consumption during

that period was 100 million tons. The imports' share of the U.S.

market would therefore be 15 percent. Also assume that the 15

percent import penetration level was non-injurious to the domestic

industry. The ITC, having found that the 1973-76 import share was

non-injurious and representative, would base its remedy recom-

mendations on the imports' U.S. market share during this period, 15

percent. Section 203(d), however, speaks in terms of a minimum

"quantity or value." The ITC, without much analysis, has assumed

that the term "quantity" in section 203(d) means absolute quantity.

Thus, it would recommend a minimum tonnage floor of 15 million tons

along with its market share recommendation. This absolute tonnage

floor would be no problem if U.S. consumption were at or above 100

million tons. But if consumption declined, for example, to 75

million tons, the absolute 15 million ton threshold could guarantee

imports a 20 prcent share of the market, rather than the 15 percent

share that the ITC had found non-injurious.

This anamolous result is contrary to law and, in fact, conflicts

with the Congress' intent that a meaningful remedy be fashioned when

serious import injury has been found. In Lukens' view, section
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203(d) now allows a relative quantity of imports, i.e., a market

share approach, to satisfy the statutory threshold. In ordet to

avoid confusion in the future, however, and to prevent the improperly

rigid approach of usinq absolute quantities to undermine the ITC's

market share remedy recommendation, Lukens suggests that the statute

be amended or report language be adopted that would make clear that

the market share approach satisfies section 203(d)'s requirements.

By so doing, much of the recent difficulty the steel industry has had

with section 201 could be eliminated.

In short, Lukens supports the chanqes proposed by S. i845. We

hope the Subcommittee will adopt the other changes we have recom-

mended.



RfAI L 1NDUSTRYT1ADE AcTroN CbAimoN
September 5, 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
SD-219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Re: Opposition of the Retail Industry Trade Action
Coalition to S. 2845, a Bill to Amend Section 201
of the Trade Act of 1974

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Retail Industry Trade Action Coalition ("RITAC")

submits its comments for your consideration on S. 2845, a bill

to amend Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 (the "escape

clause"). RITAC consists of twenty retail firms 1/ and eight

1/ Associated Dry Goods Corporation, Associated Merchandising
Corporation, Ball diet's, Inc., BATUS Retail Group, Carter Hawley
Hale Stores, Inc., Dayton Hudson Corporation, Edison Brothers
Stores, Inc., Federated Department Stores, Inc., J. C. Penney
Company, Inc., K Mart Corporation, Inc., Proffitt's Inc.,
R. H. Macy & Co., Inc., Sears, Roebuck and Co., Selber Bros.,
Inc., Spiegel, Inc., Tandy Corporation, The May Department
Stores Company, Inc., Walgreens, Zale Corporation, and Zayre
Cotp.

V\. i, 11. ! 1 Rt, O R 1,IR.I;t

hi:..'rni• . Squaree. Suite 4-' 0 It-2 F •veStrcct. V 0 Waslihngrwi, D.C. 2LX\)6
1201) 429-205I
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national retail associations 2/ which together represent 2

million establishments (most of them small businesses), over 16

million employees (about 15% of the American workforce) and

sales of over $1 trillion, equivalent to nearly one-third of

the gross national product. RITAC opposes S. 2845.

Section 201 is unique among U.S. trade provisions

because it permits the imposition of import restrictions when

no unfair trade practice has been committed. For this reason

Section 201 imposes the most stringent injury standard --

serious injury -- of all the trade relief statutes. This

reflects recognition that the benefits to the U.S. economy from

fair trade, in price and product competition, should not be

sacrificed unless such fair trade'threatens serious disruption

to a domestic industry. This requires in-depth, case-by-case

analysis, to ensure a careful balance between the domestic and

international benefits of fair trade and the adverse

consequences that may be felt by domestic industry.,

2/ American Retail Federation. Association of General
Merchandise Chains, Inc., Direct Selling Association, National
Association of Chain Drug Stores, National Mass Retailing
Institute, National Retail Merchants Association, National Shoe
Retailers Association, and Volume Footwear Retailers of
America, Inc.
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Congressional statements accompanying the introduction

of S. 2845 suggested that Section 201 must be revised to

correct the decision of the International Trade Commission

("ITC") in the recent nonrubber footwear case. RITAC considers

that the ITC's unanimous decision was appropriate in this case,

and we believe that it is unwise to narrow the scope of the

ITC's discretion under the escape clause in response to a

single controversial decision. Other recent ITC decisions in a

series of Section 201 cases indicate that the statute as

applied provides a remedy where serious injury in fact exists.

The bulk of these comments address deficiencies of

specific provisions of S. 2845. Underlying these specific

concerns, however., is a more fundamental disagreement with the

purpose of this bill. S. 2845 seeks to limit the ITC's

exercise of independent judgment by restricting it from

considering all economic factors which bear on the existence of

injury. Such restrictions could be viewed by major U.S.

trading partners as signalling a retreat from a commitment to

full and fair investigation of actual domestic injury.

(1) Limitations on Issues the LTC can Consider.

Section 201 currently provides that the ITC should take into
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account "all economic factors which it considers relevant." 3/

Paragraph (5) of S. 2845, by adding a new subparagraph (8) to

Section 201(b), would selectively exclude certain issues from

the ITC's consideration. This subparagraph (8) addresses the

nine economic considerations set forth in S 202(c), and

specifically excludes four of those nine considerations from

the ITC's review.

Subparagraph (8) marks a significant break with escape

clause tradition. Since the escape clause entered U.S. law in

1951 4/ Congress has never limited the issues that the ITC can

take into consideration. Every variation of the escape clause

enacted since that time has carefully granted the ITC the power

to consider any factors it deems relevant. 5/ In the

deliberations on the current escape clause both Houses of

Congress emphasized that the ITC must have broad discretion to

V/ 19 U.S.C. S 2251(b)(2)(1982).

4/ Trade Aqreements Extension Act of 1951. Pub. L. No. 82-50,
j 7, 65 Stat. 72, 74. As originally passed by the House, the
1951 act would have required the ITC to interpret certain data
as evidence of serious injury. The Senate refused to accept
such a formulation, insisting on ITC discretion, and prevailed
in the conference.

5/ Ld. S 7(b); Trade Expansion Act of 1962, Pub. L. No.
87-794, S 301(b)(2), 76 Stat. 872, 884; Trade Act of 1974, Pub.
L. No. 93-618, S 201(b)(2), 88 Stat. 1978, 2012.

41-171 0 - 85 - 27
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consider all factors. The Senate Finance Committee report

stated:

The Committee has endorsed the
provision of the House bill identifying the
factors to be taken into account by the
Commission . . . . These factors are not
intended to be exclusive. It is important
to note that the Commission is directed to
take into account all economic factors it
considers relevant. 6/

The House Ways and Means Committee placed equal emphasis on the

power of the Commission to consider all factors:

These factors are not intended to be
exclusive. It is important to niote that the
Commission is directed to take into account
all economic factors it considers relevant.
The Committee did not intend that an
industry automatIcally would satisfy the
eligibility criteria for imbortreify
showing that all, or some of the enumerated
factors, were present at the time of its
petition to the Tariff Commission. 7/

This is sound policy derived from years of experience with the

complexities of international trade and the sensitive nature of

the escape clause. The ITC has developed the expertise to

6/ S. Rep. No. 93-1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 121 (1974)
(emphasis added).

7/ H.R. Rep. No. 93-571, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 47 (1973)
(emphasis added).
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examine each industry on a case-by-case basis and determine

what factors are relevant to an escape clause finding.

Subparagraph (8) would prohibit the ITC from

considering

0 . the efforts being made or to be
implemented by the industry concerned to
adjust to import competition, and other
considerations relative to the position of
the industry in the Nation's economy;

How is the ITC to determine whether imports outweigh a business

recession as a cause of injury if the ITC cannot consider the

position of the industry in the nation's economy? How is the

ITC to assess the effects of changes in production technology

on world competition if it is prevented from considering

industry efforts to adjust?

Subparagraph (8) would prohibit the Commission from

considering the effect of import relief on consumers 9/, but

would not preclude the ITC from considering the effects of

relief on taxpayers, communities, and workers. 10/ Thus,

subparagraph (8) would permit the ITC to consider only one half

8/ 19 U.S.C. 5 2252(c)(3)(1982).

9/ Id. at $ 2252(c)(4).

10/ Id. 5 2252(c)(9).
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of the benefit cost equation: it could weigh the benefits of

import relief, but not the costs. This is patently bad

policy. The only sound approach is that taken by Section 201

throughout its existence: permit the ITC to consider all

relevant factors.

(2) Imports as an Indication of Injur, Section 201

currently requires the ITC to determine whether increased

imports have caused serious injury to a domestic industry. The

existence of serious injury is determined by an examination of

levels of production, employment, capacity utilization,

profitability, and other ultimate indicators of the industry's

health. Import levels are examined to determine if they have

caused serious injury. S. 2845, however, would cause increased

imports to be considered as an indication of injury. RITAC

believes that this change confuses cause and effect.

There is no reason to oppose increased imports in

their own right. Imports that do not adversely affect levels

of production, employment, capacity utilization, profitability,

and other direct measures of industry performance are a benefit

to the American economy, making available to American consumers

greater product choice and competition. Only when imports

adversely affect the performance of the domestic industry by

causing unemployment, depressing production or reducing profits
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is there a possibility that such imports are harmful. But

8. 2845 would assume that all imports are harmful, and thus

transform a benefit to consumers into one of the tests of

injury to an industry. The current structure of the statute

should be maintained: direct indicators of industry health

should be used to determine whether serious injury exists, and

imports should be examined to determine whether they have

caused such injury.

Paragraph (1) of S. 2845 would provide that a

significant increase in the volume or share of imports

attributable to domestic producers would be an indication of

serious injury. This provision could lead to an indication of

serious injury when manufacturers merely expand their import

operations, contributing to an increase in imports. without any

diminution of their domestic operations. Worse, a decline in

imports by independent import businesses would increase the

share of imports brought in by domestic manufacturers. An

injury finding under S. 2845 thus could turn on who the

importers of an article are -- an issue far removed from the

health of an industry.

Similarly, paragraph (2) of S. 2845 would provide that

an upward trend in imports. either actual or relative, or an

upward trend in the voltue or share of imports attributable to
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domestic manufacturers would be an indication of threat of

serious injury. This provision suffers the same deficiencies

just outlined: it could lead to an unwarranted indication of

injury based upon an increase in imports that may have

relatively little effect on industry performance. or based upon

adjustments in the mix of importers that affect neither total

imports nor domestic manufacturing operations. In a like

manner, paragraph (5) of 5. 2845 (by adding a new subparagraph

(10) to Section 201(b)) would preclude the ITC from finding

that imports by domestic manufacturers are part of a positive

effort to compete. This inflexible rule would undermine its

ability thoroughly to analyze the circumstances surrounding

industry imports, and in many cases would lead to an

unwarranted decision.

In the nonrubber footwear case, for example. domestic

manufacturers were found to have imported quantities of

footwear that could not be profitably produced in the United

States. 11/ Manufacturers were found to be adjusting to import

competition by concentrating on medium-to-high cost footwear,

especially name-brand leather footwear, and importing lower

cost and athletic footwear, which generally cannot profitably

11/ Nonrubber Footwear. U.S.I.T.C. Inv. No. TA-201-50, 23,19 84T-
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be produced in the United States. In this instance, therefore,

domestic manufacturers' imports were seen as complementing U.S.

production, not competing with it, and the imports were

evidence of effective adjustment, not injury.

(3) ASinific8nt Idling of Productive Facilities.

Paragraph (5) of 5. 2845, by adding a new subparagraph (7) to

Section 201(b). would define a "significant idling of

productive facilities" (one of the indicators of serious

injury) to include a decline in domestic production (either

actual or relative) or the closing of plants. This provision

could provide a basis for finding a "significant idling of

productive facilities" in instances where, for example.

domestic consumption and production both are growing rapidly,

with domestic manufacturing facilities operating at full

capacity. In such a case the fact that imports might be

growing somewhat more quickly than domestic production to meet

increased demand would constitute "a relative decline" in

domestic production. Under 5. 2845 this could provide a basis

for finding a "significant idling of production facilities."

even though the domestic industry is operating at full capacity

and expanding capacity as quickly as possible.

The focus on plant closings could lead to similar

problems. In the apparel and footwear industries, for example.
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small plants continually close and open, l_/ as fashions change

and as small entrepreneurs enter and leave the business.

Similarly, in many industries plants open and close as

technology changes and market locations shift. Such changes do

not necessarily reflect a net idling of production capacity nor

do they necessarily reflect the basic economic health of an

industry. This focus on plant closings could cloud a real

indicator of injury: capacity utilization. If 120 small

plants close and 100 much larger ones open. the ITC should find

that capacity is expanding -- a sign of industry health -- but

S. 2845 would confuse the issue by suggesting that the ITC also

find a "significant idling of productive facilities."

(4) Profitability. Paragraph (5) of S. 2845, by

adding a new subparagraph (9) to Section 201(b), appears to be

designed to reduce the importance of profitability in

detetrmining whether an industry has been seriously injured.

Profitability is central to a determination of serious injury.

and RITAC believes that this factor should continue to receive

considVLable weight.

When an industry contracts to focus on profitable

mdtKet segments. production, capacity utilization and

12/ Nunrubber Footwear. U.S.I.T.C. Inv. No. TA-201-50, 13
(1984).
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employment necessarily will drop. The only major remaining

indicator of a successful adjustment in such an instance is

profitability. A legislative attempt to lessen the importance

of profitability, and require a new injury finding whenever

production and employment decline, therefore would amount to a

step toward permanent protection: if protection is provided

whenever production and employment decline the necessary

contraction will never occur. Continued protection will he

required to sustain production and employment levels in the

absence of an industry contraction. This would be inconsistent

with the stated goal of Section 201 to provide temporary relief.

The Retail Industry Trade Action Coalition is opposed

to any attempt to restrict ITC discretion under Section 201,

and believes that Section 201 is an adequate and effective

statute as currently in effect. We believe that the proi)sed

amendments will cause significant difficulties in the

application of Section 201. and that it is inappropriate to

amend the statute to respond to a single ITC decision. Given

the importance of these issues, RITAC requests that the

amendments be considered at a full hearinq and markup procedure

to permit all interested parties to comoent And to permit a

full examination of their effect. We further consider that the
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additional bills on which the Subcomnittee has requested

comment, 8. 2952 and S. 2963, raise major issues and should be

given full consideration.

RITAC would be pleased to respond to any questions or

comments on this letter and looks forward to participation in a

full and fair legislative consideration of S. 2845.

Respectfully submitted,

RETAIL INDUSTRY TRADE ACTION
COALITION

A 10

t•iam A. Andres
Chairman
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
219 Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington# D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

Reference is made to your notice of August 14# 1984 with
regard to comments on 8.2845. i am pleased to enclose herewith
a memorandum by the Volume Footwear Retailers of America on thts
legislation. I would greatly appreciate it if it were included
in the record. As reqested in your notice# I include five
copies of the memorandum.

Yours yT~'ly, ,

DANZ f HA2 /PALNBTBRv P.C.

By. M F

MPUI db

Inc.

cco T. Kassinger
L. Santos
J. Lang
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114.9 440,105
September 12, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chiet Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20150

Reo Subcommittee on International Trade
Hearing on the State of the U.S. Textile Industry

Dear Mr. DeArments

Please substitute the enclosed "page 30 with the Volume
Footwear Retailers of America Memorandum in Opposition to 8.2845
which was submitted earlier today.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

DANIELbS HOULIHAN & PALMETER, P.C.

By:ZW'0jt
Diane M. Branagan fJ
Secretary to Michael P. Daklels

Enc.

cc: T. Kassinger
L. Santos
J. Lang

i~ 4.; /,
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Volume Footwear Retailers of Amerzio

1SI0 F STREET N.W. I WASHINGTON. D.C. 80004 1 TEL. (808) 7375-50

PgrR T MANSIONS

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO S.2845

A Bill to Amend the Trade Act of 1974

September 5# 1984

This memorandum, in opposition to S.2845, is submitted by

the Volume Footwear Retailtrs of America (VPRA). The members of

VFRA account for approximately half of all footwear sold

annually at retail in the United States and approximately 15

percent of total domestic nonrubber footwear production.

VFRA is opposed to S.2845 because it represents a radical

departure from existing United States law and from the thrust of

United States trade policy -- adjustment to international

competition -- as enunciated by the Congress and the Executive

Branch.

The bill is represented as embodying technical and

innocuous provisions to "clarify the scope" of determinations

made by the International Trade Commission (ITC). In fact# the

bill is primarily a response to the particulars of the recent

ITC nonrubber footwear investigation and seeks to revise the

"escape clause" criteria for "injury" and thereby set the staqe

for a reversal of the ITC finding in June 1984 of "no injury" on

footwear (Invstiqation No. TA-201-50). This is not lust a
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"footwear bill". In reality, it would introduce fundamental and

regressive elements into American trade law with broad and

dangerous implications not only in footwear but for the entire

spectrum of products imported into the United States.

By proposing that import levels be a criteria of injury,

the bill would introduce a static "share of the market" concept

into American law which is alien to the dynamic adjustment

purposes of the Safeguard provisions of the Trade Act

(Title I1). This badly confuses increased imports as an effect,

injury Itself, rather than as a cause of Iniury. It would

impede and penalize adjustment, rather than facilitate

adjustment. It would introduce riqidities which would hamstring

the Commission in evaluating all of the evidence before it and

in exercising its expert judgment.

The Level of Imports is not an Indicator of Injury.

All of the factors presently enumerated in the Trade Act

relative to the injury determination refer to the actual con-

dition of the industry itself.I Increased imports are

I The Act provides for relief only if "serious injury"
or a threat threreof can be demonstrated. Serious injury is
measured by various indicia of the actual performance of the
domestic industry: "the significant idling of productive
facilities in the industry, the inability of a significant
number of firms to operate at a reasonable level of profit, and
significant unemployment or underemployment within the
industry". (Section 201(b)(2)(A))

With respect to threat of injury the statute again sets
forth measures of industry performance: "a decline in sales, a
higher and growing inventory, and a downward trend in
production, profits, wages, or employment (or increasing under-
employment)...." (Section 201(b)(2)(B))
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extraneous to measures of performance of the industry. They are

properly considered in the statute as a cause of injury (Section

201(b)(2)(C)), not injury itself and cannot logically be

considered other than as a casual factor.

Yet, 5.2845 would insert import performance both in the

serious injury paragraph, (b)(2)(A), and in the threat paraqraph

(b)(2)(B) as in indicia of injury itself (Section (1) and (2) of

the bill).

An industry could be prospering, with hiah and increasing

levels of production, profits, employment, wages, sales, with

fully utilized facilities, and with declining inventories and

yet under the proposed amendments, increased imports (either

actual or relative, or imports by domestic producers) would be

considered as an indication of injury. The state of the

industry can only be measured by factors relating to the

industry itself.

The bill would compound this fundamental error by

introducing the concept of relative growth in imports as

evidence of a threat of injury. Thus, an industry could be

growing rapidly and in a healthy state, yet if imports were

growing at a faster rate, under the bill, this would be

considered evidence of injury. This introduces the concept of

static market shares, rather than that of the impact of imports

on the condition of an industry.
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This concept is repeated in the proposed paragraph (7) of

the bill which defines siqnificant idlinq of productive

facilities, in part, as "a decline in domestic production

(either actual or relative to apparent domestic consumption)."

Aqain, production could be actually increasing substantially but

if imports increased faster, domestic production would

constitute a lesser relative share of apparent domestic

consumption. The amendment in these circumstances would make

this evidence of an "idlinq of productive facilities" and,

therefore, of serious injury.

The concept of relativity as proposed by S.2485 is

unsupportable. Growing, prospering industries cannot be

"seriously injured" regardless of the relative growth in

imports.

The statute now places a concept of relative import growth

in the causality section (Section 201(b)(2)(C)). However, this

section comes into play only after serious injury or a threat

has been found on the basis of actual industry performance and

the questions becomes whether imports are the substantial cause

of such injury.

Imports by Producers.

Another element in the proposed amendments which will not

survive analysis is the provisions which would make imports by

domestic producers themselves evidence of injury and threat of

injury and would preclude the Commission from considering the
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fact that domestic Producers themselves account for imports

(Section (1) throuqh (5)).

Tho statute as enacted nives discretion to the Commission

as to whether such importation is to be considered and how it is

to he evaluated. Clearly this makes oreat sense, oiven the

variety of industries and circumstances which the Commission

must consider under the statue. To ignore such importation --

as in the footwear case, where such importation is an essential

element in the health of the industry, since it is importing in

product and price lines where it cannot hope to compete -- is to

remove from Commission considerations an element essential to

understanding and analysis of what is happening in an industry

and necessary to an informed and realistic judgment.

An essential feature of the modern world economy is

internationalization of marketing and production in almost every

manufacturing industry. Such internationalizatiaon must be

taken into account or analysis and judqment will be distorted.

Importation in lines where industries cannot compete can be

an important element in the adjustment process, which is the

overall object of the statute. The proposed amendment would

defeat this Purpose. The more effectively an industry achieved

health and adjustment throuqh this technique, the more it would

be vulnerable to injury determinations.

This is not to say that in a proper case such importation

could not be considered as a causal factor. The statute nuite

41-171 0 - 85 - 28
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properly leaves this to the Commission to evaluate in'the

circumstances of particular cases. The proposed amendment in

this respect is unnecessary and ill-advised.

Plant Closings and Production Facilities.

In addition, the proposed paragraph 7 would define

significantt idling of productive facilities" as *the closing of

plants" or the Ounderutilixation of productive facilities".

These are factors which the Commission has always taken into

account in evaluating 'idling', but the proposed amendment would

make this definitional.

Plant closings in and of themselves are not necessarily

"idling of productive facilities* within the meaning of the Act.

In many industries there is a constant process of plant closings

and openings, consolidation of productive facilities,

abandonment of inefficient facilities, and scrapping of obsolete

equipment. This data must be evaluated by the Commission in

order to determine whether there has been an idling of

productive facilities. As the Commission remarked in the

footwear case: 'Over the last ten years, many firms have left

the industry due to changes in the market, but many others have

also entered and prospered.' (Report, p. 7. See also pp.

12-13.)

"Underutilization of productive facilities' is also best

left to the Commission to evaluate. Many industries chronically

operate with underutilized facilities for a variety of reasons.
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The act speaks in a dynamic senses "idling" not *idle'. A

decline in utilization is certainly a factor which the

Commission presently takes into account.

Proposed paragraph (7) for this reason (and the reasons set

forth above on 'relativity') is both unnecessary and

ill-conceived.

Presidential Standards.

With regard to proposed paragraph (8) the Commission nov

does not take into account the enumerated factors in injury and

causation determinations under 201(b)(1). Thise are matters for

the President under Section 202 and the amendment is

superfluous.

Nonetheless, Commission reports do and should contain

factual material (as opposed to judqments) relevant to these

considerations because such data is necessary If the Commission

is to fulfill the functions assigned to it under the statute.

For example, under Section 201(d)(I)(B) the Commission, if it

finds injury, must, if it determines adjustment assistance 'can

effectively remedy such injury', *recommend the provisions of

such assistance'. This is clearly related to the Presidential

considerations under Section 202(c).

Profitability.

Proposed paragraph (9) relating to profit restates the law

and is superfluous. Profitability of an industry does not
"preclude" a determination of injury. Profitability, however,

is a key factor which must be taken into account in making an
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injury determination. Especially after a period of relief, as

in footwear, profitability is one of the only ways by which the

health and adjustment of an industry can he measured.

Profitability also means that an industry has the resources and

capital to reinvest, modernize and successfully compete with

imports without import relief.

Conclusion.

Taken as a whole, 8.2645 is unnecessary and would

contradict the purpose (adjustment to International competition)

of Title II. It would Introduce regressive elements and

criteria which would defeat the thrust of the Trade Act and

American trade and Industrial policies based upon market

concepts. It would Interfere with the operation of the ITC# the

expert body established by the Congress to make Judgments based

upon all relevant evidence.

The bill is clearly not lust a Ofootwear bill.0 It enacted

It would have a serious and adverse impact upon all industries#

exports and imports, and profoundly affect United States trade

policies and trade relations. VFRA urqes that this bill not be

enacted.
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September S, 1664

The Honozrple John C. Danforth
Chairman "
Subcommittee on International Trade
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
SD-2319, Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington# D.C. 20S6O

me: Opposition of Volume Shoe Corporation to
S. 2646. A Bill to Amend Section 301
of the Trade Act of 1974

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Volume Shoe Corporation (OVSC'), a leading retailer of

footwear headquartered In Topeka, Kansas, hereby submits its

comments on 5. 284S, a bill to amend Section 301 of the Trade

Act of 1974. VSC Is a subsidiary of The May Department Stores

Company, headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri. May is a member

of the Retail Industry Trade Action Coalition (tRITACO), vhich

also has filed comments opposing S. 204S. VSC strongly

supports the positions taken by RITAC. and urges the
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Subcommittee to give careful consideration to the faillings of

S. 304S as pointed out in RITAC's comments.

VIC wishes to call to the Subcommittee's attention

three important points regarding S. 3645:

first, the press releases accompanying the

introduction of 5. 3845 Indicate that the underlying purpose of

5. 3145 is to reverse the nonrubbet footwear docisior recently

rendered by the International Trade Commission (OITCO). I/ The

subcommittee would set a dangerous precedent by amending the

escape clause statute in reaction to the results of a single

case.

The escape clause permits the restriction of totally

fair trade, and therefore must be carefully applied. If

Congress intervenes by amending the lay to affect a specific

case, then industry after industry will come to Congress to

seek a change in the lay to suit their particular needs. The

very purpose of the ITC is to serve as an independent body to

render rational, expert Judgments, and rewriting the lay with a

/ VIC opposes any attempt to undercut the footwear decision.

he ITC appropriately found that the profitable footwear
manufacturing Industry was not being seriously Injured by
imports, most of which were shoes of types not produced on a
large scale in the United States.
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particular industry and case In mind would not only shatter its

fragile independence but would dictate escape clause decisions

by political preisesu, not the objective national iprerest.

Second, the method by which 5. 2645 would seek to

control the ITC could lead to Inappropriate decisions. 5. 264S

would restrict the ITC's exercise of Its ovn judgment, and

instead require that it interpret economic data in a

predetermined sanner. As shown by the lengthy discussion in

the tITAC letter, such restraints can lead to irrational

results in given instances. Given if the specific rules

currently set forth in 8. 264S are amended, the problem will

remain. Ho matter how carefully Congress attempts to design

rules to change the result In a given case, those rules can

lead to improper results in a different case. We urge the

Committee to preserve the structure of the escape clause as it

has stood since it iert entered American law and to leave the

ITC with the necessary room to exercise its expert judgment.

Third, It Is critical that the Subcommittee hear trom

all interested parties in a thorough review of the bill through

a full hearing and markup process. I. 284S goes beyond the

footwear case and will affect all Industries. Congress has no

way to predict what effect this bill might have on different
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Industries without a full legislative analysis. VSC urges the

Subcommittee to act thoughtfully and deliberately on S. 2845.

VSC vould be pleased to respond to any questions or

conments raised by this letter, and looks forward to

participation In the review of S. 204S.

Respectfully submitted,

VOLUNZ SHOE CORPORATION

gy 4.*~

0erald E. Gilbert

HOGAN G HARTSON
61S Connecticut Avenue, N.M.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Attorneys for Volume Shoe
Corporation
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STATEMENT OF

MAN-MADE FIBER PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

CONCERNING S. 2952 and S. 2845

The Man-Made Fiber Producers Association (W4FPA) appreciates the opportunity

to comment on trade reform measures currently under consideration by the Senate

Committee on Finance. Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc. is a domestic

trade organization representing more than 90 percent of U.S. production of man-

made fibers, filaments, and yarns. Member companies supply the U.S. textile

and apparel industries with approximately 75 percent of total fiber consumption

with annual shipments exceeding $12 billion.

WIFPA commends Senator Heinz for his leadership and efforts in addressing

the need for trade law reform. Existi.ng laws are burdensome and costly to domestic

industries, as well as respondents, and implementation is often unclear. Adminis-

trative discretion and ambiguous procedures often prevent industries from gaining

relief under the present statutes, even when dumping or subsidies exist. S. 2952

will improve the antidumping and countervailing duty statutes by providing more

specific guidelines to the administering agencies and by clarifying Congressional

intent.

The provisions of S. 2952 will, in our view, offer significant improvements

to current countervailing duty and antidumping law. Among those provisions are

sections two and three which deal with "burden of persuasion," which would help

insure that respondents cannot defeat antidumping or countervailing duty petitions

by refusing to answer case-related questionnaires, and "cumulation," which would

require that the U.S. International Trade Commission cumulate imports of like
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products from different countries when making injury determinations. We strongly

support these sections.

The specific criteria for ITC Commissioners, which is provided in section

four,is also a favorable change. Section five, which would require the peti-

tioner's consent before the Commerce Department could extend AD or CVD time lines

in extraordinarily complicated cases, and section 6, which would prohibit the com-

promise of outstanding duties owedwill significantly improve the present situation.

In addition, we feel that section seven, which would prohibit the ITC from reaching

negative injury determinations in CVD cases where there were outstanding orders in

effect before 1980 and where foreign governments seek revocation based on agree-

ments to apply an export tax, is a necessary change. We also strongly endorse this

section.

Section eight, which would permit ad hoc coalitions to initiate and participate

in AD and CVD cases, is an important provision and one which we believe was over-

looked in the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. Section ten, which would clarify the

current ambiguity concerning foreign government-subsidized inputs In countervail-

ing duty cases, is also an improvement.

The final sections of the bill clarify other issues which we feel are important

and we would urge that the Comittee favorably consider and support Senator Heinz

in his efforts to improve the existing statutes. While there are minor technical

changes we would encourage in several of the sections, we strongly endorse and

support the overall substantive changes embodied in S. 2952.

Man-Made Fiber Producers Association also endorses S. 2845, recently intro-

duced by Senator Danforth. It is evident that problems have arisen in 69e admin-

Istration of the "escape clause" provisions and we commend Senator Danforth for
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his leadership and efforts in clarifying Section 201. We would urge, however,

that additional provisions be included, such as a section dealing with Executive

discretion and a lowering of the current standard for import injury causation

to that required by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Again, we view

S. 2845 as an important step in reforming the escape clause and would urge that

the Committee support this important measure.

As a member of the Trade Reform Action Coalition, I*FPA also endorses and

supports the efforts of SenatorsCohen, Chaffee and Danforth in considering

special needs of the small business community. S. 2963 is, in our view, an

important first step in reforming the trade laws to address the needs of smaller

industries.

The Man-Made Fiber Producers Association has strongly supported S. 2139,

the Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983. This bill, introduced by Senators

Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell, would address each of the trade statutes, including

Sections 201 and 301 and the small business issue. We continue to support the

comprehensive provisions of S. 2139 and would urge the Committee to consider

these changes as weli' as those embodied in S. 2952, S. 2845 and S. 2963.

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to offer these brief comments and would

urge the Committee to act favorably on the pressing need for trade law reform.
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STATEMENT OF THE

AMERICAN IRON ANO STEEL INSTITUTE

TO THE U.S. SENATE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

REGARDING PENDING TRADE LAW REFORM LEGISLATION

SEPTEMBER S, 1984
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The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) is pleased to present its

views to the Senate Finance Subc(maittee on International Trade on pending

trade law reform legislation. AISI includes 54 domestic steel companies wnicn

account for about 85 percent of the raw steel produced in the United States.

The AISI strongly supports enactment of S.2952 during tnis session of

Congress. Introduced uy Senator John Heinz, and co-sponsored by Senators

Patrick Moynihan and George Mitchell, tnis bill would materially improve

current antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) laws. It broadens

access, reduces costs, clarifies ambiguities, closes loopholes and simplifies

procedures for all petitioners (including domestic steel producers) who would

use our laws governing injurious foreign dumping and iubsidization of products

entering the U.S. market.

Probably no other U.S. industry has had more experience using antidumping

and countervailing laws than has the steel industry. Since January 1982
a

alone, domestic steel producers have filed nearly 200 AD and CVD petitions at

a cost of tens of millions of dollars. This experience has taught us that,

wnile the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 represented a major improvement in U.S.

AD and CVJ laws, there are still significant problem areas which remain to be

addressed. Enactment of S.2952 would Ie a significant first step towards

addressing many of these outstanding problems.

Among the many improvements in S.2952 are the following:

o It requires cumulation (adding together) of imports under

appropriate circumstances and thus provides a clear standard

where none exists presently;
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o It extends quantitative restriction suspension authority to AD

law and thus corrects an anomaly in the 1979 act that allows

for such authority only in CVi) suspensions;

o It clarifies that the definition of countervailable subsidies

includes upstream subsidies and foreign domestic subsidies

effectively provided to an industry or group of industries, and

thus ensures that overly narrow administrative interpretations

will not be allowed to undermine the intent of Congress;

o It directs the Commerce Department to take into account

preferential pricing of inputs when constructing value in AD

and CVI) cases and thus closes a major trade law loophole for

downstream fabricators;

o It prescribes important new criteria for allowing early

re-determinations of dumping margins in 90-day reviews of AD

orders and thus ensures that such reviews will not be subjected

to continued abuse;

o And it provides explicit monitoring and enforcement authority

for steel product imports which are subject to foreign govern-

ment export licenses -- which is critical, since the future

viability of the domestic steel industry requires that effec-

tive trade relief be provided, and this includes permitting

U.S. Customs to cooperate with foreign government export

I
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licensing provisions. Such enforcement authority would be

complementary to Section 201 relief and consistent with the

Fair Trade in Steel Act.

In addition to our support for S.2952, AISI strongly urges that the

Committee adopt at least two other AD/CV0 provisions already included in whole

or in part in H.R. 4784, recently passed by the House. One provision would

standardize procedures for the release of confidential information in AD and

CVD cases and provide for the release of such information to corporate counsel

under administrative protective order. The other provision would preclude the

Department of Commerce from suspending CVO investigations or revoking CVD

orders based on foreign government promises to apply an export tax. We also

urge that the Committee give careful consideration to both S.2845, whicn makes

needed improvements in Section 201, and to S.2963, which broadens access and

reduces costs for U.S. small businesses.

As a founding member of the Trade Reform Action Coalition (TRAC), AISI

continues to support passage of S.2139 (The Comprehensive Trade Law Reform

Act of 1983). because this is the only piece of pending legislation which

addresses key problems in all major trade statutes. However, as indicated in

this statement, we clearly see important elements of trade law reform in other

pending legislation. S.2952 in particular represents the first vital step

towards achievement of effective antidumping and countervailing duty laws. As

such, it deserves the full support of the Committee, the Senate and the

Congress as a whole.
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September 5, 1984

Roderick A. DeArmont
Ctief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 5D-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Press Release
No. 84-166

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Please find enclosed the statement of the Metalwvrking Fair
Trade Coalition, commenting on S.29S2 and S.2963.

This statement is submitted in response to your referenced
press release seeking public comment on these trade bills.

Sincerely, (

a M. tioga/

DIV&dm
Enclosure
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Members of the Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition (MFTC) are

pleased to present their views on two trade law reform bills

(8.2952 and 8.2963), presently pending before the Senate Finance

Committee. MFTC members are especially pleased that, in now

calling for public comment on these bills, the Senate Finance

Committee is demonstrating its own concern In the critical areas

of U.S. trade law encompassed in these two bills.

In this Congress, MFTC has strongly supported 8.2139 (the

Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983), because this is the

only piece of pending legislation that addresses in a

comprehensive manner urgently needed reforms in all major U.S.

trade statutes. However, we welcomed the bipartisan vote in the

U.S. House of Representatives in July, passing H.R.4784, as a

step in the right direction, and we take the same view with

respect to 8.2952 and 8.2963. Though these bills fall short of

the comprehensive approach taken in 8.2139, each of them contains

Important elements of trade law reform that deserve the full

Senate's support, and that of Congress as a whole, in the ongoing

process of trade law reform.

The Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition is composed of 36

national trade associations representing, for the most part,

small metalworking firms having an average of 67 employees per

plant, truly the small businesses which 8.2963 seeks to assist.

For this reason, MFTC has testified previously In support of
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small business trade remedy access bills, specifically 8.50 and

8.1672, Introduced earlier in this Congress by Senators Cohen,

Mitchell, and Chafes.

Nonetheless, in the aggregate, MFTC member companies account

for 2.02 million employees located in 29,935 plants in more than

40 states, producing $96.3 billion In annual sales. Despite

these overwhelming numbers of trade-affected industries In the

aggregate, individual companies still find access to our trade

laws prohibitively expensive and time-consuming. For example,

some MPTC members recently sought relief under existing trade

laws on an industry-wide basis because they could not afford to

bring an action alone. But even these efforts to pool resources

have been frustrated by certain inadequacies In the trade laws.

To remedy these deficiencies, MFTC has Joined the Trade Reform

Action Coalition (TRAC). As a TRAC member, we support the

general TRAC statement on 8.2952 and 8.2963 and will, therefore,

limit MFTC comments to those provisions of these bills which, we

believe, will impact metalworking firms most particularly.

First, we completely support the notion of streamlining and

expediting countervailing duty and antidumping procedures as will

be done by several provisions of 8.2952 and 8.2963.

For example, sections 10 through 28 of 8.2963 contain a

series of "technical amendments" to the AD/CVD laws which are

designed, for the most part, to streamline and expedite

procedures In trade cases.
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In general, MPTC supports those provisions but shares TRAC's

concern with respect to sections 14, IS and 21.

Again, we support sections 2 and 3 of 8.2963 as an important

first step for small businesses but hasten to add that both 8.50

and 8.1672 have several other provisions that would add

significantly to the concept of enhancing accessibility to the

trade laws. MPTC's testimony before the Subcommittee on

International Trade on April 6, 1984 speaks to the need for these

additional provisions of 8.50 and 8.1673 and will not, therefore,

be repeated in this statement. Suffice it to say, however, that

we are most anxious to uee the establishment of a Small Business

Trade Assistance Office within the Department of Commerce become

a reality as would be provided for in section 2 of 8.2963.

Another provision of importance to MFTC members is the

"Interestod parties" definition of both section 5 of 8.2963 and

section 8 of 8.2952. These sections would ensure that ad hoc

labor/industry coalitions such as MFTC (or any segment of its

membership) have the opportunity to Initiate and participate in

AD and CVD proceedings to enforce the rights of companies and

workers under the trade laws. This would correct an oversight in

the Trade Agreements Act of 1979.

While 8.2963 would provide some special assistance to small

businesses in the area of trade remedies law, 8.2952, introduced

by Senators Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell, incorporates many of

the priority elements of 8.2139. The Comprehensive Trade Law

Reform Act supported by MFTC.
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We salute the Senate Finance Committee for now focussing on

these important bills and will single out for your especial

consideration two sections only of 8.2952. Section 10 and 12 of

8.2952 are crucial to small metalworking firms, especially at a

time when the International Trade Commission has already

recommended increased tariff and quota protection for other major

American industries.

Section 10 of 8.2952 would clarify that foreign government

domestic subsidies which are explicitly or effectively provided,

whether directly or indirectly, to a specific industry or group

of industries are countervailable subsidies. This would accord

with the intent of Congress in 1979 that the Commerce Department

should determine countervailable domestic subsidies based on

their direct or indirect effects, and would also conform to the

Department's own ruling In a recent CVD case. In that case, the

Department determined preliminarily that, while Brazilian iron

ore subsidies were ostensibly available to all industries, they

were effectively provided only to one industry and were therefore

countervallable.

More importantly, section 10 would also clarify that foreign

government-subsidized inputs (i.e., upstream subsidies) are

countervallable when their effects are passed through to the

producers of the end product. This would codify what the

Commerce Department itself says is present practice, and would

ensure that the Department not interpret countervailable

subsidies in such a narrow way as to contravene Congressional
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intent. Because this needed clarification was not available in a

recent case, the ITC imposed only a 1.375 percent ad valorem tax

on forged undercarriage components as opposed to the requested 40

percent.

Finally, and most importantly, MFTC wholeheartedly

encourages the Senate Finance Committee to approve section 12 of

8.2952. Section 12 (preferential pricing of inputs and

constructed value) would direct the Department of Commerce to

take preferential pricing of inputs into account and to construct

value in both AD and CVD cases where the price of inputs into the

finished product is found to be unreasonable (i.e., discounted or

below the cost of production). By amending the definition of

constructed value to include the full value of costs (rather than

the purchase price paid by the importer), section 12 would

prevent the kind of trade law evasion which occurred in the

previously mentioned case involving Italian forged undercarriage

components for tractors.

The amendatory language of section 12 merely changes the

manner in which constructed value is computed, authorizing the

Department of Commerce to adjust the cost of materials

incorporated in the exported product where it determines that

those costs are "unreasonable" because of subsidies or

preferential pricing. This is consistent with present practice

of adjusting the costs of materials acquired from related parties

at prices found to be unreasonable in the sense that they are

lower than would have been the case in arm's length transactions.
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The policy is clear. In determining constructed value,

costs which are artificial or distorted are not acceptable. Such

costs should be revalued if they are non-arm's length, subsidized

or dumped, and this amendment of current statute (19 U.S.C.

S1677b(a)(2) and S1677b(e)(l) would implement that policy.

The GATT-legality objections which have been raised with

respect to the downstream dumping provision in H.R.4784, as

passed by the House of Representatives in July, are not valid

with respect to this constructed value amendment. To the

contrary, this proposal is both legal under the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and fully consistent with U.S. trade

policy.

There is no "like product" problem with this proposal. In

the constructed value analysis, the price of the imported

merchandise is compared with the production cost of the same

merchandise. Such a comparison is explicitly authorized by

Article VI of the GATT.

Nor is it valid to argue, as does the Department of

Commerce, that GATT Article VI and the GATT Antidumping Code do

not permit the inclusion of a subsidy in a determination of

dumping. The Code and Article VI merely prohibit imposition of
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both antidumping and countervailing duties for the same unfair

practice. 1 In other words, they prohibit double-counting.

Nothing in section 12 requires double-counting.

It is, of course, true that the potential for

double-counting would exist if this amendment were enacted. But

such potential already exists under present law and actual

double-counting is avoided administratively. For example, a

government grant to make up an operating loss constitutes a

subsidy under existing law, yet the same operating loss is

computed as part of the dumping margin in a constructed value

analysis. The potential for double-counting exists here in

precisely the same manner as it would under the proposed

amendment -- the same sum being counted both as a subsidy and as

part of a dumping margin. That potential double-counting would

be avoided in precisely the same administrative manner. If only

a dumping case is prosecuted, the amount in question would be

considered as part of the dumping margin. If only a

countervailing duty case is brought, the same amount would be

found to be a countervailable subsidy. If, however, both a

dumping and a countervail case are brought, the amount in

question would be treated as a subsidy but not as part of the

"1 "No product of the territory of any contracting party imported
into the territory of any other contracting party shall be
subject to both anti-dumping and countervailing duties to
compensate for the same situation of dumping or export
subsidization." GATT Art. VI, par. 5.
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dumping margin. This administrative solution, a solution

already practiced in a directly comparable context, eliminates

any GATT double-counting problem.

In their comments to the Ways & Means Committee on H.R.4784,

the Administration stated the following:

"We know that dumped materials and components are sold in

this country. The dumping decisions of the Commerce

Department are proof of this fact."

Members of the Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition know these

facts as well. We, therefore, urgently implore the members of

the Senate Finance Committee to close this loophole which enables

foreign producers of inputs to sell their products at preferen-

tial prices to exporters of finished goods in the same or third

countries without fear of trade law consequences in the U.S.

market.

MFTC strongly commends section 12 of S.2952 to the attention

of the Senate Finance Committee; and, at the same time, strongly

commends the Committee for focussing its attention on both 8.2952

and S.2963 with a view toward enactment of this legislation in

this Congress.
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Representation:
36 Trade Associations
$96.3 billion oi annual sales
2.020 million jobs

Metalworking 29,935 plants

FairTrade Coalition C.*,*,,, 0 4 2 1

REGULAR MEMBERS

Forging Industry Association
National Screw Machine Products Association
American Pipe Fittings Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
Alliance of Metalworking Industries

Cast Metals Federation
National Foundry Association
Iron Castings Society
Steel Founders' Society
Non-Ferrous Founders' Society

Valve Manufacturers Association
National Association of Chais, Manufacturers
Metal Treating Institute
American Metal Stamping Association (Washer Div.)
U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group

Industrial Fasteners Institute
Hond Tools Institute
Welded Steel Tube Institute
Association of Die Shops International
American Die Casting Institute

Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
American Wire Producers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Tool & Die Institute
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association

industrial Perforators Association, Inc.
American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Chain Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers

Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Investment Casting Institute

Metal Cutting Tool Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association

-over -
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SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Amorican Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center Institute

Machinery Dealers National Association

Specialty Steel Industry

National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hack and Ban Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers Institute

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute

International Die Sinkers' Conference

The Ferroalloys Association

Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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REGULAR MEMBERS

Forging Industry Association
National Screw Machine Products Association
American Pipe Fittings Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
Alliance of Metalworking Industries

Cast Metals Federation
National Foundry Association
Iron Castings Society
Steel Founders' Society
Non-Ferrous Founders' Society

Valve Manufacturers Association
National Assoclation of Chain Manufacturers
Metal Treating Institute
American Metal Stamping Association (Washer Div.)
U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group

Industrial Fasteners institute
Hand Tools Institute
Welded Steel Tube Institute
Association of Die Shops International
American Die Casting Institute
Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
American Wire Producers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Tool & Die Institute
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association

Industrial Perforators Association, Inc.
American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Chain Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers

Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Investment Casting Institute
Metal Cutting Tool Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association

-over-
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SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

American Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center Institute

Machinery Dealers National Association

Specialty Steel Industry

National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hack and Ban Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers Institute

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute

International Die Sinkers' Conference

The Ferroalloys Association

Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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REGULAR MEMBERS

Forging Industry Association
National Screw Machine Products Association
American Pipe Fittings Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
Alliance of Metalworking Industries

Cast Metals Federation
National Foundry Association
Iron Castings Society
Steel Founders' Society
Non-Ferrous Founders' Society

Valve Manufacturers Association
National Association of Chain Manufacturers
Metal Treating Institute
American Metal Stamping Association (Washer Div.)
U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group

Industrial Fasteners Institute
Hand Tools Institute
Welded Steel Tube Institute
Association of Die Shops International
American Die Casting institute
Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
American Wire Producers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Tool & Die Institute
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association

Industrial Perforators Association, Inc.
American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Chain Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers

Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Investment Casting Institute
Metal Cutting Tool Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.

Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association

-over-
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SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

American Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center Institute
Machinery Dealers National Association

Specialty Steel Industry

National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hack and Ban Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers Institute

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute

International Die Sinkers' Conference

The Ferroalloys Association

Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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Forging Industry Association
National Screw Machine Products Association
American Pip* Fittings Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
Alliance of Metalworking Industries

Cast Metals Federation
National Foundry Association
Iron Castlngs Society
Steel Founders' Society
Non-Ferrous Founders' Society

Valve Manufacturers Association
National Association of Chain Manufacturers
Metal Treating Institute
American Metal Stamping Association (Washer Div.)
U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group

Industrial Fasteners Institute
Hand Tools Institute
Welded Steel Tube Institute
Association of Die Shops International
American Die Casting Institute

Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
American Wire Producers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Tool & Die Institute
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association
Industrial Perforators Association, Inc.

American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Chain Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers
Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Investment Casting Institute
Metal Cutting Tool Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association

-over-
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SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

American Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center institute

Machinery Deelers National Association

Specialty Steel Industry

National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hock and San Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers institute

Cold Finished Steel bar Institute

international Die Sinkers' Conference

The Ferroalloys Association

Cost Iron Soil Pipe Institute

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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American Pipe Fittings Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
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Cast Metals Federation
National Foundry Association
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U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group
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Welded Steel Tube Institute
Association of Die Shops International
American Die Casting Institute

Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
American Wire Producers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Tool & Die Institute
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association

Industrial Perforators Association. Inc.
American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Chain Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers
Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Investment Casting Institute
Metal Cutting Tool Institute
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American Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center Institute

Machinery Dealers National Association
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National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hack and Ban Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers Instituto
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Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association. Inc.
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Forging Industry Association
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Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
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SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Ameriran Iron and Steel Institute

Steel Service Center Institute

Machinery Dealers National Association

Specialty Steel Industry

National Machine Tool Builders Association

Hack and Ban Saw Manufacturers Association of America

National Coil Coaters Association

Spring Manufacturers Institute

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute

International Die Sinkers' Conference
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Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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STATDE•W OF THE

AMERICAN TEXTILE MACHINERY ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the American Textile Machinery Association ("ATMA"),

we submit these comments on the three bills currently pending before

the Subcommittee on International Trade which deal with problems in

the implementation of U.S. trade laws. These bills -- S. 2952,

S. 2845, S. 2963 -- attempt to resolve various deficiencies in

existing trade statutes which increase the costs of petitioners in

these proceedings and permit the administration of these statutes

contrary to congressional intent.

Founded in 1933, ATMA is the only American trade association

devoted solely to the advancement of U.S. manufacturers of textile

machinery, ancillary equipment and parts. Its members annually

produce the substantial majority of textile machinery made in the

United States. With a membership of more than 100 companies, ATMA

represents more than 80 percent of total production of such equipment.

Leading machinery states include South Carolina, North Carolina, New

York, Georgia, Massachusetts and New Jersey.

Textile machinery is an industry of small businesses. Imports

began their assault on the U.S. market about 20 years ago and

currently have an import penetration ratio of approximately 40

percent. As a result, the 1982 Census of Manufactures revealed a

downward trend in employment, with the number of workers dropping from

approximately 42,000 in 1966 to approximately 19,000 1982. Exports

account for approximately 30 percent of sales for this billion dollar

industry.
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As an import-sensitive industry, domestic textile machinery

manufacturers and their suppliers urge the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Trade to favorably report legislation which improves the

administration of U.S. trade laws. Although ATMA vigorously endorses

S. 2139 which provides comprehensive reform of U.S. trade statutes,

the Association believes that the three bills currently being con-

sidered by this Subcommittee will correct some of the current problems

in this area of the law.

ATMA specifically commends Sen~tox John Danforth for intro-

ducing the amendmenLs to section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 in

S. 2845. These amendments will provide instructive guidance to the

International Trade Commission in issuing its decisions under this

"fair trade" statute. ATMA firmly believes that profits are not

necessarily a determining factor in evaluating the effect of imports

on a U.S. industry; import relief should therefore be recommended,

even if the profitability standards in the statute are not met.

Moreover, it is important for the ITC to recognize that U.S.

industries are frequently forced to import some articles in order to

remain competitive. Given the commitment of U.S. companies to their

American facilities and employees, it is clear that such imports

should be deemed indicative of "injury," and certainly not "adjust-

ment." Finally, when an industry has been devastated by imports, it

is critical that the Commission give full consideration to the fact

that plants have closed and the industry has shrunk. It is not

sufficient to examine the health of the survivors in a beleaguered

industry, without giving full acknowledgement to the loss of jobs and

plants by less fortunate U.S. competitors.
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such statutory language would codify current agency practice. Be-

cause it is important to take into consideration preferential pricing

of inputs, ATMA also strongly approves of section 12 of this bill.

In the antidumping context# the Association urges the Subcom-

mittee to accept section 13 which would permit the Department of

Commerce to negotiate quantitative restraint agreements when dumping

is the unfair trade practice at issue. We also recommend that the 90-

day review procedure permitted after a dumping order has been issued

be eliminated as an unnecessary burden on both the Department of

Commerce and the U.S. industry. It is particularly onerous for U.S.

companies who have expended large sums of money to obtain a dumping

order to immediately thereafter be thrust into a fast-track review

procedure whereby foreign producers can reduce their deposit liabil-

ity -- after just having been found guilty of a violation of U.S. law.

Finally, ATMA urges that section 15 be expanded to permit the

Department of Commerce to negotiate and enforce antidumping and

countervailing duty settlement agreements if a petition has been

withdrawn or an investigation terminated. Such authority is needed

because U.S. law currently only provides express settlement authority

when suspension agreements are involved.

As for S. 2963, ATMA appreciates the concern of Senators Cohen,

Chafee and Danforth for the small business community. As indicated

previously in this statement, ATMA's members consist primarily of

small companies. Therefore, any revisions to the trade laws which

facilitate their access to import relief is received with approval.

We are particularly appreciative of the establishment of a special
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office within the Department of Commerce to address the concerns of

smaller U.S. businesses. In addition, ATMA supports section 5 which

broadens access to the trade laws by permitting industry/labor

coalitions to participate jointly in such proceedings and the addi-

tion of authority to hold only one hearing when certain countervailing

duty and aptidumping investigations are being conducted at the same

time (section 6). This latter provision would streamline some

proceedings and thus reduce the expenditures of petitioners. Section

7's provisions concerning release of confidential information under

administrative protective order will also foster a reduction in

expenses borne by litigants.

However, although S. 2963 has various provisions which ATMA

supports, we also strongly believe that certain sections should be

modified or deleted prior to the reporting of this bill. Judicial

review in the U.S. Court of International Trade should not be

eliminated because appellants should be eligible for review by two

levels of the judiciary; section 3 should therefore be deleted.

Moreover, the language in section 4 dealing with judicial review when

the International Trade Commission has based its negative determina-

tion on the size of an antidumping or countervailing duty margin

should also be eliminated because the ITC is currently precluded by

the statutory language of existing law from engaging in such analysis.

Inclusion of this provision would be a major change in existing law

and would undermine the ability of domestic industries to ensure that

foreign producers engaged in unfair trade practices receive the

penalties required by law.
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ATMA vigorously opposes section 9 which authorizes the Depart-

ment of Commerce to engage in sampling and averaging in connection

witis -nnual reviews and U.S. price determinations. While ATMA does

not object to the provision which grants the Commerce Department the

authority to select representative samples and averages for foreign

market value determinations, ATMA strenuously urges the Subcommittee

to delete the provisions which would expand such authority to annual

reviews and to U.S. price determinations. These latter proposals are

not mere "technical" amendments. They in fact erode the basic concept

underlying the antidumping statute: that less-than-fair-value

("LTFV") calculations be made on an entry-by-entry basis. If an

importer is permitted to pay an antidumping duty based on the

difference between an average foreign market value and an average U.S.

price, then there is no deterrent for his pricing a particular

transaction at well below that average U.S. price. Obviously, he will

not have to pay a dumping duty equal to the full amount of the LTFV

transaction in which he is involved. Thus, the deterrent effect of

the statute is eroded and domestic industries will be forced to

compete with transactions which are not fully neutralized by the

addition of an accurate dumping duty.

In addition, ATMA urges that the expedited administrative review

following issuance of an antidumping order be eliminated (section

14). Foreign producers who have been found guilty of violating U.S.

law should not be given the benefit of lowering their deposit rate,

especially given the administrative burden on the Department of

Commerce and the costliness of such proceedings to petitioners. Nor
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should the Subcommittee accept section 18 which would modify the

definition of "arms length" transactions by redefining the nature of

"related parties." ATHA supports the retention of existing law and

disapproves of the raising of the level of permitted equity ownership

from five to 20 percent.

Finally, ATMA urges deletion of the language in section 21 which

alters the standards for determining whether home market prices will

be used. According to the proposed "clarification," a new requirement

would be imposed on the use of home market sales for LTFV determina-

tions; it would now be necessary that sales in the home market be

proportionate to U.S. export sales in order for the home market pr!ce

to be used in LTFV calculations. Such a provision would be detrimen-

tal to the interests of domestic industries, especially in countries

where facilities are built primarily to serve an export market

(frequently the United States). If section 21 is approved, the

Commerce Department would be authorized to disallow such home market

prices which are usually higher than their counterpart sales to third

countries. The true LTFV differential would thus be ignored and a

substantially lower dumping duty paid.

In summary, the American Textile Maichinery Association believes

that, with the above modifications, the three bills currently being

considered by the Subcommittee on International Trade could enhance

the enforcement of U.S. trade laws concerning countervailing duty,

antidumping and escape clause statutes. However, as indicated at the

beginning of this statement, ATHA believes that this legislation does

not go far enough toward accomplishing the goal of significant trade
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law reform. We therefore suggest the following additional proposals

be enacted at the same time as the above proposals.

First, ATIA recognizes that judicial review procedures are

currently in a state of enormous confusion, often leaving petitioners

unsure of when to file an appeal to the U.S. Court of International

Trade. While the above legislation attempts to rectify this problem

and ensure that appellants do not lose their right to judicial review

because of an erroneous decision as to the appropriate timing, it does

not fully resolve the problem because it bases the time for appeal on

the blurry distinction between "affirmative" and "negative" deter-

minations. We therefore urge the Subcommittee to view with favor a

revised procedure which would be simple and clear and thus leave no

room for error. ATHA suggests that domestic interested parties be

given the option of filing their appeals within 30 days of a deter-

mination which adversely affected their interests (regardless of

whether it was denominated an "affirmative" or "negative" decision by

the agency) or within 30 days of a final countervailing duty or

dumping order; importers and foreign respondents, on the other hand,

would always file their appeals within 30 days of the publication of

an antidumping or countervailing duty order. By requiring an order

to issue prior to judicial review at the request of an importer or

foreign producer, any ripeness problems would be avoided.

Moreover, there are several provisions in S. 2139, the Compre-

hensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983, which would expedite unfair

trade practice proceedings and thus eliminate substantial expense to

interested parties. For example, section 105 would eliminate some of
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the Subcommittee on International Trade which addresses the critical
issue of trade law reform. We urge the U.S. Congress to take swift
and effective action to improve access to U.S. trade laws and enhance
the implementation of such provisions.
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Press Release No. 84-166

PRESS RELEASE

FOR I'4EDIATE RELEASE UNITED STATES SENT8E
August 14, 1984 COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Subcommittee on International
Trade

SD-219 Dirksen Senate
Office Building

SUBC4M4ITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE REQUESTS
COMMENTS ON TRADE BILLS

Senator John C. Danforth (R., MO), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade, announced today that the
Subcommittee was seeking public comment on three trade bills, S.
2845, S. 2952, and S. 2963.

S. 2845, introduced by Senator Danforth, would amend title II
o rthgTrade Act of 1974 to clarify the scope of
determinations made by the International Trade Commission
with regard to petitions for temporary import relief
initiated under the authority of that title.

S. 2952, introduced by Senator Heins, and S. 2963, introduced
Sy Senator Cohen, both would amend title VMI of the Tariff
Act of 1930 to make numerous,, although different, changes in
the operation of the antidumping and countervailing duty
laws. S. 2963 would also amend that act to establish a Trade
Remedy Assistance Office in the Department of Commerce.

Written statements.--Persons who desire to present their
views are urged to prepare a written statement and to submit it
to the Subcommittee. These written statements should be
typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages In length, and
mailed with five (5) copies to Roderick A. DeArlent, Chief
Counsel, Committee on Finance, Room SD-219, Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than close of
business on Wednesday, September 5, 1994.

P.R. 484-166

41-171 0 - 85 -- 31
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THE AMERICAN

Ron% i YARN SPINNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
NAMi

September 5, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArments

The Finance Committee's Subcommittee on International
Trade recently requested public comments on three trade
bills, S. 2845, S. 2952 and S. 2963. The majority of provi-
sions in these three bills make welcome and needed changes
to our trade remedy statutes.

The American Yarn Spinners' Association (AYSA) has long
advocated a comprehensive overhaul of U.S. trade remedy laws
such as those reforms embodied in S. 2139, the
"Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983." While the
three bills on which we are submitting comments (which
follow below) fall far short of what is needed in this area,
the bills taken together would meet many of the concerns
which have been a thorn in the side of industries such as
ours,

The U.S. sales yarn industry is a major contributor to
the American economy with annual sales in excess of $5.5
billion and manufacturing facilities in nearly half of the
50 states from Maine to California. For the most part, our
plants are located in small communities and in many cases
provide the sole source of manufacturing employment.

Since 1973, employment in the yarn and thread mill sec-
tor has declined by 30 percent, or nearly 50,000 workers.
While it is true that some of the employment decline is
technology-related, as evidenced by a 20 percent increase in
productivity over this period, import-related job losses
account for one-half of the decline.

The American sales yarn industry has become increasingly
capital intensive and is today the most cost efficient yarn
producing industry in the world. The industry is fiercely
competitive in the domestic market, but cannot be expected
to compete with foreign governments who heavily subsidize
their producers, or dump excess production on the U.S.
market tO maintain full employment, while American workers
stand in unemployment lines.
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mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Page 2
September 5, 1984

Our industry has been one of the lucky ones in the sense
that we have on several occasions filed cases against
foreign unfair trade practices which we were able to win.
However, such cases have taken their toll on our industry in
cost, time and irreparable damage to firms before the unfair
trade practice could be remedied. Such foreign practices
are common and widespread. Yet, the sheer complexity of our
trade laws, and uncertainty as to the outcome of any case
which is filed, along with the attendant costs of bringing
such a case, are often overwhelming to industries such as
ours which are basically comprised of small companies. So,
many trade grievance which should be redressed do not get
redressed, and meantime the industry's position weakens,
making it less able to withstand new onslaughts of foreign
unfair trade practices. This is a system which cries out
foe! reform, and we are encouraged to see the Committee
embark, even in this limited fashion, on the course of trade
reform.

S. 2845, which would clarify the scope of determinations
made by the International Trade Commission with regard to
petitions for temporary import relief initiated under title
It, is a very important piece of legislation for several
reasons. First, it begins long overdue discussions on
reform of Section 201, "the escape clause." Second, it
sends a strong message to the International Trade Commission
that Congress believes that the Commission should act in
accordance with congressional intent as enunciated in the
Trade Act of 1974 when rendering injury determinations. The
recent case of non-rubber footwear was a travesty of
justice. Clearly the ITC's decision had more to do with an
arbitrary and discretionary view of the facts than what was
congressional intent when the 1974 Trade Act was written.
S. 2845 wotld put a rein on such arbitrary discretion and
provide new and clear guidelines to the Commission on what
it should and should not consider in such injury deter-
mination cases.

S. 2952, would amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930
Ak-make certain changes in the operation of the anti-dumping
&Wd countervailing duty statutes. What we find particularly
laudable about this bill are provisions which would broaden
access to these statutes, close loopholes and clarify ambL-
guities, and reduce costs for petitioners. S. 2952 would
allow our laws to get at foreign upstream subsidy and
downstream dumping practices require cumulation of imports
in ITC material injury determinations; clarify that the
absence of any (or substantial) imports is not a basis for
determining that an industry is not being threatened with
material injury; and codify threat of injury criteria.
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Page 3
September 5, 1984

S. 2463, would among other things, establish a trade
assistance office in the Department of Commerce. This is a
very important step. We hope that such an office will truly
assist small businesses experiencing trade problems. Such
businesses often do not know where to turn to get help or
have the resources to go about confronting such problems.

AYSA urges the Finance Committee to move quickly to
report out these bills favorably. our massive trade deficit
is really all about imports, many of them unfairly traded,
which are threatening the very survival of industries such
as ours. Congress must lend a hand to help solve this
problem and we think these bills present a good opportunity
to do so.

Sincerely,

LObf. IqentW-t
H.R. Hunnicutt
President
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bicycle Manulacturers Association of America Inc.

STATEMENT OF

THE BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TPADE

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

REGARDING

PENDING TRADE LAW REFORM LEGISLATION

(S. 2845, S. 2952, S. 2903)

September 5, 1984 BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

1055 Thomas Jefferson St., N.W.
Suite 316
Washington, D.C. 20007
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The r.Jcycle Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.

("BMA"), a nonprofit trade association the members of which account

for the majority of U.S. production of bicycles and a significant

portion of U.S. bicycle component production,2I submits this state-

ment in support of S. 2845, S. 2952 and S. 2963.

BMA believes it is vitally important for the United States to

have a comprehensive and strong set of legal remedies available to

domestic industries injured by both fair and unfair import competi-

tion. This country's manufacturing industries are bearing the brunt

of an unprecedented assault by foreign manufacturers who target this

market from the "safe haven" of home markets protected by a wide

array of tariff and nontariff barriers. This is not fair trade, and

a country which permits imports to run roughshod over its domestic

industries is not "enlightened," but profoundly shortsighted.

The United States already has a number of trade laws which, if

effectively enforced, provide very potent remedies for import-

caused injury. Unfortunately, however, these laws have not achieved

1/ The three bicycle manufacturer members of BMA are Huffy Cor-
poration, Murray Ohio Manufacturing Company and Roadmaster Corpora-
tion, which together account for the vast majority of U.S. production
of complete bicycles. Included among BMA's associate members are the
following producers of bicycle parts and componentry: Sate-Lite
Manufacturing Co.; TI Sturmey-Archer of America, Inc.; ABS In-
dustries, Inc." Dia-Compe, Inc.; Union Frondenberg USA Co.; Wald
Manufacturing Co.; Excel, Inc.; Hunt-Wilde Corporation; Ets. Hurat
& Ses Fils; SunTour USA, Inc.; Persons-Majestic Manufacturing Co.;
Maillard; Union Sils van de Loo; Shimano America Corporation;
Mesinger Manufacturing Co.; Harris-Thomas Drop Forge Co.; Compagnie
des Chaines SEDIS; and Troxell Manufacturing Company.

BMA is one of the members of the Trade Reform Action Coalition
("TRAC"), a labor-industry coalition organized for the purpose of
seeking congressional passage of comprehensive tradr 'dw reform
legislation. BMA concurs with the statement submitted to the
Subcommittee by TRAC, but offers this separate statement as a
supplement to the comments by TRAC.
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their full promise, largely because of ambiguities and unnecessary

restrictions which limit their utility. S. 2845, S. 2952 and S. 2963

are valuable first steps in what we believe must be a concerted

effort by the Congress to strengthen our trade laws by correcting

these statutory deficiencies. Accordingly, BMA strongly supports

the three bills currently being considered by the Subcommittee, with

certain exceptions as noted.

S. 2845

Senator Danforth's bill to amend section 201 of the Trade Act

of 1974, as amended, makes some extemely important clarifications to

U.S. law's most potent trade remedy. In line with the strength of

the "escape clause" remedy, section 201 appropriately places a high

burden of proof upon petitioning industries. In several of its

recent decisions, however, the U.S. International Trade Commission

has interpreted section 201 in such a way that the burden placed on

the petitioners has gone far beyond that envisioned by the statute.

The clarifications contained in S. 2845 would help to assure that the

"escape clause" remains fully.. available to those injured U.S.

industries that need it most.

BMA believes the most significant change made by S. 2845 is its

clear statement that an industry's loss of market share to imports

during a period of increasing consumption should properly be con-

sidered evidence of "serious injury." An industry which fails to

participate fully in market growth is an injured industry and is not

likely to regain its competitive position if and when market demand

returns to preexisting levels. The competitive health of the

domestic industry cannot properly be viewed in isolation from the
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market it serves. S. 2845 would assure that the ITC will construe

loss of market share as positive evidence of "serious injury,"

whether or not U.S. production declines in absolute terms.

In addition, the bill would place in proper perspective the

issue of industry profitability. In a number of recent 201 de-

cisions, the ITC appears to have given undue emphasis to the single

issue of the domestic industry's profitability. S. 2845 would ite.ke

clear that profits are only a secondary consideration in an injury

analysis under section 201. The bill would clarify that primacy is

to be given to the effects of increasing imports on domestic

production and employment levels; if the production and employment

criteria of section 201 are satisfied, an affirmative determination

will be required, notwithstanding that the profit criterion is not

met. BMA believes that this perspective on the issue of industry

profits will better effectuate the basic purpose of section 201.

S. 41952

BMA strongly supports Lhe changes in the existing antidumping

and countervailing duty laws proposed in S. 2952, the bill sponsored

ny Senators Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell. BMA members' own recent

experience under the antidumping law -- involving antidumping pe-

titions filed by the bicycle manufacturer members of BMA against

bicycles imported from Taiwan and Korea -- convinces BMA that certain

changes are badly needed in the law. Fortunately, S. 2952 would make

a number of these needed changes.

From BMA's perspective, one of the most important amendments

made to current law by S. 2952 is section 3's requirement that the

International Trade Commission cumulate imports from all sources

which are either subject to countervailing duty or antidumping
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investigations or antidumping or countervailing duty orders. To a

large degree, this amendment would codify the recent holding of the

U.S. Court of International Trade in Republic Steel Corporation v.

United States, Consol. Court No. 82-03-00372, slip op. 84-84 (July

11, 1984). The need for such a rule is apparent from BMA's own

experience. In its preliminary injury investigations in the bicycle

antidumping cases, the ITC found strong evidence that U.S. bicycle

manufacturers were experiencing material injury and a clear con-

nection between that injury and bicycle imports from Taiwan. How-

ever, because the volume of bicycle imports from Korea was relDIvely

small (albeit growing rapidly), the Commission found Korean exports

not to be a contributing cause of the industry's injury, thereby

giving rise to a termination of the proceeding against Korea. The

Commission specifically rejected the industry's argument that it

should cumulate the imports from Korea with those from Taiwan; If the

ITC had done so, the petition against Korea would not have been dis-

missed, and Korean producers would not have escaped liability for

their unfair pricing practices, which, in conjunction with dumping

by Taiwanese firms, had materially injured the U.S. industry. As the

Court noted in Republic Steel, the nationality of the firms accused

of dumping should not matter; cumulation is the only rational mode

of analysis. BMA therefore strongly supports section 3 of the bill.

BMA also believes that section 5 of the bill represents a

significant improvement over existing law. Sections 703(c)(1) and

733(c)(1) of the countervailing duty and antidumping law, respec-

tively, allow the Commerce Department to extend the date for pre-

liminary determinations without the consent of petitioners in "ex-

traordinarily complicated cases." Section 5 of S. 2952 would require
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petitioners to consent to such an extension in every case. Because

the date of Commerce's preliminary determination marks the date for

commencement of suspension of liquidation, an extension of the

period for the preliminary determination can allow unfairly traded

imports to injure a domestic industry for as much as an additional

two months under curr-en~taw. -BMA does not believe this result is

consistent with the basic purposes of the antidumping and counter-

vailing duty law. We therefore support the change made by section

5 of the bill.

BMA also strongly supports section 9 of S. 2952, which would

permit Commerce, at the request of the petitioner, to extend the date

for a final countervailing duty determination to the date of a final

antidumping determination where antidumping and countervailing duty

petitions are filed simultanteously with respect to the same pro-

duct. BMA believes this change would be advantageous, to all parties

concerned; Commerce Department staff would be given additional time

to make their final determination in the countervailing duty case,

and the costs for petitioners and respondents may well be reduced.

The requirement that this extension authority may only be invoked at

the request of the petitioner is essential, for if the Department's

preliminary countervailing duty determination is negative, sus-

pension of liquidation will commence at the time of Commerce's final

countervailing duty determination. If domestic industries are not

to be further injured by subsidized imports, it Is critical that this

extension authority should only be authorized at the request of the

petitioning domestic industry.
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BMA further believes that the changes introduced by section 10

of the bill -- and in particular, the concept of "upstream subsidy"

Introduced by section 10(b) -- fills a significant void in current

law. Certainly, the use of subsidized production inputs ought to be

as reachable under the antidumping and countervailing duty laws as

the subsidization of the finished product; section 10(b) would

provide this much-needed extension. BMA is concerned, however, that

the bill as currently worded does not clearly state the precise

effects which the use of a subsidized production input is to have

under the law. For example, section 771(18)(C) (as added by section

10(b) of S. 2952) seems to require that the full amount of any

"upstream subsidy" be Included in "the amount of any . . . anti-

dumping duty." On the other hand, section 12(a) amends section

773(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 to require that the constructed

value methodology be employed wherever the cost of any foreign

material used in the imported product is "unreasonable" (e ,

purchased at a preferential or below-cost rate). These rules do not

appear entirely consistent, and should be harmonized before final

action is taken on S. 2952.

One of the most significant provisions of S. 2952 is section 13,

which would allow the Commerce Department to accept and enforce

quantitative restriction suspension agreements with foreign govern-

ments or exporters in antidumping cases on terms similar to those

currently available in countervailing duty proceedings. BMA be-

lieves that the current lack of authority to accept quantitative

restriction agreements in the antidumping context can only be viewed

as an anomaly , especially in light of the prevalence of such

a
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agreements under the antidumping laws of our trading partners. While

BMA believes that section 13's provisions would be improved if the

petitioner were required to consent to the terms of any quantitative

restriction suspension agreement, BMA nonetheless strongly supports

the change made by section 13.

Finally, BMA wishes to register its qualified support of

section 14 of S. 2952, which would introduce much-needed restric-

tions on the use of the so-called "fast track review" under section

736(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. BMA believes that

experience has shown that the fast track review has been used far too

often and on the basis of information which is often suspect.

Although BMA would prefer the repeal of section 736(c) in its

entirety, we believe that the proposal contained in section l4 will

reduce the likelihood that the fast track review will be abused,

while not proving unduly burdensome to respondents.

BMA is particularly pleased that section 14 would give all

interested parties an opportunity to file written comments before

Commerce decides whether to conduct a fast track review. However,

BMA believes that this opportunity for comment should be in addition

to, rather than in lieu of, the provision of current law, which

permits written comment and a hearing in connection with the fast

track review itself. Section 14(b) of the bill appears to have

inadvertently repealed this provision of current law; this problem

should be remedied. Interested parties should have the right to

submit their views both before the decision to commence a fast track

review is made and after Commerce reaches a preliminary deter-

mination in the review itself.
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Furthermore, because the decision on whether to commence a fast

track review must be made in a very short time, BMA believes it is

desirable that all interested.parties be given access to all con-

fidential information supplied by the parties requesting the review

on an automatic basis. While counsel for the interested parties

certainly should treat this information in a manner consistent with

the terms of any outstanding protective orders or be required to

furnish new ones, counsel should not be required to undergo the

burdensome and time-consuming process of specially applying for

disclosure at the fast track stage. If section 736(c) is not

repealed, BMA would support the proposal in section 14, with the

above modifications.

On a related subject, BMA commends the Subcommitee's attention

to the provisions of section 105 of S. 2139, the proposed Com-

prehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983. Obtaining disclosure to

proprietary information submitted to the Commerce Department in

antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings has thus far been

one of the most frustrating, time-consuming and costly procedures

under the antidumping and countervailing duty law. Section 105 of

S. 2139 would make a number of substantial improvements In current

law's rules governing the release of confidential information under

administrative protective order. The provision would grant to any

party to a proceeding the presumption of a "need to know"; treat

requests for disclosure as continuing; require release of infor-

mation within ten working days; and provide for the possible release

of proprietary information to persons other than counsel under

appropriate protective measures. BMA strongly urges the Subcom-

mittee to adopt a provision similar to section 105 of S. 2139 when

it takes action on S. 2952.
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S. 2963

S. 2963, the Small Business Trade Remedies Act of 1984 proposed

by Senators Cohen, Chafee and Danforth, makes a number of important

improvements in existing law. Most significantly, the bills'

creation of a "small business trade assistance office" designed to

assist small business entities in pursuing their remedies under the

U.S. trade laws will go far toward assuring "equal justice under law"

to all American industries injured by import competition. BMA

strongly supports the basic purpose sought to be achieved by S. 2963.

Unfortunately, BMA cannot support as strongly certain other

provisions of S. 2963. For example, section 3 of the bill would

require appeals of antidumping and countervailing duty determina-

tions to be brought immediately to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit, rather than initially in the U.S. Court of Inter-

national Trade. BMA questions whether the goal of reducing the

expense of actions under the U.S. trade laws should necessarily take

precedence over interested parties' right to obtain full and ef-

fective judicial review before more than a single appellate tri-

bunal. BMA strongly believes that this change from current law is

unnecessary and would undermine the effectiveness of judical review

in antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings. Accordingly,

BMA urges the Subcommittee to delete this provision.

BMA is basically supportive of the provisions of section 4(c)

of S. 2963 to the extent that it merely codifies existing case law

interpreting the statute of limitations contained in section

516(A)(a)(2) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. Section 4(d) of

the bill, however, goes well beyond current law by referring to --

and impliedly legitimizing -- the practice of certain members of the
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International Trade Commission of considering the size of a dumping

margin or net subsidy in reaching an injury determination under the

antidumping and countervailing duty laws. This "margin analysis" is

clearly not authorized by present law, and the bill should not

impliedly do so in any form. BMA therefore strongly urges the

Subcommittee to delete section 4(d) from the bill.

In BMA's opinion, section 6 of the bill also represents a change

in existing law which would reduce costs and administrative burdens

only at the expense of the substantive rights of the parties.

Section 6 would allow Commerce, in its discretion, to hold only one

hearing when antidumping and countervailing duty investigations are

initiated within six months of each other. At a very minimum, such

a procedure should be authorized only with the consent of the

petitioner.

However, BMA believes that the procedure envisioned by section

110 of S. 2139 would achieve the basic goal of cost reduction without

a substantial risk of prejudicing the rights of the parties. Section

110 would allow the ITC to waive the public conference and submission

of written comments at the preliminary stage in cases where the

evidence contained in the petition and questionnaire responses

provide the ITC with a reasonable indication of material injury. In

the vast majority of cases under the antidumping and countervailing

duty laws since 1979, the Commission's preliminary injury deter-

minations have been in the affirmative, and recent court cases have

stressed the "low threshold" nature of preliminary injury deter-

minations. For these reasons, BMA believes that the procedure

envisioned by section 110 of S. 2139 would significantly reduce costs
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to all parties in the preliminary injury phase of antidumping and

countervailing duty investigations without significantly predJu-

dicing the rights of any party. BMA urges the Subcommittee to adopt

a similar provision in addition to the procedure called for by

section 6 of S. 2963 (with the suggested modification discussed

above).

On a more substantive level, BMA Is vigorously opposed to

section 9 of S. 2963, which would allow the Commerce Department to

use sampling and averaging techniques not only in the calculation of

foreign market value, but in determining United States price under

the antidumping law as well. This provision, if adopted, would

effect dramatic substantive changes in the antidumping law. As a

matter of logic, the use of an average "foreign market value" as the

basis for "fair value" under the law is conceptually sound; that is

precisely why section 773(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930 specifically

authorizes sampling and averaging in the determination of "foreign

market value." However, our antidumping law is based on the

fundamental principle of' entry-by-entry assessment; that is, each

importer is to be liable for the precise amount by which the price

of each import sale is lower than "fair value." If the Commerce

Department is freed from the requirement of computing a unique United

States price for each entry of merchandise covered by an antidumping

duty order, but instead employs an average United States price for

all entries within a given time frame, the goal of the law to deter

so-called "sporadic dumping" will be substantially reduced. More-

over, dumping margins existing on individual transactions may be

wholly masked by the application of an average United States price.
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BMA does not believe that the sponsors of S. 2963 intended to produce

this result, and strongly urges the Subcommittee to delete section

9 from the bill.

Finally, BMA is opposed to section 18 of the bill, which would

relax the "related parties" concept of the antidumping law by

allowing sales between parties connected by up to a 20 percent

ownership interest to be used as the basis for fair value com-

parisons; current law generally requires sales between companies

linked by only a five percent equity interest to be disregarded in

calculating fair value. BMA believes there is no good reason to

change current law on this point; on the contrary, the change

proposed in section 18 would greatly increase the risk that sales at

other than arm's-length prices would be considered in calculating

dumping margins. This would greatly reduce the effectiveness of the

antidumping law. Accordingly, BMA urges the Subcommittee to delete

section 18 of the bill.

In conclusion, BMA believes that S. 2963 is a positive step

forward in Congress' ongoing efforts to improve the efficiency and

effectiveness of the United States' trade laws. That laudable goal

should not be undermined by the inclusion in the bill of certain

provisions which would have a decidedly negative effect on the future

administration of these laws. Accordingly, BMA urges the Sub-

committee to change S. 2963 in accordance with the views expressed

in these comments and to act favorably on the bill as revised.

41-171 0 - 85 - 32
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COPPER & BRASS FABRICATORS COUNCIL. INC.
1050 SEVENTEENTH STREET. N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036
SUIT6 440

TELEPHONE l2033 033.8075

September 5, 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Senate Finance Subcommittee

on International Trade
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Pending Trade Law Reform Bills (S. 2952, S. 2845, andS. 2963)

Dear Senator Danforth:

The Copper and Brass Fabricators Council welcomes the invita-

tion of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade to

comment on the referenced legislation. As a membership corporation

of 22 United States brass mills which together employ roughly 27,000

persons and account for approximately 85 percent of the production

by domestic brass mills of fabricated copper and copper alloy

products, the Council supports these bills and urges their passage.

On balance, these bills should better enable United States companies

to oppose unfairly dumped and subsidized imports and to obtain

temporary relief to allow recovery from the serious injury inflicted

by increased imports.

1. With respect to S. 2952, which is being co-sponsored by

Senators Heinz, Moynihan, and Mitchell, the Council is particularly
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enthusiastic. This bill significantly strengthens our antidumping

and countervailing duty laws against unfairly priced foreign mer-

chandise. Among the bill's more important provisions are those

requiring cumulation of imports by the International Trade Com-

mission in injury investigations; dealing with threat of material

injury; calling for simultaneous final injury investigations in

related antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings; clarifying

the definition of a countervailable subsidy and embracing upstream

subsidies within that definition; and requiring that constructed

value calculations in dumping cases compensate for preferential or

subsidized components by reflecting their full costs. In the

Council's opinion, these and the other sections of S. 2952 are

necessary steps forward to counter the unfair trade practices of

dumping and subsidization and should be incorporated into the law.

2. S. 2963, which is co-sponsored by Senators Cohen, Chafee,

and Danforth, also addresses and generally improves the antidumping

and countervailing duty statutes. The main thrust of the bill, to

assist small businesses in the United States to avail themselves of

their rights under the trade laws, is long overdue. Similarly, a

provision of potentially great significance which the Council is

happy to see is section 8, which calls for a study and report by the

Secretary of Commerce on adjustments to United States price and

foreign market value in dumping proceedings. The area of what
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adjustments are to be made and how they should be made under the

statute is complex and controversial and critically important to the

effective and fair administration of the dumping law. Legislative

oversight and guidance as to this subject is needed and should be

beneficial.

On the other hand, the Council questions the wisdom of some of

the provisions of S. 2963 and urges their modification as follows:

a. Section 3 would preclude'judicial review of a number of

trade actions by the United States Court of International Trade just

as that court has been developing considerable expertise in this

special and difficult field. This provision should therefore be

eliminated.

b. Section 4 would eliminate interlocutory appeals completely

in the name of cost savings. Domestic producers have benefited from

being able to bring such judicial appeals in the past and would be

disadvantaged were they left without this option in the future.

Additionally, language at the end of subsection (d) of section 4,

referring to injury determinations predicated on the size of dumping

margins or net subsidies, suggests approval of so-called margin

analysis. This language should be deleted so as to correct this

impression.
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c. Section 9 broadly endorses recourse by the Commerce Depart-

ment to sampling and averaging in its determination of United States

price and foreign market value in dumping cases at both the original

investigation and assessment phases whenever the volume of sales and

number of price adjustments are deemed significant. Given the

availability of, and reliance by the Commerce Department upon, high-

speed computers for its calculations, however, there ought to be

little, if any, need to resort to sampling and averaging on these

grounds. Moreover, the very real danger presented by sampling and

averaging is that dumping margins on individual shipments will be

overlooked entirely through sampling and erased through averaging.

Sampling and averaging unnecessarily detract from the law. Sampling

where United States price is concerned, in particular, appears to be

at odds with the mandate of section 751 of the Trade Act of 1930 (19

U.S.C. 6 1675) that annual reviews determine the precise pricing

differential for each transaction on an entry-by-entry basis. The

Council urges the Subcommittee to delete this provision which

undermines the objectives of the antidumping statute.

d. Section 18 would require at least a 20 percent equity

interest before foreign parties could be deemed related to their

importers in the United States and exporter's sales price employed

to determine United States price. Given the incentive for even less

closely related companies to misreport and inflate import prices on
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customs papers in order to avoid antidumping duties, retention of

existing law is strongly supported.

In sum, the Council endorses the over-all purposes of S. 2963

to strengthen the antidumping and countervailing duty laws and to

help small businesses gain relief under these laws. Further careful

consideration should be given to specific provisions, some of the

more prominent of which have been highlighted here, to resolve

whether they actually work toward those ends or, as the Council

believes, against them.

3. Lastly, as to S. 2845 which seeks to amend the "escape

clause" law and has been introduced by Senator Danforth, the Council

wishes to lend its full support. The bill is encouraging for its

commercially realistic approach. Imports in increased volume or

market share by domestic producers would be taken as a sign of

serious injury to the domestic industry and of threat of such injury.

The term, "significant idling of productive facilities," would be

defined so as to require the International Trade Commission to look

at not just the status of presently operating domestic plants but at

the closing and underutilization and decline in production of plants

which have ceased to function in previous years. Similarly, an

affirmative finding of injury is not precluded by the absence of a

downward trend in industry profits or by a reasonable level of profit
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by a significant number of firms in the domestic industry. These

criteria will all help Identify and put in clearer perspective the

plight of a domestic industry which has incurred serious injury

substantially due to an influx of imports. The Council, therefore,

favors them.

4. Conclusion. -- In short and on balance, the Council is

persuaded that each of these bills contributes to improving our

nation's trade laws. It is thus the Council's hope that the best

features of the three bills will be enacted into law in the near

future. At the same time, there are measures which are absent from

these bills and which the Council believes would be of positive value

and consequently ought to be added from the Comprehensive Trade Law

Reform Act of 1983. The Council points especially to the following

provisions of that act: (a) section 105, which directs more liberal

and timely release under administrative protective orders of foreign

proprietary information in antidumping and countervailing duty

cases; (b) section 110, which permits the International Trade

Commission to forego a public conference and the submission of

written comments and to find affirmatively in preliminary injury

investigations in antidumping and countervailing duty cases on the

bases of the evidence contained in the petition and In any ques-

tionnaire responses; (c) sections 114 and 121, which establish

firmer standards as to when and on what grounds an antidumping or a
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countervailing duty order can be revoked and sanctions for the

violation of the terms of a revocation; and (d) section 124, which

essentially stipulates that a country must terminate its export

subsidies in order to qualify for an injury test under the counter-

vailing duty law as a country under the GATT subsidies agreement,

directs the President to monitor compliance by a country with its

commitment to abstain from export subsidies, and upon violation of

the commitment provides for withdrawal of the status as a country

under the GATT subsidies agreement and the voiding of any negative

injury determination or revocation of a countervailing duty order

predicated upon that status.

The Copper & Brass Fabricators Council again expresses its

appreciation for this occasion to make these comments and trusts that

they prove constructive.

Sincerely,

ROBERT J. WARDELL

President
Copper & Brass Fabricators

Council, Inc.
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Footwear Industries of America, Inc. ("FIA"), a non-profit

trade association representing the manufacturers of an estimated

two-thirds of U.S. productionn of nonrubber footwear, as well as a

substantial number of the footwear industry's suppliers, submits

these comments on S. 2845, S. 2952, and S. 2963.!/ A list of FIA's

members is attached to this statement.

On June 22, 1984, the Subcommittee on International Trade held

a hearing to inquire into the U.S. International Trade Commission's

June 6 negative injury determination in the U.S. nonrubber footwear

industry's most recent attempt to secure import relief under section

201 of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended. The Commission's in-

explicable denial of relief was a devastating blow to the U.S.

nonrubber footwear industry and its workers, and we were extremely

heartened by the public expression of outrage at the decision made

by Senators Danforth, Heinz, Cohen, Kasten and Mitchell during the

June 22 hearings. We are even more gratified, however, that Senator

Danforth has taken concrete steps to make such travesties less likely

in the future by amending section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 to

foreclose the glaring misinterpretation of that law made by the ITC

in its decision in the footwear case. Senator Danforth's bill, S.

1/ FIA is one of the members of the Trade Reform Action Coalition
("TRAC"), an alliance of U.S. manufacturing companies, trade associ-
ations, and workers that for the last 14 months has strongly urged
the Congress to pass comprehensive trade law reform legislation. FIA
is also one of the members of the Group of 33, an ad hoc labor-
industry coalition with an active interest in seeking the enactment
and effective administration of fair and equitable trade laws. FIA
has reviewed the comments on S. 2845, S. 2952 and S. 2963 submitted
to the Subcommittee by TRAC and the Group of 33, and wishes to be
counted as concurring with those comments to the extent they are not
inconsistent with the views presented here.
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2845, is, in FIA's estimation, one of the most Important pieces of

trade legislation proposed by the Congress in the last decade.

The greatest portion of these comments will be devoted to

Senator Danforth's bill. In addition, however, FIA wishes to express

its support, with certain minor qualifications, for S. 2952 -- the

bill sponsored by Senators Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell -- and S.

2963 -- the proposed Small Business Trade Remedies Act sponsored by

Senators Cohen, Chafee and Danforth. Together, these three bills

provide a basis for comprehensive trade reform that is vitally needed

if the U.S. trade laws are to provide effective remedies for import-

injured domestic industries.

S. 2845

FIA believes that the ITC's negative injury determination in

the nonrubber footwear section 201 case was a great injustice. The

ITC staff found that all of the statutory criteria were met: imports

had increased dramatically to more than 70 percent of the market;

domestic production had steadily declined; employment had declined,

sending unemployment in the industry to a record 18.7 percent; the

increase in the industry's payroll had failed to keep pace with the

cost of living; and the smaller firms in the industry had experienced

declines in profitability. Yet despite all this evidence, the Com-

mission found no serious injury, or threat thereof, to the industry.

In doing so, the Commission relied most heavily on the fact that the

Commission's survey data indicated that the larger of the surviving

U.S. producers, as well as the industry in the aggregate, were

operating at profit levels which the ITC deemed adequate.
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When Senator Danforth introduced S. 2845, he confessed to being

"incredulous" that the Commission could find no serious injury based

on the "overwhelming" evidence presented to it. Needless to say, FIA

was also shocked by the ITC's decision. We were therefore especially

gratified when Senator Danforth called a hearing of the Subcommittee

to inquire into the ITC's decision, and we strongly supported Senator

Danforth's suggestion that section 201 needed to be clarified to

prevent such misinterpretations of the law in the future. FIA

strongly believes that S. 2845 will go far toward preventing the

Commission from, once again, denying import relief to precisely

those U.S. industries that need it most.

Perhaps the greatest analytical deficiency in the ITC's foot-

wear decision was the emphasis it gave to the single criterion of

industry profitability. This betrayed a fundamental misconception

about the purpose of section 201. FIA believes it is clear that the

statute as passed in 1974 envisions the preservation of domestic

production facilities and employment, not corporate profits. Re-

duced production and employment levels should be the primary focus

in any ITC injury investigation. Industry profits are not ir-

relevant, of course, for financially healthy companies are generally

better able to maintain production and employment levels; but it must

be recognized that closing factories and laying off workers -- which

are obvious evidence of injury -- can lead to an improvement in

industry profits. To view such plant closings and layoffs as

evidence that an industry is "adjusting" to import competition,

I ý1ý
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rather than evidence of injury, is to make the maintenance of

industry profits the entire focus of a section 201 proceeding.

S. 2845 would make clear that this was not Congress' intent when

it passed section 201 in 1974. The bill does this by expressly

stating that if the Commission finds that the profit criteria for

injury are not met -- that is, that a significant number of firms in

the domestic industry are operating at a reasonable level of profit,

or that the profits of the domestic industry are not declining --

that finding is not to preclude a determination by the Commission

that an industry is injured or threatened with injury. In other

words, the profitability of firms in an industry is properly viewed

as a secondary criterion of injury; production and employment

levels, on the other hand, are to be given primacy in the ITC's injury

analysis. If the production and employment criteria for serious

injury and threat of serious injury are satisfied in a given case,

but the profit criteria are not, the bill would require the ITC to

find in the affirmative.

In addition to putting the issue of industry profits in proper

perspective, S. 2845 also deals commendably with a related issue --

namely, the significance to be attributed to imports by domestic

producers. In the footwear case, the Commission suggested that

imports by domestic footwear firms -- which have been increasing

steadily in recent years -- are somehow non-injurious, or at best,

are self-inflicted injury which does not merit import relief. This

ignores the fact that while imports may assist the profitability of
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U.S. firms, production levels still decline and U.S. workers lose

jobs. S. 2845 would make several amendments to section 201 which

would make clear that imports by domestic producers are properly

viewed as positive evidence of serious injury or threat of injury,

not as positive efforts by the industry to "adjust" or compete with

imports. In so doing, the bill once again shifts the emphasis in

escape clause cases to the most important factors under section 201

-- namely, the effects of imports on domestic production and em-

ployment.

The bill's specific amendments relating to this issue are well-

considered. First, the criteria for serious injury would be amended

to include "any significant increase in the volume or share of total

imports attributable to domestic producers in the industry." The

criteria for threat of serious injury would be amended in a similar

fashion. Second, section 201's definition of "substantial cause"

would be amended to make clear that imports are a "substantial cause"

of injury regardless of whether an increase in imports is attribu-

table to domestic producers in the industry. Third, the bill would

prevent the Commission from regarding imports as part of the "domes-

tic industry" being investigated; only domestic productive facili-

ties would be counted as part of the domestic industry. Finally, S.

2845 clarifies that the Commission is not to regard imports by

domestic producers as a positive effort to compete, but rather as

evidence of serious injury or threat thereof. Together, these

amendments put imports by domestic producers in their proper per-

spective.
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A further very important contribution of S. 2845 relates to

injury caused by an industry's failure to participate in market

growth. In the footwear case, for example, the absolute declines in

the industry's production and employment levels in 1983 were smaller

than in prior years, despite record import penetration. The U.S.

footwear market grew tremendously in 1982 and 1983, but all of the

growth in U.S. consumption was taken by imports. In FIA's opinion,

the failure by a domestic industry to participate in market growth

is clear evidence of serious injury, not -- as the Commission seems

to assume -- evidence that imports are not adversely affecting U.S.

production. S. 2845 would correct this misinterpretation of section

201 by making clear that the term "significant idling of productive

facilities" includes a decline in domestic production, either

actual or relative to apparent domestic consumption. This would make

clear that a loss in market share -- as opposed to an absolute decline

in production levels -- is sufficient evidence of injury under

section 201.

Another important contribution made by S. 2845 is its attempt

to deal with the "survivor syndrome" that has cropped up in section

201 investigations, and the footwear case in particular. .ypically,

the Commission relies upon data obtained from its oin industry

questionnaires for much of the information used in making its injury

determination. However, the questionnaire responses have an in-

herent bias toward the surviving firms in the industry; firms which

have gone out of business during the five-year term of the Com-

mission's investigation cannot be surveyed and have been more or less
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overlooked in the ITC's decisions. FIA believes it is improper for

the ITC to focus solely on the condition of the industry as it exists

in the present; serious injury occurs over time, and it is incumbent

upon the Commission to look at what has happened in the industry

during the entire period of its investigation. This is especially

important with respect to the question of industry profitability.

S. 2845 would deal with the "survivor syndrome" by making clear

thdt the term "significant idling of productive facilities" requires

the ITC to evaluate the extent to which plant closings have affected

total production capacity in the industry over time. While this

clarification is important, FIA believes that the bill should also

require the Commission to consider the effect plant closings have

upon production, employment, capacity, capacity utilization and

profits of the domestic industry. The requirement that the Com-

mission take plant closings into account in analyzing the financial

health of the industry would be a particularly important clar-

ification, for it will force the ITC to differentiate -- as common

sense would seem to require -- between firms which have maintained

their profitability through increased productivity and efficiency

and firms which have maintained profitability only by closing plants

and laying off workers. FIA suggests that the following section be

added to the bill:

(11) In making its determination under para-

graph (1), the Commission shall take full ac-

count of the effect of plant closings on the
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production, employment, capacity, capacity

utilization and profits of the domestic in-

dustry.

Finally, S. 2845 would clarify an issue that has arisen in a

number of 201 cases, including the footwear case -- namely, the

extent to which the Commission may properly consider certain factors

which the statute requires the President to consider in determining

whether to grant import relief. Section 202(c) of the Trade Act of

1974 requires the President to consider, among other things, the

likelihood that a temporary period of import relief will assist the

industry, the likely effect of relief on U.S. consumers, the effect

of relief on the United States' international economic interests,

and possible claims for compensation by foreign countries. The ITC

has shown an increasing tendency to consider the consumer issue, in

particular, during the course of its injury investigation. FIA

believes that this detracts from the Commission's statutory re-

sponsibility, which is solely to determine whether the U.S. industry

has been seriously injured. S. 2845 would redirect the Commission's

attention to its proper focus by making clear that the Presidential

factors just cited are not to be considered during the course of the

ITC's injury investigation.

In summary, FIA strongly supports S. 2845 and urges the Sub-

committee to aggressively seek its passage. The showing which

domestic industries must make to obtain import relief under section

201 is stringent enough that domestic industries should not also be

41-171 0 - 85 - 33
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burdened by the ITC interpreting the statute in ways foreign to

Congress' original intent. The clarifications implemented by S.

2845 are critically necessary if section 201 is to become the

powerful import relief measure which Congress intended it to be.

S. 2952

FIA also wishes to express its strong support of S. 2952, the

bill introduced by Senators Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell. The bill

makes a number of important improvements in the existing antidumping

and countervailing duty laws.

FIA has a special interest in a number of particular provisions

in S. 2952. This interest grows largely out of FIA's experience as

a petitioner under the U.S. countervailing duty law. In 1983, the

ITC determined under section 104(b) of the Trade Agreements Act of

1979 that the U.S. nonrubber footwear industry would not be mate-

rially injured or threatened with material injury if countervailing

duty orders issued under the prior law on nonrubber footwear from

Brazil, India, and Spain were revoked. The ITC's decision with

respect to Brazil was based largely on that Country's promise to

maintain offsetting export taxes on Brazilian shoes -- a promise

which the U.S. government subsequently found had been breached from

the very first. Now freed from the shackles of a countervailing duty

order, footwear imports from Brazil have been one of the leaders in

the import surge which is currently decimating the U.S. nonrubber"

footwear industry.
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FIA believes the Commission reached the wrong decision in 1982,

and for that reason, strongly support section 7 of S. 2952, which

would amend section 104(b) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 to

prohibit the ITC from basing any decision under that section on a

promise by a foreign government to impose offsetting export taxes

even after the order is revoked. In light of the similarity between

the Commission's inquiry under section 104(b) and its responsi-

bilities under section 751(b) of the Tariff Act of 1939, FIA suggests

that the latter section also be amended in accordance with the

provisions of section 7 of the bill.

FIA's experience under the countervailing duty law also leads

us to support strongly section 6 of the bill, which would make clear

that the government may not settle claims for antidumping and

countervailing duties under section 617 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Antidumping and countervailing duty orders often become the subject

of friction between the United States and foreign governments; and

in at least one case -- the infamous Japanese television dumping pro-

ceeding -- the U.S. government decided to accommodate the foreign

government by agreeing to a settlement that totally ignored the

remedial purpose of the law. FIA strongly believes that the U.S.

government should not be permitted to settle claims for counter-

vailing duties for any amount less than that required to be imposed

by the law -- namely, a duty in the full amount of the net subsidy

in effect. FIA therefore strongly supports section 6 of S. 2952,

which would make clear that section 617 does not provide such

settlement authority.
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FIA is also pleased that section 3 of S. 2952 would require the

ITC to cumulate imports from different countries subject to anti-

dumping or countervailing duty investigations or orders when it

makes its injury determinations under those laws. The Commission has

only rarely exercised its discretion to cumulate under current law,

and this has often caused industries injured by imports from a number

of foreign sources to be denied full relief. Indeed, in its 1983

section 104 investigation of nonrubber footwear from Brazil, India

and Spain, the ITC refused to cumulate, despite the fact that these

imports in combination accounted for a substantial volume of total

U.S. footwear imports. While the Court of International Trade has

recently interpreted current law as requiring cumulation at the

preliminary investigation stage, FIA strongly believes that cumula-

tion should be required at both stages of the ITC's inquiry, and

regardless of whether the imports in question are all subject to

active investigations of the same type (e.g., all countervailing

duty or all antidumping). Section 3 of the bill would accomplish

this, and accordingly, FIA supports it.

Finally, FIA strongly supports the expansion of the definition

of "subsidy" contained in section 10 of the bill. In particular, the

"upstream subsidy" concept is an important contribution to the

countervailing duty law. FIA believes, however, that the bill's

requirement that the "upstream subsidy" cause the price of the

production input to be "lower than the generally available price of

the product in such country" is too narrow, and should be expanded
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to include prices which are lower than prevailing world prices where

there is r world market for the commodity in question. For example,

for many years Brazil, Argentina and India have controlled the

exportation of hides from their countries in order to keep the

domestic price of leather below prevailing world prices. FIA

believes this should constitute an "upstream subsidy" to Brazilian,

Argentine and Indian footwear manufacturers, and urges the Sub-

committee to change section 10(b) of the bill accordingly.

S. 2963

The Small Business Trade Remedies Act of 1984 proposed by

Senators Cohen, Chafee and Danforth will go far toward making the

U.S. trade laws more available to America's small business com-

munity. Many of the members of FIA would probably qualify as "small

businesses" within the meaning of this legislation, and absent

membership in this trade association, would likely be unable to

pursue the remedies theoretically given them by the U.S. trade laws.

S. 2963 would largely eliminate the practical barriers faced by such

small enterprises in asserting their rights under U.S. law.

While FIA is basically supportive of S. 2963, we are concerned

that it would make changes in U.S. law which would reduce the costs

of trade relief only by undermining the quality and comprehensive-

ness of judicial review under the trade laws. For example, section

3 of the bill would transfer judicial review of determinations under

the antidumping and countervailing duty laws to the U.S. Court of
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Appeals for the Federal Circuit, thereby bypassing the U.S. Court of

International Trade, which has built up a considerable body of case

law and expertise in this area. Moreover, this change in the law

would give aggrieved parties that much less recourse to the courts.

By the same token, section 4's elimination of interlocutory appeals

would reduce the cost of trade actions only by reducing the ac-

countability of the responsible administrative agencies. Moreover,

since an aggrieved petitioner is not required to pursue such inter-

locutory appeals, the necessity of eliminating them is not apparent.

FIA also questions the wisdom of section 6 of the bill, which

would give the ITC the authority to not hold separate hearings in

antidumping and countervailing duty investigations initiated within

six months of each other. If this provision is truly to serve to

reduce the costs for small petitioning entities, this hearing waiver

should be authorized only where the petitioner consents to it.

Otherwise, the only beneficiary of the rule might be the adminis-

trative agency and the foreign respondents.

In addition, although the Association supports the provisions

in section 7 which attempt to reduce the burden -- and thus the costs

-- of obtaining disclosure of confidential information under pro-

tective order, FIA believes that additional provisions are needed to

quickly and efficiently effectuate release of this information. FIA

therefore commends section 105 of S. 2139 to the Subcommittee's

attention.
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Finally, FIA believes that sections 4(d) and 9 of the bill would

make radical and unintended substantive changes in existing law.

Section 4(d) would allow a party to challenge a final affirmative

dumping or subsidy determination by Commerce within 30 days of

publication of a final negative injury determination by the ITC

"which is predicated upon the size of either the dumping margin or

net subsidy determined to exist." While FIA appreciates the prac-

tical concerns which motivated this provision, we strongly oppose

the inclusion in the bill of any language which could be interpreted

as legitimizing such "margin analysis" by the ITC. Current law

clearly prohibits the Commission from basing a determination of no

injury on the size of a dumping margin or net subsidy, and the ITC

General Counsel has advised the Commission to that effect. FIA

therefore strongly urges the Subcommittee to delete section 4(b)

from the bill.

FIA also believes that section 9 of S. 2963 makes unwarranted

substantive changes in the law. Section 9 would basically authorize

the Commerce Department to use sampling and averaging techniques for

determining both United States price and foreign market value in

both initial antidumping investigations and review determinations

under section 751 of the Act. Current law only authorizes Commerce

to use sampling and averaging techniques in determining foreign

market value in initial antidumping investigations.

By allowing Commerce to use such imprecise methodologies in

determining United States price as well as foreign market value,
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section 9 of the bill would create a very real risk that dumping

margins would often be masked. For example, if the average foreign

market value of a product were $90 during a given period, and a

foreign producer made three sales of the product in the United States

during the period at prices of $90, $110 and $70, use of an average

United States price would shield the importer from liability for the

$20 dumping margin present on the one less-than-fair-value sale.

Current law would not permit the dumping margin to be masked in this

way, and would prevent foreign producers from engaging in such

sporadic dumping.

Moreover, by authorizing Commerce to use average United States

prices during 751 review investigations, section 9 is in effect

undermining the principle of entry-by-entry assessment that forms

the basis of our antidumping law. Under this change, importers will

not pay a duty based on the precise dumping margin present on the

particular merchandise purchased, but will -- if they pay any duty

at all -- instead pay some rough average duty based on purchases made

under potentially different competitive conditions. This change

would substantially reduce the effectiveness of our antidumping law

as a remedy for predatory and/or discriminatory pricing practices.

Again, this change in existing law seems to inure more to the benefit

of the Commerce Department and foreign respondents than it does to

injured petitioning industries. We therefore strongly urge the

Subcommittee to eliminate section 9 from S. 2963.
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CONCLUSION

With the exception of the particular provisions which have been

discussed in these comments, FIA strongly supports S. 2845, 2952 and

2963. The individual members of the Subcommittee who have sponsored

these important legislative measures are to be commended and FIA

urges the Subcommittee to act on Lhe pending legislation in ac-

cordance with these comments.
I
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FIA MEMBERSHIP AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1983

Acme Boot Company, Inc.
Clarksville, TN

adidas U.S.A., Inc.
Kutztown, PA

All en-Edmonds Shoe Corporati on
Belgium, WI

Alta Products Corporation
Wilkes-Barre, PA

American & Efird Thread Mills
Mt. Holly, NC

American Finish & Chemical Co.
Chelsea, MA

American Shoe Machinery Company
Woburn, MA

Anwel t Corporation
Fitchburg, MA

Atlas Tack Corporation
Fairhaven, MA

B & B Shoe Company
Chicago, IL

B-W Footwear C Inc.
Webster, MA I

Ballet Makers, Inc.
Fairlawn, NJ

Baron Rubber Co.
Dover, NH

Barry Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Lynn, MA

G.H. Bass & Co.
Wilton, ME

Bata Shoe Company, Inc.
Belcamp, MD

H.A. Batchelder & Son
Milwaukee, WI

Bearfoot Corporation
Wadsworth, OH

Belle Counter Co., Inc.
Belle, MO

Belleville Shoe Mfg. Co.
Belleville, IL

Bennett Industries
West Lynn, MA

Beta Scientific, Inc.
c/o Gerber Scientific
South Windsor, CT

The Biltrite Corporation
Chelsea, MA

Bixby International Corp.
Newburyport, MA

Boston Machine Works Co.
Lynn, MA

Brockton Sole and Plastics
Division Atlas Corporation

W•n. Brooks Shoe Company
Nelsonville, OH
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Brown Shoe Co.
St. Louis, MO

H.H. Brown Shoe Co., Inc.
New York, NY

I. Brown Sales Corporation
Hialeah, FL

Carpenter Shoe Co., Inc.
Green Cove Springs, FL

Carter Footwear, Inc.
Wilkes Barre, PA

Chippewa Shoe Company
Chippewa, WI

Ciba-Geigy Corporation
Plastics and Additives Div.
Houston, TX

Circle Machine Co., Inc.
Seabrook, NH

P. Clayman and Sons, Inc.
Salem, MA

Combe, Inc.
White Plains, NY

Compo Industries, Inc.
Waltham, MA

Container Corp. of America
Oaks, PA

Continental Shoe Products & Machinery
Nashville, TN

Converse, Inc.
Wilmington, MA

Thomas Cort, Inc.
Philadelphia, PA

Cosmos Footwear Corporation
New York, NY

Craddock-Terry Shoe Corporation
Lynchburg, VA

Danrich, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA

Der-Tex Corporation
Lawrence, MA

Desco Shoe Corporation
New York, NY

Desma Industrial Machines, Inc.
West Concord, MA

Drew Shoe Corporation
Lancaster, OH

Dunn & McCarthy, Inc.
Auburn, NY

T.J. Edwards Company
Brighton, MA
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Emhart/Machi nery Group
Beverly, MA

G.F. Emtex
Div., Chelsea Industries
Chelsea, MA

Encore Shoe Company
Rochester, NH

Endwell Products Company
Endwell, NY

Ephrata Shoe Co., Inc.
Ephrata, PA

Esjot Trade America, Inc.
Cohasset, MA

Etonic, Inc.
Brockton, MA

Ettelbrick Shoe Company
Greenup, IL

Falcon Shoe
Lewiston, ME 04240

Flair Footwear, Inc.
Wilkes-Barre, PA

Foot-Joy, Inc.
Brockton, MA

Foss Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Haverhill, MA

Franklin Plastics Corporation
Kearny, NJ

Louis G. Freeman Company
Erlanger, KY

John A. Frye Shoe Co., Inc.
Marlboro, MA

Georgia-Bonded Fibers, Inc.
Buena Vista, VA

Georgia Boot/Durango Boot
Franklin, TN

S. Goldberg & Company, Inc.
Hackensack, NJ

Gold Seal Rubber Company
Boston, MA

Golo Footwear Corporation
Dunmore, PA

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron, OH

W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
Elkton, MD

Gould & Scammon Inc.
Auburn, ME

Granite Industrial Development
and Services Corporation

Buford, GA

Daniel Green Company
Dolgeville, NY

H & W Shoe Supplies Co., Inc.
Northvale, NJ

The )anover Shoe,%Inc.
Hanover, PA

Heminway & Bartlett Mfg. Co.
Greenwich, CT
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Herbst Shoe Mfg. Co.
Little Rock, AR

Hirshberg & Company, Inc.
Andover, MA

Hudson Machine Corporation
Haverhill, MA

imperial Adhesives & Chemical
Cincinnati, OH

J.T. Koltis Enterprises, Inc.
Bronx, NY

Kormos & Associates
Nashville, TN

Inc.

"international Advisory Service
Lynnfield, MA

International
Nashua, NH

Shoe Machine Corp.

Jo-Gal Shoe Company, Inc.
Lawrence, MA

Jones & Vining, Inc.
Braintree, MA

Jung Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Sheboygan, WI

Juvenile Shoe Corp. of America
Aurora, MO

J.B. Kaplan A Company, Inc.
Real-Time Management, Inc.
Bridgeport, CT

Kessler Shoe Mfg. Co., Inc.
Westminster, MD

Kinney Shoe Corporation
Carlisle, PA

Knapp King-Size Corporation
Brockton, MA

W.L. Kreider's Sons Mfg.
Palmyra, PA

Leverenz Shoe Company
Sheboygan, WI

Lindgren Corporation
Camp Hill, PA

Littonian Shoe Company
Littlestown, PA

Lowell Shoe Inc.
Div., Morse Shoe Company
Hudson, NH

M. Lowenstein Corporation
New York, NY

Co., Inc.

Ludlow Composites
A Div. of Ludlow Corporation
Freemont, OH

Lydall Inc.
Composite Materials Division
Manchester, CT

Lyn-Flex Industries
Saco, ME

Magdesian Brothers, Inc.
City of Industry, CA

Manning Corporation
St. Pauls, NC

Manufacturers Supplies Co.
St. Louis, 140
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Mason Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Chippewa Falls, WI

McRae Industries, Inc.
Mt. Gilead, NC

Moramc Industries, Inc.
Sullivan, MO

Miami Footwear Corporation
Miami, FL

Microdynamics Inc.
Dallas, TX

Middletown Footwear, Inc.
Middletown, NY

Milford Shoe, Inc.
Div., Morse Shoe Company
Mi ford, MA

Miller, Hess & Company, Inc.
Akron, PA

Miller Shoe Company
Cincinnati, OH

Milton Shoe Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Milton, PA

P.W. Minor & Son, Inc.
Batavia, NY

Mobay Chemical Corporation
Pittsburgh, PA

Monarch Rubber Company
Baltimore; MO

Maynard H. Moore, Jr., Inc.
Stoneham, MA

Munro & Company, Inc.
Hot Springs, AR

New England Shank Company
Saugus, MA

North American Chemical Company
Lawrence, 4A

North East Cutting Die Corp.
Portsmouth, NH

Northern Shoe Bindings Co., Inc.
Beverly, MA

Norwich Shoe Company, Inc.
Norwich, NY

Oomphies, Inc.
Lawrence, MA

Osceola Shoe Company, Inc.
Osceola, AR

Paule Chemical
Peabody, MA

Penobscot Shoe Company
Old Town, ME

Pierce & Stevens Chemical Co.
Buffalo, NY

Prime Leather Finishes Co.
Milwaukee, WI

Prime Manufacturing Co.
Lynn, MA

Proctor Products, Inc.
Chesterfield, MO
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Puritan Industries, Inc.
Collinsville, CT

Quabaug Rubber Company
N. Brookfield, MA

K.J. Quinn & Company, Inc.
Malden, MA

Red Wing Shoe Co., Inc.
Red Wing, MN

Riedell Shoes, Inc.
Red Wing, MN

Ripley Industries, Inc.
St. Louis, MO

Robus Products Corporation
Lawrence, MA

Rogers Corporation
Rogers, CT

Rohm and Haas Company
Philadelphia, PA

Schaefer Machine Company, Inc.
Clinton, CT

Schwarz Leather Corporation
Edgewater, NJ

Sebago, Inc.
Westbrook, ME

Shell Chemical Company
Houston, TX

Shreiner Sole
Killbuck, OH

The Singer Company
Edison, NJ

Sobel, Bernstein & Green, Co.
Los Angeles, CA

Stanbee Company, Inc.
Carlstadt, NJ

S. Starensier, Inc.
Newburyport, MA

Sterling Last Corporation
Long Island City, NY

The Stride Rite Corporation
Cambridge, MA

Suave Shoe Corporation
Miami Lakes, FL

Supreme Slipper Mfg. Co.
Lewiston, ME

Tobin-Hamilton Co., Inc.
Mansfield, MO

Triangle Manufacturing Company
Raleigh, NC

Truitt Brothers, Inc.
Belfast, ME

UNICOR
Textile Leather Products Div.
Washington, D.C.

U.S. Shoe Corporation
Cincinatti, OH
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Velcro, USA, Inc.
Manchester, NH

Vogue Shoes, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA

Vulcan Corporation
Cincinnati, OH

Walker Shoe Company
Asheboro, NC

Walkin Shoe Company, Inc.
Schuykill Haven, PA

Wall-Streeter Shoe Company
N. Adams, MA

Wellco Enterprises, Inc.
Waynesville, NC

Western Supplies Company
St. Louis, M0

Wolverine World Wide, Inc.
Rockford, MI

Worthen Industries
Nashua, NH

E.T. Wright & Company, Inc.
Rockland, MA
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Group of 33 Statement 1-/ on Pending Trade Reform
Legislation (S. 2845, S. 2952, and S. 2963)

This statement in support of pending trade reform

legislation is submitted on behalf of the Group of 33, an ad

hoc coalition of trade associations and labor unions

(membership list attached) which has had a continuing con-

cern about the proper implementation of the countervailing

and anti-dumping duty statutes, other legislation dealing

with unfair trade, and Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974.

The Group of 33 also wishes to note that it is affi-

liated with the Trade Reform Action Coalition (TRAC) which

has submitted a comprehensive and detailed statement on S.

2845, S. 2952, and S. 2963.

The Group of 33 advised both the Executive Branch and

the Congress during the negotiation of the Subsidies and

Antidumping Codes in 1978 and 1979, and in the development

of implementing legislation in 1979.

We supported the MTN and the Trade Agreements Act of

1979, and we believe that we helped to develop the consensus

in this country necessary for their adoption. We did so

because we were convinced that the implementation of what

was negotiated in Geneva would represent a giant step

l/ Although Group members have a commonality of interest
and purpose, not all of our member organizations concur
in all the details of the positions taken in this state-
ment. Furthermore, nothing in our statement should be
interpreted to preclude any of the member organizations
of the Group of 33 from submitting additional views or
from seeking specific trade reforms which are not
addressed by the bills on which we are submitting com-
ments.
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forward in providing U.S. industry and labor with fair and

effective recourse to our trade statutes. Despite these

changes, and commitments by the Executive Branch regarding

their implementation, which have turned out to be disre-

garded in the main, there are major problems with our trade

remedy laws. There is also substantial frustration on the

part of U.S. industry, labor, and agriculture that they can-

not secure effective action under these statutes to achieve

meaningful remedies to international trade practices which

confer an unfair competitive advantage.

Many who have tested the system have come away shaken by

the recognition that such actions are becoming increasingly

complex, costly, and uncertain as to the outcome. They find

themselves buried under difficult burdens of proof. They

find the responsible executive agencies failing to pursue

effective verification and investigatory procedures or to

self-initiate cases despite a growing body of information on

foreign trade practices available to the Executive Branch.

Above all, they find the absence of will to enforce the sta-

tutes as Congress wrote them.

We support comprehensive trade remedy law reform because

of these problems and because the United States is

confronted by seriously worsening international trade

problems and a massive trade deficit which could be as high

as $140 billion this year. (In the first seven months of

1984, the trade deficit of almost $74 billion already
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exceeded the $69 billion trade deficit for all of 1983.) We

support comprehensive trade reform because there are

numerous deficiencies in the way in which the countervailing

and antidumping duty statutes and Section 301 of the Trade

Act of 1974 are being administered, again despite the im-

provements enacted in 19791 and because a major overhaul of

Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 is long overdue. The

Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983t S. 2139

addresses such issues in a comprehensive manner and we

encourage the Committee's further review of its many provi-

sions.

The three trade bills under consideration by the

Committee address specific areas of the trade statutes which

are weak or inadequate. S. 2845 would make key changes in

Section 201 to ensure that the ITC does not so narrow its

focus of import injury so as to contravene Congressional

intent. S. 2845 is fine as far as it goes, and we hope the

Committee reports it out; however, some checks also need to

be placed on Presidential discretion in Section 201 cases,

particularly since the legislative veto over Presidential

actions in such cases may no longer be available as a result

of last year's Supreme Court decision in the Chada case.

The Group of 33 also advocates a change in the injury causa-

tion standard to conform it to GATT standards -- a standard

which requires a lower threshold of injury.

S. 2952 makes a number of significant changes in our

anti-dumping and countervailing duty statutes, many of which
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we have long advocated. S. 2952 draws many of its provi-

sions from S. 2139 and would# among other things, change the

trade remedies statutes to deal with foreign upstream subsidy

and downstream dumping practices require cumulation of

imports in ITC material injury determinations where more

than one country is involved; and clarify that the absence

of any (or substantial) imports is not a basis for deter-

mining that an industry is not being threatened with

material injury. The bill also attempts to codify various

other criteria to determine threat of injury, for instance,

presence of substantial inventory and build-up of foreign

capacity. We would recommend many additional changes, but

S. 2952 is a good step in the right direction.

S. 2963, which would establish a trade assistance office

in the Department of Commerce, recognizes the unique concerns

of small businesses which are oftentimes unable to utilize

the remedies under our trade laws because of the sheer

complexities of such laws, and the extraordinary costs and

time associated with bringing a case.

Taken together, these three bills go a distance in

accomplishing some important trade reforms which the Group

of 33 has long advocated. We urge the Committee to act

expeditiously on these measures. We hope they will be

passed this year.
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AD-HOC LABOR-INDUSTRY TRADE COALITION

(GROUP OF 33)

Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO
American Apparel Manufacturers Association
American Brush Manufacturers Association
American Federation of Fishermen
American Mushroom Institute
American Pipe Fittings Association
American Textile Machinery Association
American Textile Manufacturers Institute
American Yarn Spinners Association
Association of Synthetic Yarn Manufacturers
Bicycle Manufacturers Association of America Inc.
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute
Clothing Manufacturers Association
Copper and Brass Fabricators Council, Inc.
Footwear Industries of America, Inc.
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
International Leather Goods, Plastics & Novelty Workers

Union, AFL-CIO
Lead-Zinc Producers Committee
Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association
National Association of Chain Manufacturers
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers
National Cotton Council
National Knitwear and Sportswear Association
National Knitwear Manufacturers Association
Northern Textile Association
Scale Manufacturers Association, Inc.
Synthetic organic Chemical Manufacturers Association
Textile Distributors Association
United Food and Commercial Workers International Union,

AFL-CIO
Valve Manufacturers Association
Work Glove Manufacturers Association
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The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute, Inc. ("OPEI") applauds

the consideration by the Subcommittee on International Trade of much-

needed legislation in the area of trade law reform. OPEI urges prompt

action to improve the statutory remedies available to import-sensi-

tive domestic Industries which would ensure fair trade in the U.S.

market.

OPEI is a national trade association representing manufacturers

that produce 90 percent of consumer walk-behind and riding lawn-

mowers, garden tractors, tillers, edger/trimmers, shredder/ grind-

ers, yard vacuums, leaf blowers, snow throwers and the major com-

ponents for these products. The Institute is comprised of ap-

proximately 74 companies that produce equipment having a retail value

of approximately $3 billion.

In general, OPEI believes that the three bills currently being

considered by the Subcommittee on International Trade (S. 2845,

S. 2952, and S. 2963) provide an essential first step toward the

improved administration of U.S. trade laws. They correct certain

deficiencies in the countervailing duty, antidumping and escape

clause provisions and therefore should receive swift congressional

endorsement. However, OPEI hopes that the U.S. Congress will also

consider favorably the comprehensive approach to trade law reform

embodied in S. 2139, the Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983.

In light of OPEI's support for the three bills that are the

subject of the recent press release seeking public comment, the

Institute wishes to highlight certain provisions in this legislation

which it strongly endorses and those which it believes should be

modified prior to passage.
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S. 2845

As stated in the press release, S. 2845 amends the escape clause

provisions of the Trade Act of 1974 in order to "clarify the scope of

determinations made by the International Trade Commission with regard

to petitions for temporary import relief'.... "OPEI fully supports all

of the statutory amendments contained in this important bill.

With the expansion of world trade in the past few decades, the

survival of many American industries has been threatened due to the

excessive assault of imports. However, as the Trade Act of 1974

recognized, such industries need not fear extinction if a temporary

respite from imports can provide the time and capital needed to

improve their competitive position with foreign trade. Such legisla-

tion is essentially pro-competitive because, with short-term import

relief, a domestic industry can once again become viable in the

long term. Productive facilities and employment can thereby be

maintained in the United States.

However, recent decisions by the U.S. International Trade Com-

mission have undermined the congressional mandate of the escape

clause provisions. OPEI therefore urges prompt passage of S. 2845

which will provide clear guidelines to the Commission as to congres-

sional intent with regard to "fair trade" cases. More specifically,

the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute supports the amendments in this

bill which would provide as follows: (1) consideration of increased

imports by U.S. producers as evidence of serious injury or threat

thereof; (2) defining the phrase "significant idling of productive

facilities" as including a decline in domestic production (either
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actual or relative to consumption), the closing of plants and the

under-utilization of productive capacity; (3) precluding the ITC from

considering certain factors delegated to Presidential review; and (4)

permitting the Commission to issue an affirmative injury determina-

tion regardless of whether the profit criteria of the statute are met.

S. 2952

As indicated previously, OPEl is supportive of this important

legislation. We are particularly pleased that the co-sponsors of this

bill, Senators Heinz, Moynihan and Mitchell, have proposed statutory

amendments which will improve the implementation of the antidumping

and countervailing duty laws and thereby reduce costs to domestic

industries suffering from unfair trade practices. By simplifying

procedures and clarifying ambiguities, this legislation will help

ensure competition in the U.S. market which comports with inter-

nationally-recognized rules of fair commercial behavior.

We therefore urge prompt passage of the provisions in S. 2952,

and particularly endorse those which would require the International

Trade Commission to cumulate the effect of imports in determining

material injury or threat thereof (Section 3); require the Commerce

Department to obtain the petitioner's consent prior to extending the

deadlines in "extraordinarily complicated" dumping or countervailing

duty cases (Section 5); prohibit the compromise of duties owed under

the countervailing duty and antidumping statutes (Section 6); elimi-

nate the use of export taxes as a basis for revoking countervailing

duty orders under section 104 of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979
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(Section 7); specify that a domestic subsidy explicitly or effec-

tively provided to a specific enterprise or industry is counter-

vailable under U.S. law (Section 10); require adjustment for upstream

subsidies (Section 12); and provide authority to suspend dumping

cases through the negotiation of quantitative restraints (Section

13).

Although OPEI urges prompt passage of S. 2952, the Institute

suggests the following technical amendments to clarify the language

of this bill:

(1) Section 2: Party with Necessary Information

Although OPEI supports this provision in general, we suggest

that the word "only" be eliminated from this provision because its

inclusion may undermine the effectiveness of this section.

(2) Section 7: Countervailing Duty Orders in Effect Before
1980

While OPEI supports this provision, the Institute believes that

the prohibition against reliance on an offsetting export tax should

not just apply to pre-1980 orders but should extend to revocations and

suspensions of post-1980 orders and cases. Experience has shown that

such taxes are not always collected promptly.

(3) Section 10: Subsidies

In section 10(b), S. 2952 amends section 771 by adding a new

paragraph "18." Subparagraph (C) states that if the administering

authority decides during an antidumping or countervailing duty in-

vestigation that an upstream subsidy has been paid, the agency shall

include an adjustment "in the amount of any countervailing duty or
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antidumping duty imposed under that (sic] subtitle .... ", We believe,

that in the antidumping context, the adjustment due to any subsidized

input should be made to the foreign market value, rather than the

dumping duty itself. We therefore suggest that lines eight through

14 of subparagraph (C) be revised as follows:

... the administering authority shall include in
the amount of any countervailing duty imposed on
the merchandise under subtitle (A) or in the
foreign market value of the merchandise as de-
termined in an investigation under subtitle (B),
an amount equal to the difference between the
prices referred to in subparagraph (A)(ii), ad-
justed, if appropriate, for artificial depres-
sion in accordance with subparagraph (B).

(4) Section 13: Quantitative Restrict-ion Agreements

OPEI enthusiastically supports this provision but urges that the

Department of Commerce be required to obtain the consent of petitioner

in all suspension agreements based on quantitative restraints.

(5) Section 14: Security In Lieu of Estimated Duty

The Institute believes that this 90-day "fast-track" review

procedure ha3 been abused by foreign producers and has placed an

excessive and unwarranted burden on the resources of the Department

of Commerce. OPEI therefore requests that this provision be repealed

in its entirety.

However, should the revised provision contained in section 14 be

adopted, OPEI suggests two technical amendments. First, existing

paragraph (2) of section 736(c) should be reinstated (and redesig-

nated as subparagraph (B)) because it deals with the opportunity for

comment once the administering authority permits the posting of a bond

and has thus decided to conduct an expedited review This hearing
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process should be continued under any revised statutory scheme

because it permits public comment on the modified level of deposit

imposed on foreign producers.

Second, the phrase "issued in accordance with section 777"

should be deleted after the words "under protective order." Given the

short time frame for Commerce's decision as to whether to allow a

posting of bond as well as the brevity of the 90-day expedited review

process, confidential information should be disclosed automatically

under protective order so that parties have the ability to comment

swiftly and effectively.

(6) Section 15: Export Validation Requirement for Steel Pro-
ducts

OPEI believes that this statutory amendment should not be

industry-specific and should clarify that the Commerce Department has

the authority to negotiate and enforce settlement agreements under

the antidumping and countervailing duty law- involving the withdrawal

of petitions and termination of investigations.

(7) Section 16: Sales for Importation

The intent of this provision is to ensure that offers for sale

and leasing arrangements are sufficient bases for affirmative deter-

minations by the Department of Commerce and the International Trade

Commission. While OPEl supports this provision, we believe that

certain technical amendments are needed to ensure that section 16

completely resolves the issue. It appears that the drafters of this

provision inadvertently omitted necessary conforming amendments to

the dumping statute concerning injury decisions of the International
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Trade Commission -- provisions which have already been included in the

parallel amendments to the countervailing duty statute.

We therefore suggest that the phrase "or by reason of sales (or

the likelihood of sales) of that merchandise for importation," be

inserted after the phrase "by reason of imports of that merchandise"

in section 731 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, and that the

phrase ", or sales (or the likelihood of sales) for importation," be

inserted after the phrase "by reason of imports" in section 735(b) of

that Act.

Conforming amendments concerning likely sales and leases should

also be added to the provisions concerning preliminary ITC injury

determinations under both the countervailing duty and dumping acts

(sections 703(a) and 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended).

(8) Section 17: Sales for Future Delivery and Irrevocable
Offers

We believe that section 16 and 17 address the same problem;

section 17 can therefore be deleted from the legislation.

S. 2963

OPEI applauds the attention given by this legislation to the

needs of the small business community in ensuring that size does not

preclude access to congressional renedies to trade problems. In

particular, OPEI is pleased that the Department of Commerce would be

required to establish a Small Business Trade Assistance Office under

section 2 of this bill.

While OPEI is generally supportive of the thrust of this trade

law reform legislation, it feels strongly that certain provisions
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should be modified prior to enactment of this legislation. Our

comments are as follows:

(1) Section 3: Judicial Review of Certain Actions by Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit

While the cost to domestic industries would certainly be reduced

if judicial review by the U.S. Court of International Trade were

eliminated, such a cost saving can be viewed as "penny wise and pound

foolish." Especially In light of the increased expertise by this

court in handling trade law matters, we urge that domestic industries

be given the opportunity for judicial scrutiny of agency action by

both the U.S. Court of International Trade and the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Section 3 should therefore be

deleted.

(2) Section 4: Elimination of Interlocutory Appeals

OPEI seeks elimination of section 4(d) which adds the paragraph

entitled "Exception." This provision legitimizes an ITC assessment

of the size of a dumping or subsidy margin in making its injury

finding. As indicated in a floor debate on H.R. 4784 (see Attachment

1), it was agreed to delete a comparable provision in the House bill

prior to final passage.

In addition, while OPEI approves the other provisions of this

section which attempt to clarify the timing of a judicial appeal, the

Institute believes that the continued reliance on a petitioner's

evaluation of whether a decision is "negative" or "affirmative" may

prove troublesome. A more preferrable system might be to authorize

domestic parties to appeal adverse findings (regardless of how the

agency characterizes the determination) 30 days after the publication
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of the agency determination or the final order and to permit importers

to appeal within 30 days after publication of the final order. This

procedure has the benefits of clarity and certainty.

(3) Section 6: Hearings

OPEI recommends that the authority to conduct-one hearing for

certain simultaneous antidumping and countervailing duty investiga-

tions should be granted only upon the consent of the petitioner. In

addition, the last sentence in paragraph 2 should be amended by

deleting the words "as it considers relevant" so that the ITC is

required to allow additional written comments in the event of a waiver

of the hearing.

(4) Section 7: Release of Confidential Information

OPEI believes that It Is crucial to expedite the disclosure of

confidential information under protective order. Therefore, a man-

datory requirement that such information be released within 10

working days should be added to this amendment. The subcommittee

should also consider adding the other provisions of section 105 of S.

2139 which would facilitate this process and reduce unnecessary

expense to domestic industries.

(5) Section 9: Sampling and Averaging

Under existing law, the Department of Commerce has the authority

to sample and average with respect to foreign market value. However,

section 9 of this bill expands this authority to determinations of

United States price and to administrative reviews. Such a dramatic

exl:.-nsion of agency authority should be denied. This substantive

revision of the antidumping statute will permit the agency to compare
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an average foreign market value with an average U.S. price and thus

totally nullify the historic requirement that the government calcu-

late the amount of a dumping margin by referring to the specific

transaction price at issue. By granting the Commerce Department this

power, importers will no longer be deterred from purchasing at prices

substantially less than fair value because they know they will only

have to pay a dumping duty equal to the price differential based on

averages -- not their own particular transactions. This wholesale

revision of the basic premise underlying calculations of dumping

duties should be disallowed.

(6) Section 18: Related Parties

This provision relaxes the standards for a finding of "related

parties." OPEI therefore vigorously opposes this proposed amendment.

(7) Section 21: Foreign Market Value

Section 21 would require that sales in the home market be

proportionate to sales to the United States in order for the home

market price to be used to determine whether less than fair value

sales exist. However, with the United States as a frequent target for

export and with home markets often small in comparison to total

production, dumping margins would be reduced by virtue of this

distorted assessment of price differentials. OPEI therefore believes

this provision should be deleted.

* I

As stated at the outset, OPEI believes that the three trade bills

discussed above provide necessary modifications to existing trade

41-171 0 - 85 - 35
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statutes. However, there are several provisions in S. 2139, the

Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983, which we strongly feel

should be adopted at this time. They are as follows:

(1) Section 105

As indicated previously, we believe that more expeditious pro-

cedures for release of confidential information under administrative

protective order will reduce the cost of countervailing duty and

antidumping investigations. The provisions of section 105 should

therefore be adopted.

(2) Section 110

This provision would streamline unfair trade practice cases by

eliminating one of the two hearings currently required for ITC injury

determinations. However, this provision gives the Commission flexi-

bility to hold such a hearing where written submissions do not provide

a sufficient basis for an affirmative preliminary decision.

(3) Sections 114 and 121

These provisions prohibit the administering authority from re-

voking a countervailing duty order, suspending a CVD investigation or

terminating a suspended investigation on the basis of an offsetting

export tax. In addition, section 114 of S. 2139 precludes the

International Trade Commission and the Department of Commerce from

considering revocation of a countervailing duty or antidumping order

or termination of a suspended investigation for five years. The

objective of these provisions is to insure that the U.S. government

retains its monitoring role for a sufficient period of time in cases

where foreign producers have been found guilty of unfair trading

practices.
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(4) Section 124

Section 124 requires that countries "under the Agreement" commit

themselves to eliminate export subsidies promptly before receiving

the benefit of an ITC injury determination. For developing countries,

"country under the Agreement" status may be granted if certain

commitments are made concerning the reduction of subsidies. Finally,

section 124 gives the President authority to withdraw "country under

the Agreement" status if a country fails to honor its commitments.

Such statutory directives are needed to ensure that the Executive

Branch obtains sufficient commitments prior to conferring the bene-

fits of "country under the Agreement" status as well as to provide the

authority to withdraw such benefits should a violation occur.

In conclusion, the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute, Inc.

strongly believes that enactment of these three bills, with the

modifications outlined above, will improve the trading environment in

the United States. We therefore encourage passage of this legisla-

tion, as modified. However, we respectfully request the U.S. Congress

continue debate on trade law reform and resolve the remaining problems

in this critical area of the law in the near future. We urge the

adoption of selected provisions from S. 2139.
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tlces could lead foreign governments to take
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The second obJectonable provision %ould
extend U.S. countervailing duty law to coter
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sase of natural resources In a way that re
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gram amre not now considered to be counter
valatble subsidies, because# the natural re
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for expose If other governments adopted
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Secretary

C3 1810
Mr. GIBBON& Mr. Chalrmaý I

yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from
Georgia (Mr. JrxwsL a member of
our committee and subcommittee.

(Mr. JENK S asked and was given
permission to retlse and extend his re.
marks.)

Jr. JEXNIPM Mr. Chairtuan. I
would like to engage the chairman of
the Trade Subcommittee In a brief col
ioquy. I understand that section 110 of
the bill which deals with Interlocu-
tory appeals may still contain Jan.
gPuge which refers to determinations
by the Commission based on the size
of the dumping margin or net subsidy.
In the Ways and Means Committee we
voted to delete a provision which
would have given the Commission au.
thority to base Its decision on the
dumping margin or subsidy level.
Therefore. I would assume that this
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language in section 110 should ha
been deleted. Can the gentlem
assure me that this language does r
authorize such determinations by I
Commission and that at some futt
point the necessary conformil
changes will be made?

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, a
the gentleman yield.

Mr. JENKINS. I yield to the cha
man of the subommlttee. I

Mr. GIBBONS. The gentleman
correcL Regrettably. we should ha,
deleted this reference in section 11
Let me sure you that this langnua
deals only with the time periods 14
filing appeals with the Court of Inte
national Trade and in no way does
confer authority on the Commlssic
to base determinations on the subsid
level or dumping margin. I also war
to assure you we will work with tl
Senate to modify the language an
correct the problem, but since It Is
very minor technical change, I do nc
see any need for us to deal with it s
this time.

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman,
Utank my subcommittee chalrms
vet much for that response.

Ma. O'BRIEI. Mr. Chairman. wil
the gentleauan yield?

Mr. JENKINS. I yield to the gentle
man from Illinois.

(Mr. O'BRI•EN asked and was giver
permission to revise and extend his re
marks)

Mr. GOBRIEN. Mr. Chairman. I risi
today In support of the Trade Reme
dies Reform Act of 1984. 1 comment
my colleagues on the Ways and Meauu
Committee for their diligent efforts t(
bring this bil to the floor in such s
timely manner. During 7 full days ol
extensive hearings and several more
markup sessions, the committee wu
deluged with requests and suggestions
for modification of present law by
Members of Congress. executive
branch off Icisas. trade associations.
labor unions, retail and consumer
groups. Individual companies, legal
practitioners, academicians, and
others.

An Important concept underlying
the committee's actions with respect
to the reform of our trade remedy
laws Is that the International market-
place has changed rapidly and dra-
muatically in recent years. Industries In
the United States must rely extensive.
ly on the ability of our trade la-s to
ensure that free and fair opportunities
exist for trade within our marketplace.
The strength of our economy also de-
pends upon the rules of trade and how-
they are enforced.

Most would agree that Congress
must address the unfair challenges our
domestic Industries face in the Inter-
national marketplace by fine-tuning
present law. Our trade laws must
adapt to the reality of trsde problems
which exist In the international busi-
ness environment and the time for us
to act is now.

I would like to point out several sig-
nificant features contained in this bill.
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iye H.R. 4784 Includes Important proi
an sons which require the Commerce D
iot apartment and the International Tria
he Commission to take an activist ro
ire against persistent dumping of 0t
ng same product by producers In diffe

ent countries.
'ill Section 104 of the bill is designed i4

the domestic producer who hi
Ir. brought a successful antidumping pet

tion within a prior 2-year period and
is plagued by a shift of the injurioL
ve dumping practices to producers I
0. other countries. The provisIo
ge strengthens present law which permli
Dr the Commerce Department to self.in
r. tiate Investigations in cases where pet
It aistent dumping can be shown. If Corr
in merce decides not to act following L
ly allegation of persistent dumping,
it would be required. along with the ITC
ie to monitor imports of the product fo
d at least 1 year. This provision shift
a sone of the burden on the U.S. Gov
it ermnent to initiate cases on behalf o
t producers encumbered by the necessl

ty to file multiple trade petitions.
I In section 105. the scope of the anti
n dumping and countervailing duty stat

utes Is broadened to Include the mon0
11 subtle unfair trade practices employee(

by our trading partners. The list oi
- practices defined as subsidies is ex

panded to include the sophisticated
n techniques which governments nol
- utilize such as export targeting. natu.

ral resource subsidies, and upstreanm
subsidies.

* The legislation as contains relici
for the U.S. producers who are ad.

•versely impacted by the phenomenon
a known as downstream dumping. Por-
i eign producers who buy dumped comn-

ponentu for use in the production of
goods destined for the U.S. market will
not be allowed to pm on the unfair

*cost advantage to our market.
Finally. I would like to point out

that this bill provides for the estab-
lishment of a Trade Remedy Assist-
ance Office within the ITC to advise
industries. Smaller firms without ade-
quate revenues to gather data and
bring cases to fight unfair trade prac-
tices will gain greater access to the
remedies available by law.

The countervailing duty and anti-
dumping laws are most frequently
used by domestic industries harmed by
unfair trade practices. It is therefore
fitting that this bill addresses the nec-
essary revision& to these provisions In
the law. I know that the Trade Sub-
committee Intends to tackle the ade-
quacy a.d operation of our other
trade remedy laws at their earliest op-
portunity.

In conclusion. I believe that H.R.
4784 represents a thoughtful, prag-
matic approach to U.S. trade policy
and is completely consistent with our
obligations under the OATT. I urge
my colleagues to join me In supporting
this bill.

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman. H.R.
4784. the Trade Remedies Reform Act
of 1984. before us today makes major
changes in current trade regulations
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el. concerning procedures and definitions
e- for imposing counterveiling duties and
ie antidumping duties In the Trade
le Agreement Act of 1979. The bill will
he streamline and clarify our basic unfair
r. trade laws to address the growing

problem of dumped and subsidized im.
or ports. H.R. 4784 addresses new unfair
u trade practices, reduces costs and
. delays, and improves administrativeis procedures.

15 Extensive hearings were first held
by the Ways and Means Subcommitteen on Trade In 1981 and 1982 in order to
give all sides an opportunity to testify
on improvements needed In current
trade laws. The distinguished chair.

n man of the subcommittee on Trade.
Is Ou aisoots. worked diligently for

any months to incorporate those
i Ideas and suggestions Into the Trade
Remedies Reform Act of 1984. When
the bill was first drafted, members of

f the Trade Subcommittee worked
- through many long sessions revising

Mr. Otssous' original bill to remove
- some of the more objectionable provi-

& lions. Numerous revisions were made
on the subcommittee level and in the
full Ways and Means Committee on
H.R. 4784.

- In particular. I worked closely withSAFTAC which Is a coalition of 18 trade
associations and 2 labor unions repre-

• senting the fiber/textile/apparel com-
plex of the United States In Trade
Subcommittee and full committee to
resolve their objections to the bill.
The AFTAC coalition is representative
of an Industry with facilities in 60
States. with employment totaling 2.4
million and sales accounting for 8105
billion. At a time when our trade defi-
cit is reaching new record levels every
month, we need relief more than ever
to provide effective relief against for-
eign dumping and subsidies.

The bill. as passed by the Ways and
Means Committee, is supported by
AFTAC and I urge Members to vote
for this Important legislation on the
floor.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman. I
yield 5 minutes to the distinguished
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
Sc-maws). a member of the Subcom-
mittee on Trade.

(Mr. SCHULZE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re.
marks.)

Mr. SCHULZE. Mr. Chairman. as a
cosponsor of the Trade Remedies
Reform Act. I would like to emphasize
my support for this legislation I am
pleased to have been a participant in
the effort to bring this measure to a
final vote. In particular. I commend
my colleagues on the trade subcom.

- mittee for their cooperative spirit in
developing a bill which addresses com-
plex and rather subtle trade problems.

Without reiterating the specific pro-
visions of this bill. I would like to un-
derscore why this new legislation is
vital to our Nation's domestic firms
and workers.
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The Specialty Steel Industry of the United States is a nonprofit

corporation and trade association representing 17 producers of tool

and stainless steel. The names and locations of the firms repre-

sented in the Specialty Steel Industry of the United States are

contained in Exhibit A to this statement.

The 17 producers account for about 90 percent of U.S. production

of specialty steel products. The specialty steel industry is an

efficient, technologically up-to-date and export-oriented branch of

the steel industry. Unfortunately, the specialty steel industry has

had to devote substantial time and resources in recent years to deal

with the problem of specialty steel imports. Attached as Exhibit B

is the industry's testimony before the Subcommittee on Trade of the

House Ways and Means Committee, presented on March 16, 1983. An

exhibit to that testimony chronicles the industry's efforts to deal

with the import problem through the beginning of 1983. Since the

beginning of 1983, the industry has gained even more experience under

the trade laws, experience that we hope will benefit the Sub-

committee's consideration of the legislation before it.

As indicated in our testimony before the House Ways and Means

Committee, the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 made vast improvements

in the trade remedy laws that existed prior to that Act. Our

experience since passage of the 1979 Act, however, indicates that the

law still needs significant changes. Our industry prefers a com-

prehensive approach to trade law reform and therefore endorses

wholeheartedly S. 2139, the proposed Comprehensive Trade Law Reform

Act of 1983. We recognize that, given the limited time left in this

session of the 98th Congress, comprehensive trade law reform may not
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be possible. The bills pending before you, S. 2952, S. 2845, and

S. 2963, are less than comprehensive, but all take significant steps

in the right direction of trade law reform. The following comments

will be limited to those three bills.

S. 2952

If enacted, S. 2952, sponsored by Senators Heinz, Moynihan and

Mitchell, would represent a substantial improvement in the operation

of the trade laws of the United States. The sponsors of this bill

are to be congratulated for their efforts. We agree wholeheartedly

with the provisions of S. 2952.

Of particular importance is section 3 dealing with the cumu-

lative impact of imports. Section 3 would require that the Inter-

national Trade Commission, in making its injury determinations,

cumulate (that is, add together) imports of like products from

different countries subject to investigation when such imports

compete with each other and with domestic products in the U.S.

market. We think it is important that the Commission cumulate both

in preliminary and final antidumping and countervailing duty in-

vestigations. Section 3 would require cumulation at both stages,

thereby complementing a recent decision by Judge Watson of the Court

of International Trade, which upheld cumulation in preliminary in-

vestigations by the ITC. We think that the report language accom-

panying this provision should make it clear that the Commission

should cumulate imports of a product subject to an antidumping

investigation with the same product (although perhaps from a dif-

ferent source) that is the subject of a countervailing duty in-

vestigation. Although different statutory provisions are involved,
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if the unfairly traded imports compete with each other in the U.S.

market, they should be cumulated.

Section 4, which deals with the threat of material injury, is

another useful provision of S. 2952. By spelling out the criteria

for the Commission's consideration of the threat issue, the bill

fills a void in existing law. We would prefer to see additional

criteria to be considered by the Commission in making decisions on

threat of material injury, such as whether closing of third country

markets to the exports in question increases the likelihood of

exports of the product to the United States. Nevertheless, section 4

is a significant improvement over existing law and the Specialty

Steel Industry of the United States supports it.

Section 10 would make clear that a foreign government's doines-

tic subsidies that are provided, directly or indirectly, to a

specific industry or group of industries are countervailable. The

section would also clarify that subsidized inputs are counter-

vailable when their benefits are passed through to the producers of

the end product. Both these provisions would underscore that

indirect as well as direct subsidies can benefit foreign producers

and are countervailable under U.S. law.

Section 12 would require the Department of Commerce, when

constructing the foreign market value of a product, to take into

account preferential pricing of inputs when they are found to be

unreasonable (that is, discounted or below the cost of production).

This is an extremely important provision. Under present practice,

if the Commerce Department finds, when constructing the value of a

foreign product, that the input has been subsidized, Commerce

F
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nevertheless uses the subsidized price rather than the true cost of

the input when king its calculations. As a result, the constructed

value of the product often is unreasonably low. Rather than file a

separate countervailing duty case on the subsidized input, as

Commerce sometimes suggests, it makes sense to determine the true

value of the input when attempting to construct the value of the

product for purposes of the dumping law. This section would thus

close a significant loophole that allows foreign producers to avoid

dumping duty liability by selling their products in their home market

at low prices through the benefit of subsidized inputs. Therefore,

the Specialty Steel Industry of the United States strongly supports

section 12.

Under existing law, the domestic industry must spend consider-

able time and money to obtain a final antidumping order. Yet,

immediately after a lengthy proceeding that results in significant

dumping margins being established, existing law allows importers to

request and obtain an expedited review of the antidumping order. As

a result, the hard-won benefit of the antidumping order is im-

mediately undermined. Section 14 of S. 2952 would add new re-

strictions on the so-called "fast track" review provisions of

section 736(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930. Specifically, the bill

would not allow a fast track review if the original investigation had

been extended, or if the fast track review is unlikely to result in

a significant difference from the initial investigation in the

anticipated margin. Furthermore, the bill would only allow use of

representative sales as the basis for a review rather than a few

selected sales. Although the Specialty Steel Industry of the United
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States believes that section 736(c) should be deleted entirely, the

amendments contained in section 14 would make this provision more

palatable to domestic petitioners.

If section 736(c) is to be retained with these amendments, the

Specialty Steel Industry would make two further suggestions. First,

the domestic industry should be able to comment and fully participate

in a proceeding if the Commerce Department decides to permit the

posting of a bond and the conduct of an expedited review. Second,

because of the expedited nature of the proceeding, the normal

procedures for release of confidential information are often too

cumbersome to permit meaningful participation by domestic inter-

ested parties. We urge the Committee to require the automatic

release of confidential information by the respondents as a con-

dition to obtaining an expedited review.

The Specialty Steel Industry strongly supports section 15 of

the bill, which would modify existing U.S. law in order to ensure

effective monitoring and enforcement of foreign government measures

that involve steel product export licenses. This provision would

make more enforceable agreements for the limitation of imports

designed to remedy injury suffered by the domestic steel industry.

Our emphasis on these provisions of S. 2952 dces not undermine

the Specialty Steel industry's support for the other provisions of

this bill. It is a worthwhile and important piece of legislation and

we strongly support it.

S. 2963

In general, we support S. 2963 and believe it to be a commend-

able effort to reform the trade laws. However, we do have reser-
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vations about some provisions of the bill. Perhaps concern with the

expense of pursuing trade law remedies accounts for section 3 of

S. 2963, which would have appeals of countervailing and antidumping

duty decisions brought to the Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit rather than the Court of International Trade. We think this

would be a mistake. Although appeals from most countervailing duty

and antidumping determinations are cn the agency record, and there-

fore are appellate in nature, the Court of International Trade has

developed substantial expertise in these kinds of judicial pro-

ceedings. Under the Court of I:,*ernational Trade's Rule 56.1, which

is designed specifically to deal with appeals from countervailing

duty and antidumping determinations, the Court has employed the

proper procedures for resolving these kinds of cases. We therefore

oppose section 3.

Judicial review of the Commerce Department's antidumping and

countervailing duty determinations is in a virtual state of chaos.

Under recent court decisions, it is often difficult to know when to

appeal "affirmative" or "negative" determinations by the adminis-

tering authority. Section 4(c) of S. 2963 attempts to deal with this

problem in an acceptable way. I/ The bill would allow appeals of

certain negative aspects of a final affirmative determination within

30 days of that final affirmative determination and would define as

a final negative determination any part of the final affirmative

1/ However, the Specialty Steel Industry of the United States
opposes section 4(d) which appears to authorize the International
Trade Commission to consider the size of a dumping or subsidy margin
in. making its injury determination. This provision should be
deleted.
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determination which specifically excludes any company or product.

Although this is a significant clarification of existing law, we

believe that an even more simple solution is available.

Rather than trigger an appeal based on a characterization of an

agency decision as "affirmative" or "negative," the trade law

should, like other statutes dealing with appeals from agency ac-

tions, allow an appeal from any final agency action that aggrieves

a particular party. Because a foreign interested party is unlikely

to be aggrieved until the actual entry of an antidumping or counter-

vailing duty order, those foreign interests, as defined in section

771(9)(A) and (B) of the 1930 Tariff Act, should not file an appeal

except after entry of the antidumping or countervailing duty order.

Domestic interested parties as defined in current paragraphs (C),

(D) and (E) of that subsection should have the option of appealing

within 30 days of the final Commerce Department determination

(whether denominated affirmative or negative) or 30 days from the

entry of an antidumping or countervailing duty order. 9/ By

eliminating the need to divine the nature of a determination (i.e.,

negative or affirmative), much of the guess work over the timing of

appeals could be eliminated and parties would not unwittingly be

denied their day in court.

Under section 773(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930, the Commerce

Department may use averaging and sampling techniques in rare in-

stances to determine foreign market value. In our view, the Commerce

Department has already employed this provision in cases not con-

The language that would accomplish this end is attached as an
exhibit to this statement.
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w
templated by Congress when it enacted the Trade Agreements Act of

1979. Section 9 of S. 2963 would expand the authority of the Commerce

Department to use sampling and averaging techniques in connection

with administrative reviews and for determining United States price.

We oppose this expansion of authority.

The antidumping law is transactional in nature, attempting to

compare a price at a particular time in the home market with the price

at a particular time in the United States market. By allowing

averaging of United States prices as well as averaging of foreign

market values, the provision would allow the foreign producer to dump

to obtain particular sales in particular transactions but have those

dumping margins obscured through the use of averages. Thus, adoption

of averaging techniques for U.S. price calculations could seriously

undermine the effectiveness of the antidumping law. We strongly

oppose this provision.

Section 18 would change the definition of related parties for

purposes of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws by elimi-

nating the phrase "any interest in" in paragraphs (B) and (C) of

section 771(13) of the Tariff Act of 1930 and by raising the level

of equity interest from 5 to 20 percent. The Specialty Steel

Industry of the United States opposes this provision. Any equity

interest can distort what would otherwise be an arm's-length rela-

tionship between parties. By narrowing existing law as proposed in

section 18, the bill would authorize reliance on transactions that

may be distorted by the relationship between the parties to the

transaction. The Specialty Steel Industry recommends that existing

law concerning the related party definition be retained.
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Section 19 would replace the phrase "wholesale quantities" with

the phrase "commercial quantities" in certain places in the law. The

phrase "wholesale -liantities" is well defined by the customs law and

cases decided under that Aaw. The phrase "commercial quantities" is

not defined. Without a clear definition of the term "commercial

quantities" and a better explanation of this proposed amendment, we

cannot support section 19.

Subsection (a) of section 21 of the bill would make a useful

clarification of the time at which foreign market value of a product

is determined for purposes of the antidumping law. Subsection (c)

of section 21, however, would allow the Commerce Department to

disregard sales in a home market if the volume of sales in that market

are small compared to sales in export markets (including the United

States). The Specialty Steel Industry is concerned about those

producers who export most of their products and have relatively low

home market volumes but well protected home markets. If section 21

allows the Commerce Department to disregard the higher home market

prices and instead rely on ower-priced sales to third countries as

the basis for the comparison with U.S. prices, an improper comparison

would be used. We therefore strongly oppose this provision.

S. 2845

S. 2845 would amend section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974. As

an industry that has participated just recently in a proceeding under

section 201, we understand the background of S. 2845 and whole-

heartedly support this legislation. Our only concern is that the

bill does not go far enough. As indicated in Exhibit B, the Specialty

Steel Industry believes that the "substantial cause" requirements of
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section 201 is an illusive and difficult standard to meet. Moreover,

it is a standard that is not required by article XIX of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. We believe that Congress should

amend the causation standard to eliminate the "substantial cause"

requirement and instead adopt the GATT article XIX test of "imports

as a cause of serious injury."

The recent carbon and alloy steel investigation under section

201 suggested the need for two other minor changes in the statute.

In that proceeding, the International Trade Commission determined

that a relative increase in imports satisfied the increased imports

requirement of section 201(b)(1) as well as the substantial cause

requirement of section 201(b)(2)(C). We believe the Commission's

interpretation is absolutely correct. In order to avoid unnecessary

debate in future cases, however, we recommend that import increases

in either absolute quantities or relative to domestic production be

specifically identified as satisfying the staturoty requirement of

increased imports.

Perhaps more important is section 203(d) of the Trade Act of

1974. 19 U.S.C. § 2253(d). That provision requires that if the

President imposes quantitative restraints as a remedy under section

201, he must determine the most representative period and ensure that

quantitative restraints do not allow imports to fall below the

quantity or value of imports allowed into the United States during

the earlier representative period. The quantity or value provision

does not speak in terms of absolute quantity or value and it is our

belief that relative quantity or value, such as a market share

approach, satisfies the statutory provision. The Commission has
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never squarely addressed this issue, but has assumed that an absolute

quantity floor is required under the statute. As a result, the

recent remedy recommendations in the carbon and alloy steel case,

which included a minimum tonnage floor for imports, resulted in the

recommendation of an inadequate remedy. Indeed, the ITC's minimum

floor recommendations resulted in a conflict with the statutory

requirement that the Commission recommend a remedy that would

actually remedy the serious injury determined to exist. In order to

clarify this provision, we recommend that section 203(d) specify

that relative quantity or value in an earlier representative period

is the appropriate safeguard.

In sum, we applaud the sponsors of these bills. These bills are

positive steps on the road to true trade law reform. We urge their

enactment, with the modifications suggested above, by the 98th

Congress.

41-171 0 - 85 - 36
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BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

STATEMENT OF
THE TANNERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC.

ON TRADE LAW REFORM LEGISLATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The Tanners' Council of America, Inc. ("TCA") welcomes this

opportunity to comment on proposed amendments to the U.S. inter-

nati-nal trade laws. Trade law reform will have a significant impact

on the U.S. tanning industry, benefiting the industry directly and

indirectly through leather products manufacturers. TCA and the

members of the U.S. tanning industry commend the Subcommittee for its

efforts, and encourage this Congress to enact meaningful and ef-

fective reforms of the U.S. international trade laws.

II. INTEREST OF TCA

A. Description of the U.S. Tanning Industry

TCA is a trade association incorporated in the District of

Columbia comprised of members of the U.S. leather tanning, supplier

and foreign tanning industries. Formed in 1917 to facilitate industry

mobilization and production during World War I, TCA is one of the

oldest trade associations in the United States. It currently has more

than 100 tanner members, and represents the vast majority of leather

tanners and finishers in the United States. TCA members are located

in 34 states, with the largest concentrations in the New England

states, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Wisconsin and

California.
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The U.S. tanning industry is comprised essentially of leather

tanners and finishers. Tanners procure raw or cured hides and skins

and convert them into finished leather. Finishers and processers

generally convert semi-finished leather into finished leather, often

on a contract basis. Finished leather is the raw material for leather

products manufacturers, who cut the leather into desired shapes for

the manufacture of footwear, luggage, handbags, personal accesso-

ries, wearing apparel and gloves. In addition, finished leather

produced by tanners is consumed by automobile and furniture manu-

facturers for upholstery, by baseball and baseball glove manufac-

turers, and by harness and saddle manufacturers.

It should be emphasized that many U.S. tanners are small enter-

prises. Many domestic tanners are family owned and operated busi-

nesses that have been in existence for several generations. Moreover,

many U.S. tanners are located in rural areas or low population centers

where alternative opportunities for employment are limited.

B. Impact of International Trade on the U.S. Tanning
Industry

Despite the relatively small size of many members of the U.S.

tanning industry, commerce in leather and leather products is con-

ducted in an international environment. International trade in hides

and leather is substantial and of increasing importance for U.S.

tanners. In addition, U.S. imports of leather products have grown

steadily and dramatically for more than a decade. The actions of this

Subcommittee accordingly will have a very real impact on the environ-

ment in which U.S. tanners must compete, and on the ability of U.S.

tanners to ensure fair conditions of trade.
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If purely commercial and economic factors were to hold sway, the

U.S. tanning industry would be in a much better state of economic

health. The U.S. tanning industry enjoys several economic advantages

-- such as an abundant supply of high quality raw materials, ample

supplies of tanning chemicals and modern and efficient production

techniques -- that should translate into substantial commercial

advantages over its foreign competitors. But the combined effect of

import erosion of domestic leather consuming industries and foreign

government interventions in their raw material and leather markets

has negated these advantages and resulted in a steady decline in the

U.S. tanning industry.

1. Erosion of Domestic Leather Markets

U.S. imports of leather products have increased dramatically in

value. These surges occurred in every category of leather products;

indeed, the value of imports has more than doubled in every category

except leather wearing apparel since 1975. U.S. imports of all

leather products grew in value from $1.6 billion in 1975 to $5.2

billion in 1983. Surging imports have caused declining production in

all segments of the leather products sector. In 1983, import

penetration by value stood at 59 percent for leather wearing apparel,

46 percent for leather handbags, and 39 percent for leather luggage.

According to the 1984 U.S. Industrial Outlook, domestic production in

all segments of the leather products sector can be expected to decline

even further.

The most significant leather products category, both in terms of

the size of the increase in imports and the portion of total imports
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represented, was nonrubber footwear. In 1983, for example, nonrubber

footwear imports accounted for $3.7 billion of a total $5.2 billion

in leather products imports. The import penetration ratio (by

quantity) in recent months has exceeded 70 percent of apparent

domestic consumption.

These surges have had a devasting impact on the U.S. tanning

industry. Sixty percent of all finished leather consumed in the

United States in 1983 was consumed by the nonrubber footwear industry.

As a consequence of surging footwear imports and declining footwear

production, production and shipments of footwear leather by U.S.

tanners has declined dramatically. Both production and shipments of

cattlehide leather during 1983 (which is the predominant type of

leather used in footwear production) were nearly fivP million equiva-

lent hides below levels attained in 1976. More specifically, produc-

tion and shipments of shoe upper leather in 1983 stood more than six

million sides below levels achieved in the peak year of 1976. From

the peak year of 1976, production and shipments of shoe lining leather

dropped from 1.3 million sides to less than 500,000 sides in 1983.

Although separate statistics on sole leather production and shipments

are not maintained, the 1984 U.S. Industrial Outlook reports that sole

leather consumption fell by 10 percent in value from 1982 to 1983.

Surging imports of leather products thus have had severe ramifi-

cations for the U.S. tanning industry. Given the U.S. tanning

industry's natural competitive advantages, a substantial increase in

exports of leather to burgeoning foreign leather products industries

could have been expected. But unfair foreign governmental interven-
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tion in their raw hides and leather markets have prevented U.S.

tanners from replacing domestic demand with exports.

2. Artifical Distortion of Leather Export Markets

In the raw hide markets, countries with substantial hide sup-

plies have effectively closed their borders to hide exports. India

has barred the export of goat skins. Brazil and Argentina have

forbidden or seriously impeded the export of cattlehides through

embargos and export tariffs for more than a decade.

These artifical reductions in available world raw material

supplies have had two injurious effects on the U.S. tanning industry.

First, these governments have insulated their respective markets from

world demand. By limiting demand pressure on their hide pools, they

have reduced raw material prices to their local tanning and thus

leather products industries. Leather and leather products are then

exported to the United States and third countries causing further

erosion in the domestic and foreign markets of U.S. tanners.

Second, the reduction in the available supply of cattlehides by

Brazil and Argentina has caused world demand to focus on the United

States. TCA estimates that the United States accounts for approxi-

mately 75 percent of world trade in cattlehides. Roughly 55 to 60

percent of total domestic cattlehide supply has been exported annual

since 1975. The major destinations of these exports included the

sources of the majority of U.S. nonrubber footwear imports in 1983:

Korea, Taiwan and Italy.

This demand pressure has increased the price of cattlehides in

the United States, and thereby decreased the competitiveness of the
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U.S. tanning industry. These price effects became particularly acute

in 1979, when the estimated total slaughter reached its lowest level

during the period, 69 percent of the total slaughter was exported, and

cattlehide prices rose to an historic peak. Further, massive exports

of U.S. cattlehides have allowed countries without commercially-

significant indigenous hide supplies to increase local value-added

and create enormous leather products industries.

Under the twin bludgeons of eroding domestic markets and artifi-

cial interference with foreign raw material and leather markets, the

U.S. tanning industry has declined substantilly over the last decade.

The value of domestic shipments, though increasing in nominal terms,

declined in 1972 constant dollars from $912.2 million in 1977 to

$769.0 million in 1983. Total employment dropped from 23,000 workers

in 1977 to 18,500 workers in 1983, and the number of production and

related workers fell from 19,600 workers to 15,500 workers over the

same period.

III. COIM4ENTS ON PENDING TRADE REFORM PROPOSALS

The effective regulation of international trade in leather and

leather products thus is critical to the future of the U.S. tanning

industry. TCA believes that the trade reform proposals now under

consideration by this Subcommittee -- specifically, S. 2845, S. 2952,

and S. 2963 -- will be an important step in achieving that objective.

TCA commends the sponsors of these proposals and this Subcommittee for

their efforts toward improving the effectiveness of international

trade laws.
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TCA generally endorses the comments made on these proposals by

the Trade Reform Action Coalition ("TRAC"). TRAC's continuing

efforts to advance trade law reform and its specific suggestions have

been of great benefit to American industry. TCA encourages the

Subcommittee to carefully review TRAC's suggested modifications and

to take them into consideration in its deliberations.

Nevertheless, TCA does have several specific comments on aspects

of the proposals of direct interest to the U.S. tanning industry. TCA

encourages the Subcommittee to consider the following comments in its

deliberations on pending trade law reform measures.

A. Amendments to the Escape Clauge

TCA commends Senators Danforth, Mitchell, Cohen, Eagleton,

Helms, Moynahan, Heinz, Kasten, and Rudman for introducing S. 2845,

a bill that would amend section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 -- the

so-called "escape clause." That measure would add important refine-

ments to the process of determining whether a domestic industry is

being seriously injured by surging imports.

The need for the amendments proposed by S. 2845 was made emphatic

by the recent determination of the U.S. International Trade Com-

mission in the nonrubber footwear investigation. In that investiga-

tion, the ITC determined that dramatically surging imports were not

a substantial cause of serious injury to the U.S. non-rubber footwear

industry. The negative determination was reached despite the per-

vasive penetration of the U.S. market by imports, which then accounted

for nearly 70 percent of apparent domestic consumption. The ITC

relied on the profitability enjoyed by a relatively small number of
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firms in the domestic industry, and the fact that a significant

portion of imports were accounted for by domestic producers.

The amendments effected by S. 2845 would ensure that such an

anomalous decision is not repeated. S. 2845 would force the ITC to

consider more than profits in reaching its decisions. Moreover,

S. 2845 would require the ITC to consider all imports in determining

injury, as opposed to just imports not being made by domestic

producers.

The latter reform is of particular concern to members of the U.S.

tanning industry. In the footwear investigation, it became clear that

imports of leather footwear and imports of leather uppers used to

assemble leather footwear in the United States were increasing

steadily. TCA does not consider such an increase in reliance on

foreign production and foreign subassemblies as an indication of

economic health. Those practices rather should be viewed as a sign

of economic weakness, for they signal that domestic producers are

deciding that they cannot effectively compete with imports absent

full or partial importation. As a matter of policy, moreover, the

United States should not favor trends toward mere assembly in the

United States. Such a policy would reduce value-added in the United

States and have a devastating impact on employment.

B. Small Business Trade Remedies

TCA commends Senators Cohen, Chaffee, and Danforth for intro-

ducing S. 2963, the Small Business Trade Remedies Act of 1984. Small

businesses frequently have been deterred from seeking the remedies

available to them under U.S international trade laws by the excessive
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cost and complexity of relief proceedings. S. 2963 seeks to alleviate

those burdens by providing direct assistance to small businesses and

by streamlining the administrative procedures required under U.S.in-

ternational trade laws. This proposal would benefit members of the

U.S. tanning industry -- many of whom are small, family-owned enter-

prises -- greatly, and TCA encourages the Subcommittee to include

these proposals in any trade law reform.

TCA encourages the Subcommittee to consider the following com-

ments on these proposals in its deliherat-ionz. eirst, the procedures

required to obtain disclosure of confidential information to counsel

in international trade law proceedings may be the most burdensome and

r. n-productive procedure in the international trade laws. Con-

siderable time and resources are required first to qualify for

disclosure and second to specifically request the multitude of

documents submitted in an investigation after they have been made part

of the administrative record. The excessive time and resources

devoted to this procedure are particularly burdensome for small

businesses, because obtaining confidential information is merely the

preliminary step to meaningful participation in an investigation.

TCA suggests that the requirements contained in section 105 of

S. 2139, the Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983, be incor-

porated in section 7 of S. 2963. That provision would allow eligibil-

ity for disclosure to be determined early in an investigation, and

ensure that requests are acted upon promptly. TCA believes that these

amendments will facilitate the disclosure of confidential informa-

tion to counsel for interested parties, while simultaneously pro-
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tecting the interests of parties submitting confidential informa-

tion, and thereby ease the burden of the excessive existing procedures

on small businesses.

Second, section 10 of S. 2963 allows interested parties to waive

verificaticn in countervailing duty investigations leading to ex-

pedited preliminary determinations. Section 10 would allow eligible

representatives of petitioners and interested parties three days

following disclosure in which to review confidential information and

to decide whether to furnish an irrevocable written waiver of verifi-

cation. TCA believes that the three-day time limitation may be

restrictive for small businesses. A three-day time limit in which to

review voluminous information would be burdensome even for large

companies involved in a countervailing..duty investigation. For small

businesses, the three-day limit would prevent meaningful analysis --

absent excessive costs -- upon which to base a decision as to whether

a waiver of verification should be submitted.

Third, section 3 of S. 2963 wopld eliminate a step in the process

of judicial review by authorizing appeals directly to the U.S. Court

of Appeals for the Federal Circuit from determinations made under

Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930. Although this proposal would

reduce expenses, it would also reduce the flexibility enjoyed by

interested parties seeking judicial review. S. 2963 does not specify

whether all issues that could be now raised before the U.S. Court of

International Trade could also be raised before the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Moreover, the U.S. Court of

International Trade has developed great expertise in reviewing agency
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determinations under Title VII, and interested parties would be

denied the benefit of that expertise under this proposal. TCA urges

the Subcommittee to retain the existing provisions of law directing

appeals from determinations under Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930

to the U.S. Court of International Trade.

IV. CONCLUSION

Reform of the U.S. international trade laws will be vital to the

future of the U.S. tanning industry. Commerce in leather and leather

products is international in scope, and only the safeguards provided

by the U.S. international trade laws ensure that trade in leather and

leather products is conducted on a fair and equitable basis. TCA

commends the Subcommittee for its efforts to improve the inter-

national trade laws, and encourages the Subcommittee to seek the

enactment of appropriate trade law reforms in this session of Con-

gress.
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Introduction and Summary

The TradeReform Action Coalition (TRAC), whose members are listed in the
attachment, is pleased to present its views on ttq three pending trade law
reform bills numbered S.2845, S.2952 and S.2963._/! TRAC is an alliance of
U.S. companies, trade associations, and workers in the automotive parts,
chemicals, coal, color televisions, fiber/textile/apparel, footwear, furni-
ture, leather goods, metalworking, nonferrous metals, and steel industries.
Major industries that are part of TRAC are in all 50 states, and they account
for over $330 billion in annual domestic shipments and over 5.5 million
workers. Probably the largest private sector coalition ever formed on behalf
of comprehensive trade law reform, TRAC is especially gratified that, in now
calling for public comment on these bills, the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
International Trade is demonstrating its own concern in the critical areas of
U.S. trade law.

It has oeen ten years since the 1974 Trade Act (the last "escape clause"/
Section 201 reforms) and five years since passage of the Trade Agreements Act
of 1979 (the last antidumping and countervailing duty reforms). During these
years the international trading system has undergone vast changes, but U.S.
trade laws have not kept pace. Increasing inequities have come to light, and
in many cases there is urgent need for clarification of complex, disputed
provisions. As a result, TRAC was formed in June 1983 to bring these problems
to the attention of the 98tn Congress in the hope that needed amendments might
be made.

Over the last ten months TRAC has strongly supported S.2139 (the Compre-
hensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983), because this is the only piece of
pending legislation that addresses in a comprehensive manner urgently needed
reforms in all major U.S. trade statutes (see attached section-by-section
analysis). However, we welcomed the bipartisan vote in the U.S. House of
Representatives five weeks ago in passing H.R. 4784 as a step in the right
direction (though we indicated we would seek changes on the Senate side), and
we take much the same view with respect to S.2845, S.2952 and S.2963. Though
the three bills considered here fall short of the comprehensive approach taken
in S.2139, each of them contains important elements of trade law reform that
deserve the full Senate's support and that of Congress as a whole.

Each of the three Senate bills addresses distinct areas of existing trade
law inadequacy, and our comments address each bill in numerical order. S.2845
is important, because it would clarify at least some of the various criteria
used in making Section 201 injury determinations. S.2952 is especially vital,
since it alone would close major loopholes and clarify nagging ambiguities in
our current antidumping and countervailing duty laws. S.2963 is also
important, since it goes at least part way towards meeting the concerns of
small businesses who would use the antidumping and countervailing duty laws.
Taken as a whole, all three bills would be an important first step in the
direction of comprehensive trade law reform.

1/ It should be noted that, while all TRAC member organizations support
the basic thrust of this statement, particular TRAC members may not
necessarily agree with every single detail of each recommendation
stated nerein.
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S.2846

TRAC comnends Senator John Danforth for introducing S.2845. As Senator

Danfortn pointed out in his introductory statement on the Senate floor, S.2845

will "clarify the law to better reflect the intent of Congress when the law

was enacted. It does so by making explicit certain elements that the Congress

clearly intended the ITC to address during the consideration of a case under

Section 201." TRAC agrees, but would urge the Committee to consider as well

other essential changes in the U.S. "escape clause" (cited in the attached

section-by-section analysis of S.2139).

What S. 2845 Ooes

S.2845 proposes several key changes in Section 201 to ensure that the

International Trade Commission does not so narrow its focus of import injury

as to contravene Congressional intent (as it did in its recent negative

decision in the nonrubber footwear case). These changes are as follows:

1. Increasing imports by domestic producers would be considered as an

indicator of serious injury. Such imports oy domestic producers would be

considered no differently than "non-captive" imports in determining whether

imports were a substantial cause of serious injury. The Commission would thus

be precluded from counting imports by domestic producers as part of the

"domestic industry".

2. An upward trend in imports, either actual or relative to domestic

consumption, would be made a specific indicator of threat of serious injury.
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3. Evidence of rising profits would not preclude the Commission from

reaching an affirmative determination of serious injury.

4. The Commission would be required to consider declines in production

relative to consumption, plant closings, or the underutilization of capacity

instead of focusing only on those plants operating at the time of the

investigation.

5. The Commission would be directed to disregard certain factors that the

President takes into consideration after receiving the ITC's recommendations

(including the cost to the consumer of restrictions on imports).

What S.2845 Does Not Do and Needs to Do

TRAC endorses all five of these changes and encourages the Committee and

the Congress to move expeditiously to enact them. However, much more needs to

be changed before the "escape clause" statute can be a truly effective trade

remedy vehicle for domestic industries seriously injured by increasing imports.

For example, while S.2845 addresses the issue of the ITC's discretion in

weighing certain injury criteria, it.does not address the other side of the

equation -- the very broad Presidential discretion which has allowed succes-

sive Presidents to ignore affirmative ITC findings of serious injury from

imports. Currently the President can provide a remedy of his own choosing, or

no remedy at all. As a result, since 1975, fewer than half of the cases

referred to the President by the ITC with affirmative recommendations for

import relief have actually resulted in relief being applied. Until last
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year, the Congress (by a majority vote of both houses) could at least override

such decisions if it thought them to be unfair. However, since the Supreme

Court struck down the legislative veto, this override authority of the

Congress has been open to question. This is a situation clearly at odds with

Congressional intent in 1974. In the 1974 Act, the President was given

authority to ignore the ITC's recommendations if they were deemed not to be in

the national economic interest, and the Congress was given the authority to

override the President in such cases. Tnus, the Trade Act of 1974 represented

a clear trade-off between Congressional and Presidential authority.

Under the Constitution, the authority to regulate foreign trade rests with

Congress and, while much of this authority has been delegated to the Executive

Branch over the years, Congress in 1974 wisely sought to retain some of its

authority with respect to Section 201 cases. It did so precisely in order to

provide balance to the President's broad discretionary authority to deny or

revise relief recommended by the ITC. The recent Supreme Court decision now

casts doubt on the ability of Congress to exercise this authority through the

override of Presidential decisions deemed to be unwise or unfair.

That is why TRAC strongly supports a provision in S.2139 which requires

that, if the President decides to provide no import relief or a form of relief

weaker than that recommended by the ITC, he must secure the approval of

Congress through an expedited "fast-track" procedure similar to Section 151 of

the Trade Act of 1974. Under this provision, if Congress does not vote

affirmatively, the President would have to put the ITC's recommended import

relief into effect. Thus, the ITC's recommendations would be final unless

141-171 0 - 85 - 37 1
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Congress agreed with the President to take some action different than that

recommended by the ITC or no action at all.

A second major change in S.2139 which TRAC strongly supports would make

the standard for import injury causation no more onerous than that which is

required by our obligations under Article XIX of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade. At present, U.S. law requires a petitioner to show a

higher standard of causation ("substantial cause") with respect to import

injury than is required under GATT ("cause"). TRAC agrees totally with the

recent recommendation of the Industry Policy Advisory Committee For Trade

Policy (IPAC) to eliminate the word "substantial" from the Section 201 injury

causation standard.

In addition, we support a number of other important provisions in S.2139

that would help guarantee that industries receiving affirmative injury

findings also receive effective import relief. For example, one such

provision would require the ITC to review any orderly marketing agreements

negotiated by the President to determine if they provide at least the same

degree of import relief recommended by the ITC in its original determination.

Under this provisin, if the ITC were to find in the negative or were evenly

divided, the President would be required to put the original ITC relief

recommendation into effect. In sum, while TRAC very much supports the

proposed changes in S.2845, we urge tnat the Committee consider the Section

201 changes cited above, as well as other essential "escape clause" changes

which are embodied in Title I1 of S.2139.
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S. 2952

TRAC thanks the sponsor of this bill, Senator John Heinz, and co-sponsors

Senators Patrick Moynihan and George Mitchell, for their continued vigorous

efforts on behalf of trade law reform, and we strongly urge passage of S.2952

during this session of Congress. We do so because S.2952, taken as a whole,

would materially improve existing U.S. antidumping (AD) and countervailing

duty (CVD) laws. This legislation would broaden access, clarify ambiguities,

close loopholes, simplify procedures and reduce costs for petitioners who

would use these laws. While less comprehensive in its approach than Title I

of S.2139, it nevertheless represents an essential first step in reform of

U.S. AD and CVD laws.

Section 2 (burden of persuasion) would help ensure that respondents cannot

defeat AD or CVD petitions Dy simply refusing to answer case-related question-

naires, as occurred in a recent preliminary determination involving steel wire

rod from Czechoslovakia. By making it clear that the evidentiary burden in AD

and CVD determinations falls on the party in possession of the facts to affirm

or negate allegations made in the petition, Section 2 would have the added

benefit of reducing costs and data requirements for petitioners in unfair

trade cases. Our chief concern is whether the language applying this

provision solely to the "only party" in a position to verify or negate

allegations may be too narrowly constructed. However, we strongly support the

principle embodied in Section 2.
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Section 3 (cumulation) would require that the International Trade

Commission, in making its injury determinations, consider the cumulative

impact of imports of like products from different countries subject to

investigations or final orders when such imports compete with each other and

with like domestic products in the U.S. market. It would thus complement a

recent decision by the Court of International Trade upholding the principle of

cumulation in preliminary determinations, and prevent the unfortunate result

seen in 1982 bicycle and steel cases whereby some Commissioners voted not to

cumulate, thereby resulting in negative determinations. TRAC therefore

strongly supports Section 3.

Section 4 (threat of material injury) would provide specific criteria for

ITC Commissioners to consider when determining if a threat of material injury

exists. It would not require action by Commissioners, but it would give them

some specific guidelines to consider with respect to threat that are entirely

lacking under current law. Section 4 does not contain a number of additional

criteria related to threat which are included in S.2139 (such as those dealing

with reference time periods), but it still represents a worthwhile improvement

over the existing statute. TRAC therefore strongly supports Section 4.

Section 5 (extension of time lines) would require the petitioner's consent

before the Commerce Department could extend AD or CVD time lines in

"extraordinarily complicated" cases. This amendment would be consistent with

the legislative history of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, which made it

clear that such extensions were to be rare because they provide the

opportunity for an additional two months of injury to petitioners. It would
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thus preclude any future repetition of the abuse which occurred in 1982 under

the previous administrators when time lines were extended in nearly

three-fourths of all AD/CVD cases. While TRAC recognizes that the present

administrators have had a good record in keeping to normal time lines, it is

essential that provisional remedies be applied in as timely a manner as

possible under every set of administrators. TRAC therefore strongly supports

Section 5.

Section 6 (compromise of outstanding duties owed) would prohibit the

compromise of outstanding duties owed, such as occurred in 1980 in a dumping

case involving color TVs that was settled on the oasis of 10 cents on the

dollar. Wnile that took place under a previous Administration, we believe

that Congress never intended AD or CVD duties to be compromised in this

fashion by any Administration. TRAC therefore strongly supports Section 6.

Section 7 (negative CVD injury determinations based on export taxes) would

preclude the ITC from reaching negative injury determinations in CVO cases

where there were outstanding orders in effect before 1980 (i.e., under the old

law), and where the foreign government (under the new law) seeks revocation

based on a promise to apply an export tax. This occurred in a 1983 ruling

involving Brazilian footwear, and resulted in import surges and related injury

to the domestic industry. TRAC strongly supports Section 7 as far as it goes,

but we would point out that the export tax problem is considerably broader

than that addressed in Section 7. For example, in two 1982 CVD suspensions

involving Brazilian steel, the Commerce Department subsequently discovered,

that the Brazilian government failed even to collect the tax for more than
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eight months. Mandatory verification of collection would help but, even then,

foreign governments could still refunnel money back into the pockets of their

subsidized, government-owned firms. That is why S.2139 would preclude the

department of Commerce from suspending CVI) investigations or revoking CV0)

orders based on tno export tax. At the very least, Section 7 should be

amended to prohibit the Commerce Department from using the export tax (as an

offset, as a settlement device or as a basis for revocation) with respect to

foreign government-owned or regulated entities.

Section 8 (interested parties) would ensure that ad hoc labor/industry

coalitions such as COMPACT (the Committee to Preserve American Color

Television) have the opportunity to initiate and participate in AD and CVD

proceedings, and would thus correct an oversight in the Trade Agreements Act

of 1979. Since we do not believe Congress ever intended to deny standing to

ad hoc labor/industry coalitions formed specifically to enforce the rights of

companies and workers under the trade laws, this oversight should now be

corrected. TRAC therefore supports Section 8.

Section 9 (simultaneous investigations) would extend final CVD

determinations to the date of final AD determinations for AD and CVD petitions

which are filed simultaneously and which involve like imports from the same or

other countries. This would not be injurious to petitioners since it would

not extend the date for preliminary Commerce Department determinations, and

would not be burdensome to the Department of Commerce because it would not

shorten AD) time lines. Instead, the likely effect of Section 9 would be to

reduce costs for petitioners, respondents and the Commerce Department in those

situations where it would be invoked. TRAC therefore supports Section 9.
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Section 10 (clarification of •ountervailable subsidies) would clarify that

foreign government domestic subsidies which are explicitly or effectively

provided, whether directly or indirectly, to a specific industry or group of

industries are countervallable subsidies. This would accord with the intent

of Congress in 1979 that the Commerce Department should determine counter-

vailable domestic subsidies based on their direct or indirect effects, and

would also conform to the Department's own ruling in a recent CVD case

involving Brazilian iron ore. In that case, the Department determined

preliminarily that, while Brazilian iron ore subsidies were ostensibly

available to all industries, they were effectively provided only to one

industry and were therefore countervailable (a principle not disputed in the

final negative ruling). Section 10 would also clarify that foreign

government-subsidized inputs (i.e., upstream subsidies) are countervailable

when their effects are passed through to the producers of the end product.

This would codify what the Commerce Department itself says is present

practice, and would ensure that the Department not interpret countervailable

subsidies in such a narrow way as to contravene Congressional intent. TRAC

therefore strongly supports Section 10.

Section 11 (country-wide CVD determinations) would require a presumption

of country-wide (rather than company-specific) CVD determinations, except

where significant subsidy differentials exist between companies securing

benefits or in the case of state-owned companies receiving direct cash

infusions. This would allow the Department of Commerce to presume a weighted

average subsidy margin with respect to different companies within the same

country that export like products under investigation (except where it is
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clearly unfair to do so), and would hopefully address also the concerns

expressed in a pending appeal before the Court of International Trade. In

this pending appeal, LTV Steel and other plaintiffs have urged tne application

of a country-wide CVD margin with respect to three Brazilian steel producers

affected by final CVD rulings (with margins ranging from 17 to 62 percent),

because the holding company which owns the three companies has announced that

it plans to re-direct its exports of the affected product to the company with

the lowest margin. This provision is intended to ensure against such trade

law evasion and also ease the administrative burden on the Commerce Oepart-

ment. While TRAC still seeks to clarify that the language in Section 11 would

cover cases of trade law evasion similar to the one involving IBrazilian steel,

we support the principle embodied in Section 11.

Section 12 (preferential pricing of inputs and constructed value) would

direct the Department of Commerce to take preferential pricing of inputs into

account and to construct value in both AD and CVD cases where the price of

inputs into the finished product is found to be unreasonable (i.e., discounted

or below the cost of production). By amending the definition of constructed

value to include the full value of costs (rather than the purchase price paid

by the importer), Section 12 would prevent the kind of trade law evasion which

recently occurred when the Department of Commerce found a zero dumping margin

in a case involving Italian forged undercarriage components for tractors. in

that case, the Department ruled that present law did not allow it to consider

whether the steel sold to Italian forgers had been sold at preferential

prices, and therefore ruled that the forged undercarriage parts had not been

dumped in the U.S. market. This provision would close the loophole which
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enables foreign producers of inputs to sell their products at preferential

prices to exporters of finished goods in the same or third countries without

fear of trade law consequences in the U.S. market. TRAC therefore strongly

supports Section 12.

Section 13 (AD suspension agreements by quantitative restriction) would

allow the Commerce Department to accept and enforce quantitative restriction

(QR) suspension agreements with foreign governments or exporters in AD cases

(provided they eliminate the injurious effects of dumping), as is presently

allowed for CVO suspensions. In most cases, petitioners would prefer dumping

(as well as subsidy) cases to go to term but, in some cases, QR agreements are

preferred by foreign respondents and the U.S. government. This provision

would provide the flexibility to act accordingly in such cases. Since foreign

government subsidies frequently allow nominally "private" foreign companies to

continue to dump indefinitely, it makes no sense to allow QR suspension agree-

ments in CYO investigations and to deny them in AD cases. Section 13 would

correct this anomaly in U.S. law, and merely provide the same option that

already exists for other governments (e.g., the EC, which frequently settles

dumping cases on the oasis of both QR agreements and price undertakings).

While TRAC would like to see this provision amended to require petitioner

consent in all QR suspension agreements (as does S.2139), we nevertheless

strongly support Section 13 on the grounds of equity and common sense.

.Sec;ton 14 (the 90-day fast-track review prýocedure) would add three new

criteria for the institution of expedited reviews of antidumping orders, and

allow for written comments by interested parties before the decision is made
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to conduct such a review. 8y requiring (1) normal AO time lines, (2) evidence

of a significant anticipated margin differential and (3) representative sales

as the basis for review, Section 14 would ensure that this procedure does not

cause further injury to petitioners. "Wnile TRAC would prefer the complete

elimination of the 90-day review period (since it has been gravely abused by

respondents who have used sham sales and exchange rate manipulation to reduce

or eliminate final dumping margins), we think that Section 14 - with two

changes - would resolve tne problem. First, because Section 14 has inadver-

tently eliminated the opportunity for comment after the Commerce Department

decision to permit the posting of a bond and conduct an expedited review, we

urge the Committee to restore the existing language which allows for such

comment. Second, because Section 14 has provided for release of confidential

information under protective order (which involves a generally complicated

process and delays), we urge the Committee to mandate the automatic release of

such information in cases involving expedited reviews. If these changes are

made, TRAC strongly supports Section 14.

Section 15 (steel products trade enforcement) would modify an already

existing U.S. law in order to ensure effective monitoring and enforcement of

foreign government measures which involve tne issuance of steel product export

licenses. While TRAC as such takes no position on Section 15 because it is

industry-specific legislation, we strongly support generic legislation to

clarify that the Commerce Department has the authority to negotiate and

enforce AD and CVO settlement agreements involving the withdrawal of petitions

.and term na"tofori if i-- nvest gaitons.' A" t present, U. S. AD and CVD I aws provide

explicit settlement authority only with respect to suspension agreements.
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Sections 16-17 (pa)es for importation, sales for delivery and irrevocable

offers) are intended to clarify that likely sales (or irrevocable offers) as

well as equivalent-of-sales leasing arrangements are (1) sufficient to proceed

with a dumping or subsidy investigation, (2) sufficient to find that goods are

being dumped or subsidized and (3) sufficient to find injury or the threat

thereof. These provisions are intended to resolve tne analytical and

procedural uncertainty which existed in the 1982 CVD rail car case involving

Budd and Bombardier. In that case, there were offers for sale, lost domestic

business, but no actual imports. We agree with the thrust of Sections 16-17,

but believe that Section 17 is unnecessary and possibly confusing (since It

uses the language irrevocablee offers" and not the "likely sales" language of

Section 16). We would urge that Section 17 be deleted. In addition, Section

16 requires a further slight modification. Since Section 16 presently lacks

conforming language on likely sales and leases with respect to preliminary and

final AD injury findings as well as preliminary CVO injury findings, we urge

that this language be added. Moreover, there.1s also a need for conforming

language with respect to the section of current law which outlines require-

ments for imposition of an AD order. Provided these changes are made, TRAC

strongly supports Section 16.
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TRAP is grateful to Senators William Cohen, John Chafee and John Danforth

for introducing 5.2963, because it helps to ensure that consideration will be

given to the special needs of the small business community in gaining access

to trade law remedies.

One founding member of TRAC, the Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition (MFTC),

is composed of small metalworking firms having an average of 67 employees per

plant, truly the small businesses that S.2963 seeks to assist. MFTC has

testified previously on behalf of TRAC in support of small business trade

access bills, specifically S.50, introduced earlier in this Congress by

Senators Cohen and Mitchell, and S.1672, introduced by Senators Chafee and

Mitchell.

TRAC supports the small business provisions of S.2963 as an important

first step, but it is important to point out that both S.50 and S.1672 have

several additional provisions that would significantly enhance the concept of

accessibility to the trade laws. MFTC's testimony before the Subcommittee on

International Trade on April 6, 1984 speaks to the need for these additional

provisions and will therefore not be repeated in this statement. Clearly,

however, TRAC's small business members are most anxious to see the establish-

ment of a Small Business Trade Assistance Office within the Department of

Commerce, and this would be provided for in Section 2 of 5.2963.
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Section 3 (Judicial review) would eliminate judicial review of certain

trade actions by the U.S. Court of International Trade (CIT) and require a

direct appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. We

believe that the Court of International Trade has developed considerable

proficiency with respect to U.S. trade laws in general and the interpretation

of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 in particular. This proficiency should

not now be eliminated by giving exclusive appellate jurisdiction to the Court

of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

Section 4 (the elimination of interlocutory appeals) would provide for

complete elimination of intermediate appeals in antidumping and countervailing

duty proceedings. The chief reason put forth for elimination of interlocutory

appeals in trade cases is cost savings, an important goal in trade law reform

which we support. However, we believe petitioners should have the right to

determine whether to incur the additional cost of an intermediate appeal to

protect themselves from futher injury. Moreover, in view of the availability

of interlocutory appeals in other legal proceedings, there is no sound basis

for denying parties in international trade actions similar rights. We see

value to intermediate review of decisions made during the investigatory

process. Such review has been particularly helpful in effectively imple-

menting the intent of Congress regarding the 1979 Act. Should the Committee

nevertheless decide to limit interlocutory appeals, we strongly recommend that

they not be entirely eliminated and that consideration be given to allowing

exceptions at the discretion of the court. TRAC would recommend a compromise

- whereby r-similar-t to other federal- tItigation, Interlocutory appeal s-woutd-be-

permitted on close questions of controlling law or fact if such appeals would
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advance the completion of the investigation. In addition, we strongly urge

that the Committee remove what the House Ways and Means Trade Suocomuittee

Chairman recently recognized as an unfortunate technical oversight in the

identical provision in H.R.4784: the inclusion of language (in the paragraph

entitled "Exception") that appears to legitimize AD/CVD margin analysis by the

ITC in its injury findings -- something we have stressed would be injurious

and which the ITC General Counsel has called an unnecessarily complicating

factor.

Section 5 (interested parties) mirrors Section 8 of S.2952 (see comments

on page 5). TRAC supports both this section, which broadens access, as well

as Section 6 of S.2963, which would require only one hearing when antidumping

and countervailing duty investigations are initiated simultaneously. Present

law requires the ITC to hold separate hearings for such simultaneous investi-

gations. Section 6 would thus reduce costs as well as streamline and expedite

some antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings. However, we recommend

that the Committee require the consent of the petitioner and ensure that

additional written comments be allowed (i.e., not Just those the ITC considers

relevant) when a separate hearing is waived.

Section 7 (release of confidential information) would broaden accessi-

bility to confidential information for which there are presently no standard

procedures. We support Section 7's provision for release of confidential

information to the Customs Service in fraud investigations, an apparent

oversi•ght in the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. We also support the creation

of a mandatory, more structured procedure for release of confidential informa-
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tion through the use of summaries and clarifying statements accompanying

release under administrative protective orders. At the same time, TRAC would

urge the Committee to insert a time line into Section 7 requiring the release

of all such confidential information within 10 working days.

Section 8 (the antidumping adjustment study) calls for private sector

recommendations within one year regarding appropriate modifications of present

AD margin adjustment practices. We support this provision and urge the

Committee to study our own specific recommendations, which are included in

Sections 129-133 of S.2139 (cited in the attachment).

Section 9 (sampling and averaging) would expand those instances in which

the Department of Commerce may use sampling and averaging techniques. In

addition, it would clarify that only the Commerce Department may select

samples, and provides that samples and averages will be based on represen-

tative sales. We support the proposal which gives the Department the

exclusive authority to select representative samples and averages, since this

would help preclude the possibility of unrepresentative samples being used to

determine foreign market value. However, we have concerns about the extension

of sampling and averaging authority in the context of annual reviews and in

determining U.S. price, since such an extension could undermine the concept of

entry-by-entry determinations of actual dumping margins (and thereby remove a

central deterrent factor for U.S. importers facing application of the AD law).
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Finally, Sections 10 through 25 contain a series of "technical amendments"

to the AD/CVD laws. These are designed, for the most part, to streamline and

expedite procedures in trade cases. The hoped-for-goal of these sections is

to provide easier access to trade law remedies, especially for those small

businesses that at present find such access both prohibitively expensive and

excessively time-consuming.

In general, TRAC supports these technical amendments, but there are some

areas of concern which should be addressed. These include the following.

Section 14 (waiver of deposit/the 90-day review) would require that

merchandise be actually sold in the U.S. in order to be considered for

purposes of expedited 90-day reviews of antidumping orders. While this might

be useful, TRAC believes there are other more serious problems with the 90-day

review period, given past experience and the potential for abuse. For

example, in several recent carbon steel cases, 90-day reviews resulted in AD

margins being eliminated based on single sales during the period between

preliminary and final determinations. As stated earlier on page 9, we would

prefer to see this procedure completely eliminated. However, if the Committee

chooses to retain this provision in AD law, we strongly urge that it be

amended to include the additional criteria suggested in Section 14 of S.2952

(with our proposed modifications).

Section 18 (definition of related parties) would change the definition of

what is or is not an "arms length" relationship between "related parties", by

rais n the level of permitted equity ownership from 5 to 20 percent in
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certain instances. TRAC supports retention of the 5 percent level as the

appropriate level of equity ownership in defining an interest between related

parties. We therefore oppose this section.

Section 21 (foreign market value) seeks, among other things, to clarify

the criteria for determining viability of the nome market. One of its

provisions would require that sales in the home market be proportionate to

sales to the United States in order for the home market price to be used to

determine fair value. This could be disadvantageous to domestic industries,

especially in those cases where foreign plants are built in relatively small

countries with output far beyond requirements of local demand. Often in such

instances, the United States is the primary sales target, and the amounts of

the product sold in the home market constitute only a small portion of total

production. Typically, relatively high prices are used in the protected home

market, but the product is sold both in the United States and in third

countries at lower prices. If Section 21 is adopted, the normally higher home

market prices could not be used in these circumstances, and instead low-priced

sales to third countries would be the basis for fair value. In view of this

potential adverse impact, TRAC believes this provision should be deleted and

studied further.

TRAC is generally supportive of most provisions of S.2963 -- both for the

benefits they provide to small businesses and because they serve as a comple-

mentary first step in the ongoing process of trade law reform. However, in

order to ensure the reform character of S.2963, we urge that the Committee

correct the problems cited above.
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MAJOR INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED IN TRAC

(1983 Data)

Value of Shipments Employment
(billion 6$)

Automotive Parts
(Aftermarket)

Chemicals'/

Coal

Color TVs*

Fiber/Textiles/Apparel

Footwear,
Nonrubber

Furniture

Leather Products-

Metalworking

Nonferrous
Metals3/

Steel Production 4/

Steel Distribution*

Total:

8.0

N/A

15.0

4.5

116.7

4.4

10.0

2.0(EW

96.3

.9

52.94/

22.0(E)

332.7

57,000

N/A

130,000

18,000

2,373,000

133,000

225,000

58,300

2,002,000

4,000

384,000.4/

12C,000

5,504,300

No. of
States

50

50

25

181E]

50

41

40

40[E)

43

16

3WS
49

50

1982 data.

Not applicable.

-Estimate

Synthetic organic chemicals.
Handbags, luggage, personal leather goods, leather apparel,
certain work gloves.
Lead and zinc.
Based on a survey of American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
companies providing financial data to the AISI; the figures
represent total steel and non-steel sales and employment.

N/A

[E)

1/

3/
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MEMBERS OF

THE TRADE REFORM ACTION COALITION (TRAC)

An alliance of U.S. companies, trade associations, unions and
workers in the automative parts, chemicals, coal, color televi-
sions, fiber/textile/apparel, footwear, furniture, leather
goods, metalworking, nonterrous metals, and steel industries.

American Fiber, Textile, Apparel Coalition (AFTAC)

AFTAC is a coalition of 18 trade associations and two labor
unions representing the fiber/textile/apparel complex of the
United States. It evolved for the purpose ot representing
these industries in issues of international trade.

The coalition is representative ot an industry with facilities
in 50 states, with employment totaling 2.4 million and sales
accounting for $105 billion.

AFTAC members:
Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union
American Apparel Manufacturers Association
American Textile Manufacturers Institute
American Yarn Spinners Association
Carpet & Rug Institute
Clothing Manufacturers Association of America
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
Knitted Textile Association
Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers of America
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc.
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers
National Association of Uniform Manufacturers
National Cotton Council of America
National Knitwear Manufacturers Association
National Knitwear & Sportswear Association
National Wool Growers Association
Neckwear Association of America
Northern Textile Association
Textile Distributors Association, Inc.
Work Glove Manufacturers Association

American Furniture Manufacturers Assocation (AFMA)

The American Furniture Manufacturers Association (AFMA) is the
largest furniture industry trade association in the United
States.

The Association is representative of home offices and facilities
in 40 states, with employment over 225,000 and a total sales of
$10 billion.
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TRAC MEMBERSHIP
Page 2

American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)

AIST is the principal trade association representinU the
United States steel industry. Its 57 domestic member com-
panies produce 86 percent of the raw steel in the United
States at facilities in 39 states.

In 1983, with respect to member companies providing financial
data, total sales were $52.9 billion and employment was
384,000.

Automotive Service Industry Association (ASIA)

ASA represents the automative aftermarket parts industry,
including wholesalers/distributors and manufacturers.
Member companies total over 8,500 and represent 50 states.

Total sales for 1983 wholesale and distribution were about $8
billion and employment was 57,000.
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Group of 33 (Ad Hoc Lpbor Industry Trade Coalition)

The Group of 33 is an ad hoc labor-industry trade coalition
formed in 1978 to advocate changes in import trade remedy
laws, with particular focus on the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations, subsidies code and 1979 Trade Agreement Act.

The 20 industry trade associations and five labor unions that
make up the Group of 33 represent a wide diversity of indus-
tries which include footwear, leather products, chemicals,
lead and zinc, textile machinery, industrial equipment, vari-
ous textile and apparel products, and agricultural products.

Group of 33 members:
Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO
American Apparel Manufacturers Association
American Brush Manufacturers Association
American Federation of Fishermen
American Mushroom Institute
American Pipe Fittings Association
American Textile Machinery Association
American Textile Manufacturers Institute
American Yarn Spinners Association
Association of Synthetic Yarn Manufacturers
Bicycle Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute
Clothing Manufacturers Association
Copper and Brass Fabricators Council, Inc.
Footwear Industries of America, Inc.
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
International Leather Goods, Plastics & Novelty Workers

Union, AFL-CIO
Lead-Zinc Producers Committee
Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association
National Association of Chain Manufacturers
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers
National Cotton Council
National Knitwear & Sportswear Association
National Knitwear Manufacturers Association
Northern Textile Association
Scale Manufacturers Association, Inc.
Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association
Textile Distributors Association
United Food and Commercial Workers International Union,

AFL-CIO
Valve Manufacturers Association
Work Glove Manufacturers Association
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Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition (MFTC)

The MFTC is a coalition of 36 trade associations representing
the U.S. metal parts industries that joined together in 1982
to seek government cooperation and action to assure fair trade
between the United States and its world trading partners.

MFTC members have operations in 43 states with employment
totaling 2A02 million and sales of $96.3 billion.

MFTC members:
Alliance of Metalworking Industries
American Chain Association
American Cutlery Manufacturers Association
American Die Casting Institute
American Gear Manufacturers Association
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
American Pipe Fittings Association
American Metal Stamping Association (Washer Div.)
American Wire Producers Association
Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association
Association of Die Shops International
Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute
Cast Metals Federation
Cutting Tool Manufacturers Association
Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
Forging Industry Association
Hand Tools Institute
Industrial Fasteners Institute
Industrial Perforators Association, Inc.
Investment Casting Institute
Iron Castings Society
Metal Cutting Tool Institute
Metal Treating Institute
National Association of Pattern Manufacturers
National Screw Machino Products Association
National Tooling and Machining Association
National Foundry Association
National Association of Chain Manufacturers
Non-Ferrous Founders' Society
Plumbing Manufacturers Institute
Steel Founders' Society
Steel Plate Fabricators Association Inc.
Tool & Die Institute
U. S. Fastener Manufacturing Group
Valve Manufacturers Association
Welded Steel Tube Institute
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National Coal Association (NCA)

The NCA represents 150 companies in the coal industry. Its prin-
ciple companies represent the nations coal producer and a small
number of coal transporters and coal industry suppliers.

The association represents an industry with facilities in 25
states with total employment of 130,000 and total sales of
$12-$15 billion.

Steel Service Center Institute (SSCI)

SSCI is a trade association representing almost 500 North
American companies in the steel industry, with 900 service cen-
ters in industrial areas. Service centers are divided into
three types: industrial steel service centers, merchant pro-
ducts distributors and oil country jobbers. Approximately 124
steel producers are associate members.

With total sales of $20-22 billion, SSCI members employ
120,000 people in 49 states.
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S. 2139

COMPREHENSIVE TRADE LAW REFORM ACT OF 1983

Section-by-Section Analysis

TITLE I: Countervailing and Antidumping Duties

Section 101:
The language in this section specifies that any

reference in the bill made to amendments or repeals with
respectto a section, a subsection, or a provision, is a reference
to the Tariff Act of 1930, unless noted otherwise.

Section 102:
Amends the AD/CVD laws by requiring that the suspension

of liquidation begin on the date of the preliminary ITC injury
determination, as published in the Federal Register. This
provision would prevent importers from bringing in as much of a
product as possible before a preliminary DOC determination, which
under present law triggers a suspension of liquidation. The
early suspension of liquidation prevents increased injury to
domestic producers during the 6-8 month period prior to the
preliminary DOC determination.

Section 103:
Amends section 776 (b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 by

requiring that the evidentiary burden in a trade case rests with
the party that possesses the information necessary to prove or
disprove the allegation at issue. The provision would simplify
procedures and reduce costs and data requirements for domestic
petitioners in the prosecution of trade cases.

Section 104:
Under this portion of H.R. 4124, a "Small Business

International Trade Advocate" office would be established. The
section would require the Secretary of Commerce to establish this
office as an active liaison within the DOC for the purpose of
assisting small businesses in the preparation of, and
participation in, proceedings related to the administration of
U.S. trade laws. This section also authorizes that funds be
appropriated to carry out these provisions.

Section 105:
In amending the Antidumping and Countervailing Duty

statutes, Section 105 would provide for more liberal release of
proprietary information, specifically under administrative
protective orders (APO's). The provision would (1) grant to any
party to a proceeding the presumption of a "need to know"; (2)
eliminate the disparate treatment of in-house counsel; (3) treat
requests as continuing; (4) require release of information within
10 working days; and (5) provide for possible release of
information to persons other than counsel(under protective
measures). This section would also allow petitioners the right
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to ask for and review information necessary to check the accuracy
of DOC figures used to calculate AD/CVD margins.

Section 106:
Amends Section 771(7) CE) of the Tariff Act of 1930 by

requiring mandatory consideration by the ITC of the cumulative
impact of imports for the purpose of determining material
injury in AD/CVD investigations when imports compete with each
other and with like products of the domestic industry.

Section 107:
Amends the AD/CVD laws to clarify that the absence of

any (or substantial) imports is not a basis for determining that
an industry is not being threatened with material injury.

Section 108:
This section clarifies the "threat of injury" concept

in the following ways: (1) by clarifying that the targeting of
an industry for export growth by a foreign government should be a
factor in determining threat of injury (2) by specifying
that the ITC must consider long term data, the most current data
(le. monthly or quarterly) and medium term annualized data in
determining threat of injury; and (3) by clarifying that a
substantial inventory build-up of imported products and/or a
substantial build-up of foreign capacity are relevant factors to
be considered by the ITC in determining the threat of injury.

Section 109:
Amends the law to clarify that sales or offers for sale

rather than imports are a sufficient basis for investigation of
AD/CVD cases.

Section 110:
In seeking to reduce costs and time factors involved in

the prosecution of trade cases, this section amends the
preliminary injury provisions to eliminate the need for a public
conference and submission of written comments in situations where
the evidence contained in the petition and questionnaire
responses provide the ITC with a reasonable indication of
material injury. This section would significantly reduce costs to
all parties in the preliminary injury phase of AD and CVD
proceedings.

Section 111:
Amends the law to require consent of the petitioners

before the DOC may extend the time period for preliminary AD/CVD
determinations, by determining that the case is "extraordinarily
complicated."

Section 112:
This section amends 19 U.S.C. 1617 to clarify that the

DOC has no authority (under the Trade Act of 1930, Section 617)
to settle the outstanding duties owed on AD/CVD cases on a
reduced basis. The provision would clarify the law to exclude
from the general compromise provision of U.S. law, the compromise
of AD and CVD duties.

Section 113:
Amends section 104 (b)(2) of the Trade Agreeements Act

of 1979 by prohibiting the ITC from relying on the imposition of
an offsetting export tax for the purpose of revoking a

41-171 0 - 85 - 39
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Countervailing Duty order where an injury investigation is
requested subsequent to a country being designated a "country
under the Agreement".

Section 104(b)(4)(B) is also amended to require than any
revocation under section 104(b) be based upon clear and
convincing evidence presented by the party seeking revocation.

Section 114:
Amends section 751(b)(2) of the Trade Agreements Act of

1979 by precluding the ITC and the DOC from considering
revocation of a Countervailing Duty or Antidumping order or
termination of a suspended investigation for five years. In
addition, firms not originally involved in such cases because
they had not shipped merchandise to the U.S. market at the time
of the original investigation are required to establish a pattern
of positive market experience in the United States as a
prerequisite to exclusion from an order or a suspended
investigation. The provision therefore precludes reviews of such
companies within five years from the date of publication of the
final determination or suspension of investigation.
Subsection (c) of section 751 is amended to require that
revocations of a Countervailing Duty or Antidumping order or
termination of a suspended investigation be based upon clear and
convincing evidence presented by the party seeking revocation or
termination. Further, the administering authority must make a
finding that it is substantially unlikely that subsidized sales
or sales at less than fair value will be resumed and the
Commission must make a negative determination on the question of
injury.

Section 114 also prohibits the administering authority from
revoking a Countervailing Duty order or terminating a suspended
investigation on the basis of an offsetting export tax.

Finally, Section 114 adds a new subsection (f) to section
751 which requires foreign manufacturers, producers, or exporters
to give assurances that they will not receive subsidies or make
sales at less than fair value as a pre-condition for revocation
of a Countervailing Duty or Antidumping order or termination of a
suspended investigation. If the assurances are violated, the
merchandise of the foreign manufacturer, producer or exporter in
question will be excluded from the U.S. market for a period of
one year.

Section 115:
In this section, the statutory provisions regarding

suspension agreements are amended to allow only petitioners in
AD/CVD cases to request a continuation of investigation following
DOC acceptance of a suspension agreement.

Section 116:
Broadens and clarifies the definitions regarding who is

entitled to initiate and participate in AD & CVD proceedings.
Specifically, this section broadens the definition of "interested
party" to include ad hoc labor/industry coalitions which have
been formed specifically to enforce the rights of producers and
workers under trade laws. This provision further defines
"interested party" to permit participation in AD & CVD
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proceedings by those associated with the production of major
parts and components to be incorporated into the imported
article.

Section 117:
Amends the AD/CVD statutes to provide for the

reimbursement of costs, including legal expenses, to successful
petitioners, out of the revenues generated under the Antidumping
and Countervailing Duty laws.

Section 118:
This section amends the judicial review provisions of

AD & CVD statutes to eliminate any presumption in favor of agency
action in any civil proceeding which challenges such actions.

Section 119:
Amends the AD/CVD laws to allow petitioners who have

filed AD & CVD cases for the same products and countries, at
approximately the same time, to apply for time line extensions
which will align the investigation times for each petition. In
this manner, by reducing possible duplication of information, the
section would reduce the costs of these cases for all parties and
the government.

Section 120:
Amends the AD/CVD laws to clarify the definitions of

what constitutes a "negative" determination or an "affirmative"
determination. This clarifies when interlocutory appeals may be
taken.

Section 121:
Amends section 704 (b) to prevent the Commerce

Department from suspending a CVD investigation based on a promise
by a foreign government to apply an export tax equal to the
determined net subsidy (otherwise known as an "offsetting" export
tax), thus eliminating the export tax as a basis for suspending a
CVD investigation.

Section 122:
Present Countervailing Duty law is amended to eliminate

the export tax offset from the offset list, which defines the
ways in which the value of net subsidies can be reduced because
of offsetting costs to the foreign entity which benefited from
the subsidies. The provision further clarifies the exclusivity
of the statutory list for offsetting costs used to calculate "net
subsidy", so as to prevent the liberal interpretation of the
offset list to reduce the amount of subsidies.

Section 123:
Amends the Countervailing Duty statute to broaden the

definition of the term "subsidy". This section clarifies that
subsidies which are alleged to be made "generally available* may
be subject to countervailing duties if they are explicitly or
effectively provided to a specific industry or group of
industries. The provision would clarify the statutory language
by specifying the standards under which such domestic subsidies
would be considered under U.S. Countervailing Duty law. (see also
Section 126).
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Section 124:
Amends section 104(b)(1) of the Trade Agreements Act of

1979, which permits a request for an injury test subsequent to
the designation of a country as a "country under the Agreeement,"
to require that such a request be received prior to the date the
Countervailing Duty petition is filed.

This section of .the bill also amends section 701 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 by requiring that countries "under the
Agreement" must commit themselves under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade to eliminate export subsidies promptly. For
developing countries, "country under the Agreement" status may be
conferred if the country agrees to: phase out existing export
subsidies within five years; not increase existing export
subsidies, extend such subsidies to new merchandise or introduce
new export subsidies; and eliminate export subsidies within one
year on merchandise which the ITC finds is either produced by an
import sensitive U.S. industry or already competitive in the U.S.
market and would be competitive without such subsidization.

The President would be required to review compliance with
the commitments made by developed and developing countries once a
year as well as upon the request of an interested party. If a
country has failed to honor any term of the commitments made to
warrant "country under the Agreement" status, such designation
will be withdrawn. A withdrawal of "country under the Agreement"
status after the Commission has made a negative injury
determination or after an order has been revoked under section
104 (b) will void the negative determination or revocation.

Section 125:
Amends the Countervailing Duty statute to require a

presumption that CVD determinations be made on a country-wide
basis, as opposed to a company-specific basis, except in
situations where the country-wide basis would be inequitable, as
in the case of a state-owned company receiving direct capital
infusions not available to private enterprises in the same
country.

Section 126:
This section further broadens the definition of

"subsidy" so that it includes foreign government programs to
"target" a specific industry or group of industries. In
addition, it directs the administering authority to calculate the
full subsidy benefit of the targeting program which accrues
either directly or indirectly.

Section 127:
"Downstream Dumping" is defined as "imports of a

produdt which is produced with materials purchased at subsidized,
preferential, or below-cost prices". This section would amend
present law by closing the loophole that allows foreign producers
of raw materials to circumvent U.S. trade laws by selling to
exporters in that country(or third countries) at preferential or
below cost rates, resulting in the export of end products to the
U.S. with an unfair cost advantage. The definition of
constructed value would be changed to include the full value of
costs, rather than the purchase price paid by the importer.
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Section 128:
Amends the Antidumping law to allow the DOC to suspend

an Antidumping investigation based on quantitative restriction
agreements with foreign governments and provides necessary
enforcement authority for such agreements. Currently, the DOC may
suspend only CVD investigations in this manner.

Subsection (b) further amends both the AD/CVD statutes
to require that the consent of the petitioners be obtained before
the administering authority enters into a suspension agreement.

Section 129:
Amends the present definition of foreign market value,

by specifying that indirect and general expenses are not to be
eligible as adjustments to the price used as the basis of foreign
market value.

Section 130:
Amends section 772 (d)(2) of the Antidumping statute to

alter the method of adjustment for selling expenses. To properly
account for potentially larger price adjustments in the U.S.
market than in the foreign market, it would require the deduction
from prices in each market of the expenses experienced in those
respective markets.

Section 131:
Amends the Antidumping statute to require use of

average home or referent prices, rather than use of "predominant*
or "most contemporaneous" prices to establish foreign market
value in assessment phase proceedings. In addition, it would
preclude the parties. under investigation from selecting items to
be sampled or averaged. Only the Commerce Department may select
items to be sampled or averaged.

Amends the cost of production provision to exclude
language that allows the recovery of costs within a reasonable
period of time. Also would require an inquiry into trading house
costs in certain circumstances.

Prohibits the use of any transaction between parties with
any level of equity ownership above 5 percent for the purpose of
establishing fair value.

Section 132 & 133:
These sections amend the Antidumping statute for

special application of the trading house principle. It would
require adjustments in selling expenses to reflect the actual
selling expenses incurred by purchasers who do business with the
same seller in the home (or third country) and U.S. markets.

Section 134:
AmendisAntidumping statute by eliminating the

discretionary 90 day review period.
Section 135:

Amends the Antidumping and Countervailing Duty statutes
to provide enforcement authority to the Secretary of Commerce and
Secretary of Treasury for negotiated settlements based on the
withdrawal of petitions.
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TITLE II: Escape Clause (Section 201 of the 1974 Trade Act)

Section 201:
Amends the law in the following ways:
- Imports will need to be a "cause" rather than a

"substantial cause" of serious injury. This puts the U.S.
"escape clause" injury causation standard in conformity with the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Currently, the
U.S. maintains a higher threshold than is required by GATT.

- Producers of materials, parts, components, and
subassemblies are given standing as an entity to file a petition
under the "escape clause' procedure so long as such articles are
irrevocably destined for inclusion in a finished product. The
Commission is required to look at increased imports of such
articles in its investigation so long as such articles constitute
at least 10% of the total value of such materials incorporated in
the article under investigation.

- Any agency administering the different trade
statutes is required to initiate an action under such statutes if
the ITC discovers unfair trade practices during an "escape
clause" investigation.

- An affirmative finding of serious injury from
imports by the ITC during an "escape clause" investigation shall
be considered to be an affirmative finding of material injury
under other trade statutes if the ITC's determination has been
made not more than 12 months prior to the date a petition is
filed under other trade statutes.

- The ITC will no longer be authorized to find that
adjustment assistance can effectively remedy the injury from
imports. - If the ITC finds negatively with regard to injury, a

petitioner will be permitted to refile in six months instead of
one year-as in the present statute.

- A procedure is established to deal with import
surges by permitting the suspension of liquidation of entries by
Customs under certain circumstances while an "escape clause"
investigation is proceeding. If the ITC subsequently makes an
affirmative determination of injury from imports under the
"escape clause" procedure, the articles subject to the suspension
of liquidation shall be subject to increased duties.

Section 202:
Adjustment assistance is removed as one of the remedies

the President can provide instead of import relief through
tariffs, quotas, tariff rate quotas, or a combination thereof.

Section 203:
Amends the law as follows:
- If the President decides to provide no import relief

or a form of import relief different than that recommended by the
ITC, or to negotiate one or more orderly marketing agreements, he
must secure the approval of Congress through an expedited
"ufast-track" procedure similar to section 151 of the Trade Act of
1974. If Congress does not vote affirmatively, the President
shall put the ITC's recommended import relief into effect.
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- If import relief is in the form of increased duties,
there shall be a periodic review of fluctuations in currency
conversion rates and adjustments shall be made in the duty rates
if necessary to maintain the same amount of imports relief that
has been put into effect.

- The President is authorized to negotiate
multilateral as well as bilateral orderly marketing agreements.

- The ITC is given authority to review any orderly
marketing agreements that may be negotiated to determine if they
provide at least the same degree of import relief as they had
recommended in their original determination. If the ITC finds in
the negative or is evenly divided, the President shall put into
effect the import relief originally recommended by the ITC.

- Import relief shall be for at least five years and
not exceed ten years. No phasing down of the import relief can
begin until after three years. No extension of import relief is
permitted. No import relief can be reduced or terminated until
at least five years after the effective date of the import
relief.

- The time period which must elapse after the
termination of import relief before a new investigation can be
initiated is reduced from two years to one year.

TITLE III: Enforcement of United States Rights'(Section 301 of
1974 Trade Act)

Section 301:
Amends the'law as follows:
- In order to make cases filed under section 301

subject to more administrative regularity, investigations will be
initiated upon information presented to the administering
authority, rather than to the President.

- The President's authority to initiate a proceeding
under section 301 is eliminated. Investigations under this
section will be initiated on the basis of information available
to the administering authority or as a result of a petition filed
under section 302.

- A special provision is added which deems actionable
any practice by a foreign government or instrumentality which
denies fair and equitable market opportunities to the goods or
services of the United States or denies to the Unites States
business fair and equitable opportunities for the establishment
of an enterprise.

- Another special provision is added to expressly
permit use of section 301 to address foreign industrial
targeting, defined as any effort by a foreign government or
instrumentality to promote the growth of a specific sector of the
economy through a combination of programs. If the administering
authority finds that a foreign government or instrumentality has
engaged in foreign industrial targeting which causes or threatens
to cause material injury to a UeS. industry or materially retards
the establishment of a U.S. industry, the administering authority
is required to take action to obtain the elimination of or
otherwise respond to the targeting program.
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Section 302:
Amends the law to set forth the procedures for filing a

petition with the administering authority, including: 20 days for
the administering authority to review the sufficiency of a
petition; publication of a notice of initiation of investigation
in the Federal Register; and an opportunity for the presentation
of views, including a public hearing after the preliminary
determination if requested by an interested party. The
amendments to section 302 thereby shorten the time frame for
evaluation of the sufficiency of a petition from 45 to 20;
however, they also eliminate the requirement that the U.S.
government request consultations with foreign countries on the
date the decision is made to initiate the investigation.

Section 303:
Amen the law as follows:
- The administering authority is required to present

questionnaires to the foreign governments and enterprises
concerned and to verify all information on which it relies in
making its final determination.

- If the administering authority does not receive the
information requested or cannot sufficiently verify the
information received, it may base its decision on the best
information available, including allegations contained in the
petition.

Section 304t
Amends the law as follows:
- The administering authority must determine no later

than five months after the date on which an investigation is
initiated whether the final determination is likely to be
affirmative.

- If the administering authority issues an affirmative
preliminary determination, provisional measures may be taken.

Section 305:
Amends the law as follows:
- Because the 1979 amendments to section 301 did not

ensure expeditious treatment of complaints, the revised section
305 requires that the administering authority make a final
determination no later than 11 months after the date on which the
investigation was initiated.

- If the administering authority issues an affirmative
final determination, any action taken must occur within 30 days
of that decision.

Section 306:V Amends the law to require that confidential information
submitted during a section 301 investigation be available for
disclosure under administrative protective order.

Section 307:
Amends the law to read; if the CONTRACTING PARTIES to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade disapprove of any
action taken by the United States under section 301, the
administering authority is given the discretion to modify or
terminate the action or proffer compensation.
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Section 308:
Amends the law to clarify the definition of the term

"administering authority" as the United States Trade
representative or any other officer of the United States to whom
the responsibility for carrying out the duties of the
administering authority under section 301 are transferred by law.

Section 309:
Amends the law to require that the administering

authority collect data on various unfair trade practices, and to
require that the administering authority report quarterly to the
Congress on the information collected and to publish a summary of
its report in the Federal Register.

Section 310-3TIY
Conforming amendments are made to substitute the term

"administering authority" for the term "Special Representative."
Section 312:

Amends the law as follows:
- Judicial review of the administering authority's

determination is granted.
- The court is required to hold unlawful any

determination found to be unsupported by substantial evidence on
the record or otherwise not in accordance with law.

TITLE IV: Private Remedies

Section 401:
This section substantially amends 15 U.S.C. 72 by

eliminating the criminal penalties and treble damage provisions
contained in the present law and replacing them with provisions
allowing any person who is injured in his business or property by
reason of dumped imports to bring a civil action to recover
actual damages against the foreign manufacturer or exporter of
the merchandise or any related party importer in the Federal
district courts. The relevant definitions of dumping and
material injury track those contained in the Trade Agreements Act
of 1979, except that the foreign market value of an article is
increased by the amount of any subsidy provided to the foreign
manufacturer or exporter and not otherwise included in the
foreign market value or constructed value of the merchandise. A
final DOC or ITC determination on same merchandise from the same
country constitutes a prima facie showing of that element and
shifts the burden of proof to the defendant.

Subsections (c) and (d) provide subpoena- power to the
district court and appoint the district directors of the U.S.
Customs Service as the lawful agents for service of process for
the foreign manufacturer or exporter.

Subsection (e) sets a statute of limitations of four
years but suspends the statute during the pendency of
administrative proceedings, or related appeals, under the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 relating to the same imports.

Subsection (f) provides that if a foreign manufacturer
or exporter fails to comply with a discovery order under this
section the court may enjoin the further importation or
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distribution by the non-complying defendant of the same or
similar merchandise until it complies.

Subsection (9) maintains the confidential or privileged
status of documents or information unless the court orders
disclosure under a protective order or otherwise.

Subsection (h) would require that any suit filed under
this section be expedited in every way possible.

Subsection (i) contains the definitional provisions
described above and subsection (j) expresses the sense of the
Congress that this section is consistent with United States
obligations under the GATr.

TITLE V: Miscellaneous

Section 501:
This provision makes the effective date of H.R. 4124

the date of enactment. However, the amendment to section 104 (b)
(1) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 contained in section
124(a) of this bill will be applicable to any request for an
injury test under that section which is pending on the date of
enactment.
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VALVE ~ orjRERS

September 5, 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Senate Finance Subcommittee

on International Trade
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Pending Legislation for Trade Law Reform (S. 2952, S. 2845,

and S. 2963)

Dear Senator Danforth:

The Valve Manufacturers Association ("VMA") is pleased to respond to

the Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade's request for views

on the trade law reform bills cited above. The VMA has, since its for-

mation in 1938, worked to promote the use of American-made flow control

equipment throughout the world. Today, with over seventy United States

companies under its umbrella, the VMA's membership accounts for the prepon-

derance of domestic production of the different types of valves which are

so essential to a variety of fundamental industries in the United States,

including the oil and gas, power generation, chemical and iron and steel

industries.

The VMA wants to voice, on behalf of its members, support for these

trade law reform bills as a whole with certain qualifications and with the

suggestion that further measures ought to be included. Having only

recently been denied relief under the antidumping duty law for want of an

affirmative injury determination against certain steel valves, despite

tneir having been found by the Commerce Department to be dumped from Japan,

the VMA is convinced there is need for stronger trade laws.

1050 Seventeenth Stret. N.W.. Suite 701
Washington. D.C. 20036
Phone (202) 331-8105
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1. S. 2952. -- The VMA wholeheartedly endorses this bill introduced

by Senator Heinz. The bill notably toughens United States law against the

unfair pricing practices of dumping and subsidization in a number of ways.

Particularly helpful are the expanded definition and clarification in sec-

tion 10 of what is a countervailable subsidy and the explicit inclusion of

upstream subsidies in that definition. Other provisions calling for impor-

tant amendments are section 12, which requires that when calculating

constructed value the Commerce Department is to reflect the full costs of

preferentially priced or subsidized inputs into the finished exports, and

section 4, which spells out in greater detail than before some of the rele-

vant economic factors which the International Trade Commission shall weigh

with respect to the threat of material injury from dumped or subsidized

imports. These and the remaining sections of Senator Heinz's bill are, in

the VMA's judgement, worthy of favorable consideration and passage into law.

2. S. 2963. -- In certain regards this bill by Senator Cohen comple-

ments and bolsters S. 2952. To this extent, the VMA urges that S. 2963

also be enacted. The concern exhibited by S. 2963 for small businesses in

the United States and for their ability to receive the pItection of this

nation's trade laws is well-founded. The bill makes considerable progress

in this direction by setting up In section 2 a Small Business Trade

Assistance Office. In like vein S. 2963 is to be applauded for its section

8 in which the Secretary of Commerce is directed to conduct a study and

issue a report within a year on adjustments in dumping proceedings to

United States price and foreign market value. A great deal of controversy

and complexity exist with these adjustments, and congressional involvement

in this area should occur.
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While there are positive aspects of S. 2963, the VMA opposes various

other provisions of the bill. Section 3 narrows considerably the availabi-

lity of appeal to the Court of International Trade. Section 4 would elimi-

nate Interlocutory appeals. In tne VMA's view, whatever might be gained

from these amendments in time and cost savings would be tremendously

overshadowed by the loss of the lower court's growing knowledge and

experience in the trade law field and in the valuable flexibility for

domestic producers of having the option to bring interlocutory appeals.

Additionally, section 4td) of the bill should be reworded so as not to

appear, as it does presently, to endorse so-called margin analysis.

Similarly, section 9 allows the Commerce Department virtually

unchecked discretion to use averaging and sampling techniques when figuring

both United States price and foreign market value in dumping proceedings.

Moreover, averaging and sampling are permitted not only in original

investigations but during assessment reviews as well. These practices

unnecessarily weaken the law. With all but the most blatant and extensive

dumping, sampling would run the risk of almost certainly causing individual

dumped shipments to elude penalty. In addition, averaging would clearly

alter the specific dumping duty owed on a particular shipment. The notion

of sampling of United States sales is furthermore irreconcilable with the

command of section 751 of the 1930 Tariff Act (19 U.S.C. § 1675) that

annual reviews be conducted on an entry-by-entry basis.

Moreover, section 18 of S. 2963 inexplicably and unjustifiably would

find foreign parties and their United States importers to be related only

after a 20 percent equity interest was present. This change is best struck.

X ~ , Aw -"I -)4t.,""ý''"1 o A '%-,ý " 'ý 4w -
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It would invite and tempt parties with lesser but still meaningful corpor-

ate bonds to manipulate upward the import price reported to customs officials

in order to avoid antidumping duties.

Finally, section 21 includes language which would modify the criteria

for using home market sales by requiring that such sales be proportionate

to sales shipped to the United States. The VMA oppses this provision

because it believes that foreign producers will be able to avoid valid

affirmative dumping findings if this procedure is implemented.

3. S. 2845. -- Alone of these three bills, S. 2845 addresses the

"escape clause" law. The VRA stongly endorses this bill as introduced by

Senator Danforth. It properly and sensibly charges the International Trade

Commission not to consider factors which are the President's responsibility

to evaluate. At the same time, the bill correctly directs the Commission

to take into account increased imports by domestic producers as an indica-

tion of serious injury and threat thereof, not as a sign of a positive

effort to compete. The provisions on profits and the concept of

"significant idling of productive facilities" are also sound. As the bill

recognizes in an economically realistic fashion, a significant number of

firms in an industry can be reasonably profitable or profits can be steady

or even increasing, and that industry can still be experiencing serious

injury or threat of serious injury substantially because of Increased

imports. Moreover, it makes little sense to do as the Commission has

recently done and assess injury by looking only at the status of presently

operating plants. This bill remedies that fault by instructing the

Commission to evaluate the closing, underutilitization, and production

declines of plants in earlier years as well.
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4. Conclusion. -- While these three bills serve for the most part to

enhance the trade laws, there are other measures which could be added from

the Comprehensive Trade Law Reform Act of 1983 (S. 2139) which the V4A

believes would be extremely worthwhile. In particular, the VtA commends

sections 105, 110, 114, 121, and 124 of that act as deserving of approval.

Section 105 calls for the speedier and more liberal release under admi-

nistrative protective order of proprietary information than is presently

possible in antidumping and countervailing duty proceeedings. Section 110

envisions less costly preliminary injury determinations by the

International Trade Commission when evidence in a dumping or countervailing

duty petition and the domestic industry's questionnaire responses obviate a

public conference and written comments. Sections 114 and 121 provide much-

needed clarification as to when and under what circumstances an anti-

dumping or a countervailing duty order can be revoked (or investigations

terminated) and spell out the consequences if the revocation's conditions

are not honored by the foreign interests concerned. Lastly, section 124

principally sets down strict commitments to end export subsidies which a

country must make in order to be deemed a country under the GATT subsidies

agreement and entitled to an injury determination in a countervailing duty

case by virute of that status. Section 124 also provides for a regular

monitoring of whether the commitments are being upheld and for retraction

of the status as a country under the agreement and voidance of any negative

injury determinations and revocations in countervailing duty cases if the

commitments are violated.
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The Valve Manufacturers Association is encouraged by the activity now

underway to make United States trade laws more responsive and effective.

The valve producers in this country are willing and able to compete on fair

terms with imports, but are severely disadvantaged when confronted by unfair

trade which our nation's trade laws cannot counteract. As discussed above,

it is the VMA's conviction that many of the amendments contained in S.

2952, S. 2963, and S. 2845 work to correct shortcomings in the trade laws

and that other amendments should be included in reform legislation. The

VMA appreciates this opportunity to be heard.

Sincerely,

MALCOLM E. O'HAGAN
President /
The Valve Manufacturers Association
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